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Fritz and Winnie take in the scene.

My Dog’s Breakfast

Monday, June 1:
Another chapter in the chronicle of dog life in Paddington Rec begins on a splendid late spring
morning, one in which the sun smiles warmly on the green scene below and the park is busy
with activity – organized activity like the school groups returning to the Rec after their half-term
holiday and disorganized activity: strollers, joggers, dogs and their owners. We pass Janet who is
having an intense chat with Farrah at the top of the running track – old Poppy at the latter’s feet
and young Daisy-Mae lying in the shade cast by the two ladies. A well-rounded chocolate Lab
named Chester plays through and thereafter we make good progress toward the park’s central
green, where I can see, even at a distance, a lively doggy scene near the cricket crease.
I am glad to see that Ginger, Cheryl’s ancient Pug, is still with us; the ancient dowager suffered
a stroke yesterday and that is why Cheryl missed the annual party I usually like to schedule for
my dog-owning mates in May. Ginger walks with an even stronger leftward tilt than usual but
she seems bright enough. Christian and Reina now enter with the mostly French Bulldogs Vito
and Miro; these parents-to-be also missed yesterday’s party because they were holding a baby
shower for the imminent arrival. My Fritz wanders off in the direction of the Grantully gate and
I keep an eye on him from a distance while chatting to Christian. I can see him up there strolling
back and forth on the walkway that surrounds the green but there is a problem: there are two of
him. When this happens, as it often does, it is because I am looking at a similarly-sized Miniature
Schnauzer, Oscar. Sure enough I find that my dog has joined a parade that includes Oscar’s
brother, Scamp the Westie, and the little black poodle with the pom-pom tail, Charlie.
At breakfast this morning our group includes Cheryl, Hanna, Davide, Georgie, Ofra, and Janet.
Davide, our BA steward, has also missed the party, arriving too late from a Houston flight to
make it. He now gets up to fill a bowl with water for our pets and brings it into the exclusive
seating area for dog owners, established recently immediately adjacent to the park café. A
number of the other dog owners bring their pets in just for a drink. Today is Winnie the Pug’s
sixth birthday and the coffees are on Davide. Winnie, who is supposed to be dieting, is not
deterred by this fact when it comes to staking out her share of the ham and cheese toasty that her
daddy is consuming. She plants herself on his chest and snorts imperiously. At least when the
other dogs get their shares as well there are no fisticuffs – Winnie has been known to take out her
foodie disappointments on the nearest bystander. No, the only doggy naughtiness is down to my
Fritz, who uses the opportunity of a temporarily open gate to return to the green. I take this as a
sign that it is time to leave and so, alone for once, we complete our back passage walkround.
Tuesday, June 2:
Another lovely sunny morning presides over the park scene today; we have had an unusual
run of such days of late and everyone is very grateful ¬– though I don’t suppose that the drunk
I saw climbing over the metal barbs of the park fence at 5:00 this morning cared much about
the weather. When we reach the green, four hours later, there is a small party of Pugs at the
Morshead Road end. Fritz rushes up to sniff Winnie and Zorro and then he also has to investigate
a party of four or five dogs brought by one of the local dog walkers. One of these chaps, black
or very dark brown, is essentially Schnauzerish; his name is Monty. My dog now heads for the
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Randolph roadway and I have to follow, picking up his abandoned tennis ball as I cross the
green. On a bench over on this side is John the Commentator, the veteran observer of the doggy
scene who often offers (to himself) a running monologue on the antics of our pets. “Lovely
day,” he says to me, a remark unexceptional (and certainly true) were it not for the fact that the
author of this remark is sporting an umbrella and wearing one of his patented floppy hats and a
buttoned-up rain coat.
We turn around and head in for coffee. Our corner of the doggy-only enclosure at the café is
sporting its blue umbrella this morning but the trees have provided additional shade. Our group
includes Ellen, Ronnie, Davide, Wendy, Cheryl, Georgie, Hanna and Ofra. I am particularly
glad to see the latter because I have brought with me today her cake pan, the one that encased a
delicious fresh-from-the-oven cheesecake delivered to my party two days ago by Janet – whose
flameproof blue towel is now claimed by Georgie. At a nearby table sits the owner of Kiwi, the
adorable Lhasa Apso puppy from Harrods. Ofra is in love with this furry bundle and offers to
babysit. Kiwi bravely mixes it up with the other small dogs, especially including Daisy-Mae.
Unfortunately both of these animals can get through (or under) the bars and they escape twice.
We also have Wilson, the King Charles, mixing it up in our midst.
I have brought with me a set of cancelled U.S. stamps, ones that are now available to assuage the
vanity of American letter writers – who can actually pay to have their own photos pictured on
the postage. I know this is right up Cheryl’s alley, though she is just as likely to insert portraits
of Lola and Ginger (who did not have a stroke, but did receive a cortisone shot). Indeed, our
Oklahoman is charmed by the postal possibilities and I suggest that my introduction of this
innovation (Stamps.com) is like handing a loaded gun to a madman. Bailey, the Cavalier owned
by Ofra, whines when his mommy goes into the café. He is denounced as a wuss by the other
owners. Ofra returns to complain that she is cold. She is denounced as a wuss as well. We begin
our back passage walkround. Fritz and I start out with some of the others but soon we have
overtaken everyone and caught up with the veteran presence of the matched Whippets, Denim
and Suede. Rowena is also walking a pair of dogs in front of Morshead Mansions, her own
Timmy and Julia’s Andorra. Fritz rushes across the street in order to answer Timmy’s pee-mail
on the steps of block 13. No postage required.
Wednesday, June 3:
Temperatures have dropped a bit but it is still pleasant enough in the park this morning. Ahead
of us I can see celebrity model Jasmine Guinness doing a little jogging on the walkway with
Fly – while her lad parallels this progress on the running track itself. We do not catch up with
this trio this time but when we reach the green I can see a great deal of small doggy activity
and Fritz pauses to investigate briefly. We then begin a slow circle of this space, returning to
the center only when we spot Tanya with the Weimaraner Pasha and Hanna ¬– coming in from
the Grantully gate with Lizzie’s Schnauzer Yoyo. The little madam charges Fritz with a furious
growl ¬– just to set the record straight – but he pays no attention as we move on toward the café.
There is a grand turnout today at our table: Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna,
Davide and Cheryl. The latter has been to visit retired park veteran Albert, who has been moved
to a rehabilitation hospital following surgery for a broken hip. Asked where this place is, she
replies that it is near St. Pancreas Station (and why not, since we also have Marylebone and
Liverpool Street Stations?) Peter is complaining that it is freezing, something that Lagos-bound
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Davide need not fear where he is going. As usual we have a great view of all the passing parade
outside our fence; today we get a dozen prambulators on their way to the footie pitch with their
babies out front and the actor Julian Rhind-Tutt here for some exercise of his own.
Kiwi is added to the mix and Ofra follows the furry bundle around closely when Kiwi’s mom,
Yara, goes into the café to get her own coffee. It is not easy keeping an eye on the little Lhasa
Apso since she can slide though the bars of the gate and does so frequently. When she is back in
our midst she mixes it up with much larger dogs including Georgie’s Sparkie, a Yorkie who takes
time off from his barking at tractor drivers to hump the little visitor once or twice. Meanwhile
Cheryl has taken the ancient Ginger onto her lap in order to clean some gunk out of the Pug’s
eye. There is an almighty struggle as Ginger clearly wants to be returned to earth. A second later
we can see why this is so: she has already started to squat. “Wow, “ I say, “that was almost a first:
the Rec’s first airborne poo.”
Thursday, June 4:
Fresher temperatures continue to prevail today, but it is sunny and pleasant as Fritz and I (after a
brief stop at the post box) make our way into the park. When we reach the green my dog rushes
forward to greet Georgie, who has Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae in tow today. I ask her about
another fluffy creature, one who is just being carried away by her mommy. Georgie says this is a
spooked Pomeranian who doesn’t like other dogs. I try to get Fritz interested in his green tennis
ball but he is more intrigued by the opportunity to sample the smells of the Randolph walkway.
We head for the gate on this side of the park, passing a fuzzy black-brown Newfoundland puppy
named Beau. She is only eleven weeks old and you can tell already that she will be immense.
Painful progress is all we have on offer and Fritz has to investigate every patch of earth and piece
of green over here. At last I get him turned around and delivered to the doggy area adjacent to the
café.
Today I am using this as my own version of a crèche – as I have several errands to run on Maida
Vale Parade. The first of these is just supposed to be a visit to the cash machine at Barclays Bank
but it is clogged up and I have to go inside instead. I also stop to pick up the Radio Times for
next week, waiting out a queue slowed by gamblers ¬in search of scratch cards – for we now
often have to view our local newsagents and grocery stores as extensions of the betting shop,
especially on lottery days. I have been gone a good twenty minutes when I return. The others tell
me that Fritz cried when I left, the ninny!
Our group this morning includes Ofra, Ellen, Georgie, Janet, Cheryl, Wendy and Kiwi’s mommy,
Yara. (It is also an election day and Ronnie is manning the polls for the Conservative Party.)
There have been four new additions to the doggy area since yesterday, a quartet of quite large
planters, each containing a lonely tropical specimen. One of these obstructs the corner where
Daisy-Mae likes to slip under the bars; she is truly penned at last. Not so for Kiwi, who is still
small enough to squeeze through the bars. She does this several times but most of her energies
are devoted to wrestling with Daisy-Mae. Fritz, meanwhile, has set up a permanent base camp at
the feet of Yara because he knows she has treats in her purse.
The chief topic of conversation is the loss, earlier this week, of an Air France plane over the
Atlantic on its journey from Rio to Paris. Everyone has a theory for the tragedy, whose mystery
we may never know. One of these is terrorism and this leads to a discussion of airport security.
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Yara says that when we she was in the airport in Sierra Leone she was told by the immigration
lady that she didn’t have to show her passport but, “Where is my Christmas present?” Cheryl
says that even her brother, who literally carries the Pope’s briefcase on the latter’s foreign travels,
has also had to pay such gratuities. I can’t help teasing our Oklahoman, who is off on a two-week
trip back to the States tomorrow – “Well at least the Papal party can afford the tip.” At this Ofra
gets up to leave, returning ten seconds later because she has forgotten her keys.
Friday, June 5:
Some days it’s my coffee money, on others it’s poo poo bags or the tennis ball or my sack of
biscuits – today it’s my cap that I have left behind as Fritz and I head for the park on a gray
Friday morning. Not to worry – since it’s not raining and it’s not cold, the two reasons why a cap
must be worn. In fact it is quite pleasant if dull this morning and the park is relatively quiet – if
you don’t count half a dozen youths lying in a goal mouth with their bicycles sprawled on the
turf beside them as they discuss, heatedly, the many ways in which each has let the others down.
When we reach the green Fritz rushes over to see Janet with Daisy-Mae and Peter with old
Holly. Sparkie appears from stage right as well and he and Fritz form an instant pack to pursue
poor Gus, the lop-eared Schnauzer whose long efforts to ingratiate himself with this crowd
somehow always fall short. Fritz now begins to circle the green, getting as far as the Grantully
gate where Tracy is just arriving with her little white Poodle, Sweep, Toby the Dachshund, and a
low-slung newcomer named Stanley. The latter rushes up to check out Fritz as we begin to cross
the green in pursuit of the other coffee seekers. In the middle of a grassy expanse, one that is
being crisscrossed with chalky white paint in advance of the inevitable school sports day, there is
quite a contingent of dogs at play: Fly, Blue, the Weimaraner, Asher, the Ridgeback, Millie, the
Miniature Pinscher, and a golden Lab to be named later.
Our group is just settling down beneath our blue umbrella. While I am inside the café waiting
to order my cappuccino I notice that there is a five-pound note on the floor. It doesn’t belong
to Peter, who is just ahead of me in the queue, and so it must belong to one of the builders who
preceded him. These chaps are sitting over in a corner and I stop to ask if either of them has lost
a fiver. One chap searches his wallet and says he thinks he has lost such a sum. I return the note
and a few minutes later he comes outside to offer to buy me a coffee in gratitude for my gesture.
Today we have Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Hanna, and Denise. The latter has arrived to
check out the St. Pancras rehabilitation center where Albert is now located. She has brought with
her photos of her world in Amsterdam and so we can see pictures of Saffy and Tinkerbelle, the
twin Yorkies whose lively personalities
brightened our scene at the end of Albert’s leash in times gone by. Millie squeezes through the
bars and comes in for a visit and Yoyo, in Hanna’s care, jumps into my lap the better to see
what food may be available this morning. Georgie loses a bit of bacon from her sandwich and
Daisy-Mae claims it by lashing out at old Sandy, the senior Corgi whom Ellen brings to the
park along with her brother Jack, the Jack Russell. The dogs next turn their attention to a large
thirteen week-old puppy, who is sitting outside the bars. This is Honey and she is a RottweilerStaffie cross (let us hope that she retains her pacific character). It is time for us to begin our back
passage walkround but there is a problem for any dog walker who has forgotten his cap: there is
now a light rain falling on any uncovered heads.
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Saturday, June 6:
The rains have come and moisture was a dominant characteristic during both our afternoon
and our late night walks yesterday. There is no improvement today but the rain is so light that
I decide to put my rain jacket on and leave Fritz’s behind. He doesn’t seem to mind and we are
sheltered for part of our approach to the green anyway – the Leylandias can always be relied
on to protect the walkway beneath. As we reach the green I can see Dan passing in front of the
pavilion. He accompanies me as I follow Fritz down the Randolph walkway where we meet
the charming Beau again. Fritz then begins a grand circle of the green and I follow him again,
meeting up with Hanna and Yoyo as we pass the Grantully gate. When we reach the pavilion I
am alarmed to see my dog turn left instead of following the walkways around to the café. I have
to see what he is up to; there is a glass neck between the older part of the building and the new
extension and one can enter from either side via automatic doors. Fritz, I can see, has actually
managed to trigger a set of doors, which is just opening for him. I’m sure he would have stepped
inside had I not appeared to put him back on lead.
We move our old table closer to the café doors since the overhang here provides much better
protection from the rain than the blue umbrella in the doggy area. The planters in this space, I
can now see, have been joined by other, smaller versions elsewhere in the precincts of the café.
The brick pillars that support the overhang, for instance, are now decorated with wooden capitals
and the low stone wall that separates the picnic tables from the rest of the establishment are
now surmounted by earth-filled planters as well. Hanna says that this is a great improvement
since the presence of these earthen boxes will prevent kids from climbing the wall, screaming,
shouting and falling off. (Nothing is said about the loss of the robin’s dining table.) Councilor
Jan Prendergast now comes by for one of her regular Saturday surgeries in the café. She says
that planters also presided over her entry into local politics since she objected to the unlovely
presence of some large white ones in front of the Odeon cinema and decided to campaign to have
them moved to a more suitable site. She succeeded in having them moved but, to her surprise,
they ended up in the Rec ¬– these are the same planters, on either side of us, that Cheryl now
tends with her secateurs.
We have only a small turnout because of the continuing wet weather: Hanna, Peter, Ellen,
Georgie and Dan. The latter, inspired by all the cream teas consumed in Ireland, has brought with
him scones, clotted cream and strawberry jam and this is shared around when our coffees come.
Peter says that he is tempted to put some money on Golden Sword at 40-1 in the Derby at Epsom
today since we are celebrating the 65th anniversary of D-Day and Gold and Sword were two of
the landing beaches. Winnie, meanwhile, keeps putting her wet paws on Peter’s white slacks – in
spite of his protests. Dan puts her on his lap but this only gives her a better view of all the food
that she is not allowed to eat and she snaps at Sparkie, lying innocently next door in Georgie’s
lap. Then, with the speed of a cobra, the Pug launches herself across the intervening space in
order to further her aggressive intentions and Dan (after pulling his dog off poor Sparkie) now
attaches her to the low stone wall where, in her red collar and lettuce slug rain jacket, she sits
forlornly for the next few minutes. Dan and Davide are off for a long weekend in Scotland today
and Winnie will be staying with Georgie. “She’s always as good as gold at my house,” Georgie
adds.
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Sunday, June 7:
Shortly after I rise on a gray Sunday morning the heavens open and the sustained sounds of
thunder soon mean that Fritz disappears beneath the bed. I have taped a piece of cardboard over
the entrance to his hidey-hole but he has clearly scraped this off and I leave him in seclusion,
even after the storm has passed, while I take my shower. As I dress I try to coax him out,
reminding him that it is quiet now and that the sun is even making an attempt to emerge. There
is no response and I am getting ready to pull out a drawer and drag him out when I realize that
he has been dozing in the sitting room for the last half hour! He shows no signs of distress and is
soon making his way along the back walkways and out to the green ¬– where a number of dogs
are already gathering under blue sunny skies.
We meet up with Hanna near the Grantully gate and follow her around the perimeter (Yoyo on
lead) until Fritz disappears down the Randolph roadway. I get him turned in the right direction
by deploying his tennis ball but he drops this object behind some bushes and it takes a while
for me to find it. By this time our group is filtering into the doggy area next to the café. Today
we have Georgie (who unwinds the blue umbrella), Peter, Ellen, Janet, Liz, Ofra, and Hanna. I
have to dump Daisy-Mae off my chair twice before I am allowed to sit down and then Sparkie
(repeatedly) and Winnie sit in my lap. The dogs are their usual food-obsessed selves, not only at
our table but at an adjacent one where a woman has brought her little boy and a Cavalier named
Princess. Winnie and Liz’s Beagle, Roxy, spend a lot of time over here as well.
Liz has brought some late birthday presents for Georgie, a handbag and a chain for her mobile
phone and Ofra spends a lot of time trying to attach the latter two objects, finally borrowing my
glasses in order to see exactly what she is doing. Georgie has new pictures of her grandson, baby
Oliver, on her phone and these are passed around. Peter admits that his choice in yesterday’s
Derby did not win, as he had hoped. (In retrospect I should have bet on Golden Sword since I
was a member of a secret high school club called The Knights of The Golden Sword.) Peter then
adds some additional information that soon puts a damper on the morning’s proceedings. This is
the news that the police are looking (perhaps even with helicopters yesterday) for the Australian
clairvoyant, Katherine McCormack, who often used to visit our table to say hello to the dogs.
Evidently suffering from dementia, Katherine has not been seen in any of her usual haunts and
this is obviously worrying.
Saturday, June 13:
Walking in Wales has commanded my attention and energy for five days and during this
period Fritz has been in the capable care of his Aunt Hanna. He seems to have done well in
her company, as usual, sharing the attention with the bossy Yoyo and participating in lengthy
outdoor excursions three times a day. Hanna knows which streets are the least likely to tempt our
scavengers with forbidden chicken bones and this means that Fritz has been heading south most
nights, particularly enjoying the exotic life of the canal. Hanna returned him to me at 10:30 last
night and we both fell into a deep sleep almost immediately.
Today it is overcast but the sun is making an effort to break though and it is certainly warm
enough. The park has yet to fill up with its usual Saturday compliment, just some footie lads
and Julian Rhind-Tutt on the running track so far. Fritz makes slow progress toward the green
but once arrived he rushes forward to greet Georgie, Janet and Dan, who are lying on the grass
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while Winnie, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae play. I would like to flop down myself but I suspect that
I wouldn’t be able to get up again if I did so. Fritz chases down his tennis ball a few times and
then he rushes forward to greet Hanna, who is crossing the green with a shopping bag full of the
favorite toys I had left with her.
At breakfast this morning we have Ofra (who has brought another just-baked culinary treat),
Peter, Ellen, Dan, Georgie, Janet, Hanna and Wendy. There is a long queue in the café and it
takes a while for the coffee to arrive. In the interim our dogs behave like a mob, barracking any
passing animal who comes near the iron bars. Our dogs do enjoy quite a bit of bounty from the
table, though Winnie is made to raise a paw on the command of “High Fives” – earning only a
piece of diet kibble for her efforts. Dan now reports on last night’s Britney Spears concert at the
O-2 Centre, where he enjoyed the hospitality of a private box. Keeping to the theme of spectacle,
Ofra adds that there will soon be a Jewish Maccabee Games for dogs in Mill Hill, but she doesn’t
seem to know whether the entrants have to be Jewish dogs or not.
Sunday, June 14:
It is a warm and sunny Sunday as Fritz and I cross the street to enter the Essendine gate. The
first dog we encounter is the giant, shaggy Storm, an Alsatian who drops his wet tennis ball at
Fritz’s feet as if to say, “Well, what do we have here?” Janet and Georgie are again seated on
the grass and Fritz rushes forward to exchange greetings. I toss the tennis ball around a bit but
such activity does not command my dog’s attention for long and we are soon heading down
the Randolph roadway. Cheryl’s dog sitter is just entering with Ginger and Lola. Both dogs are
on their own all-fours, though the blue covered wagon is available. Ginger is scuttling along
sideways, like a crab, but doing a good job of it, all in all. Fritz pays no attention to these Pugs
and almost before I know it he has reached the Randolph gate, where a stern “Stay!” from his
master does the job. As we return to the green we are joined by a lively midsized black dog with
a shiny coat. His name is Saki and he manages to score a goal by rushing between Peter’s legs.
That gentleman knows Cheryl’s dog sitter, who is in his line dancing class.
At the counter of the café Bouzha says that she is not speaking to Ofra because (1) she is a
trouble-maker and (2) she did not share any of a recent birthday cake with the café staff. Ofra, for
her part, is wearing a t-shirt with the message “I (heart, heart) TLV.” This is translated as “I love
Tel Aviv,” though the hearts can also serve as zeros to mark the hundredth anniversary of the city
in question. At breakfast much of the conversation is devoted to clothes shopping. The bargains
at Primark are touted by some – just as Liz is saying that her Ryan loses every expensive item
of clothing that she has ever bought for him. Ofra says that her Guy would never wear anything
as down-market as Primark clothing: “If his knickers don’t say Calvin Klein, he’s not wearing
them.” Various items of doggy comestibles are also discussed and I learn from Peter that while I
was away England thrashed the mighty Andorra 6-0 at Wembley.
Our dogs, behaving like a mob as usual, bay viciously at any strange dog outside our cage.
Sparkie is particularly brave in barking at a Staffie from this safe distance. Two of the dogs tied
up outside are the golden Lab, Max, and the Cavalier, Amber. These dogs are just ahead of us
as we begin our back passage walkround, but it is not easy getting started. Roxy is going from
table to table, Daisy-Mae won’t budge and Sparkie is having anxieties over the disposition of
his tennis ball. Hanna, with Yoyo in tow, accompanies me; she says that the latter misses the
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company of Fritz (no one to boss around). We walk as far as the former Nosh store on Castellaine
Parade (now Hamish II), Hanna holding Fritz while I dash inside, then I holding Yoyo while
Hanna dashes inside, then Hanna holding Sparkie while Georgie dashes inside. On the way home
I tell Hanna that I have just realized that today Dorothy and I should have been celebrating our
forty-fifth wedding anniversary.
Monday, June 15:
It is an overcast morning, somewhat muggy, as Fritz and I begin a new week in Paddington
Rec. There is an unusually large turnout on the running track this morning but the mystery is
eventually cleared up: Courtney’s is having an open day and you can run for free today, though
why there should ever be a charge for running in a public park does remain a mystery. For some
reason Fritz decides to do some of his running in the empty middle pitch, penetrating an open
gate and rushing down the touchline. I get him turned around by bouncing a moth-eaten rubber
ball that Hanna has passed on to me and thereafter this toy is employed in the wide-open spaces
of the green itself. There are lots of dogs running about here as well (no one has figured out how
to make this a money-making proposition) and the ball does end up once or twice in the mouth
of Hendrix, a naughty brown poodle. Also making an appearance is the black Walter who, we
learn for the first time, is a Schnoodle, part Schnauzer and part poodle. The Schnauzers are also
represented by Yoyo and Pepper and both Hanna and Linda are among those who follow us
toward the café.
Peter has just filled a large blue bowl with water at the loos and Fritz dances at his feet, waiting
for a drink. My dog makes a thorough nuisance of himself this morning, appearing at the knees
of every diner – those already mentioned plus Ellen, Ofra, Janet and Georgie. Though he is not
foremost in the search for treats the other dogs are not far behind: Daisy-Mae, Sparkie, Bailey,
and Winnie. Peter now tells us that he visited Albert in the convalescent home near St. Pancras
yesterday and that the old chap seems to be doing well, though he is not mobile yet. The geriatric
news is not altogether upbeat however, for posters of the missing Kathleen McCormack have
begun to appear locally. Janet says she saw one at the Bridge pub yesterday afternoon when the
doggy people (and Yoyo) enjoyed a festive lunch.
When we get up to leave, the dogs follow their usual patterns of mischief. Winnie won’t budge
until we have all left the café and Daisy-Mae uses the forbidden picnic grounds to cut a corner
before squeezing through the fence. In front of us Jack charges the yellow-clad backs of a
number of St. Georgettes, who are sitting with their shoulders rubbing the fence in the five-a-side
court. There is a lot of screaming and one of the lasses rushes over to shut the door just in case
the Jack Russell should want to enter. The gents from St. George’s have now occupied a corner
of the middle pitch; here they receive instructions on softball from an American woman: “Never
walk a batter with the bases loaded!” (This does not happen, as a routine groundball through the
infield clears the bases – even though some of the boys don’t yet know that you have to step on
the bases as you round them.)
Tuesday, June 16:
As we cross the street I can see that the pavements are still a bit damp following a furious rainfall
that swept through our area late yesterday afternoon. The storm, accompanied by hailstones
that filled all of my window boxes, also brought its share of prolonged thunder and this meant
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that Fritz was most upset. He did not seek his hidey-hole beneath the bed, however, contenting
himself with burrowing into a fort that we made out of cushions on the TV room sofa. He
wouldn’t eat his dinner but he was well enough for a late night walk, when the storm had long
passed.
Today he is lively enough, making his way out to the green quickly and chasing down the
moth-eaten rubber ball that his Auntie Hanna has passed on. I see that he is now standing in the
doorway of the men’s loo and surveying the scene before him. By this time Georgie has arrived
with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae, Ofra is here with Bailey, and Davide is here with Winnie. Ellen,
who has brought Jack and Sandy as usual, tells us that the coffees are on her this morning for
today is Jack’s fifth birthday. He receives congratulations nonchalantly from our breakfast party,
one that also includes Peter, Wendy, Liz (without any dog) and Yara. I notice that out on the
green (where St. George’s is establishing a playground away from home) a large group of dog
owners is milling about in the center, near the cricket pitch, but they are a new lot entirely from
our perspective ¬– as the old tradition of such activity continues in a new generation of people
and their pets.
Travel plans are discussed. Dan and Davide are both heading for Greece, but not together. Wendy
is about to visit Uganda, where her father is buried. Liz is soon to return to Cape Cod and Ofra
is deciding how long she will stay in Israel this summer. The arrival of Yara (who also brings
a Bichon named Halo) is greeted excitedly by Ofra because this means that the adorable Lhasa
Apso puppy, Kiwi, can now be lofted and cuddled. While this is going on an equally adorable
Shih-Tzu puppy named Charlie also comes into the café. He, Kiwi, and Daisy-Mae all seem to
have the same coat, tan and white, and this sparks a furious debate over the differences among
the breeds. Ofra insists that Charlie has a pointed face like Kiwi and storms off to borrow the
pup to demonstrate her point. This causes great distress in Bailey, who whines like a chimp.
When Ofra returns it is obvious that Charlie has the same flat face as Daisy-Mae. Several of
our dogs, lead by Bailey, now try to hump Kiwi. When this is discouraged Bailey tries to hump
his mommy’s knee. Ofra has a new problem: she can’t believe that Susan and Suzanne are two
different names.
Thursday, June 18:
I have missed a day in the park while attending a medical appointment (Fritz receiving the kind
attentions of his Auntie Linda in my absence). Today is a mild if somewhat overcast day and the
park is gearing up for the onslaught of an entire school’s worth of red and white-clad juniors,
here for a raucous sports day. When we reach the green it is easy to see that half of our usual
space has been commandeered by an advance party of school personnel who have laid out an
elaborate configuration featuring hundreds of cones and even a few unattended junior soccer
balls – objects waiting for some curious dog to help himself. I try to keep Fritz distracted with
the moth-eaten rubber ball, he makes off with it (and loses it forever), and then heads toward
the Randolph roadway. The next hazard is a drunk slumped up with his back against a lamppost
and I am wondering if my dog is really going to use the post for its intended purpose anyway.
Perhaps a loud belch issuing from the supine one is enough of a discouragement.
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From this point on our progress is halting. Fritz turns left to walk behind the tennis courts for
a while, then turns around and heads for the gate. Just entering is Yara with Kiwi and Halo and
behind her is the Schnauzer Gus, both of his ears at attention today. Kiwi, at only four-and-ahalf months, has already had her first haircut; she isn’t as fluffy as before but still very cute.
Yara notes that Gus seems to be on his own but I reassure her that his owner is around the corner
on a park bench and that such separations, which used to cause the rest of us some anxiety, are
normal. We head for the café where our table eventually includes Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Davide,
Hanna, and Liz. Yara takes a seat at her own little table but I can’t tell whether this is because
she wants to smoke or just put some distance between herself and our lot. This is a problem for
Ofra, who stations herself in a chair half way between the two tables so that she can cuddle Kiwi
as much as possible. Daisy Mae, no longer the flavor of the month, looks like some creature from
the deep – with all that hair.
Into our midst we soon have Mylo, the Beagle who so close resembles Roxy. Liz hasn’t seen him
before and is astonished; Roxy pays no attention to her doppelganger, though she does bay at
the plate of goodies making its way into our compound in the hands of Elian, the chef. Sparkie
charges the greenside fence several times in order to protest at other dogs just walking by. Once,
when a white Staffie is walked by, Fritz joins him is this sport. Winnie too takes objection to
the occasional passing dog, jumping off Davide’s lap to charge the fence. When Liz offers bits
of toast to the dogs, Winnie, who is supposed to be eating only her own diet pellets, snatches a
whole piece for herself. Kiwi and Halo can slip through the bars and someone is always having
to retrieve one of these small dogs. Just as we are getting up to begin our walkround Georgie
announces some news. Ziggy, the unusually shaped Bedlington-Lurcher cross, has become a
father. His bride has produced a litter of ten – one boy (who died) and nine girls!
Friday, June 19:
It is cloudy bright, with only occasional moments of sun, as Fritz and I make our way into the
park on a mild Friday morning. There is already a lively doggy presence on the green, with
Daisy-Mae, Sparkie, and Bailey in action. Yara is again here with both Kiwi and Halo and she
soon attracts the attentions of the lively Wheaten Terrier, Frankie, who keeps jumping up on this
glamorous lass of Lebanon – who is wearing a filmy summer dress with plenty of décolletage.
Also present is a curiously marked Staffie cross: Pancho has a brindled body and legs and a white
head. Fritz manages to stay interested in all this activity, working the crowd, and is still present
when it is time for us to go in for coffee.
A crowd soon forms outside the door of the café. They are late getting the doors open today
because a repairman is putting the finishing touches on the coffee console. “Just take their money
and give them nothing,” Lurch suggests to Bouzha (who is still mock mad at Ofra over the
cake incident). In the event, all of our coffees are delivered to our table in a timely fashion and
today we have quite a turnout: Yara, Georgie (whom Lurch calls Georgie Armani), Janet, Peter,
Ellen, Hanna, Davide, Ofra, and Liz. The latter has just intervened in a parking lot incident,
rescuing a confused and disoriented Holly who has somehow gotten separated from Peter as they
were swept apart by an avalanche of school kids pouring into the park from Carlton entrance.
Meanwhile there is a constant beeping at our table, Janet having ordered via the Internet several
key-finding gizmos for the absent-minded Aisne, the ancient owner of Jack and Sandy.
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Ofra, who is limping along on a sore heel, is cuddling Kiwi, as usual. When the kitchen staff
arrives with her coffee – “Where’s Ofra?” – she responds, “Just look for the cutest girl with the
cutest dog.” Kiwi escapes the doggy compound several times and Halo goes missing as well: he
is found in the ladies loo and returns amid cries of “Pervert!” Yoyo spends a lot of time in my
lap, eventually yielding this perch to Daisy-Mae. Everyone wants a piece of me these days since
I am the only source of biscuits – now that Ronnie is off to Majorca on his holidays. Ofra is the
first to leave but as she is gossiping at the greenside gate she manages to let Fritz escape and I
have to go up the hill behind the loos to retrieve him. This is a signal for many of us to begin our
back passage walkround.
Saturday, June 20:
It is a mostly cloudy morning, with the occasional brave attempt on the part of the sun to make
some impression, an attempt usually short-lived. The footie lads are out in force as Fritz makes
his way to the green, heading immediately for a concentration of familiar shapes sprawled on the
grass at the eastern end of the green. Here he finds Dan, Georgie, Janet and Peter and I flop down
too. Peter has brought with him several copies of the latest edition of London DogTails and these
he passes around so that we can learn everything we need to know about feng shui and our dogs.
Fritz enjoys his access to all these supine figures but his interest is not held for long and he is
soon off, with me in tow. By the time we have returned from our rambles the others are heading
in for coffee.
There is already quite a Saturday queue in the café but we are eventually seated at our usual
table: Peter, Ellen, Dan, Georgie, Janet, Hanna, Liz and, back from two weeks in Houston and
Tulsa, Cheryl. Dan and some of the others have been to the Taste of London festival in Regent’s
Park. He starts to tell us about this but he is soon overtaken by a computer failure at one of his
theatres and spends much of the rest of the session on the mobile phone. Cheryl says that it was
really hot in the States and that Houston needs rainfall, though the rattlesnakes are thriving. Peter
tells us that Ronnie is back from Majorca and, as promised, he and Susie are awaiting delivery of
a new dog.
Our own dogs are up to their usual mischief. Sparkie is patrolling the fence and barking at
anything that moves, occasionally inciting Fritz to join in the barracking. Yoyo, who seems
to have a piece of cheese stuck to her eyebrow, spends much of the session in my lap, her eye
transfixed by the presence of my biscuit bag. Winnie and Sparkie, on adjacent knees, erupt twice
in furious bark-offs. Winnie is usually blamed for instigating these exchanges and Sparkie is
suddenly transformed from bully to victim, a role he plays very successfully. Peter says that
Winnie has a face that reminds him of Edward G. Robinson. Dan protests that he was about
to compare her to Cameron Diaz. He is not mollified when I make a third nomination: Ann
Widdecombe.
Sunday, June 21:
It is a bit cooler than one might expect as we say goodbye to spring and hello to summer – and
the sun is tardy in making its appearance. Nevertheless it is pleasant enough as we make our
way along the back paths, the only cause for anxiety coming from a silver car that is speeding
along the Carlton roadway so that it can just turn around and speed back. Fritz heads for the right
when we reach the green and is just lifting his leg against a lamppost when a little Slavic baby,
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charmed by the sight, dashes between leg and post – to the horrified consternation of his blonde
mum. Out on the green some of our people are gathering, though I do note, as well, the presence
of a five month-old Springer Spaniel puppy named Ginny. Ginny is chasing down a full-sized
football that her mom keeps in play and some of our dogs chase it too – that is until Sparkie spots
a squirrel on the periphery.
At coffee this morning we have Liz, Ofra, Dan, Janet, Hanna, Georgie, Peter and Ellen. Dan
hasn’t checked his e-mail yet but Peter lets everyone know that we have again lost our chances in
last night’s lottery. Dan is off at the end of the week on his holidays, a week in Greece followed
by a week in Sardinia. He and some of the others are planning a visit to the “G” restaurant
– as they continue to work their way through the alphabet – this time a Georgian restaurant
on Boundary Road. Liz tells us that she went last night to the newly refurbished bar at the
Connaught, where a room for one night can cost you £1500 (though you do get your own butler).
Behind Liz a couple of little kids are sticking their noses through the bars and asking about the
dogs. The little girl (who yesterday undertook a standing pee while her father went ballistic) is
dangling an ice cream cone in front of Roxy’s nose.
Our dogs, indeed, are actively pursuing foodstuffs wherever possible. Fritz is moaning at my
knee, Bailey is sitting in my lap, Yoyo is pulling at my elbow and Daisy-Mae is barking at me.
The latter has been to the beauty parlor and looks again as though she were trying out for the role
of Chewbacca in the Paddington Rec version of Star Wars. (Fritz is nominated for the role of Han
Solo). Crossing the green is our direction we now have Yara with her visiting aunt and Kiwi. Dan
gets to meet Yara and Kiwi for the first time, chiding Ofra for abandoning her affections for all
the older dogs in favor of her newfound passion for the little Lhasa Apso. Kiwi is the center of
attention for the rest of us as well – since she is soon being pursued by Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and
Bailey and since she has learned, in moments of menace, to slip through the bars and race around
the perimeter, taunting her pursuers. This amusing game goes on for quite a while and then we
start our back passage walkround, Roxy and Daisy-Mae both penetrating the central footie pitch
when they discover an open gate.
Monday, June 22:
The sun is trying to burn through the cloud cover and when it does we do at last have some
evidence that summer is here at last. I can count nine dog owners out on the green; they are
arrayed in two groupings – less a matter of affinity and choice and more a matter of the insistent
lawn mower, one that has driven a wedge between the two groups as it completes its relentless
circles. There is absolutely no need for any cutting on a lawn as manicured as this – which is
why, when it has received this redundant attention, the chap on the mower’s back starts his
circles all over again. There is a new dog at play here today, a four month-old Westie-Yorkie
cross named Panda. She is a lively lass and delights in my hand scratching her tummy. Her
owner, Clare, follows us into the café and takes a seat in the doggy compound, where Hanna and
Yara are seated at a little table and Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra, Janet, and Georgie surround our
usual spot in the corner.
There is a new dog represented in this grouping as well for Ronnie has brought for the first time
his new Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, Chloe. The latter is white and brown, like Bailey, and
very sweet with her big dark eyes and curly ears. In fact she is twenty months old and, three
months ago, has already had a litter of pups. She comes from the same breeder as Rosie (and is
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temporarily wearing Rosie’s old identification disc). Everyone is very happy to see that Ronnie is
once again a proud dog owner; Chloe remains on lead, taking in the scene in wonderment. There
is a lot of activity since Panda as well as Kiwi can escape through the bars and these little ones
keep all the others dogs in a manic circle for much of the session – Sparkie barking out orders as
they do so.
In other news: Liz needs to complete a major homework assignment for her design college
today; Ofra thinks she has a slow puncture on a car tire; and Albert has had another fall at
the convalescent home, but no one knows how serious this incident may have been. Liz now
discovers for the first time that Sparkie’s real name is Spartacus, though it is hard to imagine
him as the head of a slave army. For that matter I question Liz when she addresses Bailey as
“Colonel.” “Bailey could only be a colonel,” I add, “if they needed someone to command a
legion of wusses.” “That’s what I mean,” Liz responds, “if Ofra can be in the Israeli army then
her dog could certainly be a colonel.” No one proposes a rank for Fritz (gauleiter?) but my dog
spends most of the session on Hanna’s lap just as Yoyo spends it on mine. We begin our back
passage walkround, with Daisy-Mae trying out the surfaces of two of the pitches. As we pass
the third I realize that I am in for a day of megaphone-shouted instructions as another sports day
unfolds around the running track. Farrah is just entering the park with her ancient Poppy and,
behind us, Simon the Cocker is heading our way too.
Tuesday, June 23:
A gentle breeze is stirring as Fritz and I head for the park on a mild Tuesday morning, the sun
soon making an appearance as well. We pass Ellen, walking with Jack and Sandy, and continue
on to the green. Here Fritz heads across the grass for the Grantully side – where we encounter,
for the first time in several weeks, Saskia with baby Harvey and the raucous Golden Retriever,
Buddy. The latter plants himself at my feet and barks joyously until I produce the desired biscuit.
Saskia has had a cool and comfortable summer haircut; she says that yesterday the baby endured
his first unexplained rash incident (occasioning a trip to St. Mary’s), though he is better today. I
have to break off the conversation in order to clean up a Fritz poo and thereafter, preceded by the
tennis ball, we make our way back across the green in order to enter the doggy compound at the
café.
Our group this morning includes Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Cheryl, Hanna, and Ofra. The
latter has a prescription for anti-inflammatories after a visit to her doctor – who also advised
sensible shoes for her sore heel. Now she wants to know how much Ronnie paid for the sweet
Chloe, who is still on lead even in the compound. Cheryl says that Albert may be moving back
to his nursing home on Boundary Road; she is a bit miserable because she feels that his latest fall
must have occurred when he bent over to pick up his ringing mobile phone in order to answer
her call. Peter is fretting over a Metro crash in Washington D.C. while, at the same time, trying to
deflect Hanna’s attempts to get him to buy some therapeutic flaxseed oil from Holland & Barrett.
Out on the green we can see a dozen small dogs, including three long-haired Dachshunds, at
play. They are a bit too close to some school kids playing rounders nearby, but the only problem
occurs when Ollie the Cocker makes off with one their balls.
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Georgie and I are all alone for our back passage walkround and, as usual, it is difficult to get
this expedition underway. She tries putting Winnie on lead but this gets tangled up in Peter’s
legs. Then Daisy-Mae stops to see what Boyd, the head gardener, is eating and thereafter she
penetrates the five-a-side pitch in order to steal an empty plastic drinks bottle. Winnie is off-lead
now but she is trying to go as slowly as possible. She is still sulking over the fact that so many
foodstuffs have been denied her at breakfast that only Sparkie’s toes would do as a substitute.
My heart sinks as we approach the running track when I hear, for the first time, today’s inaugural
address on the megaphone: another school sports day is about to drown out the birds and the
breezes.
Wednesday, June 24:
Another lovely warm morning welcomes us to the Rec today, though we will not be the only
beneficiaries as hundreds of school kids are again streaming into the park. When we reach the
green Hanna is standing on the margins with Yoyo on a long lead. The latter immediately attacks
Fritz and then begins herding him for good measure. We continue on toward the Randolph gate,
Fritz again halting on command at the critical moment. As we return past the loos one of the
teachers is making a speech to her young charges: “I don’t care if you don’t have to go now but I
want you to try. I don’t want to keep coming back with you all day long.”
There is only a small group in attendance this morning: a soon departing Ofra, then Hanna, Peter,
Ellen, Georgie and Cheryl. Hanna has brought with her a package of flat peaches from Spain,
ones that she has just bought at Soloman’s on Maida Vale Parade. These unusual delicacies are
shared out soon thereafter. Peter tells me that he has investigated the flax seed oil recommended
by the health-conscious Finn and discovered that it is actually linseed oil – which he used to
employ on his cricket bat! Georgie has a headache because the driver of the private bus she uses
to ferry kids to their special school talked non-stop about his Internet love affairs this morning.
And Cheryl tell us that Albert, who did not sustain any further fractures in his most recent fall,
has returned to his care home on Boundary Road, where he can move about with the aid of his
zimmer frame.
Our dogs follow their usual patterns of attention-getting and food-cadging. An exception is
Sparkie, the canine equivalent of today’s bus driver, who cannot stop barking at anything that
moves on the horizon: other dogs, men in orange vests, puffing prambulators. When we get up to
leave he would like to keep up this assault, having spotted more workmen near the building site
on the Carlton roadway, but he is prevented from doing so by the tennis ball in his own mouth.
The best he can manage is a furious headshake and a guttural moan as we begin our walkround.
As we pass the running track the megaphone is again urging on the green pepper team and the
yellow lion one as well. The kiddies are starting the day off with some desultory chanting and
Georgie waves goodbye with the comment, “I sure am glad I don’t live on your street today.”
Thursday, June 25:
A grey dawn is giving way to a bright morning as the sun breaks through and warmth returns to
Paddington Rec. Fritz trots along in a lively fashion but there is not much activity on the green
itself and he wanders past the loos and begins to nose around at the foot of Mt. Bannister. Hanna
is standing a few yards away and Yoyo, on lead, begins to stalk her cousin, an activity that has
no significance for my dog at all. When she has reached the end of her lead Yoyo barks a few
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times at her prey and then switches her attentions to me – since I am forever associated in her
mind with the aura of biscuits. Fritz continues on for a while, turning right when we reach the
tennis courts and disappearing into the foliage for a while. We are re-united on a park bench
overlooking the green where, over near the café, a troupe of pre-teen tennis bimbos can be seen
at some stretching exercises prior to their turn on the courts.
There is a rather small turnout in the doggy compound this morning, just Peter, Ellen,
Hanna, Cheryl, Georgie and Ronnie. Hanna has successfully prescribed fennel tea for Ellen’s
indigestion, though Peter is still not sold on flaxseed oil. Cheryl says she visited Albert at his care
home several times yesterday and that the old gentleman is not doing well – afraid to be alone,
taking in too little by way or food or liquid, shouting at the nurses. At least Georgie is in a better
humor, having returned to the care of her usual morning bus driver. Hanna says that she has
almost overdosed on flat peaches (she brought me my own package yesterday morning after park
time was over).
Little Chloe has a new expensive leather collar and lead purchased in Chelsea yesterday; she is
allowed to ramble a bit more today and soon discovers the delights of cheese as administered
by Auntie Georgie. Someone asks if our dogs know just how privileged they are to have the
kind of life that our care provides. The conclusion is that they regard such matters as their due, a
normal part of life as they know it. So Fritz must think that every dog gets his morning dose of
cappuccino foam, Yoyo (whose parents return from China today) understands that every dog who
jumps on my lap gets a biscuit, and Sparkie knows that every dog would bark at the gardeners if
only he hadn’t done it for them first.
Friday, June 26:
This morning starts off as an instant replay of its predecessor: a muggy start to a day in which
the sun will struggle to burn off the cloud cover. Jasmine Guinness is sitting on a bench with
her son as we clear the head of the track. Her Fly has just been rejected by Daisy-Mae, who no
longer seems to want to be dragged around through the grass in the teeth of the black Whippet.
As we round the corner to walk between the artificial fields we meet a young Springer Spaniel
named Woof. The latter is suddenly spooked by my dog, turning tail and running down the long
alleyway as his frantic owner calls for him to halt. Eventually he does so, rolling over on his
back in a posture of submission. (Fritz used to do this when confronted by a Mastiff, but Woof
is, in fact, much larger than my dog.) We catch up with Janet when we reach the green, a space
already occupied by dozens of youngsters in white, here for another sports day. It isn’t long
before the air is rent by their screams and chants, though I note, somewhat sourly, that their little
backsides are firmly lined up on the cricket crease – a space from which we have been moved by
conscientious park staff, eager to see that we weren’t creating divots in the sacred surface with
our somewhat more capacious bottoms.
Fritz heads up the Randolph roadway, touching noses briefly with the park’s whitest citizen,
Arran, the exotic Coton de Tulear – and then we return to the café, where the moms of all those
little kids have already squeezed us to the back of the queue. Davide is sitting out the first of five
days of unpaid leave, making him one of the 7000 BA employees who are doing their part to
keep the giant airline afloat. He has brought with him a box of almond cookies from Greece; they
carry the brand name Kourabies but they look less attractive when some wag places his thumb
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over the “Kou” on the package.
No one knows where Ofra has gotten to, though Ronnie has already phoned in his excuses
(something about anticipated thunderstorms). This morning we also have Peter, Ellen, Hanna
(dogless for once), Georgie, Janet, and, taking a break from a post-graduate course in Regent’s
College, Yara. It is a bad day for Ofra to go missing because Yara is looking for someone to look
after Kiwi when she goes on holiday in August. The little one is passed around for a cuddle when
she is not escaping with her pal Halo to see what is going on out on the grass. Fritz now employs
Yara’s empty lap to stick his nose into her purse in pursuit of some culinary dream. Then he does
the same thing with Ellen’s purse. Also present this morning is the giant Alsatian, Storm, who
is admitted by young Debbie so that he can slurp down half a bowlful of liquid from our water
bowl.
The others are talking about the redundant preparations at the O2 Centre for one of Michael
Jackson’s comeback/farewell concerts in a few weeks. “Has he cancelled?” I ask innocently. And
in this fashion I learn that the King of Pop has died of a heart attack in California – everybody
else having heard of this news during their morning routines. Nervously, suggestions are made
about the fate of the famous concert series now. Someone suggests that a virtual Michael Jackson
could still appear. Others suggest that a look-alike sister could stand in, or perhaps we could
have a concert by the Jackson Four. At the usual hour I head for home, walking with Janet
and Georgie, but I am home for less than ten minutes before starting off for a teeth cleaning
appointment on Boundary Road. As I am walking along Carlton Vale an African street sweeper I
have never seen before pulls his cart in front of me and says, “Michael Jackson is dead.”
Saturday, June 27:
A muggy morning greets us as we make our start in Paddington Rec. The sun is already in
evidence and it is real t-shirt weather. Fritz finds a group of dog owners seated on the grass in
the middle of the green and rushes forward to see what is going on here. Thereafter he follows
Sparkie to the top of the little hill overlooking the tennis courts. He and his pal then squat in the
bushes for a synchronized poo. I throw the tennis ball a few times as we make our way back to
the cricket crease and then it is time to head in for coffee.
Davide is anxious to be the first in line and I hand him my coffee money as he stands in front
of the café’s still closed front door. When he returns, carrying a tray, it is suggested that we are
really doing him a favor, helping him to keep his steward’s skills at their highest pitch while he
is on leave. Our party this morning also includes Hanna, Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Peter, and Ellen.
The latter two are among the last to arrive but I remind them that we remember when they were
always first – and closely followed by Fritz because they always ordered a plate of sausages.
Ofra, the party girl, is exhausted after another night on the tiles. She asks where the others are,
but our ranks are certainly depleted by holiday-makers. Dan has gone to Greece, Wendy is still in
Uganda, Liz has flown to Boston, Cheryl is visiting Vienna and Munich and Janet ¬– Janet is on
her way to Kenilworth.
Conversation remains centered on the death of Michael Jackson. People can’t believe he was
fifty, though as a boy who never grew up this mistake must be common. Spontaneous tributes
have taken place all over London: in Trafalgar Square, in the West End, at Liverpool Street
Station – last night as I walked Fritz we heard “Thriller” floating across the park. As we get
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up to begin our back passage walkround Daisy-Mae sneaks into the forbidden picnic area and
snaffles a plastic bottle that is too large to get through the fence when she makes her own escape.
There would be plenty of alternatives were she permitted to penetrate the five-a-side pitch –
where I counted two dozen specimens on the turf plus many an abandoned can, the collective
contribution of yesterday’s footie slobs.
Sunday, June 28:
This morning’s bright, sunny skies are at some remove from the weather that engulfed us
yesterday afternoon. Fritz and I had completed the afternoon walk when the skies began
to darken. We then had an hour or so of torrential rain (while the sun was still shining at
Wimbledon) with thunder and hail so violent that it decapitated most of the flowers in my
window boxes. Fritz was clearly unhappy but he braved it out, remaining in the well of my
desk and emerging in time for a normal evening meal and late night walk. Curiously only this
morning, when the weather was again temperate, did he think about retreating to his favorite
refuge under the bed.
He soon leaps far ahead of me, in pursuit of Will and Grace, and has been nosing around the edge
of the green for some minutes before I arrive myself. Thereafter he joins a group on the grass
at the eastern end of the green, where the silky puppy Pancho is trying to grow up to fit his own
giant paws. Humphrey the one-eyed Shih-Tzu descends from Mt. Bannister at this time as well,
and I can see, out in the center of the grass, Davide with Winnie talking to new father Christian,
who has Vito and Miro in tow. Fritz migrates over to the Grantully side of things and then two
tosses of the tennis ball bring him across the green – where he is among the first dogs to be
admitted to our little compound.
I am also the first in line this morning and I return to a doggy pen in which only animals
are present, the other owners either in the queue or, like Peter, off refilling the water bowl.
Eventually we are joined by a little dog (Papillion, Pomeranian?) named Simba, by Tara the
Ridgeback and by Pancho and his family as well. Georgie arrives a bit late, her household
routine somewhat upset by the arrival of her brother-in-law. This gentleman showed up last night
(after the rain), having lost Georgie’s phone number and having forgotten the flat number as
well. This tangential relationship to life’s necessities seems to run in the family for Georgie (who
was saved by this visit from having to go to the shop to buy James his fish fingers) now begins a
long colloquy on her husband’s ineptitude in the kitchen. James, she says, doesn’t know how to
fill the teakettle, leaves the gas on when he boils an egg, and, even after a long lesson on how to
operate the microwave, managed to spend three minutes staring at a revolving turntable before
realizing that he had forgotten to put in any food. I suggest that Georgie, who is expected to cook
three meals a day, is clearly facing a kind of fecklessness that I call “learned ignorance.” If you
show you can’t be left to do anything in the kitchen no one will ask you to do anything here,
ever. These tales usher in a long bout of nostalgia for me: I haven’t encountered this form of
helplessness since abandoning my former colleagues in academia decades ago.
Monday, June 29:
The muggy weather persists – indeed yesterday afternoon the thunderstorms returned. Fritz and
I, under the trees of the doggy area on Morshead Road, escaped a drenching but soon thereafter
the dog disappeared under the bed and, not wanting to leave him alone should more thunder
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resume, I decided to take him with me when I answered a dinner invitation from my friends, the
Factors, in Notting Hill. As usual, Fritz had a lot of trouble remembering what the command
“Heel!” means, but eventually he fell into step and we managed to complete our forty-minute
walk without further moisture. In the event Fritz was rather bored at the Factors; he resented the
fact that we had blocked off the gateway between their private back yard and the local communal
garden. What he really likes is to have the freedom of the whole place, running into any open
back door so that he can check out the action.
This morning it is quite warm and I realize that I need to see where I put last summer’s supply
of shorts. Davide, Janet and Georgie are just entering from the right (Ofra has been in the
Wimbledon queue since 11:00 last night). Fritz doesn’t linger for long on the green, where one of
the park keepers is laboriously adding fresh chalk to the improvised running lanes out here, and I
am soon dog-less as I chat to Michaela, here with Skye, the Cairn, and Christian, here with Vito
and Miro. Fritz is heading down the Randolph walkway and I follow. We soon meet up with an
entering Pancho. A few minutes later I see that a young Staffie and the young Panda are pursuing
the chalk machine out on the green. The adjacent space is soon taken by a group of pre-teen
girls who are playing some form of flag rugby – and shrieking every time there is a change of
possession.
We have only a small turnout at table this morning: just Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Davide, Georgie
and Janet. Janet says that Daisy-Mae has found a dozen ways of teasing Bella, her sister’s seven
month-old Lab, whom they visited this weekend. (Janet also says that she is getting a new Fiat
Panda to replace the old one.) Winnie is hyperventilating because a sandwich has just been
delivered to Hanna; soon she has attacked Sparkie and scratched Davide’s bare legs. We discuss
the tennis. I say that I’d like Andy Murray a bit better if he didn’t bear an uncanny resemblance
to Marlon Dingle on Emmerdale. When we get up to begin our back passage walkround DaisyMae takes an empty plastic drinks bottle into the central pitch and follows us from the inside as
we circle this space – though there is no escape from the field on this side. She is such a clever
dog – for eventually she gets the idea, turns tail, and races back to her point of entry, the plastic
prize still in her mouth.
Tuesday, June 30:
We begin the last day of June with a somewhat groggy entrance to the park – after a stuffy and
noisy night during which we suffered nearby radio sounds and conversation until 1:30 in the
morning, cigarette smoke filtering in through the open bedroom window, and a helicopter with its
searchlight hovering over the area at 2:00. One of the places spotlighted (literally) was the Rec,
but things are somewhat quieter this morning and there is still a bit of a fresh breeze. Almost
immediately we encounter the bouncy Millie. She has two balls in play, a tennis ball and a small
rubbery green hedgehog-like toy that Natasha decides to give to Fritz. Thus begins another day
of obsessive-compulsive behavior.
At first Fritz is a bit timid about the spiny object, pushing it around with his paws before taking
it in his mouth – at one time it had lights inside as well, but Natasha has wisely removed these.
By the time my dog is ready to take it into his mouth he has fallen in love and, certain that I
will want to take it off him, he reverses direction and heads for the green in a counter-clockwise
direction. He settles down with his back nestled up against that of Tracy, who is here with a
variety of small dogs including her own Sweep, and Stanley and Toby as well. Also present are
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Panda, Millie again, and a fuzzy puppy, also called Bella; the latter’s mommy has brought a sack
of treats and there is soon a queue at her feet (even Oscar and Scamp show up), though Fritz
can’t open his mouth long enough for the ingestion of any foodstuffs. I am able to put him on
lead and he enters the doggy compound at the café with the green prize still in his mouth. I don’t
have much of a wait for my coffee, though a new part of the ritual is making sure not to turn over
to the counter staff any odd twenty pence piece – a mistake having recently been made in the
manufacture of such coinage which, without the necessary date, means that such coins are worth
much more than their face value.
This morning our group consists of Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Davide, Wendy (back from Uganda),
Ronnie, Georgie and Ofra. The later tells us that she was successful in gaining admission to
Wimbledon after an all-night vigil that was part of Guy’s fifteenth birthday celebrations. Among
the matches she watched was one featuring the Israeli player, Dudi Sela. (A sister in Israel saw
Ofra in the crowd on TV.) Ofra says that the other Israeli fans soon quarreled with one another,
some of them urging on their countryman vociferously at the beginning of every point and the
others shouting, “Shut up! He needs to concentrate.” I remove the new toy when Fritz lets down
his guard and put it in the biscuit sack. This does not stop a lot of pathetic whining. Christian
and Reina come by with baby Maya in a pushchair and there is an exodus to see the new arrival.
This visit leads to a discussion of the rigors of childbirth, one interrupted by Hanna (who has
earlier directed me in the removal of some foreign deposit on my chin (toothpaste, coffee foam?)
by saying, “We better stop, Anthony is turning green.” The toy safely stored in the biscuit bag,
Georgie and I now begin our return journey. No sooner have I returned the beloved object to
my obsessed animal then he knocks it under a sitting room sofa and so begins a day of entreaty:
“Want toy now!”

The society in which we were now to take our place is a
unique one, an ever-changing kaleidoscope of dogs and
their owners. The dogs represent most of the popular
breeds and many of the mutt-like mixtures - and so do
their accompanying humans, who come from diverse
nationalities and from many walks of life: professionals and
job seekers, young and old, family members and loners.
They are united in their love of dogs, and on the central
green of the park, on its walkways and at the café where
they gather after exercising their animals, they often let
this affection for dogs carry them into friendships that
transcend park life and involve many of them in additional
social activities.

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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By Anthony Linick
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Kiwi, the ill-fated puppy.
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Wednesday, July 1:
Another month in the park begins. I am, as promised, wearing my shorts, though, truth to tell, is
it still on the cool side as we enter the park where, almost immediately, Skye the Cairn drops his
tennis ball at my feet. There are three of us this morning: me, Fritz, and the little green sea urchin
that my dog has been carrying around with him for hours. As obsessional objects go, this one is
a bit more tolerable than most since it doesn’t have a squeak, but Fritz has managed to knock it
under the sitting room sofa on more than one occasion and this has meant – if I wanted to escape
the mournful moaning – that I have had to get up and retrieve the toy for him. He now insists on
bringing it with him to the park.
The green is filling up rapidly. There is a small knot of dog owners in the center but near the
clubhouse we have the first participants in another school sports day ¬– moms mostly at this
point in time. Soon the ubiquitous megaphone puts an end to any hopes of peace. Within a few
minutes another group of kids is exercising outside the café and over on the track we have a line
of canvas pagodas signaling yet more kiddie activity. Fritz drops his urchin a few times but it is
returned to me by another owner and then he trots along happily with the toy in his mouth ¬–
heading out on the Randolph roadway. Here we meet up with Arran, with Cris the Alsatian, and
with George, the six-month old Schnauzer puppy – the one with a tail. As we head back to the
café Gus makes it a trio of Schnauzers; Fritz chases him away, as usual, but Gus finally gets to be
top dog when he chases George.
There is only a small turnout at coffee this morning. Indeed Ofra and I are alone when Peter
arrives. I explain to him that Georgie is inside and this is like giving a loaded gun to a madman.
“How long was her sentence? Can we visit her?” Peter wants to know. Ronnie soon arrives
with Chloe and then both Wendy and Hanna arrive (no sign of Ellen, and this raises the anxiety
level). Fritz still has the urchin in his mouth and he drops it only occasionally when it is time for
a biscuit. Daisy-Mae is nasty to Chloe and is sentenced to a no-more-treats policy for the rest of
the session. Winnie takes exception to Sparkie’s toes and launches a furious long-distance attack
upon these innocent objects. Sparkie continues to maintain his role as defender of the doggy
compound, barking at any passing figure, human or canine, on the opposite side of our fence.
Once he manages to get all the other dogs to join in as Gus trots by and once he finally gets his
comeuppance. A little black girl, part of the nearby exercise group, walks by and gets the usual
treatment. “Shut up!” she replies – and he does.
Thursday, July 2:
The hot weather persists and I would add sandals to my t-shirt and shorts ensemble were it not
for my swollen ankles. We make our way out to the green, encountering dozens of little kids
and their moms on their way here for more sports day activity. Fritz weaves through all these
legs and trots along the Randolph walkway, then swerves to check out a portly Jack Russell
and continues on around the green – heading for the Grantully gate. Soon I can see the others
entering the doggy compound at the café and so I toss the tennis ball toward the cricket crease
and Fritz heads off in the right way at last. By the time I have crossed the green itself someone
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has admitted my dog to the cool precincts of our usual space and I pull up an extra chair (sliding
it over a recumbent Sandy) and then go inside to order my coffee.
The queue is a long one today and its progress is not helped by the late addition of requests to
a strategically placed Hanna from some of the other dog owners – who don’t actually want to
wait in line (could we be talking about you, Ofra?). Behind me in line is Panda’s mom and Panda
herself; the puppy has set up such a carry-on in her anxiety at being tied up outside that it seems
easier just to carry her inside. Now comes the problem of what to order for a little boy. Croissant
and orange juice? No, it’s an ice cream and a Ribena or nothing. Miraculously my chair is still
empty when I return at last to our table.
Today we have Hanna, Rowena, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Georgie, and Ronnie. There is still a lot of
Wimbledon talk, with Ofra telling us about all those moments in times past when she has called
out to the participants: “Andy [Roddick], I love you!” Everyone agrees that she is quite mad and
her camping overnight to gain entrance to this year’s extravaganza is all the proof they need.
Ronnie is given the task of changing the date on my wristwatch and then I accompany Georgie
(who has Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Winnie with her this morning) on a back passage walkround.
You can tell it will be another scorcher, the misery of the heat augmented by the punishing report
of the gym master’s starting pistol every two minutes.
Friday, July 3:
Another unhappy day has been endured by my dog, who faced the double threat of all-day firing
from the track at Paddington Rec and late night thunderstorms to boot. He took refuge in the
kitchen from the former and under the bed from the latter, but this morning, when it is grey and
much cooler, he seems to be in better spirits as we make ready to depart the house. I have an
umbrella in my back pocket (I am in long trousers as well today) but the muggy skies do not
open again during our time in the park.
I have just turned my customary right, on reaching the Carlton roadway, when I hear a voice
shouting my name from the left. It is Janet, who tells me that my dog, having picked up their
scent, has followed Daisy-Mae along the roadway and hence up to the top of Mt. Bannister. From
this point we descend to the green and Fritz begins an extended grand circle. There are many
dogs at exercise this morning and six or seven of them are always dashing at great speed across
the grass in pursuit of some lofted object. I am the first to take a seat in our doggy compound but
Ziggy, Buddy and Millie each take time out from their adventures on center court to check out
the activity over here. This morning we have Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Wendy and Denise – here on
a visit from Amsterdam to visit her dad on Boundary Road. Both Peter and Ronnie have begged
off this morning, which means that, for once, I am the only guy and the only one with a bag of
biscuits. Winnie, Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and Fritz are all at my knee or on my lap, trying to get me
to open up this treasure trove.
Wendy now tells us that when she got to Uganda she discovered that her father had been reburied
forty miles away by the British High Commission. Denise says that her daughter Cleo arrived
back from a long trip to the States yesterday – with the wrong suitcase. She adds that she took
Albert to Regents Park and to a pub yesterday. At the latter he drank a glass of beer; in the park
he would never take any liquid. Janet says that she will pick up her new car today but she is
uncertain how to obtain a parking permit in advance – since she doesn’t have all the papers yet.
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Georgie says that she now has just two more weeks of work before the summer break. More
vacation plans are discussed. Janet is going to New York and to visit Liz on Cape Cod at the end
of the month. At the same time, I can now confirm, I will be walking the Dingle Way in Ireland
with Gavan.
Saturday, July 4:
American Independence Day (which will later be celebrated with hot dogs at Plan 9 on
Castellaine Parade) allows me to introduce (or re-introduce) two additional Americans to the
Paddington Rec scene: my sister-in-law Naomi and my brother-in-law Adrian. Both know the
routine well and so, only half an hour after their arrival from Philadelphia, they are strolling
down the back passage at the heels of a dilatory Fritz. The latter is sampling grass shoots this
morning ¬¬– which means that the rest of us have to stand in the hot morning sun while he sniffs
and nibbles. John the Commentator is just exiting the precincts of the still closed café and he
pauses to greet Fritz, who is soon dashing out to the center of the green where Janet, Yara and
Georgie are sitting down surrounded by a menagerie that includes Sparkie, Kiwi, Daisy-Mae,
and Beau, the Newfoundland puppy. Daisy-Mae is having hysterics because Sparkie has been
playing with Kiwi – inciting the bossy madam’s jealousy.
After a few minutes we head in for the shady shelter of the café’s doggy corner and here begins
a long game of musical chairs. A chap accompanied by the half-grown black Lab, Summer, is
already sitting at our table but in addition to the aforementioned ladies we soon have Wendy,
Ofra, Peter, Ellen, and Ronnie (who seems very unsteady on his feet today). There is not enough
room for Adrian so he soon takes up a seat at a second table, one that also has Wendy, Hanna
and Rowena. Then we have a visit from the owners of Maddy and Princess, who bring to four
the number of Cavaliers underfoot. In all we have, at one point, sixteen people and thirteen dogs
milling about in our little space. And this fails to account for the occasional canine visitor who is
admitted only to share in the water bowl.
Conversation is devoted initially to tennis, with much consternation over the demise of Andy
Murray at the hands of Andy Roddick at yesterday’s Wimbledon semi-final (except for Ofra, who
loves the Andy R.). By contrast there doesn’t seem to be much interest in who will turn out to
be the Williams du jour at today’s women’s final. There is considerable amusement when Naomi
tells us that the entire U.S. has switched to digital TV now ¬– since this phased process in the
U.K. will not be completed, in London’s case, until 2012. We are a long time at table and Adrian
gets to taste again the well-remembered toasted bacon sandwich. Then the three of us are off on a
busy day for new arrivals, a trip to Sainsbury’s followed in the case of the Yanks by a stroll over
to Portobello Road.
Sunday, July 5:
Naomi and Adrian are the first out the door this morning, a well-planned stratagem since I have a
necessary mission of destruction to undertake in my dog’s absence. I must now add to the bag of
rubbish I will place in the nearest bin the famous green sea urchin, the toy that has transfigured
Fritz’s life (and mine as well) since its arrival at our home several days ago. It had already gone
into hiding by noon yesterday when I discovered that Fritz had nibbled the toy down to its core
and was gnawing on little pieces of metal – when he was not moaning in anguish after knocking
it under the sofa for the fifteenth time. At bedtime there was an explosion of fireworks from those
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sore winners – the Yanks – celebrating their independence. I was afraid that this would further
unsettle my dog but he seemed unfazed and ignored the temporary bedroom I had established in
my study in order to spend the night with our guests at his usual spot next to their bed.
He now waits for me, still on lead, as I follow the others into the park – the urchin disposed of at
last. Adrian has stationed himself beside a pile of poo, waiting for me to show up with my trusty
poo bag. Thereafter we continue onto the green; here Georgie, Yara and Janet are sitting on the
grass. I keep Fritz occupied in chasing down his tennis ball and then he wanders off, in this case
toward the Morshead roadway, where I have to follow. By the time we are turned around the
others are heading for doggy corners, anticipated by Isobel, who is in charge of Lola and Ginger.
She has brought the blue covered wagon and tells us that Cheryl will return from her European
travels tonight. We are not quite as thick on the ground today as yesterday, though again there is
a secondary table, with Hanna and Yara, while ours contains all of the others already mentioned
plus Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Wendy.
As often recently, the conversation turns to tennis. Yesterday’s triumph at Wimbledon by Serena
Williams is accepted with a jaundiced skepticism: did Venus let her sister win? Little Kiwi is
passed from lap to lap, seemingly irresistible, while Winnie twice attacks Sparkie’s toes for no
reason whatsoever; the little Yorkie looks dazzled by shock over this unwarranted aggression
and sits cowering in Georgie’s lap. A minute later, however, he is leading the charge of barkers
against the presence of other alien dogs at our fence – starting with the cute black French
Bulldog with the red harness, Remy. A brief shower now disturbs our deliberations and everyone
scatters to take shelter under the café’s overhanging roof. Most of us now head for home as well,
the moisture soon ending. When we are safely inside Fritz begins to cry at one of the closet
doors; he can smell where the rubber toy was once hidden and he wants it now.
Monday, July 6:
Fritz and I are unaccompanied this morning– a wild, blustery day – Naomi and Adrian having
taken themselves off for a look at the Enigma machine at Bletchley Park. Adrian reports that
Fritz, who has completely ignored my sleeping arrangements in the study, has continued to sleep
in his usual place by the side of the bed ¬– even jumping up to sleep under the covers with the
visitors.
When we enter the park this morning we meet up almost immediately with Janet and DaisyMae, who gives me a rapturous greeting even though I don’t have my snack sack out. When we
reach the Carlton roadway we turn left to climb to the top of Mt. Bannister. I have Fritz on lead
because I am not sure about that distant rumble; if it turns out to be thunder I don’t want him to
bolt. Before we have reached the green there is a light drizzle and we take shelter in the little
metal gazebo – though sitting on the iron bars is far from comfortable. Under her umbrella, Ofra
joins us and Georgie crosses the green in her raincoat. The latter notes that it is time to go in
for coffee, though by this time we have patches of blue in the sky and we decide to brave it out
in the exposed doggy corner. Our group includes the aforementioned ladies plus Peter, Ellen,
Ronnie, Hanna and Cheryl. The latter is just back from her holiday in Vienna and has brought us
little bottles of chocolate-flavored liqueur.
We can already hear the microphone blasting out instructions from the running track and Hanna
is complaining that her home is under constant attack these days from park-produced noise. I live
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even closer to the source of this aural bombardment so I can sympathize. Janet now tells us that
Denise brought Albert to the park yesterday afternoon and that the old fellow looked pale. Dan
has Skyped his friends from Sardinia, where Davide has a cold. (These guys would be in better
shape if they weren’t so relentless in their pursuit of holiday travel, I suggest.) The clouds hold
off for the duration of our coffee session and then it is time to make a move – Winnie, as usual,
moving forward as slowly as possible, Sparkie barking about the positioning of his tennis ball,
and Daisy-Mae penetrating the central pitch in search of any abandoned water bottles. About the
only variation in our routine observable this morning is the arrival of the veteran Tibetan Terrier,
Cosmo.
Tuesday, July 7:
For the third night in a row Fritz has ignored his master, spending the night with our guests
instead and bringing them up to date, this time, on just how annoying it can be when a canine
crawls under your bed and starts to paw the turf. He seems delighted by all the company when
the three of us accompany him to the park on a breezy morning, one in which clouds and sun
alternate and there remains a persistent threat of rain.
There is a group of dog owners at the east end of the green but most of them are unknown to
us and Fritz continues on, touching noses with Oscar the Schnauzer and following him (and
Scamp and Rizzo) over to the Randolph roadway. Here we can see Cheryl coming in with Lola
and Ginger. The latter has done most of her own walking on the way over here but she has
bloodied one of her feet in the process and now has to go into the blue covered wagon for the
final approach to the café. Chairs are being circled for a group that includes Peter, Ellen, Hanna,
Cheryl, Georgie, Denise, Ofra, Adrian and Naomi.
Denise has been to Westfields and Naomi and I are on our way to this new shopping emporium in
Shepherds Bush later this morning – so there is a lot of advice on what to see. Cheryl is fretting
over what to send a friend who is dying from cancer in the States and there is a lot of advice here
too. Naomi and Adrian discuss their travel plans, Madrid and Barcelona, and I add that I have
visited both sites: “I won’t tell you how long ago this was but we were staying at hotels listed in
Arthur Frommer’s Europe On $5 A Day.” Fritz is nestling beatifically in Hanna’s lap (when he is
not drinking water from her bottle cap) and Sparkie is equally chilled in Georgie’s lap when, with
the speed of a cobra, Winnie launches an unprovoked attack on the Yorkie’s toes. Order restored,
she does it again! It is time to begin our homeward walkround.
Wednesday, July 8:
The stormy weather that has lashed our region for the last few days has produced yet another day
of distress for the family dog. Peals of thunder and streaks of lightning were a constant presence
yesterday afternoon, a period during which Fritz spent a great deal of time under the bed.
Unfortunately, the three of us also had to go out last night, abandoning the dog to his fate. I’m
not certain that there was any more thunder but when we returned (the dog’s food untasted for
the third day in a row) our late night walk was punctuated by labored breathing and vomiting.
I am quite interested to see, therefore, just how Fritz behaves as we make our way into the park
this morning. He seems to have had a good night by the side of the bed and now he trots along
without a care in the world. Nor is his poo that problematic, though depositing it on a fallen
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branch in the back passage walkway presents its own issues. We continue on to the green and the
tennis ball is deployed for several minutes as most of the regulars, braving the return of yet more
rain, begin to trickle in. We decide to risk sitting in the exposed dog area and one of the café staff
brings out our blue umbrella. In the event there is no more moisture during our morning session,
though it does return later.
Nothing will disturb the relentless assault represented by hundreds of kids streaming onto the
track for another sports day, one accompanied not only by broadcast announcements but even by
loud running commentary and music. Hanna is incensed and has had already challenged one of
the organizers with an essential question, “And where do you live?” The fact that anybody lives
in the vicinity of the Rec has obviously not occurred to the park managers, who somehow feel
that is necessary that every word uttered on the track be broadcast into the sitting rooms, studies,
nurseries and bedrooms of the surrounding mansion blocks.
Our group this morning includes Ronnie, Ellen, Ofra, Naomi, Adrian, Georgie, Hanna and
Cheryl. I keep Fritz on a somewhat restricted diet; the poor fellow has injury added to insult
when his toe is trapped beneath a moving chair. Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and Bailey have a riotous
wrestling match and, for once, Winnie behaves herself. Ofra has brought some wonderful cheesefilled puff pastries, still warm from the oven. These are consumed over coffee and there is much
speculation on whether we will ever feel warmth again – though it was only last week that we
were complaining of the burdensome heat.
Thursday, July 9:
With the passing of the threatening weather fronts Fritz has revived in spirit and health. Last
night he ate a hearty meal and enjoyed an extended play period in the hall with his black and
white football. He has continued to ignore my temporary sleeping quarters, showing up only
in the morning to jump on the sofa bed once and then to disappear, as though he had more
important things to accomplish. My spirits have revived as well as we head for the park on
Naomi and Adrian’s last morning in London because there are no pre-sports day preparations
under way at all.
When we reach the green I toss the tennis ball about several times as we pass by a number of
dogs at play – including Rufus, the Chinese Crested Dog, and a young Alsatian named Roxy.
Fritz decides to follow Oscar and Scamp around the eastern perimeter of the green and thereafter
he trots along the Randolph walkway. On our way back we meet an adorable creature, a tiny
eight-week old Bulldog puppy named Toby. He is making his first visit to the park and it almost
appears that his eyes are not fully open yet. I have put Fritz on lead by this time and we make our
way back to the café.
There is a very good turnout for a weekday: our party plus Hanna, Wendy, Ofra, Georgie,
Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, and Cheryl. This makes for a total of eleven people and eleven dogs,
though curiously, four of those present have brought no dog. Beneath our knees the usual acts of
jealousy and predation are taking place, with Winnie, once more, leading the mischief parade.
First she goes for Hanna’s fingers (unfortunately these are holding a cigarette), then she snatches
a whole piece of toast from Ellen’s hand, then she bites Ofra. Hanna describes a field trip that
she and Cheryl took yesterday to a deli in Temple Fortune and Naomi and Adrian receive a lot
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of advice on how to complete their packing. These two make their farewells for this visit and we
head for home, using the Morshead roadway for once.
Friday, July 10:
It is a wonderful summer’s morning as Fritz and I (alone again) make our way into the park.
The sky is full of large white clouds and it is warm in the sun when they are not obscuring its
presence. Again there seem to be no young athletes about ¬– in all an idyllic moment. We are
passed on the in-lap by Tara, the red bandana-wearing Rhodesian Ridgeback, and make our way
over to the middle pitch, where some hippie is playing football – with his dog in goal. I am a bit
worried about the proximity of one of the catering trucks, about to make a delivery to the café,
since the driver is backing up to this site, and this means that his view of any passing toddlers
or canines is obscured. The danger passes and we reach the green. Already seated in the doggy
corner are Ronnie and Cheryl.
I experiment with the tennis ball as Fritz rushes across the grass. On the other side Gus comes
out, making one more attempt to ingratiate himself with his senior cousin, but at least this
time his presence is tolerated without any admonitory growls. I now notice a collection of dog
owners at the Morshead end of the green and here we head next. Here I meet up with Suzanne,
back from her travels and accompanied today by the Vizsla, Suki – her own Sunny has not been
retrieved from the country yet. Saskia is also here with baby Harvey and Buddy. Buddy stations
himself resolutely at my feet, waiting for a biscuit. While he is taking food in Harvey is expelling
his, a large gout of pureed banana falling from his lips. Kiwi the Schipperke is clawing away at
my leg, looking for a handout.
At breakfast we again have a large turnout: Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Ofra, Wendy,
Cheryl and Ronnie. Hanna again counts eleven dogs but this number does not include those
belonging to Sabina (Oscar, Scamp) or Julie (Charlie, the little black Poodle), who are occupying
one of the smaller tables in the compound. Charlie is having separation anxiety and Sabina has
to put him in her lap while his mommy is in the queue. Someone lets Fritz out and while I am
waiting in line I see that he has entered the café to look for me. He is heading for the kitchen
when his Auntie Ofra picks him up and takes him back outside again.
At breakfast there is no agreement on the subject of Ronnie Biggs, whose deathbed plea for
clemency has not been heeded by the government. Some (Hanna, Wendy) feel that he should be
allowed to spend his last days with his family, others (Ronnie) are not at all convinced that the
Great Train Robbery (in which someone did die) should be forgotten, especially because Biggs
escaped and spent much of his life living it up in Brazil. Nicole comes by on her bike, looking
for her Suki and Suzanne, then Suzanne comes by looking for Nicole, then Nicole returns to
cuddle all our dogs, including the latest arrival, Chloe. Georgie asks if we should “walk round”
and a journey on the back passage soon begins.
Saturday, July 11:
There has been a touch of rain earlier in the morning and skies remain gray throughout today’s
session in the Rec. The threat of further moisture does nothing to diminish attendance in the park,
which once again provides sanctuary for all of its normal visitors: Lizzy walking Yoyo, a dad
pushing a baby carriage with the Financial Times perched atop this vehicle, English Department
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colleague Keith Millman, weights in each fist, charging toward us along the Leylandia footpath,
the lads under footy instruction in the central pitch.
When Fritz and I reach the green we can see quite a collection of dogs and their owners at
the eastern end and here we head, preceded by the green tennis ball. Daisy-Mae is pursuing
Sparkie as the Yorkie makes great circles around the group at speed. “Go, Sparkie, go!” is the
universal cry. When he at last stops the Shih-Tzu barks at him angrily but it not easy tell if she
wants to censor him for getting away from her or request that he begin the chase all over again.
Dissatisfied with his response she makes yet another assault on Winnie’s tail. At our feet we also
have Jazz, the fuzzy black midsized puppy, rolling over the grass with Ginny, the Springer, and
off to one side we have two new arrivals from the States, Dachshunds named Kate and Violet.
There is a long Saturday queue at the café but Bouzha anticipates most of our orders and has our
cuppas waiting for us when it is finally our turn. At table this morning we have Ofra, Ronnie,
Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Georgie, Janet, Wendy, and Cheryl. The latter is on her way to Hampton
Court for the flower show, though this time she will know in advance that there is alcohol in a
glass of Pimm’s. The unhappy news is that Angie’s Trouble, the mostly Chow, famous for his
fondness for stones, may have to be put down after falling into a state that can best be described
as a canine form of Alzheimer’s. When Ellen departs her chair is taken by Linda. Poor Pepper
has also been in the wars, having stepped on a bee yesterday.
Suzanne comes by with the reclaimed Springer, Sunny, and Rowena pulls us a chair after
entering with her Timmy. Her chief topic of conversation, and thus ours as well, is the assault
on our peace of mind presented by the park’s penchant for school sports days – with many more
scheduled over the next two weeks. Rowena adds that within the park as well the increase in
school-related activity has led to further encroachments on our liberties – with our ordinary
walkways now designated “the cross-country course.” The verdict: something must be done.
Fritz and I join Linda and Pepper for more exercise on the green when coffee is concluded.
Balls are soon flying about and a new set of dogs at play is encountered. A lovely fuzzy brown
Labradoodle named Thea is here (though certainly there is some baboon in this mixture as well)
and Walter the Schnoodle is also present. Linda tells me that the latter has a celebrity owner,
Mary Portas (aka Mary Queen of Shops) but I have to take her word for it. I do recognize
Heather Small (M People, Strictly Come Dancing) who is a frequent visitor to these parts as
Linda and I begin our back passage walkround.
Sunday, July 12:
The all-night rain has lifted and the sun is making an appearance as we head for the park today.
It is truly lovely, though my mood cannot be lightened by mere weather. Today is the second
anniversary of Dorothy’s death.
Fritz and I now make rapid enough progress toward the green, where I take out the tennis ball for
a little exercise session. Georgie and Janet are standing in the middle of the grass and I can see
that Georgie still has Winnie ¬– though her daddies are expected back from their innumerable
holidays today. After the ball chasing is concluded I follow Fritz out to the Randolph gate and
then we return to the doggy compound. There is a quiet moment in the coffee queue this morning
and I pause to ask Bouzha to spell the names of her co-workers. There are a number of surprises,
particularly because the problem of transliteration is complicated by the fact that her alphabet has
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more letters in it than ours. Her own name, which we have spelled “Bouzha” she spells Buqe.
Lurch is not Boyat but Bujar. And our chef is not Elian but Elion. Suzanne asks for a glass to go
with her juice and Bujar asks for another pound.
At table this morning we have Linda, Wendy, Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, and Suzanne.
Linda tells us that Rob and Liam are planning a bike ride to aid leukemia research but they are
too shy to ask for sponsors – and Wendy makes a spontaneous donation. Under our feet we have
the usual antics. Jack keeps mounting Sandy and chewing tufts of fur from her back. Winnie,
who likes to chase Sparkie at home in order to give him a kiss, attacks his feet viciously again.
And all the dogs rush over to the fence to bark at Thomas the Lhasa Apso, who has put his nose
between the bars.
Monday, July 13:
Again the sun is fighting its way through the clouds on a gray Monday morning. Coming around
the first corner, still on a long training ribbon, is Rufus, the Chinese Crested Dog. He is sniffing
the dowager Lhasa Apso, Jonesie, though Fritz is not much interested in either animal, preferring
the leafy shadows of the back fence bushes. It takes me a while to figure out whether he is
behind me or ahead of me but after a while he emerges from his hiding place (behind me) and we
continue forward to the green – where only Jazz seems to be active this morning.
I soon spot a collection of dog owners on the lower slopes of Mt. Bannister and here I head.
Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Winnie (reunited with Davide) are present but there is also a rare
appearance from David the dogsitter, here today with Frank (a second Chinese Crested Dog) and
Bianca the Boxer. I ask David where Frank’s clothes are but he is holding them in his hand, the
tender-skinned one having just undressed himself in the bushes. Rushing over to greet us is Vito.
He spies the water trough in front of the loos and, after careful consideration, puts both of his
front paws in the water, giving them a thorough cleaning before rushing off. I head off as well,
since Fritz and I have to make our way down Randolph Avenue in order to file a prescription
renewal form. On the way we encounter wave after wave of tiny green-clad pupils from St.
Joseph’s, many of them carrying their little chairs with them. One group is lead by Isobel, who,
with her late lamented Bubbles, was once a frequent participant in the doggy scene in the Rec.
I sit with the others but I decide not to wait out the queue when I return to the doggy compound.
Davide has again brought some Sardinian pastries with him and these are shared out. Cheryl
says that she had a good time at yesterday’s flower show, but the Pimm’s wasn’t as tasty as she
remembered it. She is considering which breed to get when next she buys a pet, Pugs falling
under suspicion because of excessive shedding. Ofra nominates Schnauzers, still marveling over
spending an evening in my house in a black velvet jacket – one that showed not a trace of dog
hair when she left. “I know people who shed more than Fritz,” she concludes. Jack now hurts
a paw leaping onto Ellen’s lap. Fritz jumps into mine but he is soon distracted by the arrival of
Elvis, the sheep dog, and his deaf and mute owner. Elvis has a yellow squeaky toy and I can see
my dog eyeing this prize so I put him on lead before there are words. Daisy-Mae replaces him
on my lap anyway, flirting for biscuits. After a while I cannot hear a thing, the tableside chatter
drowned out by Sandy’s barking, the lawnmower behind us, the megaphone on the running track
and my own dog growling at me for additional treats. It is time to head for home.
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Tuesday, July 14:
Skies are clouding over as Fritz and I return to the familiar walkways for our morning session
in the park. I must be on the same timetable as my former colleague, Keith Millman, for once
again we cross paths with the faithful jogger at the exact same spot along the walkway between
the pitches. Fritz turns to the right as we near the green, perhaps following a distant Oscar, but
I get him turned back toward the middle with a toss of the tennis ball. Here Cheryl has arrived
with Lola and Ginger, the latter still riding in the blue covered wagon. Georgie now arrives with
Daisy-Mae and Sparkie. The Yorkie heads for a patch of grass halfway up the left-hand margins
of Mt. Bannister and the other dogs follow. Fritz is tempted to munch a few shoots here himself
and then we head for the doggy compound.
Today we have Cheryl, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Hanna and Ronnie. Chloe spends a lot of
time in the laps of the other dog owners and I ask Ronnie if she is enjoying life in his garden. He
says that she is, but the place is haunted by foxes, and he has employed a mechanical scarecrow
that squirts water at them when its sensors detect movement. Hanna objects to this procedure
since she loves foxes and considers it a privilege to have wild animals living in such close
proximity to our civilized habitats. Peter asks her if she loves the pigeons too and this leads to
a discussion of civic attempts to reduce their numbers – pigeon shit being the chief objection.
Hanna says we all shit but Georgie adds the caveat, “At least we don’t do it from a great height.”
There is some discussion of the swine flu pandemic, which may now be carrying off even
those with no underlying health problems. Cheryl says she is sure the government is hiding the
severity of the epidemic from us. Another epidemic, schools sports day, is getting way on the
track. Hanna says that when she saw the chanting kiddies carrying banners around the place
she couldn’t help thinking of the Hitler Youth. Meanwhile our dogs are keeping a close eye
on the canine activity on the other side of the fence: Frankie and Pancho are having a titanic
wrestling match, the other Peter has brought his rarely seen Gypsy to the park this morning, Gus
is investigating this scene without getting involved, and Lee the animal warden is on patrol this
morning. We meet him again as we begin a solo back passage walkround in a light rain a few
minutes later. He asks how Fritz is doing and I note how shaggy my dog has become. “Haven’t
we all,” he replies.
Wednesday, July 15:
Skies are gray, the advance edge of a low pressure system that sent Fritz under the bed for much
of the night – I know this because his ritual pawing of the carpet woke me up on more than one
occasion (though he was pretty good about knocking it off when I asked). I am wearing my rain
jacket this morning, though there is no actual moisture at this moment, and we manage to make it
to the green without incident.
There are a few dogs at play here – Fly and Jazz among them – and Fritz dashes about in
pursuit of his tennis ball while a park keeper adds yet another line of chalk to a surface already
crisscrossed in white. As Fritz begins his favorite ramble eastward I keep up behind him, facing
a phalanx of school kids and their moms (from St. Vincent’s this time) making their way into the
park in small clutches. Georgie is just crossing the green with Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Winnie
and I follow her into the doggy compound where I leave Fritz to join the slow-moving queue
inside the café. Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Ofra and Cheryl.
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As I take my seat a few minutes later I can see Hanna crossing the green with Yoyo who is,
likewise, left in the pen while Hanna is ordering inside. I have gotten up to discuss his new
website with David the dog sitter/photographer when there is an almighty row behind me. It
seems that Yoyo, in a typical moment of dominant nastiness, has attacked Ronnie’s poor Chloe.
The little Spaniel is now quivering on her master’s lap but, when Ronnie tells Hanna that Yoyo
has attacked his dog, the defensive lady is more than a little protective of her charge – blaming
Ronnie for blowing things out of proportion and citing the absence of blood in mitigation. “There
will be blood,” Peter adds mischievously, “if you don’t shut up about all this.” Things begin to
calm down thereafter and we are soon laughing about other things, especially at a long list of
paranoid political comments by Cheryl, each centered on what the government is not telling
us. I think she is being mischievous too. Under any circumstances we have something far more
immediate to brood about on our homeward journey today: Trouble the Chow has been put
down.
Thursday, July 16:
We have a lovely summer morning for our visit to the park, though the return of high pressure
doesn’t seem to have had any effect on my neurotic animal, who once again interrupted
my sleep with his manic pawing under the bed last night. As we enter the park now I note a
sign advertising meditation sessions for the over-fifties “in the lovely setting of Paddington
Recreation Ground.” This notice, describing an activity that began in the early afternoon of July
1, is surprising in a number of ways. First, I am gratified to see that the park managers even
acknowledge an aesthetic as opposed to an athletic dimension to life here. And second I wonder
how meditation is possible during a school sports day. (Rowena, who spoke to some visiting
suits yesterday, tells me that it is apparent that the schools themselves decide whether to employ
a public address system in preference to the standard megaphone – without any guidance from
park officials.) Today the meditators only have an air horn to contend with.
Coming in behind us I can see the young Schnauzer, George. Fritz stands at attention, first
charging his cousin with his usual bravado and then contentedly accepting the presence of the
little chap as they make off together along the walkways – though George does get confused
at one point and heads off in the wrong direction. When we reach the green it is Oscar the
Schnauzer who greets us and Fritz follows Sabina and Scamp down the Randolph roadway,
convinced that there must be something exciting in that sack Sabina is a carrying. She lets him
stick his nose in the bag – since there is nothing there. Fritz now follows this party around the
green where all they meet up with another cousin, Gus. Near the Grantully gate I get my dog to
head back across the green with a few tosses of the tennis ball and soon thereafter he is admitted
to the doggy compound.
This morning we have Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Cheryl, and Hanna. The latter has brought
the troublesome Yoyo with her again, but she is much better behaved and there are no echoes of
yesterday’s contretemps. (Yoyo brings to five the number of Schnauzers in the park this morning:
Schnauzers rule!)
Cheryl, who will be flying off to Japan for a week’s holiday later today, monopolizes the session
with a radical change to her appearance – for by lifting her bangs it is evident that yesterday
she has had her pale eyebrows tattooed permanently into place! “You look like the Joker,” her
husband is reported as saying, but the effect is supposed to soften in a week or so. A general
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discussion of tattooing follows. Georgie says she has two but wouldn’t recommend this process
to anyone else today.
When we get up to leave we encounter Michaela, walking with Skye the Cairn and, near the
exit, Sunny and the twin Dachshunds, Kate and Violet. Daisy-Mae here distinguished herself
by rolling in a rank pile of grass clippings; perhaps she just needed to get rid of all those black
rubber pellets she has been rolling in earlier on the five-a-side pitch.
Friday, July 17:
Another restless night. A noisy storm, with thunder and lightning, began at about 9:00 and soon
thereafter I noticed that my dog had disappeared. He had somehow managed to displace the
cardboard I had wedged into the entrance of his hidey-hole and I knew that there was no way I
could extract him for his late night walk. Worse, when I tried to go to bed a few hours later I was
subjected to round after round of sustained carpet scratching as Fritz attempted to quell his own
anxieties. Finally I got up and removed a drawer again. It took me a long time to fish him out,
snagging his collar at last and giving him a dose of Rescue Remedy when he emerged at last.
Thereafter I transferred our headquarters to my study, spending the night in various constricted
postures on my sofa while the dog settled down quietly in the well of my desk. Fortunately the
noises came to an end at about this time as well.
This morning it is very dark outside and I anticipate a repeat performance of all this. Fritz does
not seem too perturbed however; he must sense that we were about to have a bright patch and so
it comes to pass. I am wearing my raincoat (his is in my pocket) as we enter the park. I marvel
over the fact that by this time he has endured seventeen hours without a pee, but he doesn’t seem
too bothered by this. When we reach the green there isn’t much sign of life but I do discover a
somewhat flattened kickball, abandoned by the girls of Class 6D, and I kick this around for a few
minutes. Georgie is convinced that it will soon rain again (the skies are black) and I am glad to
see that Ronnie and Suzanne are moving from their headquarters in the doggy compound to our
old site outside the café doors.
Our group continues to add latecomers who have delayed their arrival because of the threatening
weather. Ellen is already seated but after a while Peter strolls in, then Hanna, then Janet, then
Ofra. Unusually Janet is dogless today since poor Daisy-Mae has kennel cough and has been left
at home after a visit to the vet. “It’s not the cough that carries you off,” Ronnie now adds, “It’s
the coffin they carry you off in.” I suggest that this is a line worthy of the Two Ronnies, but Ellen
says we will have to make do with just one Ronnie. We can see a light mist blowing across the
green but the rain holds off amid dire predictions that we are due another wave of water between
11:00 and 6:00 today. To make sure that we are home before any of this begins I join an early
group of departees, walking with Susan and Sunny along our usual paths. Sunny is on squirrel
patrol today and, indeed, she pauses to point at one as we reach the head of the running track. For
this (i.e., not chasing it as well) she is praised extravagantly and we reach our exit at last. The sun
has made a brief appearance. But to add to the complications of today’s battle with the weather
we now have Pepper heading our way for an afternoon play period in the flat.
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Saturday, July 18:
Well, I can’t say that Pepper’s visit was a great success. There were no crises but Fritz, still
feeling out of sorts, refused to join his cousin in play – though he was able to scoff down his own
dinner when this meal was served to Pepper at 6:30. Perhaps Fritz wasn’t feeling too chipper
(Flea treatment? Impending weather fronts? Still sulking because his access to the hidey-hole is
blocked?) – and the outcome was that he spent most of the evening under my desk, brightening
only when Rob arrived so that we could take our pets on their late night walk at 11:00.
This morning, with the sun alternating with the clouds, Fritz seems cheerful enough as we push
into the park. As we near the green Sabina is coming from the right with Oscar and Scamp while
John the Commentator is coming from the left. Fritz gets a greeting from all parties and then he
turns right as we reach the crossroads at the foot of Mt. Bannister, having spotted some friends
on a park bench ahead. “I see you’ve left Daisy-Mae at home again,” I tell Janet, “and brought
Dan instead.” Indeed this is the first time we have seen this gentleman in some time; he is still in
holiday mode, wearing flip-flops and complaining of the cold.
At breakfast this morning we have Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Janet, Dan and Ofra – though Cheryl’s
dog-carer, Isobel, is sitting at a second table where she is soon surrounded by beseeching dogs.
Ofra, who will depart tomorrow night for Israel and Turkey, is being told by everyone else that
she has paid too much for her holiday. Then they switch to Dan, telling him he has paid too much
for his pet insurance. Dan is collecting five pounds from the members of the betting syndicate
(we did not win anything in last night’s EuroMillions) and we have collectively decided that
tonight will be our night. Ofra now tells Dan that he is too old to wear a hooded Gap jumper. “I
am not,” he says defensively, “gay men can always wear such sweaters,” proving this point by
reminding the assembled coffee drinkers that, from his perspective, the famous letters stand for
“Gay and Proud.”
Sunday, July 19:
Under leaden skies Fritz and I head for the park on a quiet Sunday morning. Under the
Leylandias we meet up with Janet, whose Daisy-Mae (in spite of a filthy bottom) is well enough
to return to the park. Janet is talking to Stephen, the owner of those white fluff balls, Will and
Grace, whose parentage – I am reminded – includes some Maltese and some Chinese Crested.
Fritz passes all these creatures at some speed and heads for the green. We try out the tennis ball
and then I have to follow my dog back along the Morshead roadway before he can be redirected
to the grassy meadow itself. Now he wants to head for the Grantully gate but just before he
reaches this spot a gray streak pursues him from behind – it is Pepper rushing over to greet his
friend.
Linda comes into the doggy compound this morning but she doesn’t stay for long since she
has been up since 6:00 and feels like going back to bed. Rob and Liam, it turns out, have had
to sit down for a hearty pancake breakfast before undertaking their fifty-mile ride for leukemia
research – this in spite of the fact that Liam has a paralyzed nerve in his right wrist. Peter, Ellen,
Hanna, Davide, Ofra, Georgie, and Janet are soon seated at our usual table but Dan, who is now
undertaking a jogging routine, soon arrives as well (Davide is scoffing at the amount of exercise
his partner is getting since Dan hasn’t broken a sweat). A few drops fall and half the table gets
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up to move under the overhang but Hanna gets Elion to bring out our blue umbrella and the rain
soon stops anyway as everyone moves back. By this time Wendy has also arrived.
Dan has picked up a new harness and collar for Winnie at Grand Union Pets but he says that
he is at the end of his tether (no pun intended) because the locking mechanism is too stiff. He
concedes something that Peter has no doubt observed at close hand: we didn’t win anything in
last night’s lottery. Ofra is on the phone throughout most of the session and twice she is reminded
by Dan that, as this is her last day among us for some time, she ought to be spending more time
with us. But Ofra says she is too preoccupied with what to choose for eveningwear during her
holiday to pay much attention to the rest of us anyway.
Fritz is a real food pest, whining over more biscuits when he is not defending himself against
Daisy-Mae, who snaps at him for coming too close to hers. (Then, to add insult to injury, she
comes to Fritz’s dad to beg for more handouts as well.) Sparkie and others are keeping a close
eye on all the passing activity and raising an alarm whenever an unfamiliar dog trots by – like
Andrew, the Akita, or Snowdon, the white Alsatian. Buddy, with Saskia’s dad, is standing outside
the gate barking with gusto and little Kiwi is heading our way as well – she enters through the
gate and is soon mixing it up with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae while Bailey tries to hump her. There
comes that moment when Bailey has to be handed over to his Auntie Georgie and Ofra tries to
hide in the café so that this parting will not be too upsetting. We decide to begin our back passage
walkround before the rain returns but we have mistimed our move and it is really pelting down
before we have reached our gate.
Monday, July 20:
A lovely, fresh summer’s morning awaits us in the park today and Fritz makes fast work of his
journey to the green. Here there are already a number of dogs at play. Georgie is just entering
with Sparkie and Bailey and Davide is bringing Winnie along while Janet marches out to meet
these arrivals – Daisy-Mae immediately attacking poor Winnie’s tail. Near the loos there is
another small group of dog people with Panda, Kiwi, and Abby at play. The latter, a slim young
Labrador, is again in the care of the Australian Suzanne, who seems to specialize in local
housesitting assignments ¬– which often include dog-watching.
We need a lot of extra chairs for our coffee party which swells to include Peter, Ellen, Ronnie,
Yara, Georgie, Wendy, Janet, Davide and Suzanne. Our dogs are a lively presence at our feet¬ –
Sparkie rushing to the fence whenever a strange dog passes, Winnie attacking him when she is
not satisfied with her portion of the foodstuffs, Daisy-Mae attacking Fritz when he accidentally
strays to close to Janet’s purse ¬– which does contain treats, Fritz whining at Ellen’s feet in the
belief that she possesses some treat that she is willfully withholding. Kiwi squeezes through the
bars on several occasions and is handed back over the fence by helpful strangers. Mylo is added
to the mix when his owner goes inside to have coffee and someone brings by a French-speaking
Husky – “Reste en place!”
The time Pebbles swallowed one of Georgie’s painkillers, the use of the Freedom Pass on the
local buses of St. Austell, the glories of the Eden Project, the dangers of Botox, the costs of
having your virginity successfully restored in Lebanon (as opposed to the price for the same
operation in Syria), the time Pebbles swallowed one of Georgie’s painkillers a second time, and
the growing taste for Scotch in Saudi Arabia – these are among the topics under consideration
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in our morning conversation. After quite a while the participants begin to move off, heading for
home in order to get on with the rest of the day.
Tuesday, July 21:
It has been raining this morning and I am wearing my rain jacket as we make our way into the
park on a damp Tuesday. Fritz is not jacketed but the moisture has lifted a bit and we are able
to make good progress toward the green. In front of the loos three ladies are standing with their
dogs: Panda, Kiwi, and (in Tracy’s care) Stanley, Sweep, and Toby. Fritz pays little attention to
these animals and heads down the Randolph walkway, pursued for much of the distance by the
independent-minded low-slung Stanley. I have to warn my dog to slow down as he nears the
gateway at the far end but he is soon back on lead for our return to the café.
This establishment has yet to open its doors but there is an additional problem. With today’s
lowering weather we should have chosen our traditional table in front of the café’s front door but
seated here already is a woman, her boy and a large Alsatianate animal – who growls whenever
another dog approaches. In the event this group departs before the doors are opened but when
we begin our line-up at the counter I notice that Stanley has penetrated the forbidden interior and
that right now he is standing next to the dog-phobic Bouzha behind the counter! He retreats when
I call him by name but the aforementioned loo ladies have chosen to hunker down at a little table
under the eaves – with all five dogs allowed to roam all the exterior spaces, a gesture totally out
of keeping with the establishment of our separate doggy compound.
The law-abiding members of the dog-owning fraternity do have to ask Elion if he will bring out
our blue umbrella and when he does so we settle down comfortably beneath its embrace. (Of
course the skies begin to brighten as soon as the umbrella is in place.) Ours is a small group this
morning: just Georgie (with Sparkie, Bailey and Daisy-Mae), Davide with Winnie and Ellen
with Jack and Sandy. Jack again distinguishes himself by chewing on the fur of Sandy’s back;
Bailey puts his wet paws onto every lap; Daisy-Mae jumps from chair to chair; and Winnie
attacks Sparkie when she is not poking me with her paws as a reminder that I have the biscuit
bag. It is interesting to note that when we leave she is as reluctant to get a move on (even with
her owner present) as she is when Georgie has the job of getting her started. At least she doesn’t
join in when the others find a gate open and enter the central pitch for a riotous romp during the
homeward lap.
Thursday, July 23:
I have missed a day in the park since my dog was otherwise engaged – as he and Pepper went
yesterday to the beauty parlor in St. John’s Wood at 8:00. Linda delivered a very handsome
specimen indeed about three hours later, but this morning will be the first time that some our park
pals get to see the magic that Karen has worked on this boy at St. John’s Pets.
Today we have a mixed message from the heavens, sometimes sun, sometimes cloud, but the
temperatures are mild and there is no threat of rain. In front of us there is a scene of carnage
as the artificial turf on the first field has been stripped from its black underlay. At least the leak
from the sprinkler at the northwest corner of this field has been stilled at last, though its sprayer
will have to wait for the installation of a new carpet (when it serves not to propagate grass but
to dampen the surface and reduce rug burn among our resident athletes). Fritz makes a lively
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progress toward the green where a group of five ladies is sitting opposite the café gates with lots
of little dogs dancing in circles: Winnie, Sparkie, Bailey and Daisy-Mae (all with the beleaguered
Georgie), Sweep, Toby, Panda, Kiwi, and an affectionate blonde Pug named Henry. Fritz plays
through and heads down the Randolph roadway, returning to greet his cousin George who is on
the way for his first haircut (also at Karen’s hands) today.
There is a very small turnout at coffee this morning – just Peter, Ellen, Georgie and Yara. Of
course Dan, Davide and Janet are at work, but Ronnie is absent because Chloe is in heat, and
then there are a number of vacationers – Cheryl is in Japan, Liz on Cape Cod, and Hanna is in
Devon (well, not on holiday; she is attending a funeral). Yara tells us that tomorrow Kiwi will be
spayed and have her tear ducts unblocked at the same time. Fritz sits at the feet of Kiwi’s mom,
staring up in adoration as Yara doles out the treats. A black man wearing a Yankees cap brings in
a young Mastiff female but she is well-behaved and accepts a biscuit from me after having had a
drink of water. Daisy-Mae and Winnie have a noisy scrap under the table and it is decided not to
give either of the contestants any more treats during this session. Fritz receives many comments
on his sleek shape and silky coat and then it is time to begin our back passage walkround.
Friday, July 24:
The weather remains unsettled, with wave after wave of rain bringing moisture to our part of
the world. There was even a moment, in the early evening, when Fritz retreated under the bed
following a peal of thunder, but as sun soon returned to the skies he was able to report for his
evening meal and to accompany me on his late night walk – without any problems. This morning
it is still rather bright as we circle around the track, whose central pitch is now an ominous black.
Fritz is intrigued by the sight of Ellen (with Jack and Sandy) and heads forward, outside the track
fence, to see what they are up to.
When we reach the green there is again a knot of dog owners opposite the loos. This group
includes Yara, whose Kiwi is at the vet’s this morning, plus a number of the regulars and two
women with Bichons, ten-year old Fitz and a larger cousin, Blanco. (Indeed both dogs are a
pristine white.) Fitz is evidently charmed by all Cavaliers and he now follows Bailey around
closely. John the Commentator stops me to ask for directions to Ilbert Street, where, he says,
there will be a dog show tomorrow. John is wearing his wellies today, with one trouser leg tucked
into a boot and one not. I can see an exodus for the café and I am able to insert Fritz into the
doggy compound and get to the head of the queue soon thereafter.
Our group this morning includes Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Yara, Janet, and Cheryl, though I also
note the presence of Mary McCartney passing by with baby buggy, ball sling, and Paddy. Yara
is trying to figure out how to get her hands of some anti-Swine Flu Tamiflu tablets prior to her
Moroccan vacation, the government having set up an emergency Pandemic hotline and website
yesterday. Cheryl reports on her adventures in Japan, noting that even though she has just
returned from this Asian nation she would be unable to find it on a map, through she knows it
looks like a banana. “There you have the essence of American interest in the rest of the world,”
I add mischievously, “and is it any wonder that so much of the rest of the world hates us.” “It’s
not true,” Ellen offers, though I can’t tell is she disagrees with my logic or with the fact that the
rest of the world hates us. Daisy-Mae, Winnie, Sparkie and Bailey take turns jumping into my
lap before it is time to see if we can make it home before the next pulse of rain. We do, but only
barely.
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Saturday, July 25:
Yesterday’s rainfall, often intense and accompanied by considerable thunder, is a thing of the past
this morning and Fritz, who spent a good deal of time under the bed yesterday afternoon, seems
quite recovered from his ordeal. It is a lovely, warm day dominated by the sun as our progress
toward the green is slowed by the usual obstacles. A mom has attached her toddler to the lead of
a long-haired Jack Russell, though in this case the dog is walking the child. The Financial Times
dad is reading and pushing the buggy at the same time and we have to pass him twice. It is pretty
quiet in the park; one of the fields is out of commission (and no beeping tractors in evidence
today) and the school groups are scattered for the summer. We do have the less than edifying
sight of sweating men on their treadmills as we near the café, whose building’s left wing is now
devoted to perspiration and muzak. I never quite understand the need to encase such activity in
exhibitionist glass, but the trend seems to prevail here as well.
Fritz makes his way out to the center of the green – where he is pursued by Panda, who fawns
and falls at his feet, narrowly missing a squirt of pee aimed at her head. Next Fritz has to
investigate the activities of our owners group: Dan, Georgie and Janet. A little white Westie is
nosing about and Janet says that his name is Winnie too (short for Winston, in his case). Dan is
cross over this appropriation of his dog’s name but no sooner has he expressed his concern than
our dogs chase poor Winston away. “Your wish is their command,” I say. Dan’s Winnie actually
chases down Fritz’s tennis ball on two occasions; Fritz gets in a few more tosses and then we
head in for coffee.
In addition to those already mentioned we have Peter, Ellen, Hanna and Cheryl this morning.
Cheryl is worried about ancient Ginger, scuttling about with another bladder infection. The dog
is incontinent and there is a lot of advice on where to buy puppy nappies. Cheryl also continues
her account of a recent week in Japan where she and her husband were appalled by the prices
and turned off by the food – which was always too raw or too undercooked for their Western
palates. Peter now reports on his delight over yesterday’s thunderstorm – which sent a group of
noisy children outside his house running for cover. Our dogs rush the fence a number of times to
bark at passing canines and there is an argument over what such behavior signifies. Janet says it’s
just a form of welcome – “Hi, what’s your name?” A more cynical interpretation comes with the
thesis that what this barking actually means is, “Don’t come in – even now there’s not enough
food for us here.” Winnie, having eaten every one of her diet pellets, leans forward on Dan’s lap,
and, resting her chin on the edge of the table, falls asleep.
Sunday, July 26:
A fairly quiet period, weather-wise, has led to a breezy, cloudy day with mild temperatures as
Fritz and I make our way into the park on a quiet Sunday. Fritz gets well ahead of me as we
make our way out to the green where I observe an unusual sign propped up on the roadway
in front of the clubhouse – though I suppose “Beware of the Public!” is not meant for cricket
players, gardeners or park managers but for the lorry drivers who are engaged this week in their
work on the resurfacing of the track’s playing field.
I produce the tennis ball and Fritz pursues it in the direction of our group of dog owners – who
are pulled together into a solemn circle near the Grantully entrance. Their lowered heads and
depressed shoulders tell me, however, even at some distance, that a tragedy has occurred and
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seeing that all eyes are riveted on Yara I can guess the rest: little Kiwi has died on the operating
table.
With great composure Yara is explaining that the little Lhasa Apso proved to be one dog in
ten thousand allergic to anesthetic and that as soon as this was administered at the start of the
neutering operation the dog went into a fit and then lost consciousness. Heroic efforts were made
by the distraught vet to get her heart beating again but, though oxygen was administered, the
pup eventually emerged from this procedure both blind and brain-damaged and she had to be put
down.
Yara says that only the other dog owners could understand what she is feeling now; new people
keep coming up and she has to start the tragic tale all over again. Fritz spends some time in the
doggy area on the Grantully side, leaving me alone with my own thoughts – which naturally
return to all the dogs I have lost over the years. Yara now joins us for coffee – she notes that she
was always looking forward to that moment when Kiwi would be too big to squeeze through
the fence and she is already talking about getting another puppy in the new year, once she has
completed her period of mourning. We are all in that period now.
Monday, July 27:
Anticipating the next rain front Fritz made his way beneath the bed at about 10:00 last night. I
couldn’t tempt him to accompany me on a late night walk and when, at about 1:00, he woke me
up with his ritual pawing I had to extract him and close off access to his hidey-hole. In the event
there was no thunder whatsoever, though the rain did begin in the dark hours and now I see that
there is still moisture about as we get ready for our morning in the park. (In spite of the fact that
the dog has not been outside since 4:00 yesterday afternoon I detect no urgency in his behavior
as we hit the streets.) I am wearing my rain jacket but since there is still a light drizzle I now
produce Fritz’s raincoat from my pocket as well and saddle the beast soon after we have entered
the park.
When we reach the green I can see that all the activity is located on the right, at the Morshead
Road end of the green, and here we head as well. There are quite a few dogs that I don’t know,
and the usual suspects are in attendance as well. Panda, as yesterday, is paying court to an
indifferent Fritz, rolling over in front of him, even under him. This time I’m sure she does get
peed on for her pains. Fritz then takes off for the Randolph roadway and I follow. Just after we
have turned back toward the café a chap enters with a Border Terrier and a Jack Russell. The
latter is also fascinated by Fritz, sniffing my dog’s bum while the latter is sniffing the bushes –
where the Jack Russell has just peed. “You’ve got pee-mail.”
Our group is hunkered down under the blue umbrella this morning and this provides enough
shelter – as the rain is very light at this point. There is only a small turnout, however, just
Davide, Janet, Georgie, Linda and Hanna. Janet has been to visit her mother yesterday, taking
Georgie with her. (Sparkie and Daisy-Mae were part of this expedition but Bailey was left behind
with Davide.) Sparkie, on a circuit of Kenilworth Castle, distinguished himself by rolling in a
fresh cowpat. Janet will be taking off for a two-week trip to the States on Thursday and she now
offers the use of her car to Linda, who would otherwise be carless when Rob and Liam go on a
camping trip this weekend.
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Just outside the entrance to the café we can now see a bit of a kerfuffle involving Tracy, Panda’s
owner Claire, a black man with a mostly Staffie and a park official. The ladies are complaining
that they have just been assaulted by the Staffie’s owner, Tracy’s crime having been to pull the
thrusting Staffie off one of the dogs in her charge and her reward having been a bullying pursuit
in which the race card was played vehemently, if falsely. All of this is being explained by the
parties to the duty manager and Claire has the courage to file a formal complaint. Her Panda,
meanwhile, is chewing on a tripe stick but when she rushes over to the fence of the doggy
compound to show it to Fritz the latter plucks it through the bars and enjoys a hearty chew for
the next fifteen minutes.
Tuesday, July 28:
The clouds are piling up in the western skies and the sun is only an infrequent visitor as Fritz
and I complete our entry on a mild Tuesday morning. There is a lot of activity on the green and
we head here too. As usual Panda rushes over to Fritz and throws herself at his feet –but he isn’t
having any of it. Ziggy is here and it has been so long a time since we have seen Celine or baby
Raphael that the latter can now walk! Fritz heads for the Morshead roadway but I eventually get
him turned around with the tennis ball and we make our way over to the doggy compound, where
I leave him while I am ordering my coffee.
This morning our group includes Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Davide, Janet, Cheryl and Hanna.
Cheryl has pinched a nerve in her back overdoing the home exercise and Davide is on his way
to the dentist to have his braces adjusted. He leaves Winnie behind but he will recover her later,
even though he will soon be on his way to Hong Kong. This destination elicits a disquisition
on shopping from Janet, who has even had suits made while visiting the spot. I tell the story, in
this context, of my Michigan State colleague Fred Kaplan, who ordered a navy blue pinstripe
suit from a Hong Kong tailor many years ago. The suit, duly arrived, fit perfectly ¬– the only
problem being that the tailor had used the material horizontally rather than vertically!
Our dogs are up to their usual mischief. Daisy-Mae gets into several scraps as she guards her
biscuits and Winnie, sitting on Janet’s lap, makes a snarling pass at Fritz’s back and hurls herself
at poor Sparkie. The latter takes refuge in my lap but when the eyes of these two animals meet
there is an additional hysterical interruption. Meanwhile someone discovers two piles of poo on
the cobblestones behind our table and the search is on for the culprit while Janet and Georgie
clean the mess up. Cheryl says that neither Lola nor Ginger ever produces a pile as large as this
one, I know that Fritz never has a second poo of this size as well, and the other owners come to
the conclusion that the mess must have been deposited by some visitor to the pen (there have
been quite a few this morning). Peter suggests that we would need DNA samples from all of the
assembled canines to make any further progress in this mystery but there the matter rests. On the
way home both Daisy-Mae and Fritz both pause to demonstrate that it couldn’t have been either
of them, could it?
Wednesday, July 29:
In our house you can always tell that rain is coming when the dog disappears under the bed and
so, at about 6:00 this morning, I could hear some manic pawing beneath my pillow. It was time
to get up anyway and Fritz soon emerged as well. When it is time to head for the park an early
morning drizzle has just come to an end and, though there isn’t much sun, at least there is no
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moisture throughout our session. The park is eerily quiet. Work on surfacing the trackside field
has stopped for some reason and the few groups of summertime kids have yet to arrive. We do
pass a nice Rhodesian Ridgeback named Simba as we make our way out to the green.
Fritz rushes over to check out the early action and then he heads down the Randolph roadway.
A chap is trying to scale the cyclone fence at the rear of the right hand tennis courts ¬– where
a rocket of a shot has embedded itself near the top. I get Fritz turned around and, as we reach
the green again, there is an unusual weekday sighting of Dan ¬– though he is here just to hand
Winnie over to Georgie before leaving for work. Janet, Hanna, Peter and Ellen are the only other
regulars brave enough to risk a visit to the park this morning. We sit at our usual table, without
its blue umbrella, but our luck holds.
The first topic of conversation is benefits. Janet describes the time her mother was short-changed
thousands by social services and Ellen says that the benefit people are arriving to assess Aisne,
the actual owner of Jack and Sandy, since the ancient lady can hardly walk at all anymore. I add,
still on the subject of getting money out of the state, that, after several years of struggle, I have
at last succeeded in getting a check owed to me by the State of California. That’s the good news;
the bad news is that California has run out of money and my check is really an IOU!
Tara the Ridgeback is the only stranger in our midst today; she adopts her usual posture as a lap
dog, leaning over her master, Vlad, with her hind legs still on the ground. There is plenty of lapsitting among our lot as well, indeed Sparkie spends a lot of time in Hanna’s lap – recovering
from a round of vomiting after eating too much grass on the slopes of Mt. Bannister. We actually
run out of dog biscuits this morning and Daisy-Mae has angrily barked out the spelling of this
treat twice before she accepts my apologies for this gaffe. We begin our walkround and she
distinguishes herself by rushing into the five-a-side field in order to make off with an empty
plastic bottle. We are overtaken by the sizeable pair of Blue the Weimaraner and Asher the
Ridgeback. Three Ridgebacks in one morning? Today, Ridgebacks rule!
Thursday, July 30:
It’s windy in the park – quite cool for the middle of the summer – but we have some sunshine to
cheer things up after another night of occasional rain. (I did not hear a single sound of thunder,
but this did not stop Fritz from pulling his under-the-bed antics nor me from extracting him
in order to obtain a decent night’s sleep.) Today, as we round the corner between the fields we
encounter the bouncy half-grown presence of Beau the Newfoundlander. She gives me a wildly
enthusiastic greeting but it won’t be too long before the same enthusiasm will knock someone
over. Fritz gets far ahead of me at this point but I catch up with him just as he is about to cross
the green.
There is a lively scene out here this morning ¬– with lots of little dogs at play. The fuzzy Bella
pinches Fritz’s tennis ball while Panda pays court again, rolling over on her back, kissing her
favorite, crawling beneath his legs. Fritz acts as though all of this is an insult to his dignity; he
seems almost relieved to have a ball to chase this morning. Also present are Ludwig the Cocker
and we also have Skye the Cairn, brought into the park by Michaela herself. Dan is once again
handing Winnie over to Georgie and the latter makes an early departure for the café, perhaps to
lessen the separation anxiety. She then goes to fetch the big blue water bowl, leaving Winnie and
Sparkie inside the compound. There is something satisfying in seeing Sparkie behind bars for
once.
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Our group this morning includes Cheryl, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Hanna and Wendy. Travel
plans dominate the proceedings. Wendy is just back from a visit to Knock in Ireland and I head
for Kerry tomorrow at the start of an eight-day walking expedition. Hanna will be driving Janet
to Paddington later this morning as Janet heads off for Heathrow and an American trip that
will include both New York and a visit to Liz on Cape Cod. Later this afternoon Fritz will be
delivered to his Auntie Hanna for a long session of stewardship and surprises.
Meanwhile Georgie will be looking after Bailey, Daisy-Mae and, at least during the days,
Winnie – not to mention her own Sparkie. The latter again distinguishes himself by throwing up
at our feet. This doesn’t stop him from barking at passers-by or the occasional visitor admitted
for the purposes of a water break. Among the latter today we have the veteran black Labrador,
Nemo. (I remember that when he was a puppy Nemo broke the water dish by squatting on it
too enthusiastically.) Outside the fence we have Ziggy; Celine has the blonde Raphael on her
shoulders but, now a year and a half old, he is ambulatory when we meet them again near our
exit gate. He is playing with an (empty) poo poo bag.

For those of you already familiar with the pleasures of longdistance walking the twenty-six chapters of this book will be
rich, I hope, in memories of familiar scenes and situations.
For those who need encouragement in taking up the activity
for the first time, this will serve as a quick introduction to
the perils and rewards of this form of recreation.
More experienced walkers can benefit advice on what to
bring with you, some hints on where to head, particularly
in Britain, what type of accommodation to seek, culinary
expectations, and how to cope with health crises on the trail.
Although most of the events and illustrations used in this
book come from over thirty-five years of walking in Britain,
it would be easy to find parallels on the footpaths of many
another region – this book is also for those of you who may
never get a chance to splash their boots in Pennine mire
or Lakeland mud. Long distance walking is a pleasure that
awaits people of all ages and shapes and so I say get stuck in
– and keep on trekkin.’

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VI

By Anthony Linick
Chapter 3—August, 2009

Yara has a sip of Coke while Ofra inspects the loopy Bailey.
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Sunday, August 9:
I return to the park after ten days devoted to walking on Ireland’s Dingle Way with my former
student and long-time walking partner, Gavan Meehan. My dog had spent many long hours in
the park, of course, with his Auntie Hanna. Spotting my desk light she even called to say hello
at 8:45 last night, only three minutes after our return, and I could see her from my study window
walking with my fellow in the park on one of these excursions in the gathering gloom.
It had been agreed that she would turn him over to me this morning, however, as I knew I would
be too stiff and exhausted to attempt his usual late night walk – and these conditions did certainly
prevail. At least I am able to make it into the Rec this morning without limping, though I choose
to take the shorter route to the green once inside the gates. I can already see a number of dog
owners out on the grass and Hanna is among them. When I call for Fritz he picks his head up,
spots me, and runs rapturously toward me – wild with excitement. He keeps leaping up against
my leg, chewing on my hand as we return to the center of the green. I can see now that Hanna
has bought him a new harness at Grand Union Pets, one that allows for more control over his
movements on the long walks they have been taking together. It is a very handsome affair, in
black and white, though Dan says that in it my dog looks like he could now cruise Old Compton
Street. And he should know.
We go into the doggy compound to have our usual coffee. The turnout is fairly small (with Ofra
still in Israel, Liz and Janet on Cape Cod, and Davide on his way back from San Francisco) but
we do have Dan, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Suzanne, and Hanna. I offer a thorough debriefing of my
Irish walk and there are many comments on the color I have picked up in those rare moments
of sunshine. I have brought for Hanna a box of Irish fudge and this is shared out while our dogs
continue their usual antics beneath the table, scrapping and snarling and scoffing down any food
items going. (Fritz has his head buried in Hanna’s handbag, where a toy belonging to Pepper is
buried.) A few minutes after our return to the house Hanna comes by with Fritz’s leftover food
and his toys and she becomes the first to see the Irish pictures on my computer screen. Then she
and I head down the street to the market on Castellaine Parade – with Fritz, who seems never to
have been without human company in the last ten days, howling in disappointed rage at being
left behind.
Monday, August 10:
I return Fritz to his simple Cruft’s collar (no harness) as we make our way into the park on a
sunny Monday morning. When we reach the green I note that my dog is streaking toward a circle
of owners hunkered down in the grass. In fact most of these people are unknown to us (though
we know their dogs) though Georgie and Davide are also present. I tell them that I would love
to sink into the grass myself but then I would then have difficulty in getting up if I did so. Fritz
chases down his tennis ball a few times and he himself is hunted relentlessly by the besotted
Panda, who still vainly hopes to get a look-in from our distant boy. After only a few minutes we
head for the comforts (and shade) of the doggy corner.
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There is only a small turnout this morning, just Ellen, Davide, Georgie, Wendy and Hanna. The
absence of Peter is noted, though no one knows why he is not here, and it is assumed that the
absent Ronnie’s Chloe is still in season. At a nearby table we also have Suzanne, who is playing
backgammon with her math department colleague Ray – while Sunny sits under their chairs
– and at the third table we have a large number of people with the Beagle, Mylo. Mylo soon
accommodates his visit to our presence and takes his turn receiving biscuits and toasty tidbits
like a veteran, even putting his heavy paws on our knees so that we won’t forget him. This is not
a surprise – but why the animal is soaking wet remains a mystery. At one point all the people in
his party go inside the café, leaving their dog in our care without a thought in the world.
Hanna wants to know why Fritz isn’t wearing his new harness and I explain that I am too tired
to wrestle with it in the mornings. I have to give an extensive debriefing to Davide on my
experiences with Ryan Air on July 31st (plane four hours late) and again on Saturday (forty
minutes to wait for a baggage carrousel to be assigned). He says he hates Stansted, but these
days he is flying western skies, just back from San Francisco, soon off to L.A. and then Phoenix.
Wendy says that she could see Inch beach, which we reached on the second day of our walk,
just a few weeks ago from the opposite coast on the Kerry Peninsula. As we near the corner at
the Leylandia trees Fritz manages to back up to the fence outside the environmental area for his
second poo – which means that I can only pick up the part still adhering to the wire; the rest is
park property forever.
Tuesday, August 11:
It is gray, very dark it seems, as Fritz and I make our visit to the park today. We soon encounter
a trio of dogs: Toby, Sweep, and, still attached to a long training lead, Rufus the Chinese Crested
Dog. (Frank, Rufus…when will we encounter a Chinese Crested Dog with a Chinese name?)
Near the café we also pass Oscar and Scamp and Sabina stops to pet Fritz. As I approach he is
rubbing her legs like a cat and growling in delight. Out on the green there is the usual lively
circle: Jazz is dragging a delighted Bella through the grass with her teeth and here comes Panda
in pursuit of my dog. She follows him all the way over to the foot of Mt. Bannister, fawning at
his feet, rolling on her back, but he still dances away. We even walk this morning all the way out
to the Randolph gate; in this fashion we encounter Cheryl and her covered wagon.
Again we have only a small turnout at coffee: Cheryl, Ellen, Peter, Georgie and Davide. Davide
is trying to stay out of the house while his cleaner, Renata, does her thing; the problem is that he
cleaned the place himself yesterday. Georgie is fresh-faced after yesterday’s beauty treatment
from Hanna (who also seems to have had a go with her scissors at my dog’s eyebrows and beard
– I thought he was looking a bit like Andy Gump). Because we have been discussing the recent
deployment of my passport during my travels to Ireland the subject of identity cards comes up.
Davide says that in Italy everyone carries such a card and no one is fussed – which is why he
can’t understand the great British dread of such an object. It is certainly true that many in this
country find the prospect of having to prove who you are an unwanted infringement of their civil
liberties. No one at our table seems particularly bothered by the notion, though many would
object if the citizen is to be charged massive amounts for this ID.
From my place in the coffee queue I can see Winnie hop onto a chair in order to bring my biscuit
bag to the edge of the table with her paw. She is prevented from doing so my Davide but she
does get one treat from me when I return. All the dogs do, but this is a mistake because a few
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minutes later Sparkie, in Georgie’s lap, begins his hysterical barking at a passing dog outside the
fence (another Schnauzer, I think) and all the dogs rush over there to join in the din. On the way
back to our table Daisy-Mae, who is still guarding her biscuit, attacks Fritz as the most likely
predator and my fellow retaliates, pinning the Shih-Tzu to the ground. Cheryl, who has just been
cleaning gunk out of Ginger’s eye, snatches Fritz from the ground and places him in her lap,
where he slowly calms down, twitching and breathing heavily in righteous anger. He is soon
himself again and everyone tells him that the incident was not his fault. Then Daisy-Mae inserts
herself between my knees and cocks her head coyly: she wants another biscuit.
Wednesday, August 12:
Gray skies persist as Fritz and I head for the park today; he is his usual lively self and I am
still limping and sniffling after the ordeals of my recent walk. He and Rebel touch noses at the
entryway and then a fast progress toward the green is underway. Here I can see that Janet is
making her first appearance since her return from New York and Boston (where she was met by
Liz for a trip to the Cape). Fritz jumps up on her legs, trying to get her attention, and then he is
off on his rambles, circling the eastern end of the green until he encounters Hanna, entering by
the Grantully gate. She and I cross the green on our way to the doggy compound, where a lively
scene is in preparation.
There is a very large turnout at our table today: Davide, Denise (visiting from Amsterdam),
Ellen, Peter, Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Cheryl, Wendy and the proud parents of the unseasoned
Chloe, Ronnie and Susie. Denise describes a recent camping trip to the south of France, one
during which she and the dogs had to sit out a thunderstorm in a tent (and Saffy and Tinkerbelle
received certificates for completing the ten-yard swim). Janet describes her travels in America
and shares out some lovely lemon biscuits for the human participants and some (twice as
expensive) doggy versions for the canines. I describe the moment when Gavan and I were
menaced by an angry Irish cow and Peter says that he was once pursued by a whole herd.
There is some discussion on the subject of the post, since no one can figure out if there is another
strike today. Peter says that you can mail a package from a post office but it won’t get very far
because the sorting offices are on strike. Ronnie says that the £40 million dollar heist at Graaf
Jewellers on New Bond Street is, in fact, one in a series of such misadventures at this store.
Someone asks Davide if he has ever flown over the Bermuda Triangle. He says that every time
he goes to Miami he flies over the mysterious spot and that nothing has ever happened. I disagree
- “He tells you that nothing has ever happened but I have to tell you that this is not the real
Davide, only an alien substitute. The real Davide disappeared years ago.”
Thursday, August 13:
Another rain front has passed as Fritz and I enter the park on an overcast morning, muggy and
warm. Almost immediately Fritz has to growl at the approach of the one-eyed Humphrey. The
blonde Gerri, wearing a dress today, says, “That your leaf?” to my possessive dog. I am moving
very slowly, still undecided whether I am suffering from a cold or just an allergy and my leg
muscles are again in protest over their recent 85-mile jaunt. I can’t see Fritz out on the green but
I know that he must be there because Linda and Pepper are. The latter had to have a dine-over at
our house yesterday afternoon as he was in great distress over the sounds of the hole diggers on
Linda’s street.
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One group of dog owners is again seated on the cricket crease while a second manages to remain
in a standing posture. Soon Fritz is on his way to greet Ellen (with Jack and Sandy) over by the
loos and then I see him heading for the Randolph gate. He is entirely indifferent as to whether
or not I am following him, only looking up when I swoop to retrieve his second poo. Just a few
yards from the gate itself I manage to get him to stop with a stern “Stay!” and he submits to the
restraint of the leash as we head slowly back toward the café. Here Linda tells me that Rob’s
brother has died in New Zealand after a long struggle with cancer. Liam, who is vacationing with
some other boys in the New Forest, doesn’t know this yet. We now meet two black kids who
have a wonderful Basset Hound with them, Claude.
At coffee this morning we have Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Linda, Hanna and Denise. The
latter says that she took her dad to MacDonald’s for another Happy Meal yesterday. A number
of people stop by to ask Janet about her recent trip to Las Vegas¬ – erroneously of course. Janet
has brought Georgie a new pair of Sketchers from New York and these have received Georgie’s
seal of approval – though an abscessed tooth is spoiling her joy in the new footwear. Bailey is
about to move from her house to Janet’s for a while and he is among the dogs in tow as we begin
our back passage walkround. He soon follows Daisy-Mae onto the five-a-side pitch, where two
lads are trying to kick a ball around. The Shih-Tzu knows that she has to retreat to the entry gate
when it is time to rejoin the party but Bailey can’t get this figured out and Daisy-Mae has to go
back a second time and fetch him ¬– a guide dog for the stupid.
Friday, August 14:
The sun has returned to the skies as Fritz and I enter the park on a warm Friday morning. The
first dog we meet seems to be a Fox Terrier but is in fact Welsh, a Welsh Terrier. I ask for her
name and the reply causes my jaw to drop for this dog is also named Daisy-May (I least I hope
she spells the “May” with a “y” – or there will be endless confusion). A lively scene is underway
on the green with Jazz, Bella, Panda and a seven month-old Jack Russell named Poppy all
dashing about. Our owners group is also well represented, with Cheryl, Dan (just handing Winnie
over to Georgie before going to work), and Janet. I tell the latter about the new Daisy-May and
she bristles with indignation, “There’s only one Daisy-Mae!”
I follow Fritz around the green but as we near the Grantully gate I can see that Linda has arrived
with Pepper and a piece of wood that might block up Fritz’s neurotic hidey-hole under the bed.
Other parties are entering the green (I count 16 humans at one point) including Celine with
Buddy and Ziggy and Natasha with Millie. When I catch up with Linda I am full of complaint
over yesterday afternoon’s visit to Sainsbury’s. I discovered on my arrival that the gents was offlimits, even the disabled toilet, and I had to backtrack to use the loos in a grotty pub on Ladbroke
Grove. Of course the store was out of a lot of my usual items: salmon fillets, French’s mustard,
calamari, carrot strips – but I am used to that. It was an entirely novel chapter to hear, when I
was half way through my shop, that, because Sainsbury’s was experiencing computer problems,
credit cards would not be accepted at the tills! (I used my accumulated Nectar points.) When I
got outside there were no mini-cabs and I had to wait about twenty minutes in the hot sun (my
frozen food beginning to thaw) before one arrived.
Now I discover that Sainsbury’s is not alone in experiencing technical problems – though the
problem at Metty’s café is that none of the staff seems to have the keys to this establishment and
not only is there no food service but our chairs are still locked inside. After twenty minutes or
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so Linda suggests we keep walking and this we do, relieved to see one of Metty’s lieutenants
dashing along the Carlton roadway with the missing keys. Fritz has been playing with a hard
rubber ball belonging to Pepper and, wouldn’t you know it, he decides (as it is almost empty)
to take it into the middle playing field, Pepper in pursuit. I have to use my biscuit bag as an
inducement to get them out of there. So, coffee-less, we finally make it home.
Saturday, August 15:
Clouds dominate the skies on a gray Saturday morning. On our arrival today Fritz touches noses
with the mid-sized blonde veteran Paddy, the dog of our local interior decorator, Kathy Andon.
Together these two trot along toward the cypress trees and then Fritz takes off at great speed for
the green, where, already, there is a busy scene. A little boy comes up to ask if his dog can play
with ours and so we welcome Ody, a robust Jack Russell. Daisy-Mae distinguishes herself by
attacking poor Panda over a scrap of food and Janet’s other charge, Bailey, distinguishes himself
by throwing up on the grass and then eating up the vomit. Dan now enters with Winnie and
Sparkie; he is playing host to the latter while Georgie is in Hereford visiting her daughter and
baby Oliver.
I tease Bouzha about yesterday’s lockout while an appropriate “Hotel California” is played in
the background as the golden oldie of the day. I learn that when they finally did get the doors
open yesterday all the regulars received free coffees – so perhaps I left too soon. Our table this
morning makes room for Cheryl, Hanna, Wendy, Janet, Dan, Ellen and, back from the Cape,
Liz. The latter has brought Roxy with her and the Beagle receives a number of compliments on
her svelte figure. I notice no change and there are certainly no changes in behavior for as soon
as some people leave an adjacent table Roxy sticks a nose above the parapet to see if there is
any food going, then pushes a chair closer to the table, then jumps up on it and thence onto the
table top itself. (She can also open the doggy compound gate if it is not hooked.) For her pains
she now gets attacked by Daisy-Mae over a bit of food on the ground. The Cavaliers Maddy and
Princess also join our group this morning and so does Zorro the Pug.
Hanna has found two magpie feathers and brings these to add to her extensive collection. She
puts Fritz on her lap and begins a puppy massage as my dog, limply lying on his back, basks
in the attention. Dan says that Sparkie is no trouble to look after (the Yorkie settles into his lap
for the length of our session). Liz says that she is only here for two days and that she will then
accompany her eldest son, Ryan, on an intensive French language course in Antibes. Later she
and Janet will spend four days in Poland, where Liz says she wants to discover her roots. Dan
is also full of vacation plans (as usual) but he says that he plans to interview for a new job, even
though he seems pretty happy with the one he has. The chatter goes on for a very long time this
morning and we have been almost an hour and a half in the park when I decide I have to get the
rest of my day started, even if it means attempting the back passage walkround on my own.
Monday, August 17:
It would appear that I have missed a day in the park, and so I have – though Fritz enjoyed his
usual sojourn here after all. My problems began yesterday morning when I locked the door
behind us – or tried to. I have been having some difficulties with my Ingersoll lock and yesterday
it just didn’t want to turn properly. For a panicky moment I thought I had locked us out but
eventually I got the key to do its job. Under these conditions there was no way I could undertake
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my usual walk with Fritz so we had to go back inside and I had to make two phone calls. One
was to the locksmith, who arrived within the hour. The other was to Hanna, who arrived within
the next fifteen minutes in order to take my lad on his belated walkies. The lock was soon fixed
and, £138 poorer, I took delivery on Fritz an hour and a half later.
Today it is warm, bright and sunny as we begin our day in the park. Things are not quite normal
on this occasion either, for Fritz, disdaining his usual peeing and sniffing, runs hurriedly on to the
cypress trees, does a poo on the pathway, and then continues at a purposeful trot on to the green.
I find him a few minutes later rushing up to greet Janet and Georgie on their arrival. The newest
doggy owner’s group is hunkered down near the cricket crease and one woman has brought
three dogs with her, a little Dachshund puppy, Poppy, a long-haired cousin named Snoopy, and
a Miniature Pinscher named Prince. Fritz chases his ball around a bit and then he and Sparkie
wander over to the east end of the green. A few minutes later they are exploring the foliage that
runs up the west side of Mt. Bannister. I follow and a few minutes later both dogs are admitted to
the doggy compound.
Today we are nine in number, a figure that includes Georgie, Janet, Davide, Ellen, Cheryl,
Hanna, Wendy and Ronnie. Davide is complaining that his employer, British Airways, misplaced
his luggage on the run to L.A. and then did it again on the return flight. Georgie is complaining
that the weekend in Hereford was not a restful one, not because of four-month old Oliver (whose
pictures are passed around) but because daughter Lynn runs such a taut ship – with poor James
banished and admonished at frequent intervals over his smoking and Georgie herself never free
of the ironing board or the vacuum cleaner. Cheryl reports that poor Ginger has had an accident
in her trolley on the way to the park. Fritz adds to this theme by depositing a dollop of poo on
Hanna’s arm when she asks him to jump into her lap. She takes this in good humor and even
cleans his bum for him. It is a lovely summer morning but when the cigarette smoke begins to
irritate my cough I get up for a solo journey home.
Tuesday, August 18:
It’s a warm and muggy morning as Fritz and I hit the pathways of Paddington Rec. Again there
is rapid progress toward the green but for some reason my dog decides, on the way, to enter the
open gate of the central field, where a couple of lads are trying out their free kicks at the other
end. I refocus his attention with the tennis ball and he is soon chasing it down the alleyway
between the pitches. I know that I will find this object abandoned somewhere en route and sure
enough it lies opposite the café fence as I at last make it to the green myself.
Out on the cricket crease the “puppy club,” as they call themselves, are seated in a circle while
their animals gambol about. To their number we have added this morning a six month-old Boxer
puppy named Winston (the second new Winston in the last month). This one is described as a
“Georgian” Bulldog, that is one that is bred without the breathing problems of its English cousin;
his owner assures me that he will also have long legs. The brown and white chap certainly seems
to be enjoying himself. Meanwhile I can see Fritz again following Sparkie in the direction of Mt.
Bannister but this time my dog veers off and heads down the Randolph roadway. By the time I
get him turned around it is time to head in for coffee.
This morning our group includes Georgie, Suzanne, Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy and Hanna. Tara’s
owner, Vlad, is asked to join us as well (since we have taken his chair) but he has private phone
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calls to make. Suzanne is going to be joining Cheryl for golf at Brockett Hall tomorrow and she
now gets a briefing on clothing taboos: no jeans, no sweatshirts, no spandex. “Can you see me in
spandex?” Suzanne asks. Davide reports that his bag has still not turned up at Heathrow and that
he will have to go out there to hunt for it himself tomorrow. Hanna offers to help me move some
furniture and a few minutes after our park business is concluded she comes by to do so. When we
take something to the skip Fritz lets off a series of blood-curdling howls over the abandonment.
She says that when she left Fritz and Yoyo to their own devices last week that the pair acted like
a wolf pack in their disappointed rage.
Wednesday, August 19:
As we prepare for the hottest day of the year I am down to chinos and t-shirt when Fritz and I
reach the park. My dog disdains the activity in the center of the green and follows Ellen, Jack
and Sandy as they approach the loos. Thereafter he is off on one of his patented Randolph
Avenue rambles. On the slopes of Mt. Bannister I can see a large grey lump but whether this is a
refuse sack, a dog or a human I can’t make out. On our return a few minutes later, however, I can
conclude that it is definitely human ¬– though still comatose.
They are just opening the doors of the café as we arrive at the doggy compound and I join a
group in the queue: Ellen, Cheryl, and Hanna ahead of me. Cheryl says that her American visitor
was worn to a nub by all the walking they had to do in their sightseeing chores yesterday. Hanna
notes that, ironically, the two people who are least prepared to walk anywhere are Americans and
Middle Easterners. At our table this morning we have Davide (his bag delivered at last), Ellen,
Cheryl, Georgie, Suzanne and young Nicole – on her way to a tennis lesson minus several front
teeth. Her Suki is whining over a ball beneath the table where Winnie is stalking Sparkie’s toes
and Daisy-Mae is hoping someone will try to take a biscuit off her.
Hanna chooses a little table of her own, since she likes a little privacy when she is eating
breakfast; Fritz is soon at her feet. I report to her on the aftermath of several matters raised
during her house visit the day before. The Radio Times has agreed to send me an instruction
book to go with the music system that arrived last week. Dorothy’s redundant printer, which I
placed next to the black bins yesterday, lasted only three hours before being claimed by someone
¬– the ultimate form of urban recycling. And the method Hanna showed me for dicing carrots
into Fritz’s dinner worked a treat.
Thursday, August 20:
Temperatures have moderated a bit but the sun is still strong as we enter the park on a breezy
Thursday morning. We pass Celine, walking with Ziggy, as we reach the kiddies’ playground
and then we arrive at the green, where there is, as usual, a great deal of activity. Hanna is just
entering from the Grantully gate and she calls for Fritz, who rushes forward for a joyful reunion.
Stationary at her feet, he makes an appealing target for his stalker, Panda, who rushes over
to throw herself at him. Fritz, who wants to concentrate on Hanna’s greeting, has to send his
groupie packing.
Thereafter he rushes over to see what Georgie is doing with her dogs on Mt. Bannister. The
answer is not much since Sparkie is embedded in the bushes, Daisy-Mae is pursuing him, and
Bailey has managed to get himself on the wrong side of a cyclone fence. Soon enough, however,
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we have reached the gate of the doggy compound and all of our animals have been admitted.
Ours is a small group this morning: just Ronnie, Cheryl, Hanna, Georgie and Davide. I note
that it is most unusual not to have either Ellen or Peter at breakfast this morning. Ellen, it is
explained, is off to the seaside today; Peter’s Holly has not been feeling well and so he has not
wanted to make her walk to the park. Nicole, wearing an “I Love Daily Candy” t-shirt comes by
to purchase a hot chocolate before stopping to pet the dogs and then race off to her tennis lesson.
The weather, on both sides of the Atlantic, is discussed thoroughly (rain in Scotland and coming
here; hurricanes in the States). I learn that yesterday afternoon Daisy-Mae and Winnie got into
a furious food fight and that Winnie was actually bleeding. Believing this to be a mouth injury,
Davide bought her an ice-lolly to lick – though it was soon discovered that the wound was on
her chin. Now, as we prepare to make our departure, she bristles as the lead is attached and
attacks poor Bailey for good measure. He yelps in protest; for some reason the tips of his ears are
already wet. I note, as we reach the gate, that Georgie’s keys, which she often throws at Sparkie
in order to get him to shut up, are still lying on the ground. When we get to the walkway opposite
the playground our dogs give a mid-sized brown dog the once-over and there is some gratuitous
growling. Fritz gets into this act as well, the owner of the stranger pulling her dog away from all
this fuss with the admonitory, “Hugo, put your hackles down!”
Friday, August 21:
A cooling breeze continues to sweep the park as Fritz and I enter the Rec under sunny skies.
There isn’t much activity, though I note that the workmen responsible for installing a new surface
on the trackside pitch have returned to their labors. Fritz rushes ahead and I discover him again
when I finally reach the green myself. At least I think that is him over by the trees at the end of
the Morshead roadway – my confusion coming, in part, because there are three Schnauzers over
there: Oscar and Pepper making up the numbers.
Pepper’s presence signals the participation of Linda in the morning’s activities. Like me, she has
been suffering from a cold and no one has seen her here in some time. She and I walk around the
green catching up on all the news and then she accompanies me into the doggy compound ¬–
where our table this morning includes Cheryl, both Peter and Ellen, Janet, Georgie and Ronnie.
Linda takes no refreshment since she needs to get home in order to waken Liam ¬– who needs to
get used to earlier risings as the return to school in not that far off. Eventually her place is taken
by Hanna.
A lot of food is distributed – in part because there has been a mix-up in the kitchen and Georgie’s
toasted ham and cheese arrives twice. The dogs are happy to help dispose of this windfall,
though there is soon melted cheese all over the place ¬– including Peter’s lap. Cheryl tries to get
his Holly to take a piece but the fussy eater refuses. “Maybe she’s lactose intolerant,” I suggest.
“She’s intolerant all right,” Peter adds. Bailey has helped himself to a chair and is trying to rake
a pile of biscuits closer to the edge. Also eager for biscuits are two Golden Retrievers, who now
come in to pay us a visit: Sasha and Buddy. Georgie starts for home with three dogs in tow:
Sparkie, Bailey and Winnie. As we leave the cypress trees behind us we encounter a little brown
Spaniel; its name is also Winnie. (Dan would have a fit over this additional appropriation of his
dog’s name.)
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Saturday, August 22:
I am barely warm enough in a t-shirt this morning but I know that the number of days when such
a garment will still be sufficient covering is limited, and I am determined to take advantage of
every possibility. We make a slow start this morning as Fritz and a Westie named Charlie have
to spend a lot of time sniffing one another near our entry gate. Ahead of us Janet is walking with
Daisy-Mae. I try to get Fritz to follow them over the top of Mt. Bannister but he is so slow that
they have disappeared down the other side by the time we make it to the summit plateau.
Out on the green Fritz touches noses with a Shar-Pei, also named Charlie. The latter’s mistress
has an interesting question for me ¬– essentially she wants to know where in the world she is
right now, having become disoriented in the center of the green and now lacking any inkling of
which direction to aim for when it is time to leave the park. On a bench overlooking the green
Georgie is brushing her dogs and Janet heads here as well. They have observed that Dan, the
traitor, has taken a seat on the cricket crease with the puppy club owners and they plan to upbraid
him for his treachery in abandoning his usual pals. When I catch up with the ladies I hear some
interesting news. Yara has purchased not one but two Lhasa Apso puppies, Pino and Phoebe!
They are nine and a half weeks old and they haven’t had all their shots yet so we may not see
them for a while. They are actually related to the fallen Kiwi and Yara has travelled up north to
get them herself (no Harrods this time). Bella’s mom, meanwhile, says she has heard a rumor
that some lads with Staffies have set their dogs on a Yorkie here in the park, having wagered
with one another over whose dog could claim a kill first. Our people dismiss this intelligence as
unfounded, having heard nothing of the sort ¬– but it does say something about the state of youth
culture hereabouts that such a story is plausible.
In the café Bouzha is in a beatific mood since she will have a day off on Monday. “Yes,” I say,
“but how are the rest of us supposed to survive now that this news has blasted our day into
ruins.” At coffee this morning we have Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Cheryl, Dan, Georgie and Janet. Dan
is amazed that Peter is conversant with the latest in internet technology – this comes up when we
are discussing how to view TV programs that we have missed the first time around. Dan is trying
to wipe gunk out of Winnie’s eyes and it doesn’t take too long for the Pug to react by biting the
napkin he is using (and his finger at the same time).
Swine flu returns as a topic of conversation in a week in which it is learned that the government
actually has contingency plans for mass graves should matters turn really nasty. (And if they do,
and the government has made no such plans, then this too would be a cause for outrage.) Cheryl
believes that the flu will return in a more virulent strain and that the death toll will rise in the fall.
Janet mischievously suggests that, indeed, we could return to this very table in October and face
a lot of empty chairs. “We’ll have to have cardboard cut-outs to represent the fallen dog owners,”
she suggests. “And their dogs too,” I add.
Sunday, August 23:
Again we have a lovely and warm morning for our session in the park. The sun is shining
brightly and there is the gentlest of breezes as Fritz again varies our usual march toward the
green by stepping into the central pitch – where there is a game in progress. A bounce or two of
his tennis ball is sufficient to redirect his attentions. I find the ball abandoned outside the café,
also as usual, but it does get lots of use later – out on the grass.
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There is a good turnout of owners on the green this morning: for once we have both Dan and
Davide – they are soon seated on the grass, like the members of the puppy club who have
preceded us. A woman has brought Willow the Staffie and Ginny the anti-Sunny (white with
brown spots instead of the other way around) but Sunny is here as well – barking at the shadows,
as is her wont. Ludwig the gorgeously coiffured Spaniel settles into the shade cast by Dan’s
recumbent body. (Dan says that Ludwig’s mistress has her hair piled high today in imitation of
her dog.)
We head for the café at the appropriate time. In the queue Ellen tells me that she saw a heron
this morning, perched on the lodge near the Carlton gate. I tell Bouzha that, as she will be absent
tomorrow, she needs to remind the other staff members that we will all get free coffees in her
absence – but I don’t think I get very far with this suggestion. At our table we have Dan, Davide,
Georgie, Janet, Ellen, Hanna and Ronnie. Dan and Davide are quarreling about what to do today.
Hanna says that today is a perfect one for hanging out your laundry. Georgie says she has to
attend a work function and will miss tomorrow’s session; her sister Jean arrives from Glasgow
Wednesday night. Janet says her Pad Thai at Thai Rice opposite the tube stop was okay but Dan
was disappointed in his curry. Ronnie says that he has inherited two unused packs of cards, ones
with big numbers on them, and he plans to employ these at the next bridge night. I note that if
England can come up with some decent bowling today they might actually win the Ashes. Here
the only activity representing sport comes when Winnie goes for Sparkie’s toes.
Monday, August 24:
It is a somewhat humid and overcast morning but the temperature is pleasant enough as Fritz and
I make our usual entry. In front of the Leylandia trees we meet two Dachshunds, a shaggy one
named Aspen and a sleek one named Amber. The owner of this pair is keeping a close eye on
Aspen, who has been known to nip other dogs – “and some day that might be a Rottweiler.” In
the event there is no problem among all these German dogs and Fritz is soon racing to the green,
the tennis ball serving to keep him moving in the right direction.
Janet has taken a seat on the cricket crease with the puppy club owners (no talk of treachery
this morning). The puppies in question are dashing about delightedly, Jazz upending the much
smaller Bella a number of times – to the latter’s great pleasure. Susie accompanies Ronnie
onto the grass, with little Chloe off lead for once. We get a debriefing on Susie’s wet week in
Scotland and then I have to follow Fritz down the Randolph roadway, where he is preceded by
the Dachshunds again.
At breakfast this morning we have Ronnie, Susie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Suzanne, and
Cheryl. Susie says that her horse, Hector, can’t be ridden anymore and that he is going to pasture
with some of the other family animals. Her real complaint is that she can’t get an appointment for
a cholesterol check at her surgery ¬– defeated by the Byzantine appointment system employed as
a defense against the feckless patient who doesn’t show up. Having noted that 24 people failed to
report for their appointments last week she earned a sudden reputation for troublemaking when
she pointed to the sign advertising this fact and said, “Right, I’ll have one those.”
We discuss England’s victory over Australia in cricket yesterday and the apprehension of the
thieves responsible for the recent Bond Street heist. Janet notes that one of these guys is from
posh St. John’s Wood – which makes a nice change from the East End or Brixton. Someone asks
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how old Ginger is (14) and this leads to a discussion of longevity in dogs. “I have a Cavalier
that’s twenty,” Peter says ¬– though, of course, he is talking about his stricken Vauxhall.
Meanwhile a little girl named Matilda has entered the doggy compound with yet another
Dachshund, a lovely chap named Cyril. Soon she is joined by several other little girls, each of
whom wants to pick the fellow up.
Janet and I get up to begin a back passage walkround, though I have to extract Fritz from
Hanna’s lap, where he is getting an extended cuddle. Daisy-Mae is quite puzzled that her other
partners in crime (i.e. Sparkie and Bailey) are not present for this morning’s retreat. As we clear
the cypress trees I get to the bottom of a canine mystery. For years I have observed the handsome
pair of Asher, the Rhodesian Ridgeback, and Blue, the Weimaraner. But the latter animal now
seems to be answering to another name! The pretty blonde woman who accompanies these
animals says that, in fact, they lost Blue last year and that the handsome fellow who now so
closely resembles his predecessor is named Hendrix.
Tuesday, August 25:
It’s really a bit too chilly for t-shirts only but I persevere in my summertime ritual as Fritz and I
make our way into the park on a brisk and mostly gray Tuesday morning. As we near the head
of the running track I can see a young black lad hanging on to the leash of a large brown Staffie,
one with flashing yellow eyes. That’s the good news – that this specimen is on lead – for I don’t
like the look in those eyes as Fritz and I edge quickly past.
When we reach the green I can see a very lively scene; indeed I count eighteen dogs at play,
with more arriving all the time. I recognize most of these fellows but one little Yorkie is dancing
around at my feet and I learn her name (Lolly) only after flipping over her identification disk.
Panda spots Fritz and begins her shameless attention-getting strategies but my dog is interested
only in his tennis ball or in completing a circuit around the green itself. After a while we cross
the grass and head for the café. Susie is entering from the left, having gone home to fetch a jacket
against the chill. Ronnie is already seated in the doggy compound and we soon have Georgie,
Davide, Cheryl, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, and Hanna. Dogless today, little Matilda comes in to pet
everyone else’s dog. There is a queue at the café already, not at the counter but at the front door
¬– which seems to be more than unusually slow in opening its jaws.
Susie (who recoils in horror when a wet Sparkie jumps into her lap) says that on her street a
Doberman has been menacing other dogs, including a Jack Russell, and that its owners show no
interest in putting it on lead. Cheryl reports that her sister Kitty has tripped over a forklift in a tile
store in Oklahoma. Davide says that he is off to Cape Town later this afternoon. Hanna says that
Lizzie served a marvelous spinach and ricotta cheese pie last night. I report that Fritz spent some
time with Linda, Liam and Rob last night, distinguishing himself by knocking his ball under
every piece of furniture and then whining until someone fished it our for him. Someone asks
when Ofra is returning from Israel and there is some speculation that she has done so already –
just having forgotten that her Bailey is still staying at his Auntie Georgie’s.
Wednesday, August 26:
A light drizzle has just concluded as Fritz and I begin our adventures in the Rec. I am wearing
my rain jacket but Fritz, who has been sitting impatiently at the front door while I chatter with
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the Cathy the housekeeper, is coatless. Nevertheless there is no further moisture during our
session and we have soon reached the green – where the tennis ball is put into play. This usually
means as much exercise for me as for my dog since he rarely brings this object back after
catching up with it. He and Daisy-Mae both abandon their balls at the same time and Fritz, for
his part, is soon off on his exploration of the bushes near the tennis court. A few minutes later we
pass the metal gazebo where the puppy club owners have obviously taken shelter from the earlier
moisture. Panda rushes out to kiss her boyfriend and he endures these attentions for a while
before growling defensively.
Our blue umbrella, which threatens to launch itself into space with every new gust of wind, has
been positioned at our usual table so there is no precautionary movement in the direction of the
café’s overhang. Only a small group has shown up today – just Peter, Ellen, Georgie and Cheryl
initially, then Suzanne and Hanna arrive as well. Suzanne has the care of Suki for the week and
the latter is as ball-obsessed as Sunny. A little boy in Manchester United livery has brought his
own dog into the compound and he now rolls the ball to Suki. His own dog is Alfie, a Bichon
Frise-King Charles mix and the little fellow is most uncertain about the company of all these
other noisy dogs. Alfie hides in a corner as one after another of our dogs has a sniff – even Bailey
seems brave next to him. Only a few minutes earlier Ofra’s dog had been sighted sitting on a
chair at his own little table, a self-imposed exile because he has been so terrorized by Winnie at
Georgie’s house that he feels more comfortable on his own. Georgie says that Maureen Lipman
was here with her dog yesterday afternoon and that, after staring into Daisy-Mae’s eyes, the
actress said, “That dog’s been here before; she has an old soul.”
There is now some discussion of the death of Ted Kennedy, reported on the news this morning.
Then the topic shifts to attempts to organize a birthday celebration next month for Albert ¬– who
will be 89 by my reckoning. Peter discusses Denise’s attempt to find a mobile phone that the
old fellow can actually respond to before he drops it or shuts it off by accident. Peter says that
a ring tone has been installed in the present version of his own phone that begins with a muted
voice saying, “Message” and then continues with the same word in ever more hysterical versions
until there is just screaming at the end. He now plays this for all of us to hear. Then there is some
discussion of the forthcoming disappearance of the light bulb as we know it – the replacement
of the faithful 60 and 100 watt bulbs (in various shade and gradations) with the ugly tubular
more energy-efficient successor, with the implied warning that every socket that cannot take
these objects will soon become redundant, though at what cost to the peace and happiness of the
owners of such redundant fixtures is not calculated. The conclusion: the eco-terrorists have been
at work again.
Wednesday, August 27:
The sun has yet to make an appearance but it is mild enough in the park as Fritz and I make our
usual entry. There is again a very lively scene on the green today and I can see, at some distance,
that Linda has brought not only Pepper but also the two teenaged girls who live next door and
their tiny puppy, Chica. Chica is a Chihuahua- Jack Russell cross and a bit overfaced by all of the
other dogs – but she soon makes her peace with this scene and has a good romp. Every now and
then she decides to seek refuge between my legs and one of the times that this happens coincides
with the appearance of a ten month-old Rottweiler puppy. This is Huggy and he is accompanied
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by a teenaged girl as well. She assures everyone that the huge beast is as gentle as they come and
this seems to be the case.
When I head in for coffee I see that Georgie has brought her sister Jean with her – down from
Glasgow for a ten-day visit. Jean has brought Billy with her but not Mozart since it is difficult
to travel on the train with both dogs and also because Mozart is death on the ankles of Georgie’s
husband, James. Also present in the doggy compound today we have Peter, Ellen, Wendy,
Cheryl, and Ronnie. Arsenal’s emphatic victory over Celtic is discussed and this leads to a
discussion of the anti-Scottish backlash that has followed their justice minister’s decision to
release the convicted Lockerbie bomber on health grounds last week. Americans in particular
seem incensed by this “compassionate” decision and many are canceling holidays north of the
border. I note that the American School lost a whole family to this terrorist atrocity, parents and
two children on their way back to the States for the Christmas holiday twenty years ago. As we
are talking I lose track of my dog altogether and it takes me a while to note that he is, in fact,
sitting across from me on Wendy’s lap.
A number of former visitors to our scene now make a return visit – for after Jean we next have
Michaela, who chats over our fence while Skye the Cairn waits impatiently for the next jerk
of the ball sling. As I am walking with her and Ronnie down the Morshead roadway we also
encounter Celine with baby Raphael and Ziggy, and David (“the 118 man”) with baby Edie and
Jasper the Patterdale Terrier. Edie is old enough to use a scooter by now and we soon see her
disappearing down one of the running lanes on the track. These days, I observe, the little kids
seem to be able to use these toys almost before they can walk, though in fact using a scooter
requires only one leg in motion, while walking requires two.
Friday, August 28:
A brisk wind has put a dent in the temperature as Fritz and I head for the green this morning. The
usual tribe of animals is at play near the cricket crease with the exception of (mad) Ludwig, who
is on lead. I am wondering why this is so, but the explanation is not long in coming: the naughty
Cocker has cocked his leg against the leg of Georgie’s sweatpants and let loose. His owner is
mortified, though this is a common enough event in our world. Linda soon arrives with Pepper,
who will be our overnight guest and, after Fritz has done some sniffing near the Grantully gate,
both dogs accompany us as we head for the doggy compound.
There is a good turnout at our table today: Liz, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Jean, Janet, Hanna, and
Wendy. Liz reports that she and Ryan did a runner from their language seminar in Antibes – even
before their first day of classes. This was because the accommodation turned out to be a moldy
student dorm whose “kitchenette” had no pots or pans, though the pool did have a lot of topless
females – which made for an awkward atmosphere between mom and teenaged son. Peter now
says that his carburetor has been shipped off to Leighton Buzzard, where they seem to have parts
that will still go with this ancient object. (I suggest that his carburetor is so old he should have
shipped it off to the Imperial War Museum.) Linda departs when Pepper is not watching.
As usual, our dogs are intent of protecting our space from any external threats and Sparkie now
begins a barking match with an equally defensive white Staffie on the other side of the fence. To
our distress, however, this animal belongs to a family that takes another table in the compound,
with warnings from her master not to let our dogs get too close. This is easier said then done,
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though for a while I have Fritz back on lead. Other passers-by are less threatening: Patrick comes
by with Buddy (who barks for attention and treats), Celine is again here with Ziggy and baby,
and Christianne is here with baby Ava, Stella the Staffie and, for some reason, singer Heather
Small – who must be a friend. Soon it is time to begin our back passage walkround. I keep
Pepper on lead, attaching Fritz to his own lead only at the end of the procession.
Saturday, August 29:
The dogs have had a good night, even though I did hear a bit of whimpering (from Pepper) when
there was a peal of thunder during one of the showers – which arrived yesterday afternoon.
The dogs don’t seem to have furious play periods anymore but they seem quite content in one
another’s company and at bedtime they both chose spots next to my side, Fritz on the pillows and
Pepper just a foot away. Pepper seems to have adapted well to our schedule and there don’t seem
to be any anxieties about our departure time this morning. I let Fritz go off-lead as soon as we
reach the park, as usual, but I keep Pepper attached, not knowing how he will behave otherwise,
and realizing that it is hard enough to keep Fritz in sight.
As we pass the doggy compound on the way to the green I hear a familiar voice calling to
Fritz: this is coming from Yara, whom we have not seen since she appeared to tell us of Kiwi’s
passing. She is holding on her lap the male half of the two new puppies but she has changed
her mind about the names of these new arrivals – they are no longer Pino and Phoebe but Luci
(pronounced Loochie as in Luciano) and Luna. It will still be a few days before this pair can be
let loose on the grass with the other dogs but Luci seems quite content to nestle in his mommy’s
lap; at only ten weeks old he is an adorable creature. Yara receives a call from her mother, who
says that little Luna is missing her brother.
I continue on to the green and for the next few minutes Pepper and I follow Fritz around. We are
at the west end when Millie comes rushing in, though I think I am seeing double because there
are two of her. Her companion is the almost identical Miniature Pincher, Prince, and this means
that the Dachshunds, Poppy and Snoopy, are also here. Indeed there are so many dogs in the park
this morning that I soon lose count.
Yara comes out with Luci in her arms and much fuss is made over the pup. Indeed, when we sit
down there is a struggle over who gets to cuddle the puppy next, with first Janet and then Cheryl
having a go. In addition to the aforementioned ladies we also have Ellen, Jean, Georgie, Hanna,
Peter, Wendy, Ofra, Dan and Dan’s friend Lucy.
Ofra has just returned from Israel, where her tan deepened and her teeth grew whiter. Lucy, who
works for a charity, is off to India – where there are still problems in Bhopal. We discuss the
recently announced termination of Big Brother on Channel 4 and plans are made for a group
lunch at the Bridge tavern tomorrow.
Bailey spends the entire session in Ofra’s lap, though even here he is not immune from the
occasional unprovoked attack by Winnie. The latter also has several scraps with Sparkie. DaisyMae jumps into my lap three or four times in search of biscuits; all the dogs are at my knees
from time to time for the same reason. Billy, Sparkie, Bailey and Daisy-Mae penetrate the fivea-side field on our return lap but so does Fritz, who is still off lead. He is showing off, perhaps
because I have Pepper in tow, and refuses to depart when the other dogs do, staring at us cheekily
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through the fence just the way he used to do on this same stretch when he wanted to wind up
his pal Charlie from the depths of the bushes that used to be here. Eventually I get him to retreat
to the gate and we move forward slowly, seven owners and their assorted canines crowded into
a narrow space. A woman is trying to walk past us from the other direction. “I’m outnumbered
here,” she says.
Sunday, August 30:
Skies are bright enough but temperatures remain on the brisk side as we begin our day in the
park. From the West Kilburn end of things you can already hear the blast of music which marks
the opening day of the Notting Hill Carnival. There is a greater menace closer to hand since a
Staffie named Bruno is loose on the footpath while his owner, a tall black man in a baseball cap,
talks to a friend on the track. Bruno rushes up to Fritz but these two seem unbothered by one
another. The same cannot be said for the giant Storm, who is heading our way with a tennis ball
in his mouth. Soon he has turned on the Staffie and the two animals have to be separated. I keep
Fritz on lead all the way to the green, following Bruno, who seems quite harmless out here.
I put the tennis ball in play and Fritz chases this down a few times, soon abandoning his toy
on the grass. When I reach down to pick it up he snatches it from my grasp and trots off with
it in the direction of the Morshead roadway. I follow, but by the time I catch up the ball is no
longer in evidence. For some reason my dog persists in his western migration, heading down the
roadway toward the gate and only pausing in this flight when Ofra enters with Bailey. When we
re-reach the green I spend some time looking for the missing tennis ball but it is nowhere to be
found – lost.
Some of the others are heading in for coffee, so we follow. In the queue we learn that we are
celebrating Chloe’s second birthday today and the drinks are on Ronnie. That gentleman presides
over our table, with Georgie, Janet, Dan, Jean, Ofra, and Ellen also present. Linda also comes in
with Pepper (who will spend a third day with us) and then she retreats to the cricket crease where
the puppy club is in full sway. Closer to hand we have three boys who are accompanying another
puppy on the grass. They say that their dog is called Peach and that she is a Havanese. It takes a
while for us to register this breed, though it does exist I am later able to confirm.
Hanna sits down now with a contraband bagel, that is one she has brought herself since this
delicacy is not offered by Metty, though the café staff have kindly supplied some accompanying
butter. There is a lot of mobile phone activity as plans are made for this afternoon’s luncheon.
Georgie and Jean are sniping away over Jean’s return date for Scotland, now scheduled for
Saturday – “I hope she means this coming Saturday,” Georgie says. Winnie, who has been sitting
on Dan’s lap, jumps off in a fury and goes for Bailey’s toes, but it is a half-hearted attempt. At
other times our dogs form a pack to bark at any passing animal on the other side of the fence. A
chap walks by with a familiar message on his t-shirt, though I notice that it doesn’t actually say
Abercrombie and Fitch but Applecrumble and Fish. We begin our walkround: now we have the
Carnival on our left and St. Augustine’s church bells on our right. All we need is a school sports
day.
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Monday, August 31:
It’s gray again – though a bit milder than yesterday, and the sun is making some attempt to
brighten the scene; yesterday we had chilly gray weather all day long. This is not ideal for
Carnival time so perhaps today will be a little bit friendlier; already we can hear the music
revving up on our left. Fritz makes a speedy assault on the green and soon I am in hot pursuit
as he wanders here and there, sometimes propelled forward by the prompting of the tennis ball,
often following nothing more than the urgencies of his nose
I can see a cloud of smoke rising from the doggy compound, a sure sign that Ronnie is in
residence (with his cigar). Susie hands me the water bowl and I retreat to the men’s loo
(accompanied by a curious Fritz) to refill it. I am first in the coffee queue, soon followed by
Dan and Georgie. Bouzha has recently set up her own beauty business (business cards were
passed around yesterday) and Dan is trying to organize a manicure night for the dog owners –
perhaps forgetting that the dogs themselves would have to be banned from such an occasion
since Bouzha remains canine-phobic. There is a large turnout at table this morning, with the
aforementioned owners joined by Liz, Jean, Janet, Ellen, and Ofra. Today we are overrun by
Cavalier King Charles Spaniels. First we have Chloe and Bailey, then Maddy and Princess arrive,
finally we have Sidney. Cavaliers rule!
Millie is handed over to me while Natasha is in the queue and the Miniature Pincher is distraught
with separation anxiety. Natasha apologizes for all the manic barking when she at last emerges
with her coffee – “She just loves me so much.” “Somebody has to,” is Ronnie’s mordant reply.
Yara now crosses the green with Luna and Luci, delightful fluff-balls with long eyelashes and
distinguishable from one another only by their collars. While all these dogs are milling about a
chap in an NYC sweatshirt is trying to get into the doggy compound with his blonde daughter
and a chubby black Labrador. Billy uses this moment to escape. “Now I’ve committed the most
serious crime in the dog owner’s catalogue,” the chap says, “I’ve let one of the dogs escape.”
He sits down and introduces himself and he should know something about crime since his is a
policeman (though not one of the thousands on call for today’s festival). His name is Patrick and
we have a nice chat and I give the gray-muzzled Lab a biscuit. Her name is Rio. The little girl is
having fun petting all the other dogs; I can see her stroking Fritz’s ears.
Conversation this morning is devoted to a number of topics. Those who have been to lunch at
the Bridge yesterday say that the £10 special now features more veg and far less roast beef than
formerly. Karaoke evidently followed this meal and there is still quarreling over whether Dan’s
team or Jean’s team won. Dan pretends to call Liz up on his mobile phone and she pretends to
answer. He wants to know if she will take him on a world cruise and she agrees to. (In real life he
is cross that she has ducked out on several recent social encounters because she has to finish an
interior design project.) Winnie’s temper is the next topic of conversation as the Pug seems to be
a bit more restrained today. She is sitting pacifically in Dan’s lap and everyone is congratulating
her on her laid-back demeanor. Then she attacks Daisy-Mae.
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“The Lives of Ingolf Dahl, Anthony Linick’s biography-cumautobiography, tells the story of his stepfather’s life with
affection and in unusual detail. The highly personal style
in which The Lives of Ingolf Dahl is written is one of its
charms. It is, in effect, two books in one: a lively biography
of an accomplished, highly opinionated, mountain-climbing
composer, and an autobiography of that composer’s
admiring younger family member. The Lives of Ingolf Dahl is
a book worth owning.”
- Dr. Michael Saffle, Professor of Religion and Culture at
Virginia Tech, writing in Notes.
“It was thrilling to read it ... all of it!”
- Frederick Lesemann, Professor of Composition, Thornton
School of Music, University of Southern California.
“With the passing of time it’s assuming the quality of a reallife Alexandria Quartet. An amazing read”
- Michael Tilson Thomas, Music Director and Principal
Conductor, San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VI

By Anthony Linick
Chapter 4—September, 2009

The irrepressible Buddy waits for a biscuit.
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Tuesday, September 1:
As we enter the park on a breezy but bright Tuesday morning I can see that the new trackside
pitch will have a lurid blue runner along the side lines and behind the goals – thus ending forever
the illusion that what we have here is actually grass. A number of familiar dogs are marching
our way as we head for the green, first Simon the Cocker, then Skye the Cairn. On the green
itself there are already a number of dogs at play. These include the puppies, Luci and Luna, and
Halo ¬– whom Yara looked after for some of the time this past summer – though today he is
accompanied by his owner. Also making a foray onto the green are the lively pair of Miro and
Vito. When I catch up with Christian, Reina and baby Maya I receive official confirmation from
Reina that Big Brother is actually coming to a well-deserved end in the near future. (She works
for the production company, Endemol, and part of her research work requires her to watch this
show, for which, I say, she deserves hazardous duty pay.)
There is a terrific crowd at breakfast this morning: Yara and her friend, then Suzanne, Peter and
Ellen, Jean, Georgie, Cheryl, Wendy, and Ofra. (Hanna, arriving late, takes a little table of her
own, preferring not to be jammed in among such questionable company). In the queue Lurch
asks Ofra if she wants any coffee. When she declines he wants to know why she is the queue in
the first place. She says that it’s just for a chance to see him. He says that he will provide her with
a picture and then she need not enter the café at all. Ofra doesn’t hear this last riposte as she and
Georgie, tuning in to the inevitable blast from the past on the café radio, are listening to Bette
Midler’s version of “The Wind Beneath My Wings.”
I thank Yara for supplying everyone with a fuzzy toy today – for her puppies are being passed
from lap to lap for a cuddle (Luci falls asleep in Suzanne’s lap). Fritz has fallen in love with
Yara, since she usually carries treats with her, and when she is not watching he tries to nose these
out of the purse in her lap. Failing that, he can always jump into Auntie Hanna’s lap, where there
is a good view of the youngsters in their cricket whites getting ready for a match – as one of the
park staff positions green signs warning the public to be wary of flying cricket balls. A relaxed
and mellow mood presides over the breakfast rituals, the Notting Hill Carnival having ended
yesterday with only the odd stabbing and no need for helicopters to hover over the adjacent
neighborhoods. It’s not all good news for Fritz when we get home, though – it’s bath time.
Wednesday, September 2:
As I am getting ready for another day in the park I can hear our Cathy, just arrived to do her
weekly battle with the dust, speaking to my dog – “Well, you better put your mac on today,
Fritz!” Indeed, there is a light rain falling and so, after the usual struggle as I attempt to attach
his raincoat, Fritz and I head off into the wet. It really isn’t too bad, just spitting really, and
the footing is dry enough as we pass Elvis the Shiba Inu and reach the green. There is far less
activity here than usual, though I do see Jazz and Bella dashing about, and after a while Fritz
picks up his newly washed ears in order to follow the sound of Sparkie’s patented barking.
The little Yorkie is already resident in the doggy compound, which is where we head next.
The other owners have decided that the blue umbrella here offers enough shelter today and,
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ten minutes before the café opens its doors, they have hunkered down, though the numbers are
not quite as great as yesterday. Today we have Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Georgie, Davide, Cheryl and
Suzanne. Hanna announces in the queue that she is going to be antisocial today and she takes a
little table next to the front window of the café, where there is a little protection from the rain.
The dogs are beginning to look rather disreputable in the moisture: Daisy-Mae looks like a piece
of seaweed.
Davide reports that his windscreen wipers are not working properly and Peter offers a lecture
on how to replace a faulty fuse. (Though he is still waiting for someone to extract his faulty
carburetor.) Cheryl says that she wants to patent a diamond encrusted t-shirt with a pair of hands
throttling Obama and the legend “Embrace Capitalism!” (Many Americans, at least those who
depend on Fox News for their politics, have convinced themselves that proposals for a national
health insurance system are the opening wedge for Socialism in America.) Suzanne and Cheryl
are soon discussing their next trip to the golf course and Cheryl wants to know if I have seen any
of the pre-season football matches from the States. Peter takes exception to this use of the word
“football,” since this name he assures us, must belong exclusively to that sport played in the rest
of the civilized world and known to Americans as soccer – you know, the game that can end,
after ninety strenuous minutes, in a scoreless draw.
Thursday, September 3:
No one would call the weather user-friendly these days. Last night there was rainfall and this
morning we have fast moving clouds and strong winds. The leaves (and the chestnuts) are
already beginning to fall – a real foretaste of autumn. Fritz makes very slow work of our progress
toward the green but at last he puts on some speed and I lose track of him for a few minutes,
discovering him at last among all the other dogs in the center of the green. Hanna is just entering
and they have a joyous reunion. Thereafter I keep the tennis ball flying, though Billy seems far
more interested in chasing this object down – and he brings it back! After a while Fritz spots
Ellen with Jack and Sandy and he rushes over to the eastern end of the grass in order to greet
them. I call him back and he actually responds. Suzanne is very impressed but I have to admit
that this works only about ten percent of the time.
I usher my dog into the famous doggy corner and join a queue outside the café doors,
anticipating the grand opening of this eatery. When I return with my cappuccino I notice that
Sparkie is on the green side of our space, waiting for someone to open the gate. I do this,
but only later do I learn that Georgie is in fact off searching all over the park for the missing
miscreant. She and Ofra have both been calling for the rascal here and there and when they
return in some agitation to the café – only to discover Sparkie happily at home with his pals
¬– Georgie is as mad as a wet hen. Eventually everyone gets settled around our table, though
none of our chairs is very close to this piece of furniture since we have to make room for a
lucky thirteen today – joining me are Davide, Georgie, Jean, Ofra, Ellen, Peter, Suzanne, Hanna,
Cheryl, Ronnie, Wendy and Yara. The latter has not brought the puppies this morning, since one
of them is suffering from tummy troubles, but she is accompanied by Molly, the Cavalier-Bichon
cross, a lovely, fluffy dog who makes herself at home immediately. I tell Yara that she doesn’t
have to bring a dog just to keep her group membership valid.
Suzanne is having problems with her mobile phone and I am having them with my Internet
connection. The conclusion: with technology these days it’s three steps forward, two steps back.
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Peter says he has the same type of connection that I have and he’s not having any problems.
“Yet!” I reply. Cheryl and I discuss the raging forest fires in Southern California. She says that,
as Governator, Arnold Schwarzenegger ought to be able to put them out by pissing on them. The
state’s financial problems also come under scrutiny and I remind her that I recently received a
check from my home state in the form of an IOU, not be cashed for another two months, since
California is out of money! We work on plans for the state to get out of debt: for a fee Arnie
should offer to pose with your family for the annual Christmas card photo – with or without his
fire fighting skills on display. People begin to make a move at the end of a blustery session. Ofra
has forgotten her keys.
Friday, September 4:
The winds have abated just a bit but there isn’t much sunshine, and when there is some there
isn’t much warmth in it. When we reach the green I can see all the usual suspects in the middle
of this large space. The tiniest dog is Millie, who is dashing about as she greets everyone present.
The largest animal appears to be a second Newfoundland; his name is Tank and he is haunting
Georgie – not because he wants her to throw the ball with her ball sling but because he wants
the sling itself. Fritz again follows Sparkie up the hill, Sparkie disappearing into the bushes on
the left side of Mt. Bannister while Fritz stays outside this vegetation until he has reached an
appropriate spot for a summit poo.
There is a relatively small turnout at coffee this morning – just Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Jean
and Georgie – though Ofra arrives while I am in the queue and when I have taken my seat at our
table she goes inside instead, engaging Bouzha in such a long gossip that it is time for Ofra to
leave by the time she emerges. Hanna also comes late; she is urging everyone to take advantage
of the free shiatsu massage that will be on offer as one of the offerings at this afternoon’s
“mental health day” in the park. (And Jean is chided for having forgotten all of her “care in the
community” headgear today.) I suggest that there is a gentle irony in a park bombarding the
neighborhood with two weeks of school sports days and then offering a mental health day –
though we do need it.
A couple enters our doggy compound with newly adopted rescue dog named Winston. This ten
year-old chap is mostly Alsatian and seems to be at home with all of the other dogs from the
outset; only Sparkie can’t stop barking at the presence of this stranger in our midst. Roger and
Jackie, for these are the names of the new owners, say that when they lost their own dog they
decided to adopt a senior citizen, a gesture for which they are applauded by all of the other
owners. Winston, who gently takes two biscuits from my hand, is actually from Blackpool – so
Roger and Jackie have undertaken two long journeys in order to bring him to his new home. We
are a long time at table this morning as we listen to this tale but at last it is time for us to make a
move.
Saturday, September 5:
It is a lovely sunny morning as Fritz and I head for the park today and there are already a lot of
runners on the track. Heading toward us is a black woman with a Staffie puppy, mostly white,
named Lucky. Lucky would like to get Fritz to engage in a little play but my dog isn’t having
any of it – that kind of roughhousing is beneath his dignity these days. When we reach the green
there is a terrific turnout, dogs of all generations at play. Today we have both Beau and Tank and
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it turns out that these two Newfoundland youngsters are brother and sister. Hanna is crossing the
green with Yoyo and heading for the doggy compound and out of the corner of my eye I can see
my fellow rushing off to greet this party. A few seconds later and I can’t locate Fritz anywhere!
The usual ground fog of panic is rising as I walk all the way out to Randolph Avenue, fearing
he might have headed this way, but there is no sign of him. I turn around and head back toward
the green where the dog circle is, if anything, wider than before. Sure enough, my miscreant is
among these animals. I can see him going from one set of legs to another as he searches for his
master. He seems quite relieved when he spots me. I know I am.
I usher Fritz into the doggy compound (where Yoyo is shrieking over being left all by herself
for a few minutes) and join Hanna in the coffee queue. We are only the first participants in a
large Saturday morning breakfast scene, one that soon requires the addition of one of the little
square tables to our own big round one. The dirty dozen today includes Peter, Ellen, Jean (about
to depart for home), Georgie, Dan, Hanna, Janet, Ofra, Suzanne, Yara, and a woman who brings
in two Jack Russells (while absent-mindedly letting Fritz and the others out at the same time).
The new dogs are named Pumpkin and Ashley (for Ashley Wilkes – don’t ask me why). Yara has
brought Luci and Luna (soon added to comforting laps) and the ashes of poor Kiwi, which she
intends to scatter later in the park. Indeed today’s session is something of a wake, for Yara buys a
number of cakes for the coffee crowd to share out. (Yoyo snatches one of these from my fingers.)
In other news: Friday the 18th has been selected as the date for Albert’s birthday party and
thereafter Denise plans to take him back to Amsterdam for a visit. Lee and some of the other dog
wardens have actually issued several £80 fines to folks who have not been picking up dog poo
in the park. Councilor Jan Prendergast drops by just ahead of one of her Saturday surgeries in
the café. I tell Cheryl that I have news involving both American football (which usually causes
other eyes at our table to glaze over) and dogs (which usually captures the attention) – Michael
Vick, the NFL quarterback who was imprisoned for staging dog fights on his property, is going to
be allowed back into the sport in game three of the season. “Wouldn’t you just love to be there,”
Cheryl says, “just so you could boo him.” (My brother-in-law later adds that in Philadelphia this
is translated as “Watch your Beagle – Vick’s an Eagle.”)
Sunday, September 6:
Gray skies dominate this morning as Fritz and I penetrate the park on a mild Sunday morning. In
the five-a-side pitch we seem to pass a version of the national footie team of Singapore. I have
no idea what language is being spoken here, though I am pretty sure that the next tongue I hear
is a form of Albanian – since Bouzha is using it to excoriate the rest of the staff as they belatedly
carry the tables and chairs out of the café and get them into place for use by today’s customers.
Fritz has rushed out to the center of the green in order to hug Janet’s leg, anticipating, no doubt,
the presentation of some treasured treat. He’s out of luck since Janet says she has stopped
carrying such goodies because Daisy-Mae is so nasty to the other dogs when there is food
about. Fritz keeps a closer eye on me today (and vice versa) and chases down his tennis ball
several times as he reaches the plateau on the southern side of the green. When we return to the
center there is a busy brown dog at play, a new arrival from Washington, D.C., whose name is
Emma. Emma is a Labradoodle and her owner, who says she is Hungarian, tells me that Emma
participated in just such a doggy scene in the parks of Georgetown. Fritz rushes around at this
point with a flattened rubber football in his mouth, a kiddy-sized version that soon ends up in
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Emma’s mouth; soon it has been ripped into shreds by her busy teeth.
At breakfast this morning our group includes Dan, Liz, Ellen, Ronnie, Janet, Georgie, Wendy and
Ofra. Liz has just returned from an interior design junket to Paris and wants the doggy people
to accompany her on a second expedition. (Her boys got into a fight in her absence and broke a
vase.) Dan announces that he is going on his annual camping holiday to Sardinia on Thursday –
though, as he himself admits, every one of his holidays involves some camping. I am besieged
by animals demanding biscuits, with Daisy-Mae and Winnie each hoping to improve chances by
jumping into my lap. The woman who owns Pumpkin and Ashley stops by and, for the second
day in a row, manages to let Fritz escape onto the green. A foraging Roxy is also desperate to
escape and manages to pull a gate open with her paws before someone remembers to slide the
bolt into position. Winnie does not try to escape, contenting herself with an assault on Sparkie’s
vulnerable toes.
Monday, September 7:
The weather is bright enough for a morning in which there is no actual sunshine. As Fritz and
I begin our session in the park I notice that they are spraying, for the first time, the new surface
of the trackside playing field; it won’t be too long before the first feet are in action here as well.
Heading toward us is a bouncing Beau. When she gets me in her sights she increases her speed,
arriving for a rapturous greeting that also includes the disappearance of my right hand into the
Newfoundland’s welcoming mouth. Fritz seems eager to chase his tennis ball well before we
have reached the Carlton roadway and so this object is put into play much earlier than usual.
When we reach the green I can see a dozen owners milling about in the center – a figure that
does include a hard-to-see Natasha, who is sitting on the grass and blowing bubbles for the dogs.
I follow Fritz along the Randolph roadway, though he and Tara spend some time in the bushes
here. As we return I can see Millie streaking across the grass, having spotted her much larger
pal, Buddy. Saskia and Harvey are just exiting the doggy compound and I tell her that I found
the perfect girlfriend for Buddy on my recent walk on the Dingle Peninsula: Molly, the resident
Golden Retriever of Slea Head Farm. As this is the westernmost farm in Europe that would make
the sweet Molly Europe’s westernmost dog!
By this time I am well behind the others, indeed so far behind that they have all received their
orders and I have no one in front of me in the coffee queue. I do have to bring in my own chair,
since we also have a dozen at table (though not the same line-up as recently observed on the
green): Ellen, Peter, Davide, Hanna, Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Ronnie, Ofra, Cheryl, and a woman
I have never seen before, Eileen. The latter has brought her cigarette and her Alsatian, Samson,
but leaves soon after I have moved into position. Her place is soon taken by Lucinda, the young
accident victim whom we often see bravely making her way around the park with the help of
her cane. Today she is seeking signatures for an even more seriously injured friend, one who is
petitioning the government so that it will mandate the presence of at least one seat in every shop.
There is no objection to this eminently sensible suggestion and the petition makes its way around
the table. I suggest that if this is successful the next petition will be one requiring each doctor’s
surgery to have at least one soft chair – for the hemorrhoid sufferers.
Fritz spends much of the session on Hanna’s lap, which means that he is at some remove from
the biscuit bag. Daisy-Mae more than makes up for his absence with her importunities. Cheryl
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announces, however, that Ginger and Lola, who are suffering from tummy troubles, are nil by
mouth. That lady is putting a brave face on it ¬– Oklahoma having lost the first football game
of the season. We get up to begin our back passage walkround – a progress characterized by
the unusual instance of Winnie actually keeping up with the rest of the dogs – this following a
session at the café in which she has not had a single ruck with anyone.
Tuesday, September 8:
Warm temperatures are expected today but the sun is slow to burn through the cloud cover this
morning. Fritz crouches protectively as Oscar and Scamp head our way, growling to assert his
primacy in the face of two animals who couldn’t care less. A few minutes later my dog makes a
brief appearance on the central pitch, emerging in order to chase his tennis ball toward the green.
Here there is the usual lively scene. Australian Suzanne is here with the Lab Bella (the other
Bella is here too) and there is a young Pug named Henry as well. Millie has brought a squeaky
miniature soccer ball with her and as soon as Fritz hears its clarion call he is obsessed. Soon it is
in his mouth and once again Natasha has to leave before it is possible to return one of her dog’s
purloined toys.
I manage to get Fritz stopped long enough to attach his lead and, the ball still in his mouth, we
enter the doggy compound. Today is Sparkie’s fifth birthday and the coffees are on him. As we
sit down we have Cheryl, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Davide, and Ofra, but Yara and Hanna
soon arrive as well. Luci and Luna (who seem to have new outfits every time we see them) are
soon ensconced in laps. There is a lot of activity outside the fence as all the young mothers pass
by with their babies and their dogs: Reina and Christian with baby Maya and Vito and Miro,
Celine and Christopher with baby Raphael and Ziggy, and Saskia with baby Harvey and Buddy.
All of this activity has Sparkie in hysterics and there is non-stop noise from the little Yorkie – his
motto apparently being, “It’s my birthday; I can bark if I want to.”
His noise crimes pale, however, if we compare them to those of Fritz. My dog sets up a litany
of piercing squeaks as he chews on the stolen ball and I manage to pluck this from his jaws and
place it on the tabletop. He stares up at it with obsessive concentration and while I am distracted
by a mobile phone call from Liz, someone returns the toy to him. It doesn’t take too long before
others are in agreement: this noise must stop before we are all driven insane. Auntie Hannah
manages to steal the ball this time; later she puts it in a scented poo poo bag (to disguise its
position) and throws the bag to me so that I can hide it in my pocket. We get up to begin our
usual retreat. Almost immediately we are passed by Buddy and Sparkie on the Carlton Roadway,
though (just to add to our confusion) these fellows are not the aforementioned animals but a pair
of lively Pomeranians. As soon as I get home I drop the ball into the freezer.
Wednesday, September 9:
There is a cold lump in my front pocket as Fritz and I start off for the park this morning ¬– the
purloined squeaky ball that has just been retrieved from its overnight position in the refrigerator.
Temperatures have dropped considerably after an afternoon in the eighties (Linda took us and
Pepper to Regent’s Park to celebrate); the sun again has trouble breaking through the clouds
today. A large crowd is active on the green, with Rufus the Chinese Crested Dog hysterically
pursuing a woman who is only trying to walk her bicycle across the grass. I return the squeaky
ball to Natasha, who offers to get Fritz his own the next time she visits the pound shop ¬– an
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offer I am forced to refuse. No one seems bothered by the fact that, according to Cathy, who has
just arrived at our house, the world should have just come to an end at 9:09 on 09-09-09.
At breakfast this morning there are nine at table ¬– including Davide, Georgie, Ronnie, Yara,
Ellen, Peter, Suzanne and Cheryl. Peter is preparing a bulletin on Albert’s birthday party, which
will be held in a hall that he manages at his housing estate and this leads to a complex exchange
of e-mail addresses since, for once, I have brought pad and pen with me to the park. Other
important topics under consideration today are the state of the Oklahoma quarterback’s shoulder,
the defeat of the Eggheads (after 72 attempts) on BBC 2’s quiz show, and continuing problems
with the postal system – which may or may not be sorting or delivering mail today.
Someone spots Buddy loping across the green as he heads in our direction. Soon there is an
attention-getting roar and Davide gets up to let him in. I give him a biscuit as Georgie dodges a
gout of slobber hanging below his nose and by this time Saskia has arrived, pushing baby Harvey
in front of her. The latter has yet to graduate to shoes but this afternoon he will be the host at
another baby’s birthday party. “I’m not very good with main courses,” Saskia says, “so we may
have to go immediately to the cake.” Yara is giving her dogs a taste treat too, their first bite of
bacon, tiny shards of which have to be passed around the table in order to reach Luci and Luna,
perched in the laps of Georgie and Cheryl respectively. When we get up to begin our walkround I
notice that Fritz hasn’t finished his coffee this morning so I hold down the cup so that he can lick
the remaining foam and, thus energized, we follow the others along the back passage.
Thursday, September 10:
It’s a lovely sunny morning, not warm, but pleasant enough: an evocation of the autumn to come.
As often happens these days, Fritz signals that he would just as soon chase his ball along the
alleyway between the cyclone fences and so he does, abandoning it long before we reach the
green. Here there are a many dogs at play – this time including the veteran Alsatian Cris¬ (whose
real name is Cristal, like the champagne). Fritz soon finds himself in an interesting threesome,
pursued by his stalker, Panda, who ¬– while supine at my dog’s feet – finds herself mounted by a
randy Rufus. I urge Fritz to keep moving toward the Randolph exit, for today we have a mission
– delivering a prescription renewal request to the local surgery.
When we return I find the others already at coffee and it takes me a while to join them with my
cappuccino. Peter has been e-mailing the others with invitations to Albert’s birthday bash and the
first order of business is to see whether these have been received and, if so, was the attachment
openable. The latter action has met with mixed success but Peter has printed copies for the guests
as well. He also hands out copies of a Google map on which he has marked his location; it is
immediately observable that Google has made a mistake, running Boundary Road all the way to
the Kilburn High Road whereas the westernmost extension of this road is, in fact, Greville Place!
Ofra now asks if she needs to supply Peter with her e-mail address, having forgotten that she
gave it to him yesterday.
Hanna hasn’t been seen recently but I am able to assure the others (Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Davide,
Georgie, and Cheryl) that we met her last night during our late night walk. Georgie reports
that Daisy-Mae has poo stuck to her backside and that it is so solid that she can’t pull it off – I
suggest that the scissors come next. There is some discussion of England’s 5-1 victory over
Croatia at Wembley last night. The win means that England, who failed to qualify last time
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out, have already won a place in the next June’s World Cup finals in South Africa. This news
contributes to a jolly session, one that ends at shortly after 10:00 with a back passage walkround.
Friday, September 11:
Temperatures remain a bit depressed as we make our way into the park today; there is occasional
sun but it doesn’t provide much cheer. I have to hook Fritz before we arrive at the café since
there is a delivery van backing up in the vicinity – always a dangerous driving gesture with so
many toddlers and canines about. Soon we join the midfield mob but Fritz spends little time here,
choosing to head for the hills (well, Mt. Bannister is almost a hill) and then down the Randolph
roadway. By the time he has completed his chores over here we can rejoin the other dog owners
as they are heading for the doggy compound. As usual these days, Sparkie chooses this time
for a solo expedition in the bushes. He usually reports to the gate five minutes later, though his
unaccustomed failure to bark at such moments often means that no one notices him.
Georgie, Ofra and I are standing outside the café door as Bouzha at last comes over to admit us.
She says that the café does not have sales and so it is unclear why we are lined up like this. At
the counter the ladies are soon deep into a conversation on hair color and what to do to change
it. Ofra says that they are obviously boring me but I protest, managing to do so while making
snoring sounds at the same time. Bouzha is, of course, a qualified hairdresser now and there is
a rumor that she will be leaving Metty’s service in November. If she does depart it will be a sad
moment for all of her loyal customers here.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Davide (who receives a phone call from Dan in
Sardinia), Georgie, Ofra, Cheryl (whose own hair is several shades darker today), Janet, and
Ronnie – though Hanna soon arrives and sits down at her own little table behind us. Janet has
made a wonderful birthday card for Albert with a picture of the birthday boy on the front and all
of our dogs inside – and each of us get a chance to sign it. Janet is on her way to the One Stop
shop at Council Offices on the Harrow Road and Ofra asks her if she can pay a parking fine for
her here as well. There is some discussion of the fact that Ronnie’s Chloe really does look like
a girl and Ofra’s Bailey like a boy. There is no universal agreement on this latter point and Janet
says. “He certainly doesn’t look like a man.” Wuss of the Day honors, however, go to Fritz, who
is lying on his back in Hanna’s lap in blissful ecstasy.
Urged on by a chill wind we begin our walkround. This gives us time to observe a series of new
signs designed to keep everyone in his or her place: one at the gate of the doggy compound, one
at the five-a-side pitch (no glass bottles, no bikes, no dogs – you will be ejected if you break any
of these rules or, worse, lose your booking), one at the entrance to the new environmental area
(more no dogs, no unaccompanied small fry) – though this time there is the addition of a new
lamp standard with mounted CCTV camera aimed at any lawbreakers. One almost feels that
Paddington Rec is sparing no expense in its celebration of the 25th anniversary of 1984. Soon we
have reached our usual exit gate and I miss the last shreds of a heated conversation on the return
of time-damaged Danniella Westbrook to EastEnders.
Saturday, September 12:
Today’s morning session begins somewhat earlier than usual, six hours or so, in fact! This is
because at 3:00 I am awakened by a lone whimper, the usual sign of tummy distress in my dog,
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who is soon sitting expectantly at the front door. It doesn’t take me long to dress (I have added
my leather jacket to night-time adventures these days) and we are soon tramping the dark and
lonely streets. Fritz heads first for the closest park gate, puzzled when he is rebuffed by iron bars
in his face. Thereafter we follow one of our usual night-time itineraries, a complete circuit of the
block occupied by Leith Mansions, and my dog stops to squat about four times, though his poo
doesn’t seem too sloppy. It is eerily quiet in Maida Vale and in twenty-five minutes we do not
encounter a single soul on the streets.
Fritz spends the rest of the night on the bed (no sounds of tummy rumbling) and preparations for
our usual park session are unexceptional. The patient squats only once when we reach the Rec
but here too there is not much to worry about. A few minutes later we make our way out to the
green, where the puppies are at their usual boisterous play: Bella is being mugged by Jazz and
Beau in tandem and returning for more each time. Fritz heads down the Randolph walkway and
I follow. When we return to the doggy compound there is already a long Saturday queue at the
café. I am standing behind Jan Prendergast, here to help in opening day ceremonies for the new
pitch and the new environmental area. She introduces me to her friend Richard, here to represent
Westminster’s parks department.
At table this morning we have Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Cheryl, Ofra and Yara –
though Yara has also brought her mother this morning and Luci and Luna spend a lot of time
with Alia out on the green. There is a good deal of “who’s bringing what?” conversation in
preparation for Albert’s forthcoming birthday party. I remind our host, Peter, that – after all of
his fretting over the Hadron Collider ¬–we failed to note that the world should have come to an
end while we were in the park on Wednesday. His response is, “Well, they sure kept that a secret
from us!” Hanna is sitting next to me, Fritz on her lap, and there is a good deal of advice on how
to deal with his tummy problems. I suggest that I will boil up some chicken and rice for the chap
tonight and she has a brilliant suggestion. Use the leftover water to make chicken-flavored ice
cubes. “Just remember not to put them in your Jack Daniels,” she concludes.
Sunday, September 13:
Fritz did not have any chicken-flavored ice cubes yesterday (I cooked the chicken in the oven,
along with the rest of my meal) though he did have some other treats that his stomach might
not have tolerated too happily. This is because, as we were completing our afternoon stroll, we
encountered Angie, pushing her mobile Zimmer frame in front of the college on Elgin Avenue.
It was the first time I had seen her since the loss of her beloved Trouble and I paused to offer my
condolences. Angie still seemed very upset by her loss, describing herself as heartbroken, the
only surviving member of her family lost. As she was telling me all this she flipped open the lid
on the frame’s seat and dipped into a massive treasury of dog treats – it seemed churlish of me to
countermand this gesture as my ailing dog gobbled down these offerings.
This morning we enter the park under gray skies; it is not that warm. Fritz pauses to pass a
middling poo and we continue on to the green. Bella’s mom asks me if I know what lungworm
is; my response is, “I don’t know, but it sounds nasty.” After following Fritz around the perimeter
for a while I note that Linda has arrived at the cricket crease with Pepper. The latter is admitted
to the doggy pound just as Fritz decides he’s not ready. I let Pepper out and then Fritz decides
he wants to come in. Eventually Linda joins us for coffee. She is wearing a red sleeveless zipper
vest. So is Janet and so is Tara’s master, Vlad. Our table is soon crowded with Ellen, Hanna,
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Ronnie, Linda, Liz, Ofra, Georgie, and Janet present and accounted for.
I have brought my biscuit bag but, since I don’t want to stuff my dog with treats, I let Ronnie
offer the goodies from this source. My withdrawal of feeding services proves to be very puzzling
to all of my usual customers, particularly Daisy-Mae. Winnie decides to change my mind for me
by jumping into my lap, but she has to content herself with keeping a close eye on Liz’s panini.
The dogs are very noisy this morning, frequently rushing to the fences to register their protest
over some interruption to their peaceable world. Linda the dog walker is passing with Andrew
the Akita when half a dozen of our animals raise an almighty ruckus. Since Andrew is the least
threatening dog in the park the suspicion is that they are barking at Linda. One suggestion is
that they object to her cowboy hat, but I have another theory: every time our dogs sees any dog
walker they know that some heartless owner has gone off without taking his or her own pet too –
a canine crime too horrible to contemplate.
Monday, September 14:
Well, he didn’t ask to go out at any unsuitable time last night, but I could tell that Fritz was
having an uncomfortable time of it – jumping on and off the bed, scratching away at the sofa’s
upholstery in the sitting room; this morning he even had his nose pressed up against the shuttered
hidey-hole beneath the bed. When we reach the park it doesn’t tale too long for him to unleash
a yellow freshet from his troublesome backside – and even less time for me to realize, however
reluctantly, that a visit to the vet’s is on the cards.
When we reach the green my dog starts climbing legs in search of treats, but the other owners
have been warned not to give him any. Cheryl, who often gives Peter a ride in the morning, is
just crossing the green, and I ask her if, by any chance, she has the vet’s number on her mobile
phone. As it happens, she needs to take Ginger in as well, and the upshot is that a minute after
asking my question she has booked back-to-back appointments starting in fifteen minutes! We
stop off at the doggy compound where the other owners are warned not to expect us and Cheryl
arranges for Ronnie to drive Peter home. Then we are aboard Cheryl’s SUV for the short ride to
Boundary Road.
She is still parking the car as I accept the first appointment with Dr. Tom. He says that Fritz has
a slight temperature, weighs 500 grams less than last time, needs antibiotics (shot now, pills
later) and special food. This time the doc decides to shave my dog’s throat so he can take a blood
sample to check on Fritz’s pancreas. I wait for fifteen minutes or so as the Pugs are attended to
and then Cheryl has to pay for the whole shebang as I have made this visit without an essential
prerequisite for such activity: my wallet. After our visits are concluded we walk to a nearby
street where the SUV is parked and Cheryl also gives me a ride home. Now begins the tiresome
convalescent routine.
Tuesday, September 15:
There are several variations in our usual schedule this morning. Shortly before departure time
I pound an antibiotic pill into powder, mixing it with Fritz’s special diet dog food – a portion
of which is soon inhaled as breakfast. We leave at our usual time, but I keep my dog on lead
throughout the session, Dr. Tom having suggested that a little puppy isolation might be a good
idea for a short while. The poos produced this morning already show great signs of improvement,
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more or less solid and brown rather than yellow and runny. I am glad I took the chap in yesterday
morning.
We encounter a number of familiar faces as we walk between the fences. First we meet Sabina
with Scamp and Oscar – the latter looking so much like Fritz that sometimes it is like looking
at my own dog approaching me. Then, rounding a corner, it is Mr. Keith Millman, jogging this
morning with weights in either fist. Then Snoopy and Prince come toward us, Prince bouncing
around in a show of great vitality. I can see Cheryl walking along the Randolph walkway and
when I catch up with her I am able to give her a check to cover yesterday’s veterinary expenses.
We continue around the green, soon encountering Ofra and Bailey: I have to give a medical
update each time I meet one of the other owners. On my right I am surprised to see some orangevested adults having a football practice in the middle of the green, that is usurping the traditional
space of the dog people, some of whom – to their credit – have hunkered down on the cricket
crease in a “Don’t tread on me!” defiance. Fortunately the game soon comes to an end, though
I never get a chance to ask why it is necessary to play footie on the green when all three of the
pitches are empty. As we near the Morshead roadway on our final lap I meet up with Boyd, who
is removing a burger box and a broken branch from the grass. I ask him if we are experiencing an
early autumn and he says it’s not early. I tell him that I heard a chap at Kew predict an early leaffall because of a dry summer and he says, “We had a wet summer.” It’s time to make an early
exit.
Wednesday, September 16:
Our return to the park this morning is not the first time we have done so since our regular session
a day ago – Fritz and I also made a visit here yesterday afternoon. This visit was prompted by my
desire to track down Liz’s mobile phone number – since I was not sure that with all the phone
changes she has made over the years I still had an up-to-date number – and Liz is making plans
to accompany our Michigan Janet and me when we make a brief expedition to Paris at the end
of the month. I knew that London Janet would definitely have the number I needed and so we
headed for the café, where she always stops off at the end of her work day. Unfortunately 4:00
was also the time for the beginning of an extended period of showers and it was bucketing down
when we entered the park.
Fritz was wearing his raincoat and I had my rain jacket on; I should have been wearing my
wellies as well. Only Janet and Georgie had braved the downpour and they were seated at a table
outside the café’s door. Janet wrote the relevant numbers down for me and I sat down, trying
to wait out the weather. Metty came outside at this time and said that during an earlier storm
this summer a huge number of people in the park had crowded into the café’s interior, so many
of them that he had to usher some into the kitchen so there would be room for all. After a few
minutes the rain slackened a bit and we made our exit; fortunately the rain had just stopped prior
to our late night walk.
This morning it is still cloudy, though the sun does break through on several occasions; above
all it is very windy. I keep Fritz on lead as we follow our usual entry paths. I can’t figure out if
the poo at my feet is his or not and so I have to pick it up anyway ¬– it is an alien poo, it turns
out, and Fritz waits several more minutes before depositing an authentic specimen. We walk
all the way to the Randolph gate and then return to the café, where I am able to turn over to Liz
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the information on which Eurostar train I have booked. It would be cruel to poor Fritz to sit
him down amid the usual canine feeding frenzy and so we continue on home, after only thirty
minutes in the park.
Thursday, September 17:
It is again rather cool and breezy in the Rec and I am wearing my park leather jacket for the
first time. I can see that Ellen has brought Jack and Sandy to a bushy spot near the head of the
running track, as she often does, but this morning these dogs are joined by Sidney and Millie.
The latter rushes forward to greet me, her tail wagging furiously. Is this because such dogs
associate me with biscuits? If so, she and quite a few other canines hereabouts are in for a
disappointment – as I am still keeping an eye on my own dog’s diet.
When we reach the green Fritz rushes out to supervise the scene which, today, includes two dogs
I haven’t seen in a while: Gus, the rabbit-eared Schnauzer, and DJ, the Portuguese Water Dog.
Hanna is coming in from the Grantully side and she now calls Fritz – who rushes forward in
great enthusiasm. While we are crossing the green on our way to the doggy compound she agrees
to look after Fritz for a few days at the end of the month –when Michigan Janet, Liz and I will be
in Paris. When we reach our usual enclave I abandon my dog, reminding the others not to give
him any treats while I am away on an errand – I have to walk over to the surgery where, by now,
they will have prepared a substitute prescription for the one they mailed to me a week ago and
which still awaits delivery because of the vagaries of the postal strike (all the bills have arrived
in timely fashion).
On my return I sit down with Hanna, who is at a solitary table of her own, and here I have
to offer repeated disappointment to visiting dogs, including my own, who expect me to offer
them more treats. Hanna now tells me that yesterday she undertook a lengthy expedition to
Buckinghamshire with her flatmate. This journey was undertaken on behalf of a fallen baby
squirrel, found here in the park, with St. Tiggywinkles animal rescue center the only spot able to
offer the wee thing the right kind of care. I do join the others, that is Georgie and Davide, when
it is time to begin our walkround. As usual Winnie is hanging behind maddeningly. We speculate
on what could be going through her mind at such times, i.e., if I refuse to follow them they’ll
turn around and we can go back to the café and I can eat some more treats.
Friday, September 18:
Temperatures are a bit milder this morning and I am wearing just a sweatshirt and my usual
cords. My usual cords with a difference, since, after two years of loyal service, I have had to say
goodbye to my famous park pants. How well they served me, their dark color always resistant to
muddy puppy paw prints. I kept them going as long as I could, adding picture wire to the broken
zipper, stapling the fallen cuffs into position. Eventually the threadbare garment began to wear
through and decency required a final disposal. So no more brown cords; I begin today’s session
in the park with their successor – a new(er) pair of brown cords.
Heading toward us is a small female black Lab who twice drops her tennis ball at my feet to
that I can kick it for her. Fritz, of course, possesses his own version of this toy and it is soon in
play on the green. My dog checks out the activity near the cricket crease and continues on to the
margins, eventually beginning a stroll down the Randolph roadway. Here there is a surprising
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amount of canine activity, Taz, Rebel and Simba all in evidence. We are not very late when we
reach the doggy compound but already there is a large collection of owners sitting over coffee at
our usual table: Dan and Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Cheryl, and Suzanne
– with some late arrivals soon crowding in as well: Yara and Denise.
The latter is here, of course, to help her dad Albert celebrate his 89th birthday, and there is a
good deal of conversation covering details of tonight’s celebration. Ofra can’t attend because this
is also the Jewish New Year but she has brought some yummy goodies with her this morning.
(That is I assume they are yummy because this morning, unusually, I resist – “a man is known by
the quality of his refusals.”) Ofra is trying to coax Fritz onto her lap and at last succeeds; my dog
is out of sorts because, with the exception of some of Ellen’s toast, he is still not permitted other
outdoor foodstuffs. Meanwhile Winnie and Daisy-Mae are involved in several nasty food scraps
under the table. In other news: Dan, who has a bad cold, says that his new work schedule will
permit more weekday mornings in the park and that he has had a row with a workman on Neal
Street when the latter’s ladder meant no progress could be made by pedestrians without walking
under it. Talk about bad luck: Janet has had to pay £70 for a replacement toilet seat!
Saturday, September 19:
Fritz makes rapid progress on our-in lap this morning, though I am unable to ascertain the quality
of his convalescent poo because he chooses a site so deep in the recesses of the cypress trees
that I am not able to see what he has done there, let alone pick things up. Thereafter he heads in
a lively fashion for the green –though there is one hazard to be dodged on the way. A Saturdaymorning Football Academy lad is being delivered by car to the park’s interior and, as dad is
backing up after making his deposit, great peril ensues for the odd toddler or canine behind him.
Sabina is here with Oscar and Scamp and we discuss the irony of the situation; you are here for
a morning of exercise but you can’t walk the extra distance from the car park to the pitches ¬–
your dad has to deliver you to the site.
Fritz now spots some of his pals out on the green but, once again, it has not been twenty-four
hours since his last encounter with these chaps. This is because they were all invited (along
with their owners) to Albert’s 89th birthday party last night. Peter served as host at Mortimer
Hall, near the Marriott Hotel on Kilburn Priory Road, and Cheryl organized the festivities;
we all brought food and drink and, counting old friends of Albert and Denise from their days
in West Kilburn, there were close to thirty people present. The non-dog owners were a little
unaccustomed to keeping the door to the hall closed and once or twice our animals made a brief
run for it, but on the whole they were content to work the room and cadge for treats. Albert,
sitting in his wheelchair, looked older than the last time I saw him, but he seemed chipper
enough. I presented him with a birthday greeting from Michigan Janet (she won’t be able to visit
him on her forthcoming visit because Denise is taking him to Amsterdam for several weeks.)
I had suggested to Cheryl that we let the dogs pick the next set of lottery numbers since we
have had so little luck with our own choices and she now produced a unique way of doing this.
She had bought a set of hackey sacks (and a target net) and inked in numbers. The sacks were
scattered around the crowded floor of the hall and as the dogs retrieved them and brought them
back the numbers were recorded so that Georgie could use them when our ticket was purchased.
Fritz, who seemed to have a good time at this occasion, astonished everyone by twice bringing
his sack back and dropping it into the net.
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This morning we learn, on reaching the cricket crease, that poor Sparkie has suffered the canine
equivalent of a sprained ankle while chasing his ball. He is walking around with a paw held off
the ground, making a meal of his indisposition. As Fritz and I near the Grantully gate there is a
small incident. An Asian family with some little girls is deploying a small ball for a kick-about.
One of the park dogs approaches this toy and there is a furious response from granny, who shouts
“No!” and kicks out at the innocent animal. This scene, it turns out, is but a prelude to a more
serious sequel. Dan is entering from the left with Winnie and a giant tennis ball he has found
on Sutherland Avenue. Fritz is far more interested in this toy than Winnie, who manages, with
the swipe of a paw, to take the bottom off the kibble sack that Dan is carrying with him. After
the food has been picked up we head for the café but a Middle Eastern footie dad has chosen to
cross the green at this moment with his dog-phobic lad. When the latter sees Winnie he screams
and begins to run and Winnie begins to chase him – to the great indignation of dad, who begins
shouting about all dogs needing to be on lead, even after Dan has apologized. So the last few
steps to the doggy compound are accompanied by a slanging match between dad and half a
dozen dog owners, some of whom have advice on helping kids get over their fear of dogs. The
dad soon finds a security guard to complain to and the latter comes over for a word, but the
incident is soon forgotten.
There is a huge turnout at breakfast this morning: Peter, Ellen, Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra,
Wendy, Liz, Denise, and, eventually, Yara. The latter tells us that (after £300 at the vet) it has
been discovered that Luna’s recent indisposition can be traced to the pup’s penchant for eating
her own training mat. Yara has brought Fritz a green rubber ball (with squeak mostly silenced)
and he is soon chomping away contentedly – it solves the problem of what to give him by way
of treats, since he can’t eat and chomp at the same time. Roxy continues to try to open the iron
gate with her paws and this leads to a spontaneous chorus of music from The Great Escape
as hummed by the assembled diners. Winnie, sitting on Dan’s lap, attacks poor Fritz, sitting
on mine. He actually drops his new treasure in astonishment. Meanwhile half a dozen little
kids have their noses pressed up against the bars so that they can ooh and aah over the canine
assemblage. It makes a reassuring antidote to this morning’s unpleasantness. Breakfast seems
to go on forever ¬– Cheryl and Peter have brought a lot of goodies left over from last night’s
festivities – but, noting that it is now 10:50, I get up to head for home. No one else budges.
Sunday, September 20:
It’s an overcast morning, cool but just temperate enough that a sweatshirt rather than a jacket can
still serve as an outer garment. Out on the green the canine forces are gathering and it is good
to see that Sparkie has recovered from yesterday’s injury. He is chasing his tennis ball and Fritz
chases his as well; then these two make their usual exploration of the bushes at the side of Mt.
Bannister, Sparkie actually managing to squeeze under a cyclone fence in his pursuit of some
enticing smell. For a while I am worried that Fritz will join him in this naughtiness but he duly
reports to the doggy compound when it is coffee-and-treats time.
I am still giving Fritz little puppy pellets rather than his usual Shape biscuits and he is not best
pleased; at least he gets a little toast from some of the other owners. There are not many of these,
incidentally, just Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen and Dan. The latter is still suffering from a
cold and he is a bit subdued this morning, his nose buried in the Sunday Times. Ofra has been to
another celebrity dinner party – where she met TV personality Gaby Roslin. Then the subject of
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vintage cars comes up and Ofra insists that she used to own a Ford England – which turns out to
be a Ford Anglia. Dan emerges from his newspaper at this point to announce that you can buy
your own island off Sardinia for £200,000 ¬– this also turns out to be an error: you can buy an
apartment on an island off Sardinia for this sum. Georgie announces that the dogs were just as
useless in picking lottery numbers last night as the rest of us.
I leave a puppy pellet on my knee for Winnie, who deposits a dot of snot on my trousers in
return. A few minutes later she and Daisy-Mae are having a noisy food scrap at our feet – Fritz
gets caught up in this exchange of flashing gums and it really appears that his feelings are hurt.
Sparkie is charging the fence when any stranger appears; this includes Harley the Pug, who
briefly joins the other dogs in our pen. When we begin our back passage walkround two of our
animals are brought to a halt by poo hanging off their own backsides. The first of these is DaisyMae, whose fluffy bottom is often so encrusted. The second is, you guessed it, the convalescent
Fritz – who has an appointment with some kitchen towels when we get home.
Monday, September 21:
Fritz and I head for the park on a mild September morning – as we make the transition from
summer to autumn. In front of the cypress trees we encounter the jogging figure of Mr. Keith
Millman, about a hundred yards from our usual junction. “I must be late,” is my conclusion. In
the meantime Fritz is squatting on the pavement ¬– but there are problems. The proffered poo
gets stuck half way and I have to yank it out with a poo poo bag. This does not do much for my
dog’s appearance.
There is already quite a group of dog owners in the doggy compound and several of them tell
me not to let Fritz touch noses with the juniors on the cricket crease, since some of these animals
have kennel cough. Janet reports that her objections to such dogs even being in the park was
greeted with the rebuff, “Well, they probably got it here.” Cheryl now suggests that Janet should
have sneezed, claiming she was suffering from swine flu, which she probably caught here
too. The turnout this morning is a very large one, with Georgie, Liz, Janet, Cheryl, Suzanne,
Yara, Ofra, Peter, Ronnie and Sue – with Millie, Sidney and grandson Joseph. Luci, who keeps
escaping through the bars, tries to come back in with a stick in his mouth, but this object prevents
his admission, much to his puzzlement.
I do not order any coffee this morning because Fritz and I have an appointment for his check-up
at the Hamilton Vets. As we exit the park my dog squats for another poo; this one doesn’t get
stuck, but it contributes to an even nastier streak down his backside. I try to clean some of this
up with a paper napkin but it is with a toxic backside that we report to Dr. Rachel. She says that
the blood tests ordered last week show mostly normal measurements but she’d like to repeat
them. So we begin the long walk home and as soon as we are arrived, one animal I know well is
lowered into the bathtub for a much needed bottom douche.
Wednesday, September 23:
If, from the above date, it appears that I have missed a day in the park I have to say that this is
not entirely true. Fritz headed for the park yesterday morning in the care of his Auntie Hanna, a
strategy adopted because I had to wait for the arrival of the Everest window chaps, here to install
secondary glazing on the six front windows, a gesture I have been meaning to get around to for
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twenty-seven years. Hanna kept the lad fully occupied for hours, with lots of walking and lots of
ball chasing and when he did arrive back at noon he paid no attention to our visitors from Poland,
choosing to spend the rest of the day in a comfortable snooze. When the workmen left in the
mid-afternoon I needed some relief from the installation fumes and so we did head to the park for
some fresh air. On the green Yara told me a shocking tale already relayed to me by Hanna: earlier
in the day my dog had pissed on her trouser leg! I now offered to pick up the cleaning bill but
Yara was only amused. “That’s all right,” she said, “it just means that from now on I’m Fritz’s
bitch.”
Today there is an unusual start to proceedings as well – since Janet is arriving from Michigan. I
have ordered a car to pick her up at Heathrow but, though the plane has landed, there is no sign
of her at the information desk where she is to rendezvous with the driver. I am called by the car
company in puzzlement but there is nothing I can do except to pass on all the relevant numbers
to Cathy, who has just arrived for her Wednesday session. In the park we have a nice visit with
the actual owner of Sasha, who wants to know what’s happened to the former king of the Rec’s
doggy scene, Michael. Sasha is playing with Tank the Newfoundling who is playing with an
empty plastic bottle.
At breakfast we have Wendy (who has brought some mint chocolates), Peter, Ellen, Ronnie,
Suzanne, Ofra, Georgie, Hanna and Yara. Suzanne says that she and Jan Prendergast have
recently visited a shop in Hendon that specializes in vintage photography, including turn of the
century shots of our local streets and the park itself. Peter is fretting about the future of his team,
Queen’s Park Rangers, after its chairman, Fabio Briatore, has been banned from participation
in Formula One after ordering a driver to crash in Singapore last year. I leave somewhat earlier
than usual, hoping to find Janet on my return. I am disappointed. The car company has called
again and there is still no sign of the missing traveller. When I check my e-mail again I see that
Janet has sent me a message on her Blackberry: a go-slow at Heathrow has meant that a thousand
people are waiting to go through passport control. No wonder she doesn’t pull up until 11:00 or
so – still, with all the dog treats, the balls, and the squeaky armadillo, Fritz is well pleased with
her arrival.
Thursday, September 24:
It’s a beautiful morning in Maida Vale ¬– pity Janet needs so long to get ready. At that, she did
such a wonderful job of staying (mostly) awake that I went to bed last night before she did,
which must be a first among our transatlantic visitors. I have my sunglasses on almost from the
start as we head for the green, delayed somewhat because Fritz, for no apparent reason, decides
he wants to sneak into the empty five-a-side pitch. Out on the green he chases his tennis ball for a
while and then we head in to the café.
This morning our numbers include Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy and Georgie at one table, with
Hanna, Cheryl, and Yara at a second. I seem to be the only one with dog treats this morning
and I am besieged; fortunately I have brought with me a package of sirloin steak-shaped dog
treats that Auntie Janet has brought with her from the States and these are enjoyed by all, though
Daisy-Mae sits on hers and Winnie snatches pieces of the treat intended for other dogs from my
outstretched fingers. Fritz enjoys these steaks as well, though I notice he has wandered over to
the other table where he is lofted by his Auntie Hanna, his legs hanging limply as she rests his
back on her chest. Then she begins to administer Reiki treatments to Ginger, who bites her. Sue
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comes in with Sidney and Millie (no grandson this time) and these dogs get in line for the treats
as well.
The big question is: will Janet make it to the café before it is time to depart. Ellen, as usually
happens, leaves first with Jack and Sandy, then Ronnie leaves with Chloe, and Georgie
accompanies him with Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy Mae, Yara leaves with Luci and Luna, and
Suzanne with Sunny. I switch tables at this point and Hanna tells me that I have cappuccino
chocolate all over my mouth. I am about to leave myself when I spot Janet making her way
toward us at last. She has, indeed, stopped to chat with Georgie and Ronnie but it’s too late for
breakfast. That will have to wait until we get home and then it’s off to the Westfield mall in
Shepherd’s Bush.
Friday, September 25:
Another wonderful morning beckons us today and this time Janet is with us from the start. Fritz
bolts down the back passage, soon outstripping any efforts to keep up with him; he is discovered,
at last, near the café. We continue on to the green and here Fritz joins a ruck of dogs, busily at
play near the cricket crease. Christian is here with Miro and Vito; the latter soon makes off with
a small silver basketball belonging to Sparkie. Christian always has questions about my latest
writing project but he also has a terrific memory for my responses. (Who else could remember
that I walked exactly 77 miles on my Great Glen Way expedition last year?)
When it is time for us to head for the café a large group can already be seen at table. With
augmentations we soon have Suzanne, Sue, Michigan Janet, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Georgie,
Davide, and Cheryl, with Hanna (who dislikes such crowded quarters) again setting up on her
own. Ofra notes that Peter has a wet patch on his knee; at first he says it’s because he pissed on
it, then he changes his response to blame a rambunctious Bailey for knocking into his coffee cup.
(With Bailey we have three brown and white Cavaliers under foot – Chloe and Sidney making
up the numbers.) I can hear Georgie shouting into a mobile phone, “Are you Pole dancing yet?”
This is because she has just received a call from Liz and Janet in Krakow. The phone is handed
round the table and I discuss plans for our Monday trip to Paris with Liz. Davide says his next
flight will take him to Doha, but no one knows where this is.
Once again there is a staggered departure; first Ofra departs (though she says she may be back
this afternoon because she isn’t cooking tonight). Then Ellen leaves, soon followed by Ronnie,
who usually gives her a ride home. Georgie and Davide depart exactly at 10:00 – early for
them. Janet and I soon start off on our own, accompanied by Hanna. We get no further than the
entrance to the new environmental area when these two say they want to have a look. I head off
for home (since dogs are banned from this spot). Later they complain that the area still has a raw,
unfinished look to it.
Saturday, September 26:
Skies are a bit grayer this morning, though temperatures remain comfortable enough. There is
a great deal of footie activity underway as usual, though the only canine sighting on the back
passage comes when we pass Pippa the Papillion – wearing her dogs-for-the-hearing-impaired
jumper. Out on the green the owners of the young dogs are foregathering but Dan and Suzanne
are also here. Suzanne wants to know if she can give Fritz a treat and I reply that this is fine with
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me, though, in fact, the Schnauzer clawing at her knees is Oscar, not Fritz. This portly cousin is
out here with Sabina, his brother – the Westie Scamp – and Denise is also here with Rizzo. Fritz
is convinced that Sabina has some treat in a plastic sack and she allows him to bury his nose in
this bag so that he will believe her that there is nothing here. Thereafter he completes a Randolph
roadway return-trip and then it is time to head in for coffee.
This morning we have Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Yara, Georgie, Dan, Ofra, and our Janet (with
Suzanne and her pal Ray at another table, laboring away over the backgammon board). Luci and
Luna are trying to get Sparkie to play with them – which does shut him up for a while. Later
Winnie attacks the poor fellow and Daisy-Mae not only fights with Winnie but attacks one of the
puppies – a crime for which the withholding of any further treats is her mandated punishment.
Linda comes in with Pepper (Fritz and I accompanied them on a sunny exercise period in
Regent’s Park yesterday). Meanwhile Ginger is sitting in Cheryl’s lap; she too is wearing a
sweater, a kind of turtleneck into which her wrinkly head is slowly disappearing.
When we have completed our coffees there is again a random scattering of the forces. Yara
follows her puppies onto the green, Michigan Janet heads for the Persis Beauty Parlor on Maida
Vale Parade (in search of a manicure), and Linda and I accompany Georgie and Dan on a back
passage walkround. The newly carpeted trackside pitch is being drenched in a fountain of spray
in order to reduce the risk of rug-burn and some of the hockey lads have taken off their shirts –
a fact that Dan is happy to observe. The Saturday morning exercise class is skipping rope and
Rhian is cheered on by the rest of us. Georgie now reports that her grandson has exercised four
consecutive commando rolls on the nursery carpet in order to purloin the dummy belonging to
another infant (there’s a soldier’s son for you). Last night Janet’s fortune cookie promised that
she would meet an old friend soon (and, in Dan, this prediction was certainly realized). My
fortune suggested that I would soon receive and accept a dinner invitation. As we leave the park
Linda invites us to a barbecue tonight.
Sunday, September 27:
Our evening with Linda, Rob and Liam went very well, with Fritz in particular enjoying the
outing. You would think that such an occasion would permit a lot of play time with his pal,
Pepper, but in my dog’s case what is exciting about such visits is that here there is access to
Pepper’s vast collection of toys, balls in particular. These do not have to be produced – Fritz soon
uses his superior powers of smell to identify these lurking objects and to set up a blockade so
that they don’t escape the dark recesses. If they do make it out, then he has a furious go at them
with his flashing jaws and sometimes the balls escape in the process and run away again. Then he
moans pathetically until someone reaches under the table or chair and retrieves the treasure for
him.
After dinner we were sitting in the front room when he began to sniff the air and moan at the
back of a breakfront bookcase – with no one able to figure out what he could possibly want
there. When this agitation had gone on for fifteen minutes the others washed their hands of this
quest but this time I persisted: if my dog says there is something back there, there is – he is never
wrong. Eventually Linda produced a torch and we moved the breakfront: sure enough Fritz had
been lusting all this time about a cork, trapped behind case.
This morning I start out for the park without Michigan Janet, who is usually twenty or so minutes
behind us. When we reach the green we discover that Linda and Pepper are also here and the
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dogs spend some time chasing their balls. With Fritz at some distance from the scene I hear
something that raises the hair on the back of my neck. The chap who comes with Charlie the
Cocker has also brought a squeaky toy! Linda immediately springs into action, reminding this
fellow that if he wants to see his dog’s toy again he had better put it away. He does so, just as
my obsessive animal charges up, looking for the source of this siren call. Thereafter we begin a
circuit of the green, getting as far as the Grantully gate where Hanna, who will have the care of
Fritz while we are in Paris, is just entering. By the time we have all crossed the green it is time to
go in for our coffees. Inside the ladies loo Jack is trying to hump his sister, Sandy.
I get in the queue and order a cup of tea. Unfortunately Lurch has spotted me and makes me a
cup of cappuccino too. Liz and London Janet are back from Poland and they have brought with
them biscuits and a kind of plum-stuffed candy. Also present at our table this morning are Ellen,
Georgie, Dan, Davide, and Ofra. Hanna occupies her own table as usual, soon joined here by
Wendy and Michigan Janet. I ask the latter to show the others the picture of Michigan’s Film
Commissioner (that is, herself) with Drew Barrymore on a recent promotion tour and this excites
some interest. Liz and I discuss plans for tomorrow’s Paris expedition and then she turns her
attention to advising Dan and Davide on how to end their latest tiff. We begin a back passage
walkround, Dan buried in the hood of his Gap sweater.
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The second volume in Anthony Linick’s continuing
chronicle of life among the dog people of Paddington Rec. It
follows publication of Strictly Come Barking.
An addictive narrative, the series has earned a reputation for
its veracity, its thoroughness – and its obvious celebration of
all things canine.
“Unlike so many other dog books, Strictly Come Barking
has none of the falsification and exaggeration that other
authors use to advance their stories. Here we have, instead,
an authentic voice, one that tells a real tale – one that all dog
lovers will recognize and enjoy.” – Janet Lockwood, Film
Commissioner, State of Michigan

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VI

By Anthony Linick
Chapter 5—October, 2009

Daisy-Mae surveys her empire.
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Thursday, October 1:
After three days in Paris I am now able to resume my schedule as October begins its first day in
the park. Fritz was retuned by his Auntie Hanna at about 6:00 last night, only an hour or so after
our return, and it was immediately evident that he had received a bath in the interim – Hanna
having used some Italian baby shampoo and the blow-dryer for good measure (I have never seen
his fur as fluffy as this). She warned me that she had been keeping him on a strict regimen of
physical exercise and, not too surprisingly, he wanted to sleep as soon as he arrived home. Of
course he did get up for puppy supper and his late night walk – but even this morning I have to
get him out of bed when it was time for us to begin our morning duties.
Very slow progress along the back passageway ensues, with Fritz nibbling away at grass shoots
while more grass grows over my stationary feet. Not even the hard-charging Stella, the Staffie,
distracts him from this grazing, though as we run out of greenery he does pick up the pace. Some
of the dog owners are already in residence in the doggy compound as we pass by but we do not
stop, heading down the Randolph roadway instead. On the return trip I am surprised to see a line
of wooden piers driven into the grass and snaking down behind the loos – there goes another bit
of green from our park. By the time we have returned the café has opened and I leave Fritz while
I go inside to order a cup of tea. Our group includes Cheryl, Georgie, Davide, Wendy, Suzanne
and Ofra.
Bailey has just been chasing a squirrel as Ofra arrives –she is chasing me with her mobile phone
since Liz (who was with us in Paris) wants a word. I understand, from this conversation, that I
have a duty to perform. “Ofra,” I begin, “I have some good news and some bad news. The good
news is that we did discover and we did buy the special French deodorant that you wanted, the
non-irritating kind. The bad news is that Liz left it behind on our banquette at the Brasserie
Lipp on Tuesday night.” One survivor from our expedition is a tinned box of biscuits that I now
produce to accompany our hot drinks. Georgie loves the Eiffel Tower design and I tell her she
can have the tin if we finish all the cookies (an easy task). I now tell the others that the lady taxi
driver who took us to the Gare du Nord yesterday had a Bichon Frise in her front seat! Hanna is
sitting at her own table but at one point she gets up to keep Fritz in trim with more ball chasing
on the green.
Janet (who, like every other Michigan employee was laid off for an hour and a half yesterday
during a budget crisis) now arrives – though everybody else departs. We are also joined by Sue,
who arrives with Millie, Sidney and grandson Joseph, The latter has a chest infection, has had a
poor night, and begins to cry in his carriage when his granny goes inside for her coffee. Another
creature suffering from separation anxiety is a long-haired Dachshund named Amy. When she
is left in the compound she struggles to rejoin mommy by climbing through the fence, though,
uniquely, she manages to get stuck half way, with half a dozen volunteers pushing and pulling to
get her free at last.
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Friday, October 2:
Things started to go bad with our afternoon walk, just a journey across the street for some free
time in the nearby doggy pen with Fritz and a visiting Pepper. Here, in addition to a runny poo,
we witnessed some of the grass eaten earlier in the day returning in a brackish pool upchucked
on the pavement. Later Linda noted how subdued Fritz was when she arrived to pick up Pepper
but she had departed before the all-night vomit festival (some yellowish, some pink) began in
earnest. Fritz threw up in the TV room, the sitting room, my bedroom and on the old TV room
sofa, which I am planning to get rid of anyway. The poor fellow retched every hour and a half
throughout the night so that I had to rise at 1:30, 3:00 and 4:30.
As soon as practical today I call Hamilton Vets and we set off at about 8:30. Fritz trots along
steadily and we arrive on Boundary Road shortly before 9:00. Here he has a long drink of water
and here he throws up soon thereafter, with poor Tara, the receptionist, at the ready with towels
and a mop. Rachel takes his temperature (normal) and notes that he is not as dehydrated as one
might have expected. Blood is withdrawn again and then my dog endures (without complaint)
three injections, an antibiotic, one to soothe his stomach, and an antacid. Suspecting gastroenteritis, Rachel asks for him to return for a check-up tomorrow and we are free to make our way
back to the park.
There has been no pooing since yesterday afternoon and therefore I have a bag to spare when
an Asian chap walking an Alsatian asks if I can help him out when his huge beast squats on the
sidewalk. Rachel has suggested that Fritz may be contagious so I keep him away from the other
dogs, making only the briefest visit to the coffee circle as we pass through the park. So begins
another day of convalescence and carpet cleaning.
Sunday, October 4:
We have missed a day in the park (well, almost) as Fritz followed his therapeutic routine.
Yesterday we were in the park twice, once on the way to the vets for our check-up and once on
our return. We left the house twenty-five minutes or so earlier than usual for our early morning
appointment and I again noticed how strange it was that just a minor variation in time meant that
an entirely new set of dogs was active. About the only person I recognized, just as we left the
park, was John the Commentator. It was a blustery day and he had a heavy wool overcoat on and
a scarf tying his hat to his head. At the vets, twenty-four hours having past since Fritz’s last bout
of vomiting, Dr. Eleanor, the locum, revealed that Fritz’s temperature and bloods were normal.
We left only with some intestinal formula food and some fecal-binding pro-biotic, another crisis
over for the nonce. On the way back to the park I did run into Mr. Ross, whose Olympic Press
has published so many copies of school publications for Dorothy, the ASL Standard for me, and
my holiday greeting cards to this day. At the coffee table I was able to give a health bulletin to
our pals but we didn’t stay – Fritz had to get home for some long-awaited puppy breakfast.
Today, still mostly gray but far less blustery, we enter the park at our usual time and Fritz is soon
crossing the green amid a busy Sunday morning scene. To the usual puppy hijinks I note that
two little boys have been added; they are chasing around like mad with Bella, Jazz and their own
Peach. Fritz is soon circling the green from east to west, touching noses with a black Lab named
Finn, and then crossing the green when it is time to head in for coffee. Winnie is all alone in the
doggy compound, staring out at us as though she were just beginning a long sentence behind
bars.
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We have only a small group this morning: just Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, and me.
(Some of the others have made their excuses: Cheryl is playing golf, Liz is off to Boston and Dan
and Davide are in Sardinia celebrating the golden wedding anniversary celebrations of Davide’s
parents.) Hanna is applying her healing hands to Georgie’s head; evidently when she worked on
Peter’s thumb yesterday the latter screamed like a baby. Janet reports that the Tories say that if
they get into power that they will guarantee cost-free care home residence to anyone who pays
a one-time fee of eight and half thousand – and she thinks this is a good idea. We discuss the
decision of the Evening Standard, still for sale after a hundred and fifty years, to become a free
sheet after all, doubling its circulation and hence its advertising revenue in the process. Janet says
she likes the throwaway papers because she can get through one by the time she reaches home.
Ellen says she likes the idea of a free paper that isn’t as rubbishy as the current lot. Peter and
Hanna seem to know the outcome of the Formula One race in Japan (broadcast began at 5:00 this
morning) and they tease me with this knowledge in spite of the fact that I have the race on tape at
home.
Tuesday, October 6:
I have missed a day in the park (though Fritz had a nice morning session with Pepper, who had
just had a sleepover at our house and his Auntie Linda in Regent’s Park) while I waited for the
arrival of the John Lewis delivery van. While Linda was assembling my new desk chair one
of the dogs threw up next to a tennis ball in the sitting room. The suspicion (given his recent
history) fell on Fritz, but there was no sequel and his behavior did conform to normal standards
thereafter. He did seem a bit suspicious of the new sofa in the TV room but he had a nice play
period with the new squeaky armadillo that his Auntie Janet brought to him recently.
This morning it is spitting a bit as we head for the park. Fritz is naked but I am wearing my rain
jacket. Its hood impairs my peripheral vision and I lose track of my dog on several occasions. His
poo seems much improved. We pass Sabina with Oscar and Scamp just as the rain begins to fall
in earnest. There is very little activity on the green and we continue down the Randolph roadway,
passing Sabina a second time, her damp blonde hair hanging limply over her face. The troops are
beginning to foregather under our blue umbrella: Ellen (who reminds me that not a single male
member of our group showed up yesterday), Ofra, Georgie, Hanna, Ronnie, and Cheryl. They are
a bit late opening the doors of the café and I am again first in line with my order for a midsized
cup of tea, no milk.
The session is dominated by appearances. Hanna is wearing a new Hawkshead zipper vest and a
pair of Berghaus rain pants and I am able to add to this ensemble one of Janet’s Michigan Film
Office baseball caps; she is able to gather all of her long blonde hair within its confines. Ronnie’s
hair is standing on end, the consequence of the deployment of his jacket hood against the rain.
(I keep him busy adjusting my watch.) Cheryl is notable for her tears, the consequence of news
that one of her best friends in Tulsa is close to death. She is also getting wet from the dripping
umbrella and I move her closer to our table. Hanna isn’t crying but sneezing, a consequence of
her autumn allergies. The greatest spectacle, without doubt, is made by Lola, who is wearing a
Halloween pumpkin-inspired rain jacket purchased by Cheryl at the pound shop. “I can get one
for all of the dogs,” she offers. I decline on behalf of my dog (who has gotten a little of Ellen’s
toast today) and we begin a solo homeward journey in a driving rain. By the time we are inside
each of us is soaked through. Even my underwear is wet.
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Wednesday, October 7:
The rain has lifted by the time we head for the park on a gray and chilly Wednesday morning.
Entering at the same time is a lovely Golden Retriever who earns an admonitory growl from my
dog. Close to this juncture is a Middle Eastern woman in a headscarf. I am afraid that she will
feel threatened by this macho display but she smiles and says, “That’s just how they say hello.”
As we near the café there is an even louder eruption as Fritz spots Pepper. Around the corner
Sparkie also rushes up to greet his pal – last night he spotted us as Georgie conducted him on his
late night walk and he was so delighted with this encounter that his whole body was wagging.
Millie now rushes up to greet me with enthusiasm, an emotion reinforced by the bestowal of a
timely biscuit.
There is only a small turnout at coffee this morning, just Cheryl, Ellen, Georgie, and Hanna.
Georgie also has Daisy-Mae this morning (Winnie is spending a day with Dan at work) and
Cheryl now produces a Halloween costume for the Shih-Tzu. This is a diaphanous purple dress
embossed with appropriate black symbols, though Daisy-Mae keeps tripping over its serrated
hem. “I think you forgot,” Georgie now says to Cheryl, “that I have to walk this dog home.”
Hanna reports now on a sequel to the recent presentation of a baseball cap bearing the logo of the
Michigan Film Office. Yesterday afternoon she encountered a sleepy Metty, who asked her what
film she was working on. Hanna reports that she captured his attention with the mischievous
reply, “I’m making a porno film set in Kosovo and I’m looking for male volunteers.”
Sparkie now rushes forward to greet a little dog whose face appears at the gate. This is Sam,
partly Poodle, mostly Yorkie, who is accompanied by Kate, a young woman from South Africa
who is assisted in her progress by a single crutch. This, we subsequently learn, is still necessary
after she was knocked from her bicycle by a taxi near Buckingham Palace – her leg broken in
eight places. Meanwhile it is Sam who is having leg problems as, like Amy earlier, he tries to
climb through the gate and gets stuck! His front legs are lifted above his head and this repositions
his shoulders, permitting him to be backed out of his predicament with ease. (And here’s me,
with my untested plan to borrow some butter from the kitchen.) Sam is now admitted to the
company of the other dogs and he is soon chasing the best-dressed dog along with the other
fashion critics.
Thursday, October 8:
Sunny skies have at last returned to Maida Vale, where rain has been the dominant tone in local
weather for some time. Although I managed to make my trip to Sainsbury’s without getting wet
yesterday, both the afternoon and the evening walks were undertaken in a light rain. In the case
of the afternoon excursion we had a walk of two halves, for no sooner had we completed our
usual pavement circuit then Linda pulled up with Pepper and we accompanied them on a trip
round the park as well. To distract a wandering Fritz Linda produced a squashy red ball and he
so enjoyed exercising his jaws that he would not stop, in spite of our calls, until we were almost
at the exit gate – fearing that we were about to take the toy away. He was allowed to keep it but
this meant hours of obsessive chomping and many occasions when I was summoned to dig it out
from its hiding place under the sofa. Eventually it had to be hidden for good.
When we reach the green this morning there is quite a busy scene out on the cricket crease and
we head here ¬– only to have all the other owners choose this moment to head for the exits
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(we know how to clear a green). Kate is out on the grass with Sam and a partly Chihuahua
mix named Izzy. The latter has a fearsome underbite and this means that her bottom teeth are
prominent in a face that always seems to smile at you. Hanna crosses the green and brings with
her a toy for Fritz to play with. It doesn’t squeak but it is also evidently a satisfactory chew –
with its button eyes and its slinky pink body covered in rubber spines. Once again it appears that
we will have trouble getting him to join us but a lady with a Golden Retriever manages to grab
his collar and Hanna snatches the toy, depositing it on her little table in the doggy compound –
where she wants to dry its slime-encrusted surface in the sun. Fritz stares at the desired object
intently, missing out on any food at our table, and when the toy is returned to him he pulls the
eyes off and a number of the pink spines as well. He will not be given this toy again.
Our table includes Cheryl, Peter, Ellen, Davide, Ofra, Georgie, and Denise, just returned from
Amsterdam with her father. The news is not good here, for Albert seems to have stopped eating
and he is evidently very weak. The health bulletin continues with the news that Cheryl’s friend
Dorothy has died in Tulsa, though Cheryl will be able to attend the funeral as she flies to the
States tomorrow for two weeks (Denise will house and dog sit). Ellen, who has brought only Jack
with her today, reports that Sandy is poorly, has had four injections and is refusing food as well.
Peter (who seems quite preoccupied today) says that Holly has a sore on her elbow and he has
to take her to the vet today as well. Only Davide has some cheery news. He says that while Dan
was walking her on the West End pavements yesterday Winnie followed some other pedestrians
into Borders in an attempt to escape the rain. He adds that the golden wedding on Sardinia was a
great success. Davide himself bought the dress, shoes and handbag that his mother wore for the
renewal of vows. You see, someone says, sometimes it pays to have a gay son.
Friday, October 9:
I am wearing my leather jacket today and this item of outerwear is needed on a chilly, gray
morning, one in which the sun is making its occasional appearance too. Fritz seems fully
recovered from his recent indisposition (at least that is the verdict of his poo) and now he races
ahead, departing from our usual route when the wide-open gate to the environmental area proves
too great a temptation. I can see him crossing the bridge over the newly dug pond as I catch up
with him; fortunately he answers my call and we have soon retreated to more familiar territory.
As we reach the Carlton roadway there are several new signs identifying the construction zone
behind the café as part of a new health and fitness center – once again we will be dodging lorries.
Ronnie is already seated by himself in the doggy compound of the café, itself scheduled for a
refurbishment and already boasting a new far more restaurant-like lunch menu. There is a lot of
activity on the green as well and Fritz pursues his tennis ball for a bit out here before sloping off
to follow his nose. Soon we join the rest of the crew as they filter into the café. Today we have
Hanna, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Peter, Janet, and Denise, here with Ginger and Lola (and the blue
covered wagon.)
Sandy’s health is again a cause for concern – I hadn’t realized that the senior Corgi was sixteen
– and Ellen is unusually absent this morning. Denise says that she can get only one channel on
Cheryl’s television set (American sports) but surely this can’t be true. Peter says that the new
monitor supplied by Janet for his ailing computer doesn’t work, though he hasn’t plugged it into
to a separate power source, so that could be the problem. There is also a lot of discussion about
airlines, as BA has announced personnel cutbacks that Davide dismisses as having no effect
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on his own position. The charges rung up at the airport are fully debated (a separate charge for
the right to drop someone off at Luton) and I tell the story of Michigan Janet’s departure last
Saturday. Repeatedly we had attempted to use the Northwest website to check the lady in. It
didn’t respond to information supplied and a phone call revealed that it was inoperative. About
three hours before departure time we succeeded (in part) but there were still some matters to
resolve at the check-in desk. Janet does not travel light and they now charged her a mighty sum
for her luggage. When she demurred they actually had the brass to say, “This would have cost
you far less if you had checked in on-line.”
Saturday, October 10:
“All right, Fritz, let’s go kick some park butt.” So we begin another Saturday morning in the
Rec. It is very gray today but the rain has stopped ¬– it was a constant factor yesterday when
Linda and I, for instance, attempted a walk with our dogs in Regent’s Park. It was just spitting
when we set out but soon is was throwing it down and the dogs (who didn’t seem to mind) and
their owners (who did) were soaked through. On the way home Linda drove into Camden to pick
up Rob at the end of his work day and we then had a homeward journey of despair, with traffic
gridlocked by all the cars in their Friday afternoon escape mode – one subverted, once again, by
a recurrence of broken water mains. At least the moisture had eased when we went out for our
late night walk – but just as we left the building we were approached by two black-clad youths
on bikes (the kind who, regretfully, we often see peeking into the windows of parked cars on
prospecting missions). They wanted to know if we had seen a small black Staffie but I couldn’t
tell if they had really lost a dog or were just thinking of stealing someone else’s.
The lads are under footie instruction this morning, though why it is necessary to bellow at these
little chaps when you are standing only ten feet away eludes me. When we reach the green
there is a new pup in the mix, a six-month old Affenpinscher named Walter Benjamin. When
I ask his owner why he seems to be named for a famous critic and philosopher the reply is,
“We always name our dogs for German-Jewish intellectuals,” a remark that has to be modified
almost immediately when it turns out that Walter’s predecessors have included dogs named Leon
Trotsky, Emma Goldman and Samuel Goldwyn. Fritz takes off for the Randolph roadway and by
the time we have turned back the other owners have headed for the café.
Our group this morning includes Peter (who forgets that his coffee has already been ordered and
brings a second cup absent-mindedly), Ellen, Dan, Davide, Denise, Ofra, Janet and Georgie.
Ellen says that Sandy (who is present today) has a chest infection but she is chiefly suffering
from old age. Denise has brought a present for Dan, a large ceramic vase that Cheryl has sent
along as a thank you for assistance in purchasing some theatre tickets. Dan, who is collecting
for the lottery syndicate again, says that when the Comedy Theatre announced yesterday that
Keira Knightly would appear in Moliere’s Misanthrope a hundred thousand pounds in ticket
orders were registered in three hours. I ask Denise if she has been able to get a second channel
on Cheryl’s TV and she responds that once she discovered the Sky box (and selected something
other than Fox News) full service was restored.
As usual, our dogs are active in repelling the attentions of any other passing animals but they
don’t seem particularly bothered by the appearance at our gate of a wonderful Andrex puppy
(also known as a golden Lab). This chap is named Jake and Janet reminds us that he is the same
breed as Joanna Pettit’s Jake, once a lively presence in our park. The owner of Jazz, the young
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black Alsatian, now enters the compound. He is carrying his dog’s Frisbee but Jazz herself is
out on the margins of the green, resisting all attempts at capture. Our assistance is solicited and
Janet succeeds in catching the naughty dog when she at last gets trapped in our area. Late in
the proceedings Ronnie arrives to announce that today is his birthday. There is a brief chorus
of “Happy Birthday,” one that is repeated with greater gusto a few minutes later when Davide
emerges from the café with a piece of pound cake surmounted by a single candle.
Sunday, October 11:
It’s a gray, unlovely morning as Fritz and I head for the park. We get only as far as the middle
pitch when, for some unexplained reason, Fritz decides that he doesn’t like clockwise, he prefers
counter-clockwise. He does have the courtesy to make sure I am following him on this retrograde
progress – as I am forced to do. When we finally reach the trees at the head of the Morshead
roadway we encounter a handsome Schnauzer named George. The chap is four years old and his
new parents are still afraid to let him off-lead. I tell them that he is, of course, the second park
Schnauzer named George, though easily distinguishable because the other fellow has a tail. Fritz
now continues on to the center of the green, where Janet is taking pictures for next year’s doggy
calendar. After a bit of a circuit Fritz crosses the green in pursuit of Ellen, and so we enter the
doggy compound.
Today’s turnout includes Dan, Davide, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Wendy and Ronnie.
The latter’s Chloe shows every sign of having endured a tempest-tossed youth for every time
our friend rises from his chair the little Cavalier grabs hold of his leg and hangs on for dear
life. Wendy says that she now has a fox living in her garden, something that would never have
happened if her Corky were still alive. Georgie is complaining of chest pains and Dan spends
a lot of time trying to re-enforce the no smoking argument. “I need a fag,” Georgie responds,
“you’re a long time dead.” Out in the center of the green some dog has a squeaky ball and this is
both fascinating and frustrating for my dog, who has to content himself with growling for food
under our table.
Bouzha now comes by, confirming the awful news that she has now left Metty’s employment,
first for an extended holiday in Kosovo and then for full time study at beauty college. She has
brought a box of chocolates for the loyal customers of the doggy world and an additional treat is
that she overcomes her anti-canine phobia for once, actually entering our area and sitting down
with her own cup of coffee. E-mail addresses and phone numbers are exchanged and there is
talk of a social get-together. To her right Winnie launches several attacks on an adjacent Sparkie,
managing to bite Davide’s finger twice. I get up to head for home just as Christian and Reina
come by with baby Maya. Out on the green Vito has stolen the squeaky ball.
Monday, October 12:
We have a lovely sunny morning in the park, crisp, bright and autumnal. Fritz makes very slow
work of our entry lap, pausing to sniff every bush. On a bench a woman is lying on her back
in her track clothes reading a book entitled Choose Your Baby’s Sex – this sounds ominous at
best, dire if this is a post-natal process. On the central green lads from the Paddington Academy
are having a football match; I know they are speaking English but only an occasional word is
comprehensible since the boys, in spite of their origins, all speak only a ghetto patois on the field.
Fritz turns right when we reach the green and we begin a counter-clockwise circuit of the grass, a
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process ended only with the arrival of the other dog owners, who slowly make their way toward
the café.
Our turnout this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Denise, Ronnie, Janet, Georgie, Liz, Davide
and Ofra (Hanna comes late and takes her own table). Fritz is whining for biscuits under the
table, not mollified by the presentation of the occasional piece of kibble instead. Winnie is
food-obsessed as well and when Sparkie takes a place on the lap of panini-eating Davide the
latter predicts trouble (correctly). When Liz’s panini arrives we have the usual palaver over its
disposal. “Who wants half?” “I’ll have half of a half.” A waitress enters the doggy compound
with Hanna’s breakfast on a plate. I notice that three of our dogs (including Fritz) form a
procession behind the plate in expectation of handouts at the end. Now Daisy-Mae jumps into an
empty chair next to mine and barks imperiously until I yield the desired treat.
Out on the green there is the usual lively activity among some of the younger dogs. Two women
bring a young, muzzled Staffie into the mix and this dog is so desperate to join the activity that
he cries out in the blood-curdling accents of a hyena. Eventually the women attach him to a long
training lead but you can tell that some of the other owners are not exactly thrilled to have their
own animals serve as anger management therapy. Buddy now rushes up to our gate, his deep
voice advising all of us that it is time to dig into the biscuit bag. When Saskia comes to fetch him
we note that she has forgotten someone, but it turns out that her mother has arrived for a visit and
Harvey is with her. Buddy, satisfied, exits our premises, though, we soon learn, he too has been
misbehaving recently – that is if you so classify his humping the baby in this category.
Tuesday, October 13:
The merry brown eyes of my dog are shining even more brightly this morning, the consequence
of a bit of remedial eyebrow clipping undertaken by Linda Scissorhands after our walk in
Regent’s Park yesterday afternoon. This version of our occasional expeditions to the wide open
spaces was very much an improvement on the previous rain-sodden one. Fritz was also wellrecovered from his recent indisposition and I was able to launch his hard white rubber ball
repeatedly. On the way home we stopped off at St. John’s Pets so that Linda could book the boys
in for their group grooming. But how shaggy will my beast be by the time October 28th rolls
around?
We have another lovely morning in the park, bright sun and blue skies. It is also deliciously quiet
as well, with all of the pitches still awaiting the arrival of the youthful tribe. We pass Oscar and
Scamp, Fritz rushing forward for an obligatory cuddle from Sabina. The grass on the green is
very wet, as I discover when we dodge another construction vehicle. Thereafter we travel down
the Randolph walkway, soon encountering Mary McCartney with baby in stroller and Paddy.
Fritz is trying to figure out where an ascending squirrel has gone as I hook him to his lead and
head back to the café for our morning session.
Our group this morning includes Ellen, Peter, Ronnie, Georgie, Denise, and Ofra. Ellen again
has only Jack – the prognosis for Sandy in not good and a decision will have to be made at the
vets on Monday. Ofra is complaining of a sore tailbone after a knock, one that now makes it
difficult for her to sit down. Georgie says that this is because her friend is so skinny that there
is no padding back there. (I blame late-onset anorexia). Georgie, meanwhile, is dreading a bus
journey to Cricklewood as the roadworks continue to disrupt normal travel. Denise and Peter are
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planning an expedition to Camden Town, though Peter has to go home first to get a printout of
his shopping list.
The dogs, meanwhile, are lined up at my knees, begging for handouts – none more insistently
than my own. Also adding his snout to the feeding frenzy is Mylo, the Beagle, whose owner
is at a nearby table. A huge multi-stage lorry now backs up outside our fence, ferrying more
temporary buildings to the foot of Mt. Bannister. This alien presence excites Jack, who begins to
bark in protest. A woman sitting with Mylo’s owner objects, finding the barking “irritating.” This
raises the interesting question: if you don’t like the sound of barking dogs, why sit in the doggy
compound? After all, I say to my tablemates, Mylo has just left a pool of slobber on my knee, but
am I “irritated”?
Wednesday, October 14:
The pavements are slightly damp as Fritz and I set out on a chilly and gray Wednesday morning.
Coming up behind us is Rebel and heading our way is Mr. Keith Millman, out for his morning
jog. Near the central pitch we also encounter Jazz and Tank. Tank’s owner says she can’t figure
out whether Fritz is growling at her or at her Newfoundland, but I assure her that this is just my
dog’s form of greeting and no offence is intended. We soon reach the green where lorries are
still a menace to the other park users. Suzanne is talking to the owner of Monty, the black Lab.
She says that our former colleague, Don Jesse, is well enough to go home after a lengthy stay
in hospital. We walk back to the doggy compound where she joins our morning group: Georgie,
Denise, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, and Ronnie.
When I return with my cup of tea there is a great crisis involving the deposit of a large and messy
poo just behind our chairs. One owner after another can testify that it couldn’t have been his or
her dog (I have just cleaned up Fritz’s second one near the tennis courts, for instance), though
Peter admits that it was probably deposited by Holly. He gets up to begin a protracted clean-up
process – with tissues, and a bowl of water and lots of free advice thrown in for good measure.
To make matters worse it is obvious that some human has left the imprint of a shoe in the mess
and so we have to go around the table and hold up our soles in order to acquit ourselves of this
additional charge.
When things have settled down a bit Denise tells us that Albert has been bed-ridden for days,
is losing weight rapidly, and is obviously failing. She has decided to stay on at Cheryl’s rather
than return to Amsterdam as she had planned. Her mention of a visit to the Tesco Express on
Sutherland Road revives Georgie’s memory of the time she was accused of stealing a sandwich
from this emporium and we hear this painful tale all over again (to be fair, many at our table
have not heard it before). Fresh from a junket to the Big Apple Davide arrives to reclaim Winnie.
Fresh, however, is not the right word – since our steward hasn’t slept at all and is punchy with
fatigue. It takes a while for Winnie to remember that this daddy has been away. I choke a bit on
the last of my tea and Hanna pounds me on the back vigorously. Fine, I’ve stopped sputtering but
my back is black and blue.
Thursday, October 15:
An overcast and cool morning but this has not deterred the same young woman from lying on
her back on a park bench and continuing her research into childbirth. Today she is reading a
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book entitled Getting Ready to Get Pregnant. A small contingent of Paddington Academy lads
is at work on the central pitch when we round our corner; Fritz again rushes into the forbidden
environmental area but he does a good job of exiting on command. Then he races ahead to the
green where a number of dog owners are seated on the cricket crease while their young animals
cavort and wrestle. Fritz chases his tennis ball for a while, then I find another one that I kick
around a bit. I can see some of the others heading for the doggy compound so this if where we go
next.
Our table is already crowded and so when Georgie and Davide enter the café I suggest to the
latter that we may need a second one. He and Georgie are quarrelling over whose turn it is to
pay for refreshments (they both want to pay) but when he goes out he adds another large table to
our set-up. Ofra says he should have chosen a small table but she is soon proven wrong as our
group continues to grow – Suzanne, Ellen, Ronnie, Peter, Dan, Hanna, Wendy, Liz, and Denise
joining the aforementioned diners. Ellen says that Sandy has spent the night in hospital so that
oxygen could be administered if needed. Ronnie is now presented with a gift of a wonderful
yellow teddy bear and two jumpers, knitted by Ellen, for one of his daughters, who is expecting
a baby (sex unchosen) in February. Denise says that they are putting Albert on an IV drip at his
care home on Boundary Road. Dan complains that the weekend after next will be a lonely one
as Davide will be airborne and many of the women in our group are taking off for a holiday in
Cornwall. I remind him that ever since he suggested that his new work schedule would allow
more weekday visits to the park he has, in fact, made it here only once – today.
Winnie is going from knee to knee in pursuit of food. Not satisfied, she launches a long-distance
attack on Sparkie’s toes from a well-disguised position under the table. When we begin our back
passage walkround she hangs back, as usual, but then we all do since some teachers are trailing
in on the Carlton roadway with a large group of toddlers in red sweaters. We pass Christian and
Reina with Vito, Miro, and a Mia clad in a furry leopard-skin playsuit. A slightly older baby, on
all twos, is wandering among the dogs in fascination. She touches Winnie and Fritz and then we
are fascinated to hear that she is called Huxley. This unusual name is discussed as we continue
our journey. “Huxley is strange enough,” Dan says, “but I thought the mom was saying Pugsley.”
Friday, October 16:
As I walk the back passage I am thinking that today should have been Dorothy’s sixty-ninth
birthday. It is a gray day, quite dark, and I have come with my rain jacket, just to be prepared. At
the usual corner we meet Oscar and Scamp and then it’s on to the green, where one side of our
sacred space had been colonized by a school group whose instructors have lined up a series of
signs marking distance – so that the little kids can test their arms. Near the cricket crease there
is a very lively scene, Pancho and Frankie having joined the group today, and heading our way
from the Morshead roadway are Georgie, Ronnie and Davide. Fritz rushes over to greet them but
as he does so the first drops descend and we now head for the safety of the café.
Our blue umbrella is not in evidence this morning (it arrives later) and, under any circumstances,
it is unlikely to provide sufficient protection when the wind is blowing as it is this morning – so
we repair to our old spot outside the café’s front door. It has been a long time since I have had
to hand my dog over to Ronnie, the lead still attached, but as I do so I notice that our friend is
bleeding. Evidently as he and Georgie were walking up the roadway he fell heavily ¬ – “it’s what
you expect when you have MS,” he says philosophically. He has cut the bridge of his nose and
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scraped his hand and he asks the waitress for a plaster. Hanna is just setting up her station at the
little table behind us and, since I know that her purse is a compendium of useful artifacts, I ask
her if she has any antiseptic cream. She does, and this is applied to the wounds and then she takes
the plaster and puts it on the injured hand. This being a café the plaster is, of course, bright blue;
at least it goes on Ronnie’s hand, not his nose.
Others joining our table are Ellen, Peter, Janet, Wendy, and Denise. Peter casts a jaundiced eye
at the downpour and says, in his best always-look-on-the-bright-side manner, “Well, boys and
girls, this is what we can expect for the next six months.” He is in a somewhat more grumpy
mood than usual because, though his car is fixed and Kilburn High Road is now open to traffic,
his computer remains hors de combat. It doesn’t help when Ronnie nags him again about getting
a disabled badge for his car – since Peter can’t download the correct form until his computer is
fixed. Behind us we hear a clunk and, turning around, we discover that Winnie has jumped into
the chair opposite Hanna’s breakfast and is trying to hypnotize Hanna into sharing its contents.
Later Winnie’s place is taken by the equally brazen Daisy-Mae and eventually it goes to the
late-arriving Yara, who brings the rapidly growing Luna and Luci. Ellen is the first to leave, the
weather moderating somewhat. She says that Sandy is not expected to survive the weekend and
that Jack is already missing his sister.
Saturday, October 17:
It is a chilly and grey day in the park (I am wearing my leather jacket again) as Fritz and I begin
our morning activities. As we walk down the Randolph walkway we pass Ray, on his way to
this morning’s backgammon showdown with Suzanne. I tell him that his opponent is already
seated in the doggy compound and he says he hopes she isn’t practicing without him. Fritz keeps
going as far as the gate on this side; then we turn around to join our party at the café. There will
be a large turnout today: Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Dan, Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Denise, Ofra and
the latter’s visiting sister, Rachel. Suzanne and Ray, at their own table, get up after only a few
minutes ¬– deciding that it is too cold to play outdoors today.
The session begins with the somber news that Sandy’s life came to an end at the Blue Cross
Hospital yesterday. There was no hope for recovery and Ellen held the dog when the fatal dose
was administered. We tend to forget that Sandy belonged to Aisne, an ancient lady who lives in
Morshead Mansions, and that Ellen has generously walked the senior Corgi (and Jack) for her –
for years now. She is clearly upset today but life goes on and the others are still into their usual
chatter. Dan notices the signs of yesterday’s fall on Ronnie’s nose. “Yeah, but you should see the
other guy,” Ronnie adds. Meanwhile Denise says that her dad has hardly eaten anything in the
last two weeks.
Ofra’s sister is on her way to the Lake District for a course in psychodrama – I suggest she could
just remain at our table. Liz reports that she has gotten an “A” on her interior design project;
last night Dan helped her with tickets to Othello, starring Lenny Henry. Georgie is having
difficulty explaining the difference between Edinburgh and her native Glasgow. Janet helps her
out by saying that if Edinburgh is St. John’s Wood then Glasgow is Kilburn. She then adds that
yesterday afternoon it was pretty rough in the park too, with gangs of kids skulking about, one
hiding a board with a nail in it. (Linda and I were here with our dogs as well and there were
lots of policemen and city guardians about.) We could use a canine version of law enforcement
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now. Fritz would be cited for persistent biscuit nagging, Daisy-Mae and Winnie would both get
ticketed for aggressive food fury. (Sparkie would need to go into witness protection.)
Sunday, October 18:
Fritz has the great good pleasure of being accompanied by two companions this morning ¬– for
yesterday afternoon my friend Richard arrived for a five-day visit. Within the first few hours he
found a welcoming dog sleeping on his legs, more than once, though things did turn sour a bit
later as an hours-long bombardment (Diwali?) inaugurated the sonic terrorism season for our
dogs. Fritz was discomfited but not too desperate and we were able to complete our late night
walk without too many difficulties.
This morning Fritz is obviously showing off for the company; when we get to the inevitably
open door into the environmental area he succumbs to this invitation and refuses to return when
called. I have to follow him into the new space, at least as far as the bridge over the mud hole,
and thereafter he seems content to trot along legally until we have reached the green. He now
spots Janet, Georgie, Peter and Ellen out in the middle and rushes over to greet them. We also
employ the tennis ball for a few tosses while one after another member of the dog population of
Maida Vale arrives to begin his or her exercise session. After a while we can see our lot (now
including Davide as well) heading in single file for the café and so we fall in as well. It takes a
while for Fritz to join the party (I am standing there like a dummy, holding the gate open) but
eventually we are all settled around our usual table. Ofra and Hanna are here as well.
The owner of Raffy, the Cavalier, asks us if her dog can remain with us while she is inside the
café and this is no problem. Peter now reports that his son has taken away his stricken computer
and that there is some hope for its recovery but its absence means that Peter has no way of telling
us how we did in last night’s lottery ¬– Georgie says we had only two numbers right. People
keep asking Ellen how Jack is surviving in the absence of Sandy; the little fellow looks pretty
sorry for himself and both he and Yoyo are shivering. In the latter’s case the trembling is just
due to her anxieties over the presence of food, a nervous energy which Winnie and Daisy-Mae
take out in attacks on one another and poor Sparkie. A discussion ensues on how we might use
all this canine energy to get Dan out of his bed. I suggest we just toss a sausage onto the bed but
Davide says he just washed the sheets. We get up to begin our back passage walkround, a slow
progress along the margins of the footie pitches ¬– now crowded with kids at play and parents at
bay. Staring out at us is the mischievous Oscar, who has admitted himself to the five-a-side field.
I mention to Sabina that Fritz has also been in forbidden territory this morning and she replies,
“It’s because they never close that gate.”
Monday, October 19:
A cold, gray morning greets us as Fritz and I make our way into the park (Richard, a tardy
riser, will follow soon). Almost immediately we are stopped by a Slavic lady whom we see
undertaking her therapeutic stroll in the Rec every morning. She wants to know if the post office
is open today, having heard that they are having a “stroke” (out of the mouths of babushkas). I
assure her that the next strike will come at the end of the week and we continue. (Later, Janet
says that the same lady asked her the same question.) Fritz attempts his usual foray into the
environmental area but he emerges quickly enough when I brandish the tennis ball. There is
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a lively scene out of the green but my dog is rather indifferent to it and to Panda’s advances –
perhaps he is put off by the bandage around her foot.
I join the others in the café queue and Richard soon comes in behind me. When we are seated
I tell the doggy assemblage something of the adventures we got up to yesterday afternoon. We
decided to have a lovely autumn walk along the canal, Fritz on lead. He seemed to enjoy the
outing, which was full of new territory for him. As we neared Regent’s Park we passed beneath
the bridge that Linda and I often take as we walk our dogs into the park for one of their afternoon
sessions. Some kind of wild dogs were on display as we passed by the zoo (though Fritz did
not see them over there). Crowds thickened as we neared Camden Lock but we fought our way
through to Starbucks, taking an outside table for refreshments (including water and biscuits for
the dog).
Then we continued past the market and joined the queue for the 31 bus. I scooped Fritz up and
Dick and I found side-by-side seats in a conveyance that was soon jam-packed with riders. We
did not move, however, since the driver objected to the presence of a fare-dodger, climbing
to the top of the bus to berate the fellow and saying he wasn’t moving until more money was
forthcoming. The passenger did slink downstairs and did produce some cash but by this time
even more passengers had squeezed in. When we reached Swiss Cottage, at last, a girlfriend
of the fare-dodger now stood in the back doorway, refusing to move until the driver produced
his number. She was jamming the doors open so, again, no movement could take place. Other
passengers began to chivvy the protester, she departed, and we were at last able to continue.
Fritz stood up on my lap for most of the journey, but he certainly behaved well enough and we
were eventually able to get off safely. I had been trying to explain to Richard why I prefer the
underground to the busses but my job was now much easier.
There is a very large turnout to hear this tale; we start off with the presence of Carrie, who,
years ago, used to bring the Husky, Ryan, to the café. Today she has a Bichon named Oggy in
her lap but she eventually yields her seat to Wendy. Janet, Georgie, Denise, Davide, Liz, Peter,
Ellen, Ronnie and Ofra are also present. I offer a Boots voucher to the ladies (Denise takes) it,
five pounds off Number 7 beauty products – a reward which was presented to me when I bought
razor blades at Westfield. I offer the occasional biscuit to the dogs and I am besieged, Bailey,
Daisy-Mae, and Yoyo (here with Hanna) the chief culprits. Sparkie is in love with Roxy and
showers her with kisses but somehow she is resistant to the attentions of this Brad Pitt of the
dog world (well, Brad Pitt with a lobotomy). On the return journey I explain to Richard that our
park is, in fact, run by a money-making enterprise and he is duly shocked by this act of piratical
privatization in a land that so many Americans see as the epitome of the welfare state.
Tuesday, October 20:
Poor Richard begins today’s session in the park with a limp, the consequence of our visit to
the Natural History Museum yesterday afternoon. Floundering around in search of the wellhidden mineralogy department he tripped on a bottom step and fell in a heap on the marble floor,
twisting an ankle. He soldiered on and, indeed, the mineralogy floor was wonderful, the only
part of the museum (including the much-touted Darwin cocoon) that didn’t seem designed for an
especially slow-witted ten year-old. At least, to return to yesterday’s theme, we weren’t charged
for anything.
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As Richard heads right (for the more direct route to the café) I head left with Fritz. The
pregnancy lady is again on her bench in the cold gray morning but today she reads her book
wearing a fur-lined coat and killer boots. Fritz briefly penetrates the environmental area,
responding immediately to my call for a timely retreat, but he has a longer foray into the central
pitch, whose door has been left wide open for the benefit of a tractor. The tennis ball proves
useful in extracting him from both venues. As we round a corner near the playground I notice
that he has abandoned this object but, to my surprise, he responds to my request that he find
the ball all by himself, searching diligently in the bushes until he has found his toy. The ball is
employed a few more times as he makes his way down the Randolph roadway, joined for a while
by his shy cousin Gus, and then we turn around and make our way toward the café. Richard is
already in the queue.
Our numbers this morning include Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Denise, Ofra, and Ronnie.
Peter seems disappointed that Ronnie’s recent fall has not also resulted in a pair of black eyes.
(“I’ll give you a black eye,” is Ronnie’s response.) Someone asks Ofra how her coccyx injury
is coming along and she makes a face. Richard notes that when he fell off the back of another
boy as a child he injured his tailbone too – and the injury lasted a year. Ofra makes another
face. People are waiting for some explanation of the origins of Ofra’s problem. “Must have
been rough sex,” Ellen opines. Ofra makes no face whatsoever, nor does she say anything.
“Notice she doesn’t deny it,” I say. Meanwhile there is activity all around us. ITN newsreader
Ben Scotchbrook heads for the café with his two little boys and inside the doggy terrace itself
a gardener is patiently installing winter pansies in one of the wooden tubs. Beneath our feet
there is also activity as Daisy-Mae, playing her usual game of guard-the-biscuit, attacks Fritz
vehemently. She is answered in turn by the innocent Schnauzer but I can tell that he is quite
unsettled by the little madam. She continues her circuit of the diners’ knees, hoping for another
handout ¬– but she is out of luck today.
Wednesday, October 21:
It is just spitting a bit as Richard and I accompany Fritz on our journey to the park today. The
dog is in disgrace –following his insistence on ingesting a discarded chicken bone during our late
night walk, a gesture I strenuously (but unsuccessfully) objected to. As usual he shows no signs
of distress (yet) and, still showing off, he begins to revisit his catalogue of mischief. First, enticed
by the odor of a fallen branch, he deposits his poo right in the middle of the walkway. I clean this
up and then he rushes into the environmental area again. Extracted from these premises he also
penetrates the central pitch, making a sideline run and staring back at us as if to say, what are you
going to do about it now? What we do about it is just ignore the animal and continue on our own
way to the green. Now he panics just a bit, returning to the open gate and pursuing us at last.
A number of the dog owners are congregated outside the café fence (the green being too wet
to be at all inviting this morning) and we join them for a while, Most of these people now filter
into the doggy terrace but we continue on almost to the end of the Randolph roadway before
beginning our return. This route is again crowded with machinery ¬– including two tractors with
huge claws. In their wake we discover Christopher with baby Raphael (already old enough to be
fascinated by such vehicles) and Ziggy. The other dogs begin their barking litany at the presence
of this seldom-seen dog and then they settle down to their hunting and gathering.
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There is a relatively small turnout this morning: Richard, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Denise, Ofra, and
Georgie and most of the conversation is medical. Peter and Ellen are trying to stuff an antibiotic
pill down Holly’s reluctant throat. Ofra is fretting about putting her unaccompanied mother onto
the return flight to Israel. Ronnie now has a bruise on his chin, a late arriving reminder of his
recent fall. Denise is discussing her own pill regime and Richard says that his sprained ankle is
getting better – he is wearing his sandals because they provide good support but I am worried
about the prospect of more rain. Sure enough, as we set off on our return journey it begins to spit
again. In the five-a-side pitch the prambulators are getting some spirited exercise with a small
ball while their baby carriages lie open to the skies.
Thursday, October 22:
Shortly before we begin preparations for our morning in the park, Richard, to Fritz’s great regret,
descends the stairs and takes his mini-cab to Heathrow: the visit is over. Having had a difficult
night, Fritz is already upset. Problems began in the late afternoon when, unhelpfully, local youths
began setting off fireworks in our corner of the Rec. The police were summoned and the noise
subsided but we then we had to leave the dog on his own as we were soon off on a visit to the
mother of Richard’s son-in-law – in Islington. Not surprisingly the dog’s dinner went untasted
but the same cannot be said for the diet of chicken bones that Fritz snaffled down during our
late-night walk, carrying one delectable morsel blocks before chomping away. This is the piece (I
hope) that came up with staccato violence at 2:00 in the morning.
When we reach the park this morning we join a caravan that includes Charlie the Poodle, Rizzo,
Scamp and Oscar. The latter, whose head so much resembles his cousin’s, gives me a heartfelt
biscuit-beseeching greeting. Fritz’s first poo is a brackish green, no surprise here either, but he
seems lively enough as we round a corner which Mary McCartney, baby and Paddy are also
approaching at a trot. Out on the green we are greeted by Pepper and Linda begins a Randolph
ramble with us. At the foot of Mt. Bannister we encounter the McCartneys again. Linda and
Mary know each other and much fuss is made over fifteen month-old Sam, who, appropriately
for Sir Paul’s grandson, is wearing a t-shirt from Hennes covered in guitars. Mary says she is
growing cross when she hears men tell their wives that it is time for a new baby ¬– since they
have to do none of the work. Meanwhile the baby if falling asleep and Fritz has produced a far
healthier looking poo.
At coffee this morning we have Denise, Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Wendy, Ellen, Linda, Ronnie, and
Ofra. It is decided that Denise, who is yielding her present digs to a returning Cheryl, will spend
the weekend at Daisy-Mae’s while Janet, Georgie and Liz are away in Cornwall. I think she will
get Sparkie as well – since Georgie says there is no way she would trust her beloved pet with
her husband. Pepper is heading my way on Saturday, I now learn, and Davide arrives to reclaim
Winnie. Hanna says that the little Pug got an anticipatory telling-off from Yoyo this morning
(don’t mess with me) and this seems to have worked a treat. Nothing can stop the assault on my
knees as one dog after another tries his or her luck. Fritz is the only one I have any sympathy for;
he must be hungry.
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Friday, October 23:
It is a lovely autumn morning, bright and mild, as Fritz and I make our way into the park. The
dog seems to be suffering no ill-effects from his recent experiments with chicken bones but I am
suffering; this is the time of the year when my allergies kick in with the fall of the leaves and I
feel stuffy, headachy and I have a little cough as well. The pregnancy lady is lying on her back
intent on her reading as we pass by. Today she has even raised her legs against the arm of the
bench as though she had just been inseminated – though perhaps such a posture is just part of
her homework. Coming toward us from the cypress trees is a party made up of dogs, kids, Mary
McCartney (who wants to know what kind of dog Fritz is) and Jasmine Guinness: two glamour
bunnies at the same time. (Mary was pictured walking arm in arm with her dad on last night’s
news ¬– something about his announcing new concert dates.)
When we reach the Carlton roadway we run into Panda, delighted to discover her swain. She
trots along at Fritz’s side, kissing him and in other ways trying to attract his attention. All she
gets for her efforts is a low growl. Out in the center of the green there are a number of dogs at
play and I spot Pepper – which means Linda must be nearby. We begin a bit of a circuit of the
green together and when we get to the doggy pavilion I enter and deposit Fritz. In the coffee
queue a little girl is running back and forth in great excitement. Georgie marvels at her bright
blonde hair. “And none of it comes from a bottle,” I conclude. Our table this morning features
Ronnie, Ellen, Denise, Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Linda and Liz.
Liz reports that she is not yet packed for today’s Cornish expedition and that, in fact, she is
still wearing her pajamas under her overcoat. There is a hold-up on the M4 this morning so a
lot of time is devoted to alternative driving strategies – Liz has rented a Passat. Georgie says
she is bringing her hair straighteners and Janet says that there is no way they could still get a
reservation at Rick Stein’s restaurant in Padstow. Ellen says that Aisne has received a condolence
card from the Blue Cross Hospital following the death of poor Sandy. Denise says that her dad
continues to fade away, eating and drinking little and sleeping most of the time. Albert is still
aware of what is going on around him – indeed yesterday he told a chattering visitor to shut up!
Saturday, October 24:
There is no escaping the light rain that is dampening the streets of Maida Vale this morning. As
we near the park fence I can see the unusual sight of Daisy-Mae in the care of her baby-sitter,
Denise. They continue on to the green in a counter-clockwise direction while we adopt our more
usual clockwise route. Fritz moves very slowly, sampling grass shoots and emerging from the
cover of the cypress trees only when Rebel trots up. Another delay comes when we arrive at the
open gate of the environmental area. Fritz has to penetrate this space as well and it takes a while
to extract him. We continue our walk along the Randolph roadway, passing Sabina who is hiding
from the rain, sitting on a strut of the little metal gazebo with her mobile phone while Oscar and
Scamp run around in the wet.
Our group is hunkered down under the blue umbrella but there are a number of changes in the
usual line-up. Denise with Daisy-Mae is one of these and Dan has both Winnie and Sparkie (who
is not eating properly in his new environment). Cheryl is back from her most recent trip to the
States (where she attended last Saturday’s Texas-Oklahoma game), bringing with her a friend
from New Hampshire, Julie. Ellen is here with Jack but there is a new member of the canine
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line-up as well; a teary Aisne has been given a new nine week-old Corgi puppy (female) named
Lucky, purchased by her even more disconsolate son, Kevin, in Derbyshire. An adorable fuzzy
cutie, Lucky has not adjusted to walking on a lead yet. Under any circumstances this is going to
be a lot more work for Ellen.
A woman now enters the doggy area and asks if her Samson can be left here while she goes
inside to buy a cup of tea. When she returns introductions are made. Dan says, “We don’t know
your name. My name is Dan.” “I’m Eileen,” is the response. “Well, Eileen, your dog has just
done a poo over by that planter.” Samson seems embarrassed by the incident. He is actually quite
shy and a bit spooked – a cross between a Greyhound and an Alsatian, with the latter dominant.
David the dog sitter now joins us as well, bringing Skye to Cairn with him. I tell him I knew
he was in the neighborhood for I spotted his yellow bubble of a car on Grantully last night. He
wants to take pictures of Daisy-Mae in her damp mop guise and produces a camera with such
a long lens that I tell him it looks more like a weapon of mass destruction. There is a lot of talk
about the damp weather. Will the race meeting that Linda’s family plans to attend this afternoon
be cancelled? Will these same unfriendly skies follow Janet, Georgie and Liz in Cornwall?
Indeed, did they even make it to Cornwall – which Liz has always believed to be north of
London!
Sunday, October 25:
The clocks have returned to standard time overnight and the task this morning is to delay our
departure so that it comes closer to real time rather than that felt by our biological clocks.
This assignment is made even harder for us because last night an insistent Pepper, over for his
scheduled visit, wanted to go out at 9:15. Fritz now shows considerable patience and we depart
only ten minutes before our usual moment. As we enter our gate his owners are just attaching a
lead to young Cracker, the white Shar-Pei. “He likes to piss on those people who do exercises on
the ground,” is the explanation. We soon catch up with Ellen, Jack and Lucky and then a rapid
progress is made toward the green.
There is a bumper crop of animals and their owners out here and I speculate with Dan that
perhaps some of them have been here, mistakenly, an hour earlier than necessary. Dan reports
that Sparkie did a runner last night when the door was opened for some exiting guests.
Fortunately their taxi had blocked any movement in the street and the rascal was collared
before any damage was sustained. Now the scapegrace is barking madly and Dan has to borrow
Fritz’s tennis ball. Beau is dancing around and we ask her owner how to distinguish the black
furball from her brother Tank. Down to the black dot on their tongues, however, these two
Newfoundland youngsters are identical and the only way we will be able to tell who is who is by
identifying the owner first. A chap has made the mistake of sitting on the cricket crease and he
is kissed, pummeled and sideswiped by a succession of dogs. Fritz is edging closer to the café’s
gates and, a few minutes before the doors open, we go in and sit down at our usual table.
Today we have Ellen, Peter, Dan, Hanna, Cheryl, Ronnie and Susie. Ronnie’s first task is to
adjust the time on my wristwatch. Then he lights up one of his big cigars, not exactly the best
news for my persistent cough. Susie is complaining that ever since the retirement of Hector, the
horse, she has been having difficult getting a suitable ride – which may explain her presence
here today. Holly is now wearing a large plastic collar, to prevent her from chewing on her sore
leg, and she keeps running into legs and chairs in her progress around the table; somehow she
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manages to get my knee and well as her own head into the cone. Denise comes by, passes DaisyMae off to Dan, and goes to church. Nicole comes by and becomes only the latest is a long series
of Lucky-cuddlers (though, so far, Jack is not won over). When Ellen opens the door to head for
Aisne’s house, both Holly and Fritz follow. This is actually my signal to head for home. I take
the fastest route there myself but, unfortunately, there has been a considerable leaf fall along the
Morshead roadway and Fritz has to sniff every one.
Monday, October 26:
It is a lovely, bright morning in the park as Fritz begins another session with his snuffling master.
Heading toward us is Christianne with baby Ava, while Stella is gamboling about with a second,
mostly white Staffie (to be named later). The park is eerily quiet as the half-term atmosphere
resonates without the sound of a single ball struck in anger. As we near the kiddie playground
we come up to Millie and Sidney, who are patiently waiting outside the fence while granny Sue
pushes her grandson on the swings. A minute later these dogs have decided that the vigil is best
conducted at the gate on the other side.
Fritz gets mixed up in some little dogs who are dancing on the perimeter and thereafter we head
for the knot of activity near the cricket crease. Today’s line-up includes Peach, Ludwig, Jazz, and
Tank. I try yesterday’s question on Tank’s owner, Anna, but she tells me that you can tell Tank
and Beau apart only when they are side by side – which doesn’t help when they are alone. I also
learn that there are three other members of the litter, Grizzly Bear, Jack and a sibling who now
lives in a totally unsuitable climate, Florida. Fritz makes himself into a real pest, stalking Anna
and grabbing her leg in pursuit of some hidden treat. Anna has brought with her a number of
Dutch relatives, including some girls who are also on half term.
Our table team this morning is much reduced in numbers: Denise (whose Dutch daughters are
also on their way here), Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Davide. I have been saving a letter for Davide
to mail on his next trip to the States (Royal Mail being so undependable these days) but now I
learn that he may not be returning to the States for another month. Davide reports that Sparkie
is still a problem, trying to escape whenever possible as he searches for his missing mommy.
Peter and Ellen begin their usual struggle with the antibiotic pill that Holly stubbornly refuses to
swallow. Davide and I are the only participants in the back passage walkround ¬– with Sparkie
still on lead. Just after we pass the playground Fritz squats for his second poo. He doesn’t care
that a little girl has pushed her face through the bars in order to observe this process with the
utmost intensity.
Thursday, October 29:
Two days have now elapsed since the last entry in this Paddington Rec journal. I was here,
briefly, on Tuesday morning, but, bothered by my cough and fearing any further proximity to
Ronnie’s cigar, I decided not to join the others at coffee. Just as I was leaving I met Denise,
who had her two daughters in tow, Chloe and Sophie, having arrives the previous night to visit
their stricken grandfather. At 12:20 on Wednesday afternoon Albert breathed his last. This is a
moment of great sadness for the dog people, who always enjoyed his presence on the periphery
of our table, first with his old black Ryan and then with the incorrigible Yorkie sisters, Saffie
and Tinkerbelle — now resident in Amsterdam. For many of us it is also the end of an era, quite
literally. A veteran of the Dunkirk debacle (as well as service in North Africa, at Monte Casino
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and in India) Albert represented a too soon forgotten reminder of our lost history. He was 89.
I did not come to the park Wednesday because I had no dog to accompany me, Fritz having
gone off with Pepper for their haircuts at St. Johns Pets. He returned in a state of resplendent
perfection and there is no doubt that he needs to be referred to by his Kennel Club name, Fritz
the Favourite at Risepark, rather than as just plain Fritz. While he is having his first pee in the
park today, Monty the Pug approaches and Fritz utters an admonitory growl, though he doesn’t
really mean it. Coming up behind us with Yoyo is Hanna. Yoyo also likes to make her presence
known but in her case this is usually accomplished with a heated bark. Next to the cypress trees
we encounter Sabina and her family. Hanna notes that Sabina has a new haircut as well. On the
green I try to get Fritz interested in some ball chasing but this doesn’t last long. After a Randolph
ramble we return to the café, where a tardy Sparkie is waiting for admission at the gate.
Our group this morning includes Davide, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Ofra, Denise and her
daughter, Chloe. We learn in this fashion that Albert’s funeral will take place next Wednesday at
St. Mary’s Church on Abbey Road. The service will be at 10:30 so we decide to forgo our coffees
on that day in order to get home with our dogs and change out of our park clothes. Georgie says
that she will be baby-sitting her grandson this weekend in Hereford. Her Sparkie now has one
of his routine barneys with Winnie, who has been on a tear lately. She, Bailey, Daisy-Mae, and
Yoyo join together to lay siege to my knees, each demanding one more biscuit. Fritz is full of
suggestions on this topic as well; then he jumps into Hanna’s lap just as she is fishing out from
her well-stocked purse an antihistamine tablet for his coughing dad.
Friday, October 30:
Fritz, with his bandbox styling, has resumed his role as babe magnet. I can say this with certainty
because during our afternoon walk yesterday he drew the attention of two pretty French girls
– who had to stop for a cuddle with the handsome chap. There is no counterpart during our
morning entry today, but we are soon overtaken by a sporty Yorkie named Ozzy (for Ozzy
Osbourne, since they are both mental). Ozzy has a lovely jeweled collar and comes equipped
with a tall young chap, Dex, who, spotting an abandoned football, decides that this would make
a great treat for the dogs on the green. When we do reach this spot I recognize most of the
participants but there is also a lively five month-old French Bulldog named Knuckles out here as
well.
There is a large turnout at coffee this morning: Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Hanna, Janet, Georgie, Ofra,
Cheryl, and Denise – with both Chloe and Sophie. Details of the funeral day schedule are again
discussed while Janet passes around some clotted-cream inspired biscuits, a souvenir of the
recent trip to Cornwall. Georgie is already close to her departure for Hereford this morning, as
her makeup and earrings prove. Cheryl is planning a more permanent departure, signaled by her
announcement that she and her husband, in anticipation of a return to the States next year, have
bought a house in Richmond, Texas.
The animals, as usual, are omnipresent – indeed someone’s pet (probably not one of ours) has
deposited a pile of poo among the leaves at our feet and, when this is discovered, there is a great
scurrying to attend to shoes and to fetch bowls of water to wash away the offending matter. Ellen
and Peter are wrestling with Holly’s antibiotic pill again; it always takes several attempts to get
her to swallow it. Fritz is sitting in my lap, receiving a relaxing massage from his Auntie Hanna
at the same time.
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Out on the green we can observe the tail end of an incident, also involving dogs. Samson, the
mostly Alsatian, has been trying to mount a Golden Retriever and, in her attempts to collar him,
Eileen has fallen and hurt her arm. Cheryl rushes out to provide assistance (as does one of the
park managers) and Eileen is lead into the compound, where there are many offers of rides from
the other dog owners. Georgie now gets up to begin her journey, leaving Sparkie in the lap of
his Auntie Janet. There is a lot of separation anxiety barking before he settles down to his fate.
I get up to begin my back passage walkround. Out on the green I can see that Jazz now has the
forsaken football in her teeth.
Saturday, October 31:
The month comes to end in a damp, gray fashion, with mist covering the distant corners of the
park. It has stopped raining but I have struggled into my Wellington boots for today’s expedition.
Fritz tries it on at the gateway to the environmental area but he is extracted with the promise
of a biscuit. On the wet green (where my boots prove their worth) there is a small turnout of
stalwarts: this morning we also have Oggy the Bichon and Nico the yearling white Alsatian.
The former lays siege to the latter but Nico is patient with this insistent pest. Also present is the
other Peter with his Balkan rescue dog, Gypsy – we learn that Gypsy has advanced to the finals
at Earl’s Court in the category “most handsome crossbreed.” I can see Fritz heading off for the
Randolph roadway and I follow suit. On our return journey my dog runs into the loos – to the
amusement of some folk who have come to the park to see the ASL girls soccer team at work on
the trackside pitch. “At least he went into the gents,” I say.
We have a good turnout, given the unpromising nature of the weather. But it is also quite
mild and the trees are resplendent in their autumn colors and, in spite of the occasional drop
plummeting from the tree above us, we have a nice, relaxing, lengthy time of it. Our group
includes Denise and daughter Sophie, Dan, Peter, Ellen, Liz, Janet, and Cheryl. I can see that
Cheryl has dressed her Pugs in their Halloween outfits – Lola is again dressed as a pumpkin and
Ginger is wearing elaborate bat wings, ones that keep catching on the table struts as she attempts
to circumnavigate the table. I can only utter those immortal words of the missing Michael,
“Ginger, what can your mother have been thinking?!” Janet is in charge of Sparkie this morning
and she has to brandish her keys a number of times as the Yorkie takes his usual exception to
passers-by. Snowdon the White Alsatian = bark! Jake and Domino, the Cockers = bark! Oscar,
Scamp and Rizzo = bark! Today Dex brings his young Ozzie into the compound and Kate brings
her Sam.
Liz asks Denise if there is anything she can do on the day of Albert’s funeral. “Can you play the
organ?” “No, but my son can play the Star Trek music on the French horn.” I suggest that with
Georgie absent this morning Liz and Janet can now tell us what she really got up to in Cornwall.
“We’ve been sworn to secrecy,” Liz replies, “all I can say is that she did suggest we cover
Janet’s body in beef curry.” Janet, meanwhile, is passing out pictures of the holiday as these
have been preserved in her digital camera. Several shots feature Morse, the resident Spinoni at
the Trebarwith Inn, a dog who sits on his own bar stool and farts. Then things turn ugly: Winnie
and Sparkie have been eyeing one another from the launching pads of facing laps and Winnie,
enraged, is soon airborne. The contestants are separated and Janet accepts Sparkie onto her lap,
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whereupon he and Daisy-Mae (already resident here) begin to scrap. Sophie puts Winnie on
her lap; her black trousers are soon covered in blonde hair. At last we begin our departure; I am
surprised to note that it is already 10:52 by the time we get home.

The third volume in Anthony Linick’s continuing
chronicle of life among the dog people of Paddington Rec.
It follows publication of Strictly Come Barking and Have I
Got Dogs For You!
“It moves very quickly. Anthony Linick has found the voice
to relate this living pageant, human and canine – which he
treats here as equivalent. Maybe this is his special discovery:
men as dogs, dogs as men.” – poet Paul Raboff
“Strictly Come Barking is what I call pointilist writing
– in which one uses points of chronology to paint an
impressionistic picture of a phenomenon. Clearly, here it
works.” – Dr. Adrian Tschoegl, The Wharton School

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VI

By Anthony Linick
Chapter 6—November, 2009

Roxy the Beagle evaluates the tabletop prospects.
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Sunday, November 1:
For better or worse my dog has dominated life as we know it. Yesterday afternoon, as gray skies
gave way to blue, we went to Regent’s Park, accompanied by Linda, Pepper and nine year-old
Ellen. There were a lot of football games in progress but the dogs kept to the pathways in pursuit
of their balls; only after ten minutes or so did we come to the belated realization that we were
following Fritz, rather than leading him. It didn’t take me too long to understand that his sense
of direction had locked onto the distant confines of the park’s central café. As we neared this
establishment we met a woman from Little Venice with three Schnauzers and when we got to the
café itself we found Fritz paying court to a group of chaps who had two. The caff always has a
bowl of water for the dogs and after Fritz and Pepper had doused their thirst we continued under
the yellow and orange leaves on our return journey.
Surprisingly Fritz was still full of beans and we had quite a play period in the house as the dinner
hour rolled around. Then it all turned sour. Last night, it will be recalled, was Halloween. Not a
single treat-seeking finger pressed our bell but it was soon obvious that the holiday has become
just another occasion for missile launching. Pretty soon Fritz was trembling, his dinner untasted,
and it was an almighty struggle to get him to undertake his nightly walk. Fireworks continued to
blast off in the distance until well after midnight and Fritz was soon scrabbling away at the lid I
had nailed at the entrance to his hidey-hole beneath my bed. He actually succeeded in loosening
it, and, knowing that the next step would lead to a night of scrabbling beneath my mattress, I
had to get up and return to plan two, blocking off the opening with one of the heavy bed drawers
and closing off the space created by the missing drawer with heavy book boxes. In the process I
knocked my knee against the bedpost and I was less than pleased. Fritz, bowing to the inevitable,
took his place on the pillow next to mine and survived the night without further upset.
This morning it is very dark outside and both of us are in raingear by the time we leave the
house. There is not much activity in the park, though we do pass Phoenix and Rebel as we fight
our way to the green. The rain, whipped by the wind, is driving Janet and Dan in the direction of
the little metal gazebo. While they take refuge here I follow my dog on his wanderings: he does
not seem greatly bothered by the rain and he certainly has enough energy to chase off his timid
cousin Gus when it is time for us to cross the green again.
I move a table closer to the front door of the café (which has two broken windows after a
Halloween trick) as Ellen and I await the arrival of the gazebo contingent. Ofra arrives with a
Bailey whose raincoat has a hood that covers his eyes. Peter eventually wanders in with Holly
but that’s it ¬¬– no one else braves the downpour. The rain intensifies and here we sit, waiting
for some break in the moisture so that we can make a break for home. Daisy-Mae looks like a
drowned rat and Sparkie sits shivering in Janet’s lap. I can’t say that the rain ever slackens but at
last we head down the Morshead roadway, a surface completely covered in autumn leaves. When
we get home I have to change my clothes, dry Fritz off and hide all the soft toys: Pepper and his
sharp teeth are on their way here for a play-date.
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Monday, November 2:
The weather has undergone a magnificent improvement after yesterday’s poor efforts. Today we
have radiant sunshine, even a little warmth in its rays, and a cool, crisp breeze providing a fresh
atmosphere. We pass Elvis the Shiba Inu as Fritz makes slow work of our entry lap: everything
has to be sniffed this morning. In front of the loos there is a crowded roadway – with lots of
people and dogs milling about. The metal projection that allows the opening and closing of the
hook at the end of Fritz’s lead has fallen away and I now have to leave this permanently locked
and slip the entire green collar over my dog’s head. Therefore it is useful that Fritz, wearing only
his brown collar now, agrees to enter the doggy compound without further assistance.
We have a very good turnout this morning, with three Dutch girls (if you can count Denise as one
of them), plus Wendy, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Davide, Ofra and Cheryl. Davide is having
trouble getting a seat on a BA flight to Buenos Aires, where he hopes to spend some vacation
time. Georgie has lots of pictures of baby Oliver, taken during her recent baby-sitting weekend in
Hereford. Janet is trying to take photos of the dogs for the next version of her famous calendar.
Ofra gets up to leave, forgetting Bailey’s hairbrush. Sophie and Chloe begin to speak a private
Dutch.
The dogs themselves manage to avoid scrapping for once. Janet has the fuzzy Lucky on her
lap but Daisy-Mae agrees to share this space without complaint. Sparkie keeps a close eye on
Georgie, having twice been abandoned in recent weeks. He tries to do so from the vantage
point of adjacent laps but on several occasions he is rejected on account of wet paws. Peter and
Ellen are again struggling to get Holly to swallow her antibiotic tablet, success coming at last.
Meanwhile Fritz is sitting on Hanna’s lap at a nearby tale. From this position he has a good view
of all the doggy activity on the green. I can see his head swiveling to take in the entirety of the
scene before him while Hanna, in an activity she calls “spooning,” gives him a good cuddle.
Tuesday, November 3:
An early morning rain has just lifted as Fritz and I head for the Rec after another bad night. The
problems began in the very early evening – when sounds of seasonal bombardment turned Fritz
into a trembling heap. I covered him with my puffer vest and he fell into a troubled sleep – there
was no way he would eat his dinner and I didn’t even bother to make it. Our late night walk was
also affected by the occasional distant explosion. Fritz kept changing the direction of our march,
always assuming that there would be greater safety on the other side of the street. When we got
home I was able to tempt him into eating several chew sticks and some of his reliable Shape
biscuits.
We pass Oscar and Scamp on our in-lap today and Fritz makes rapid progress toward the green.
Only Davide is visible in the center of the green and we continue down the Randolph roadway.
Here a granddad is making an unsuccessful attempt to keep his toddling grandson out of the
puddles. At one point we encounter the veteran Yorkie, Fonzi. He is muzzled now, after a series
of difficulties with other dogs, but Fritz seems to remember this pal from his youth. I slip the
choke collar over my dog’s neck as he nears the Randolph gate and we make our way back to the
doggy compound. There will be only a slimmed-down contingent this morning: just Peter, Ofra,
Davide, Georgie, Cheryl and Hanna.
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Ofra is complaining that she has forgotten a cake she has just baked for our breakfast table,
adding that she is worried we will think she is turning into an old woman; I don’t know if she is
reassured by our protestations that, since she has been forgetful for as long as we have known
her, we are unlikely to assume that this is just a problem of old age. There is some concern
that Ellen has not made an appearance this morning – I meet her later and she says she was off
visiting Ronnie, who has been absent from our gatherings for some time because of Chloe’s
recent surgery. In Ellen’s absence it falls to Hanna to administer Holly’s daily antibiotic pill.
With Georgie holding the dog’s rear Hanna straddles her victim, opens Holly’s jaws and thrusts
the pill down the open throat. In other doggy activity Sparkie keeps up a noisy patrol at the
fence, Bailey continues to rake away at my elbow in pursuit of biscuits (no wonder my sleeve
has that distressed look), and Ginger circles the table wearing red and white stripes (I feel like
saluting). Fritz spends some time in Hanna’s lap and some time in mine. Just as we are about to
leave Winnie takes a sudden exception to his position here and launches a fierce attack on his
exposed bum. But two minutes later these animals are trotting toward the exit gate as though
nothing untoward has happened.
Wednesday, November 4:
A second bad night has given way to a bright, crisp autumn morning, one in which all the travail
of the previous evening can be quickly forgotten. Again the problems began with nightfall and
the first of the mindless explosions that a generation raised on video games now seems to crave.
A trembling Fritz would take no food and his late night walk was characterized by a mad pursuit
of some mystical pathway that offered the sanctuary of silence. His pathetic attempts to get under
the bed lead me to squirt a little Rescue Remedy down his throat and thereafter he succumbed
to a troubled sleep. He seems fine this morning and we set out in good time, though I take no
coffee with the others, Fritz doing a self-selected circle in the leaves and heading back down the
Morshead roadway – as though he knew it were already time to go home. It was time, time to get
ready for Albert’s funeral.
Janet picks me up at 10:10 and we drive to a spot on Boundary Road where her parking sticker is
still valid.
Then we return to Abbey Road and walk its final northerly block where, already, we can see
the hearse next to St. Mary’s Kilburn. As wedding guests choose to sit on the bride’s side or the
groom’s, so today those attending divide naturally into old friends and relatives on the right, dog
people on the left. In the latter category our group today includes Davide, Georgie, Janet, Liz,
Ronnie, Hanna, Ofra, Wendy, Peter and Cheryl. The latter is among those who offer testimonial
statements in a service conducted by Father Andrew. When it is her turn she reads the description
of our fallen friend that she has found in Strictly Come Barking. The ceremony ends with a
version of Jerusalem as the casket is carried to the hearse.
Family members including Denise, Chloe and Sophie, attend a brief service at the crematorium
in Kensal Green and the rest of us make our way to Mortimer Hall, the site, only a month ago,
of Albert’s birthday party. I now walk with Peter and Hanna, both somehow pleased that I have
chosen to wear my navy blue Schnauzer tie on this occasion. On Kilburn Priory Road Hanna
uses a bit of napkin to rescue from its pavement grave a fallen mouse. Janet and Georgie go
home to fetch their dogs and Holly is also here to represent the animals at the wake that follows,
a replay in many ways of the festivities here only a few weeks ago. A collection envelope is
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passed around, with donations going in Albert’s name to the Mayhew animal home. “Well, that’s
another one gone,” Peter concludes; today is the third anniversary of the passing of his wife,
June.
Thursday, November 5:
The sun has made a breakthrough this morning and the temperatures have moderated as well.
Fritz (who again had an uncomfortable night after the usual bombardment) makes a lively
enough start but soon grass sampling slows him to a halt and when I get him going again he
seems to want to join the scene on the running track. Here some jerk is speeding around on his
bicycle, his oversized Staffie (just outside the fence) trailing this action. The tempting tennis ball
has to be employed earlier than usual as we head down the cypress alley. Here we meet the dogwalking Tracy with half a dozen charges. The environmental area is closed for maintenance work
so at least we don’t have to worry about its enticements today, but Fritz does manage to lose the
tennis ball a few times before we reach the green.
We continue down the Randolph walkway, Fritz leaping up to snatch his ball from the skies. As
we pass the tennis courts it occurs to me that we might see if any additional specimens of this
toy are lying around. A gateway is wide open, there are no players about, and, indeed, a pair of
abandoned specimens are ready to be added to our collection. By the time we have turned around
there is a good-sized group heading for our compound: Cheryl, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Yara,
Hanna, Ronnie, Denise, Liz and Ofra are soon seated. It has been a while since we have seen
Luna and Luci; they are now close to five months old and they have grown quite a bit. Today
they are wearing wonderful leather dog coats; Luci’s coat prevents him from squeezing through
the bars, though Luna can still manage this.
All the usual dogs are present plus quite a few visitors: Tara, Panda and Jazz among them.
Unusually Liz has brought Roxy with her. The Beagle has spotted a piece of bread just out of
reach on the other side of the fence and Georgie gets up to fetch it for her. Liz reports that Roxy
also whined for two hours at home, having spotted a pizza crust just out of reach. Now the foodobsessed animal climbs on top of adjacent table to see if any goodies have been left behind. Liz
is organizing her birthday bash at the Thai restaurant on Shirland Road but, wouldn’t you know
it, I have another birthday party to go to that night. Yara says that she is starting work next week
and, at one point, she gets up to visit with Tracy ¬– in order to ascertain if the latter can take
on two more members of the menagerie. A little redheaded girl named Mimi, a dummy in her
mouth, is admitted to the compound so that she can see all the doggies up close. We do not have
here an abandoned black Staffie, whose mistress has tied her outside the fence while she goes
inside to get some breakfast. Woeful moaning ensues but Michael the Pirate, who has just taken
up a seat outside the café doors, says it doesn’t put him off his coffee. Meanwhile it has gone
gray again.
Friday, November 6:
A cool, gray morning in Maida Vale. Instead of the usual back passage route I head directly for
the Morshead roadway and the correct word is “I,” since I am dogless today. I have arrived at
this unusual circumstance since Fritz has been in the care of his Auntie Hanna since yesterday
afternoon’s walk. The date in question, it will be remembered, was November 5, also known
as Bonfire Night – formerly the focus for fall fireworks, today just the midpoint in a week-long
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fusillade. Because Linda and I were headed for the Barbican and a concert conducted by my
old friend Michael Tilson Thomas (whom we were able to greet back stage) it was necessary to
think about the safety and comfort of my fireworks-spooked dog. Hence he spent the night with
his Auntie from Maida Vale. I can now see the dog-sitting Hanna as she crosses the green on her
way to the café. She spots me as well and I can see her pointing me out to the aforementioned
Fritz, who begins to search the horizon for his daddy. I call to him and soon he streaking through
the leaves to greet me.
As we wait for the café doors to open Hanna gives me an account of last night’s adventures
– which included a walk at 1:30, when it was at last quiet outside. Even today Fritz begins
to tremble when the ubiquitous grab loader makes an unexpected loud metallic noise while
delivering its cargo of gravel. There is a large turnout this morning: Hanna takes her own little
table behind us but beneath the blue umbrella we have Cheryl, Ellen, Peter, Denise, Chloe,
Sophie (who returns to Amsterdam today), Georgie, Wendy, Ronnie, and Ofra. Much of the
conversation is devoted to yesterday’s murderous incident at Fort Hood in Texas.
Today we have visits from Tara, from a well-jacketed Shih-Tzu named Dudley, and from Nico,
the Golden Retriever. The latter is accompanied by his mistress and by a little girl in a pink
bicycle helmet who wants to pet all our dogs. I am besieged by animals looking for a handout:
Bailey, Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, Winnie, Lola ¬– even Holly condescends to take a black Shape.
Meanwhile Ronnie’s black coat is fur-covered today, thanks to a shedding Chloe (the Cavalier
not the Dutch girl). I am on my own as I take the back passage with my reclaimed dog, but as we
near our gate, I can see the pink helmet again and Nico not far behind. The dog should have been
wearing the helmet because in the interim he has rolled in a mud puddle and half of his head is
several shades darker than the other.
Saturday, November 7:
Unrelieved gray has at last given way to brilliant sunshine as Fritz and I head for the park.
I am hoping for a similar transformation in the mood of my dog, who, once again, had an
uncomfortable night – even though the bombardment was not very intense. These days it takes
only one explosion to send him into a trembling tizzy and, though he did recover in time to
eat some of his puppy supper (well, at least the parts of it to which I had added some pasta) he
soon returned to his post at the foot of the bed. Here he continued his attempts to pry away the
many objects I have placed at the mouth of his old tunnel, certain that if he ever did succeed
in squirming beneath the bed itself his manic nocturnal scraping would keep me from my own
night’s sleep. He did succeed in dislodging some of these defenses but he gave up his attempts
when I added a suitcase. He feels more comfortable even when he can disappear completely
beneath the bedspread overhang and so here is where he spent the midnight hours ¬– though, as
usual, he had climbed up to spend the rest of the night on the adjacent pillow sometime before
dawn. This morning he seemed quite recovered from his discomfiture, even finishing the rest of
last night’s tea.
The park is crowded this morning: other owners out with their dogs, trainers putting clients
through their paces, joggers, footie lads under instruction. It is very bright and I am glad I have
remembered my sunglasses. As we reach the café we meet up with Oscar, who is indulging in
some typical Schnauzer scavenging – that is he is eating a forgotten sandwich. Fritz crosses the
green several times as I catch up with Christian and Reina; they say that baby Maya now weighs
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twenty pounds, about the same as Fritz. She is wearing her leopard skin playsuit and is fast
asleep in her stroller. Christian says that Miro doesn’t seem to mind the fireworks, indeed that he
is the descendent of dogs who have seen plenty of fireworks in French history. Our conversation
comes to an end because I have to follow Fritz down the Randolph roadway. By the time I have
returned a long Saturday queue has formed behind the counter of the café and Hanna and I
decide not to join it for a while.
Our group this morning includes the aforementioned Finnish lady, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Janet,
Ronnie, Susie, Denise, and Ofra. Susie notes that her Chloe is much plumper than the active
Bailey, and Ronnie is subjected to a long harangue on the necessity of limiting her diet. After
a while I have to come to his rescue. “You have to understand,” I begin, “that men have only a
limited saturation point when it comes to nagging – and I do have to tell you that Ronnie passed
this point some time ago.” Most of the people present this morning are heading for Liz’s birthday
party at the Khun-Mae Thai Restaurant tonight but I am heading for the E&O on Kensington
Park Road to celebrate Anna Factor’s birthday. I have brought a birthday card for Liz with
me and as we get up to begin our walkround I now pass this on to Janet. Because I will be out
tonight and Hanna may go to Liz’s party I have made arrangements for Fritz to have a sleepover
at his Auntie Linda’s tonight.
Sunday, November 8:
Gray skies and frigid temperatures have returned as I make my way over to the park at 9:30 on
a dark Sunday morning. Again I am making my journey with no dog at my side ¬– Fritz having
spent the night with Linda and her family and yet to be returned. I arrive just as the queue is
forming at the café and soon I am taking my seat at a table that will be crowded with the usual
suspects and the occasional visitor as well. Today we have Dan, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen,
Yara, Ofra, Wendy, Liz and the latter’s friend (and fellow interior design student), Daniel. Most
of those assembled this morning have attended Liz’s birthday party last night and there are many
echoes of this event today. How I wish I had heard Peter and Ronnie taking their turns with the
karaoke machine; the latter, after the rest of us have been seated for half an hour, now makes a
belated arrival.
Dan is collecting money for our next month of lottery efforts and arranging his concert and
theatre-going calendar for the next few weeks. Today he is wearing his famous tweed cap with
the large fur earflaps and he has to endure a number of barbed comments. In his defense he says
that from his perspective the cap is a symbol of a cool, urban, metro-sexual style. I suggest that
it is more likely an uncool symbol of the Soho Air Force. Liz and Daniel, meanwhile, are fretting
over their next design assignment, drawings for a piece of original furniture –down to the last
nail. Janet, trying to help, suggests that they need to buy a piece of do-it-yourself Ikea furniture
and just integrate the printed instructions into their own design. Linda now arrives with Pepper
and Fritz (who takes the reunion with his actual owner with complete nonchalance). She reports
that he did pretty well during last night’s fusillade, sitting on her dad’s lap for comfort and going
to sleep in Liam’s bedroom where it is dark and there are plenty of places to hide.
I have brought my usual biscuit bag and well before the arrival of the Schnauzers it has to be
introduced to satisfy the cravings of the assembled canines. The latter are well represented and
many are perched on laps: Jack and Lucky on Ellen’s lap; Luci and then Sparkie on Georgie’s,
Fritz on Janet’s. There are also a number of visitors under foot today – the Cavaliers Maddy
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and Raffy for instance. At one point Ofra jumps up in some agitation because Phoenix has been
admitted to our sanctuary and this means that Bailey will soon be fending off indecent proposals.
“It isn’t Phoenix’s fault,” Dan explains, “that your dog has a particularly smelly willy.” Through
the fence Sparkie is barking into the face of a jolly Staffie named Buster, an animal whose lead
is, in fact, a gold chain. Winnie, however, is not having any of this. First she attacks Sparkie’s
toes and then, from Dan’s lap, she launches an aerial assault across my knees at poor Fritz, who
is, by now, seated on Linda’s lap. This second outrage now requires an intervention as Dan rises,
puts a lead back on the Pug and ties her to the naughty fence for some solitary reflection time.
As we get up to leave I can see that Roxy is sitting disconsolately in a chair of her own at an
unhappily foodless table.
Monday, November 9:
It is still very cold outside and, already, I have assumed my usual winter costume: leather jacket,
scarf, wool cap. It was just this cold during our afternoon walk yesterday, but it seemed warmer
when we hit the streets at about 10:00 last night. This was an unusual walk because I hadn’t
seen Fritz for hours – once again the sound of distant fireworks accomplished their purpose
and, disdaining any food, my dog had disappeared under the bedspread overhang. Hearing me
get some paper ready for the recycling van did elicit a sudden appearance, however, and so
we completed what turned out to be a lengthy walk – but once again characterized by random
changes of direction as Fritz convinced himself that this way or that was less likely to produce
any unwanted sounds. At home he refused to eat any of his treats and there was also a period
of manic pawing as he attempted to undo the defenses I had placed at the bottom of the bed.
Needless to say it took me a long time to get to sleep and by the time I was ready the dog had
relaxed enough to resume his usual nighttime posture on the pillow adjacent to mine.
This morning he shows no signs of last night’s distress, trotting along the pavements as we are
overtaken by Simon the Cocker, come face to face with Elvis the Shibu Ina, and approach Ziggy
and Fly at the margins of the green ¬– where Celine, with baby Raphael, is in conversation with
Jasmine Guinness. Fritz makes his way down the Randolph roadway, encountering Bailey as the
latter descends Mt. Bannister, and getting as far as the Randolph gate where we encounter a tide
of tennis teenies in the yellow livery of St. George’s school. Hanna is just crossing the green as
we return to the café and she and I enter these premises together. Lurch has seen me coming and
has my cup of tea waiting for me by the time I get to the counter.
Our group this morning includes Hanna, Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Yara, Denise and
Chloe. (Cheryl, whose dogs are both a bit poorly, leaves just as we settle down.) Ronnie has
resumed his role as biscuit provider – which means that Georgie has resumed hers as folder
of his empty green bags. I distribute both Ronnie’s treats and my own. Fritz, not surprisingly,
is quite peckish but all the dogs join in. Sparkie spends some time in my lap, Winnie is
importunate, and Bailey keeps trying to get up as well. I note that a purplish bow has been added
to his identification disk by his groomers. This may explain why the fellow keeps having these
gender identity problems. There seem to be a lot of longhaired Dachshunds underfoot as I get
up when it is time to head for home. But there is a melancholy moment first – since I now have
to say goodbye to Denise and Chloe, who return to Amsterdam tonight. Denise is thinking of
endowing a kennel at the Mayhew Animal Home in memory of her father. Now the era of Albert
is truly at an end.
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Tuesday, November 10:
Fritz and I head for the park after another eventful day in fireworks season. Yesterday afternoon
we joined Linda and Pepper for one of our Regent’s Park expeditions, a lovely outing in clear
but chilly air as the sun set gloriously in the west. I tried to entice my dog into eating his puppy
supper on our return but he seemed more interested in treats and carrots. When we went out for
our late night walk at 10:00 there were two explosions, inducing in Fritz a manic transit through
the streets of Maida Vale and a retreat beneath the bedspread overhang on our return. At least
we had no frantic pawing of the turf (in spite of two very loud blasts well after midnight) and
perhaps both of us had an improved sleep.
It is cold and relentlessly gray this morning as we make our way into the park. Behind us we
soon have Saskia with Buddy and baby Harvey in his pushchair. She tells me that Buddy has
lost some weight lately – but only because the baby has been off his food and the dog has failed
to secure his portion of leftovers and other dropped comestibles. Buddy is about to have a lump
removed from the back of his head but he is evidently a source of great amusement for the baby,
who always cheers up when the Golden Retriever can be located in the household. I walk side
by side with Saskia all the way to the green (Fritz managing to stay within shouting distance);
here we meet the woman who organizes Buddy’s visits to St. Mungo’s and also Michaela with
Skye. Also present in young Knuckles. Saskia tells the French Bulldog’s owner that the there is a
meeting of owners of this breed held at regular intervals at the Honest Sausage in Regent’s Park
– where all the other owners seem to be gay men. “You mean I have a gay man’s dog,” Knuckles’
mom now says, “I thought it was prostitutes who favored this breed.”
Knuckles ends up in the doggy compound as we file in ourselves, noting, in the process, that
some new canopy is about to be erected and that after today our place may be closed for a few
days. We have only a small turnout this morning: only Ofra, Ellen, Ronnie and Georgie. After a
while, however, Hanna arrives wearing a fancy new ski jacket that comes form the Matalan store
in Cricklewood. I am besieged by hungry dogs and manage to get rid of every biscuit and salmon
pellet in my kit bag. Georgie attempts to give a treat to Ozzy, who now arrives with Dex, but
first Daisy-Mae and then Sparkie drive the young Yorkie away in a demonstration of enlightened
selfishness. Dogless, Hanna nevertheless accompanies Georgie and me on our back passage
walkround. By the time we have reached our gate two common phenomena have manifested
themselves again: one of my park shoes has a flapping lace and Fritz has a gout of poo hanging
off his bum.
Wednesday, November 11:
There is a little more sun in the skies than our local weatherman has promised for today, but it
is still rather chilly – a cloud of steam with every breath. Fritz has had a normal night for once,
though once again his evening meal went untasted. He is getting plenty to eat at other times, as
his two poos prove this morning, and in other ways he seems to be his old happy self. We are a
bit earlier than usual today and this gives us time to head down the Randolph roadway, turn right
at the tennis courts and again up the hillside to the green itself, and then to undertake a complete
circuit of the latter. As we near the Morshead roadway Fritz hangs back to greet Dan, who is just
arriving with Winnie.
Ronnie has staked out a place for our group at our old table in front of the café’s doors, the gates
to the doggy compound having been locked while the new canopy is under construction. He
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tells me that the dogs’ water bowl was trapped inside by this gesture but that a young member
of the café staff climbed over the low fence to retrieve it. The other local news is that the café
itself will be closed for almost a month beginning December 14th. We are accustomed to a twoweek closure but the extra time is needed in order to complete refurbishment of the café facility
itself. This means that Porridge on Lauderdale Parade is likely to get our patronage for a longer
period this year, though someone suggests that, as the park refurbishment is a project paid for by
Westminster Council, we ought to meet instead at Jan Prendergast’s house.
Today our group includes Ronnie, Dan, Cheryl, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Georgie and Wendy.
Dan says that Davide failed to get a seat on the plane to Iguazu Falls and that he is sulking in
Argentina. I note that Channel 4 is having a 3-D festival and that free glasses are available at
Sainsbury’s, where I am headed later this afternoon ¬– this leads to a request from Hanna that
I pick up some of these ocular devices for my friends. TV reception continues as a topic when
the subject of HD comes up. Most sets sold in the last few years have a high definition facility
but no one at our table actually has deployed this feature in his or her home. I tell the others that
my Sky cable people will activate it at my house but before paying for such a feature I’d like
to see it in action. (Ellen says that, in that case, I had better get myself back to John Lewis and
look at it there.) I accompany Ronnie on a back passage walkround; here we are soon overtaken
by Christian with baby and dogs. Coming in the opposite direction we now have some of the
prambulators and this reminds him that Reina is already back to her pre-pregnancy weight.
Ronnie is about to give Ellen a lift home. He has survived this morning’s teasing on the subject
of his karaoke crooning on Saturday night.
Thursday, November 12:
After a wet day it is gratifying to emerge into the bright sunshine of a crisp fall morning. We
have enjoyed the first normal night in a week or so, with Fritz actually eating his supper (though
salted with a seductive hamburger) and spending no time at all under the bedspread. He now
makes a lively enough start to the day’s adventure, arriving at greenside in a timely fashion
and heading down the Randolph roadway. Hanna is approaching us and her calls to Fritz cause
great excitement as he searches out the source of this greeting. Soon we are passing through a
café gate manned by an accommodating Peter, making our way past the base of the new dog
compound canopy, and – even several minutes before 9:30 – entering the café itself.
There is only a small group this morning: Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Hanna and Cheryl. I
commiserate with the latter, having just seen the Oklahoma-Nebraska game. To Hanna I offer my
profound apologies – having failed miserably in my attempts to secure any 3-D glasses (“Well,
we put out a box of them at the entrance and, wouldn’t you know, people just grabbed them all.”)
Our discussion now turns to the hoped-for decline and fall of fireworks season. Georgie says that
Jean’s Billy is so agitated by fireworks that he has to be dosed regularly with Valium. This helps
a bit but also gives him the munchies and no foodstuff is safe; this time he actually stole a loaf of
bread.
I have brought a large sack of Shape biscuits and this soon makes me the focus of doggy
attention. Fritz eventually jumps into my lap, the better to observe the whirling canine masses at
my feet. Enlivening the scene is a newcomer, a pink-clad female Bichon named Duney. Duney
is perpetually in motion this morning, rushing into the café itself, squeezing through the fences,
snaffling the odd biscuit. Everyone is charmed by the fluffy white bundle – but there is one
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dissenter, Daisy-Mae. The bossy Shih-Tzu chases the newcomer whenever this is possible and
even steals her biscuit. It is time to head for home.
Sunday, November 15:
Two days have passed without our usual bulletin from the park, but I have my reasons. On Friday
Fritz and I did make a circuit of the usual walkways but we did not pause for coffee and treats
because I had a number of tasks to perform, including a journey to my dentist in Boundary Road.
The good news was that Dr. Baran suggested that I had the bone density of a twenty-one year
old. The bad news was that I arrived for my session with the hygienist with a sore lower back, a
condition that continues to bother me. It was just as well, however, that I did not have any dog
walking duties on Saturday morning. I escaped because Linda and Rob arrived at 8:00 to reclaim
Pepper, who was just completing a sleepover. and they would now take both dogs for an hour
of early-morning exercise in Regent’s Park. Fortunately, I remembered to give Linda Fritz’s
raincoat, for it started to storm while they were in the park, a condition – soon accompanied by
gale force winds – that continued throughout the rest of the day. It was in a moment of quiet that
we had our late night walk last night; unfortunately, just as we were returning home, there was a
retro-fusillade of fireworks from the next street and the consequence was that Fritz spent much of
the night under the bedspread overhang. It is still raining as late as 7:00 this morning but by the
time we enter the park today it is sunny and bright, a perfect autumn morning.
My back is still quite stiff as I make my way along the leaf-strewn litter of the usual paths. There
is a lot of wind wreckage this morning (a substantial limb evidently fell while Hanna was passing
by yesterday afternoon). Fritz makes a deeper penetration than usual into the environmental area
but I get him straightened out with the deployment of his tennis ball. He carries this toy in his
mouth all the way to the middle of the green, where I retrieve it. Not surprisingly, the grass out
here is sodden and every step produces a splash. Walter Benjamin is darting about and Sparkie
is chasing his ball out here while Fritz, after fetching a few tosses himself, heads for the café –
where we are among the first to take our seats under the new giant blue umbrella.
Our group this morning includes Dan and Davide, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Janet, and
Ofra, with Hanna and Yara occupying a little table in the sun behind us. (I greet Davide with an
Ola! ¬– not because he has just returned from his holiday in Argentina but because BA has just
announced a merger with Iberia.) Our dogs, meanwhile, are up to their usual tricks. Bailey, for
example, is insistent in his quest for treats, scratching away with his wet paws or climbing into
laps ¬– the better to keep an eye on the food. Winnie is active beneath the table as well and so is
Daisy-Mae. The latter two get into a furious scrap at one point but the Shih-Tzu also attacks Fritz
and Luci. Sensing that Fritz is behind my chair I backhand a biscuit in his direction – only to
have it intercepted by a naughty puppy, the Corgi Lucky. Near the latter stages of a lazy Sunday
morning chat-fest I note the presence of quite a few rarely seen visitors in the doggy pen. First
there is a little Poodle named Maxi, then Harley, a burly Pug who ends up in Dan’s lap, finally an
eleven year-old senior Lab named Cassie.
The others begin their back passage walkround but we are slow off the mark. It takes me a while
to straighten myself out and then Fritz makes only grudging progress among the footie moms and
dads. Coming in the opposite direction are Chubby the Cocker and the Cavalier pair of Maddy
and Princess. It isn’t until we have reached our exit gate that we catch up with Dan, Georgie, and
Janet. It has been a brilliant morning in the park.
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Monday, November 16:
The rain has just stopped as Fritz and I begin our session in the park today. The sun in shining
and the crisp air is a delight but I can see that there are still some ominous dark clouds to the
north and it is no great surprise when, as we near the end of the Randolph roadway, drops begin
to fall again. I try to hustle Fritz back in the direction of the café. He is concentrating on a pee
when he is surrounded, or so it seems, by the looming presence of the gigantic Tank. By the time
we have reached the safety of the new huge umbrella in the doggy compound there is real rain.
Our group this morning includes Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ellen, Wendy, Liz, Ronnie and Ofra –
with Cheryl and Hanna occupying a little table of their own, one that is also under our canvas.
Davide is currently on stand-by and he is uncertain where his next assignment will take him.
Others are trying to make flying plans as well: Cheryl will next week accompany her husband to
Houston, where he is scheduled to have knee surgery. Liz is also making plans for a Christmas
trip to the States. She says that she has seen some Israeli films recently and in this fashion we
learn that Ofra’s brother-in-law, a bus driver, was killed in a terrorist bombing five years ago. By
this time the sun has come out again and we begin to relax a bit.
The biscuit beggars are soon at my knee. Daisy-Mae comes first and, while leaning on my
knees, actually knocks Bailey away with her paws ¬– lest he get to the head of the queue. In
the background Lucky and Jack are chewing on one another’s faces while Roxy is prowling
about, even resting her chin on our table top in search of treats. Liz now admits that Roxy has
been uncontrollable at home, stealing at least four pizzas during this last week ¬– and an order
of chicken and chips. She can get up on counters and tables and the boys have been careless in
hiding their food from the insatiable Beagle. Fritz is a mere amateur in his polite requests for
more biscuits but a few chairs away no one would call either Winnie or Sparkie polite when they
have a major scrap – Winnie having objected to the fact that Sparkie is sitting on her daddy’s
lap (and soon replacing him here in another instance of bad behavior rewarded). Linda comes
by with Pepper as we are about to leave and she takes Fritz off for some more exercise. I walk
dogless down the Morshead roadway with Ronnie. He complains that his MS has made him a bit
wobbly this morning but he is considering having some piano lessons from Linda.
Tuesday, November 17:
We have another lovely fall morning for our expedition in deepest Maida Vale today. The sun is
shining brightly and, for once, we have had no rain overnight (just a noisy hovering helicopter).
There is a lively mob of canines heading our way almost immediately – including one dog
whom I do not know but who nevertheless wants to jump up and greet me. We are a bit early this
morning and the center of the green is as yet unoccupied. I begin a march along the Randolph
roadway but at this point Hanna, just coming in from the Grantully gate, spots Fritz and begins
to call him, gesturing wildly. My dog can hear his friend but he can’t spot her and takes off in the
wrong direction more than once. Eventually they are reunited and Hanna keeps his tennis ball in
play while Skye the Cairn arrives to drop his version of this toy at our feet.
The café is open by this time but it is also already the locus for refurbishment projects, with
workmen in lime green vests carrying long wooden planks into the interior. The source of their
woodpile is between the doggy compound fence and a café window and when they begin to saw
away out here Sparkie has a meltdown. Michaela makes a visit this morning so that she and Ofra
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can discuss the intricacies of teenage social life. Ofra, who departs these days at 9:50 exactly,
makes an early departure when Cristal and Pancho come in to enjoy a messy drink of water – the
sight of a slobbering mouth evidently arousing a stomach-churning nausea in our friend.
The rest of our line-up includes Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, and Ronnie. Fritz soon jumps
up onto Hanna’s lap – perhaps to escape the melee below. Here Daisy-Mae is punishing all
other contestants, Winnie and Sparkie are scrapping, and Bailey (before his early departure) is
scrabbling away at promising knees. Hanna asks me what I am doing today but today I actually
do have a schedule: pick up a prescription at the Randolph surgery, drop it off at Vineyard
chemists, pick up next week’s Radio Times, visit the bank to pay a bill and make a deposit
(Fritz’s insurance check after his latest tummy turmoil), return to Vineyard to pick up my
prescriptions, and report to the 123 Cleaners to retrieve my sheets. (I think Hanna is sorry she
asked.)
Wednesday, November 18:
Gales have raked our part of the world overnight and there is not much evidence of any let-up
this morning. The winds are still howling (one of my geranium pots has gone sky-diving) and it
is gray, with rain a constant threat. When we reach the green I can see that Ronnie and Peter have
already taken up their places in the doggy compound, where the big new umbrella has not been
unfurled – lest it too become airborne. Today is Peter’s 70th birthday and I have brought a card;
indeed a pile of cards and a cherry cheesecake have already taken their positions on our table.
Fritz and I continue along the Randolph roadway, soon encountering Hanna as she makes her
away around the head of the green. Fritz is delighted to see her and dashes forth and back; he
seems stimulated by the breezes and we soon lose track of him. He is located (behind us) by
a black-jacketed lad from St. George’s and we continue our stroll up a flank of Mt. Bannister,
where we encounter Thomas the Lhasa Apso – whose long hair is also flowing in the wind.
When we reach the doggy compound a second time I am unable to participate in the celebrations
because I have an appointment to have my blood pressure checked at the Randolph surgery at
9:45.
I now leave Fritz in Hanna’s care and soon thereafter I have joined the other patients in the
waiting room. I am soon cuffed and then released ¬ – after registering a satisfactory 120 over
84. By the time I return to the doggy compound most of the other dog owners have already
departed and only Peter, Wendy and Hanna are still in residence. I sit down for a while but it is
beginning to sprinkle just a bit so Fritz and I, unaccompanied, begin a back passage walkround. I
am supposed to undertake an expedition to the West End this morning but I am beginning to have
my doubts.
Thursday, November 19:
Well, it isn’t raining and the winds have abated a bit but it is still gray, overcast and chilly as
Fritz and I head for the park today. Almost immediately we are caught up in a pack of much
larger dogs, including Jazz, but Fritz seems to enjoy this company, trotting along happily as far
as the open gate into the environmental area. Here Fritz hives off, joined for a brief while in
the forbidden territory by Pippa the Papillion. There is a lively scene on the walkway outside
the café, with Dan in conversation with Michaela and workmen trying to clear the surface of
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the trackway, which is now embedded in mud left by all the construction vehicles. One of the
workmen stops his sweeping to engage in a colloquy with the hysterical Sparkie. Since this chap
owns two Yorkies himself he is not particularly perturbed. Fritz, meanwhile, has charged across
the green to check out some other dogs – but he does eventually answer my attention-getting
whistle, bouncing back to the café with his ears flopping up and down.
The doors of our famous eatery are not open yet so I sit down next to Liz. When the queue forms
inside it is obvious that the interior space has shrunk considerably ¬– as refurbishment continues
apace. When I return to our table I note that my seat is occupied. “I want you all to know that
I am going to sit in Peter’s chair,” I announce, “because Dan is in my chair – and I blame Liz
for letting him do so.” Liz is unapologetic: “Yes, but he was shielding me from the wind.” In
addition to those already mentioned we have Ronnie, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Davide and Ofra at
our table; Hanna, beginning a week as Yoyo’s nanny, is at a little table of her own. Liz begins
the proceedings by noting that last night, after growing impatient at Roxy’s repeated attempts to
secure an enticing pizza box, picked up the object in question and thereby dislodged an interior
mouse! She now attempts to elicit Ofra’s expertise in getting rid of such rodents but I suggest
that Ofra doesn’t actually set traps for mice, she just nags them to death.
Ofra is also the subject of Dan’s attention as the conversation shifts to I’m A Celebrity, Get Me
Out of Here! Dan says that if the dog owners were up for bush tucker trial selection he would
vote for Ofra first, then Liz, but he would select Janet last – since she wouldn’t be phased at all
by a bath in a tub full of cockroaches, mealworms and crickets. I ask the others whether they
noted a gentle irony in last night’s transmission, Julie Etchingham announcing that the top story
on the 10:00 o’clock news would be the tragic tale of the teenage girl bullied to death by two
girls she had considered her friends – this during a break in the action during which Ant and Dec
are cheerfully subjecting Katie Price to a variety of humiliating and sadistic exercises. Hilarious!
Friday, November 20:
It is very dark outside and, if the truth be told, it is even spitting a bit. Nevertheless neither of us
has bothered with raingear today. Fritz pauses as soon as we have reached the first red box and
deposits a monumental poo. I am not surprised since he did nothing last night – so intent was
he on foraging for fries and bones on the aptly names Essendine. I try not to indulge him with
journeys in this direction too often but last night I felt that this route was least likely to produce
any sudden jerks on his lead – thus sparing my sore back another jolt.
When we reach the green I can see a number of dog walkers out on the grass but I am actually
looking for Hanna, who has promised to keep an eye on Fritz while I slope off to the surgery for
a swine flu shot. Now I can see her enter by the Grantully gate, Yoyo on lead, and Fritz and I
circle the green to intercept her. Soon thereafter Fritz does a walkabout in the bushes at this end
of the park and by the time he re-emerges Hanna suggests that I should just put his lead back
on, turn him over to her, and, since I am not far from the Randolph gate, continue on my way.
Gratefully, I accept her suggestion.
It takes me a while to get back to the park, the proffered injections drawing a phalanx of
gummers like myself to the walk-in clinic. It is the only time I have seen people standing in the
surgery waiting room. When, after forty-five minutes, I make my way back, I encounter Christian
with baby Maya hidden under the plastic cover of her buggy and the burly Miro. This leads to
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the question, where is Vito? I eventually find him playing with another dog on the green and I am
able to point him in the right direction for a rendezvous with his daddy. My dog is also missing,
but Ronnie, who is just exiting an abandoned doggy compound with Peter and Ellen, thinks
Hanna may have gone back round with some of the other owners and he summons her on his
mobile phone. He is right – and near the Essendine gate we make our rendezvous at last. It is still
spitting.
Saturday, November 21:
Again we have a dark and gloomy morning, but at least there is no moisture. We have just
rounded the first corner when a running chap approaches us with a large white spaniel on lead.
Fritz makes a growling charge at this animal, just to prove a point. “Is your dog all right?” the
jogger asks. “Yes,” I reply, “he’s just playing the fool.” Within the next few minutes the fool
(who has not forgiven me for leaving him alone last night) plays his tricks on me. Almost every
morning he enters the environmental area for a brief sniff, soon returning to our usual pathways.
Today, however, he completely ignores my summons, crossing the bridge and continuing on
toward the Carlton roadway. I have to follow the rascal, who has completely disappeared. By
the time I am back on tarmac his trajectory has taken him halfway up Mt. Bannister. At last he
answers my call, running back to investigate a Jack Russell named Buddy.
By the time we have reached the green there is a knot of dog owners out on the grass and we
head here as well. Janet is just explaining that Daisy-Mae has narrowly missed a tragic end,
having paused to poo at the corner of Shirland and Kilburn Park Roads, with a bus narrowly
missing her while Janet was cleaning up the mess. (And then this pair evidently had to contest
ownership of the zebra crossing with a car driven by our Peter!) There is, however, some really
tragic news from Janet: Roxy, Chris’s ancient Staffie, has died at the age of fourteen. The
acceptable face of Staffiedom, Roxy was such a sweetheart, her face always bent in a smile as
she shuffled forward to greet us whenever we entered the Morshead Road doggy pen during our
afternoon stroll.
Dan is meanwhile attempting to curb Winnie’s attacks on a visiting black Staffie while a giant
black Newfoundland is chasing a tiny black toy Poodle named Charlie. We spend some time
trying to determine whether we are looking at Tank or Beau but when we ask at last the answer
is unexpected – for this is another member of the famous litter, Grizzly Bear. Wearing American
School livery today, the mom, who has brought the gentle giant today, is also accompanied by
her dad and her little girl, Claudia. I tell her, knowing that Dan will listen to this tale with dread
fascination, that the reason for my deserting my dog last night was that I went up to the school
to see a production of All Shook Up, Shakespeare to the music of Elvis Presley (i.e., Twelfth
Night as told by Colonel Tom Parker). And that no sooner had the kids launched into the opening
chorus of “Jailhouse Rock” then the fire alarm went off and we had to evacuate the building for
ten minutes. The smoke machine was eventually blamed for this mishap; earlier the alarm had
been set off by too much hair spray in the girls’ dressing room.
We sit down at our café table eventually – with Dan, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Janet, Georgie,
and Ronnie making up the numbers – though Dan spends most of the morning marching around
with his mobile phone, organizing the troops at the theatres that he manages. I provide some
stimulating reading for these dog lovers, the latest Orvis doggy supply catalogue, forwarded
from the States my by sister-in-law, Naomi. There is great interest in the multiplicity of dog
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beds – some with memory foam. I tell Ofra that if she doesn’t do something to restrain her dog,
scrabbling away as usual at my knees, that I am going to stuff him with biscuits until he is twice
his size. Meanwhile another couple is at a nearby little table with a chocolate Lab named Bella.
She is a timid creature – unsettled by Sparkie’s barking and soon skittering around her own table
in panic. When this party exits, the table is occupied by our new American friends (Grizzly Bear
is much less perturbed by Sparkie’s noise). Little Claudia puts her hot chocolate aside in order to
cuddle the other dogs, including Fritz – who seems to enjoy the attention. Then he resumes his
mischief – escaping through an open gate when Ronnie and Peter get up to leave.
Sunday, November 22:
The sun has made an appearance this morning but it is soon a memory – as gray skies return.
Fritz bypasses Rebel and makes quick work of his advance on the green. I am just thinking that
perhaps it would be useful for me to sneak ahead and close the gate into the environmental area
when I see that two things are true today: the gate is still locked and Fritz shows no interest in
this turnoff anyway, dashing speedily down the permitted walkways. As I reach the Carlton
roadway I see a woman carrying a puppy: this is Honey, a four month-old Shih-Tzu. Janet
soon spots this cutie and draws Daisy-Mae’s attention to her little cousin. Fritz is patrolling the
perimeter in his role as enforcer, rushing over once to chase some strange dog away from little
Lucky.
We have a good turnout at coffee this morning: Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Ellen, Liz, Janet, Georgie,
Wendy, Ofra and Dan. The latter begins the session with a warning: “I just have to tell you
that Winnie is in a really vile mood today.” (This leads to an instant discussion on how this
characterization is any different from her usual mood.) Meanwhile Roxy has evidently just eaten
something really nasty and this is just another stressor for Liz, who has an infestation of mice
at home and seems to be suffering from vertigo this morning. In spite of these problems she has
brought two marble cakes to help celebrate Peter’s birthday – not knowing that he is a diabetic
and can’t eat cake. Nevertheless Ofra does an excellent job of carving up the first of these
confections, with paper plates supplied by the café; Peter announces that he will bring the second
one back tomorrow.
Last night’s television is discussed in detail. Liz claims that I’m A Celebrity is dull because
all they seem to do is chatter – until someone points out that she is watching the post-game
commentary program rather than the show itself. She says that she thought the X-Factor
contestants performed well last night; Georgie says she thought they did not. Georgie says that
Dan has proposed December 11th as the night for the dog owner’s Christmas get-together but
Dan says he said no such thing – since he has an office party that night. Many alternate dates are
discussed but there is no agreement; for that matter, these people can’t agree on whether to go
out to lunch this afternoon.
There is a brief shower but our new canopy protects all, including our dogs, who are up to their
usual food-obsessed antics. Winnie is not the menace that we feared but there is considerable
concern over the way Roxy is eyeing Dan’s bacon and eggs, perched dangerously low on his
knees. Meanwhile a chap out on the green is playing with a mid-sized brown dog and a sturdy
stick. I don’t mind the dog chasing this object but I am not too happy about the dog hanging onto
the stick with his jaws while his master plays windmill with his airborne pet – a technique often
used to strengthen the jaws of fighting dogs. The closest we have to a fighting dog in our midst
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is Daisy-Mae, who always begins our return journey with a squirrel-hunting foray into the picnic
ground. Today she actually finds one to chase; it soon goes up a tree, much to her puzzlement.
Monday, November 23:
An early morning rain has just lifted as Fritz and I begin a new week in Paddington Rec. A quick
progress ensues as we head for the green, Fritz obeying (for once) my stern admonition that he
avoid the open door of the environmental area. On the green itself Lucky is attempting to get
in some puppy playtime with Daisy-Mae, a process that might be a bit more successful if Ellen
were confident enough to let the Corgi off lead. Fritz, for some reason, heads back down the
Morshead Roadway; he passes Tracy (with Sweep, Toby and Jonesie) and doesn’t stop until he is
half way down this lane. I have to bend over (still painful) to slip the choke collar over my dog’s
neck as we reverse directions and head back to the café.
Today we have Peter (who gets a suitable tongue-lashing for stepping on Lucky’s foot), Ellen,
Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Wendy and Liz. (Hanna, with Yoyo in tow, takes her own corner table
outside the compound.) Peter has brought with him the second of yesterday’s two marble cakes
and this is now subdivided for the enjoyment of the assembled dog owners. Liz herself is sharing
a panini with Georgie and it doesn’t take long for a croc-like Roxy to surface at the table edge
and bite zealously into the end of this delicacy. As usual I am raked in the crossfire of biscuitseeking scavengers, though Daisy-Mae is better positioned on Janet’s lap when she tries to
hypnotize me into a sense of cooperation. For his part Sparkie, seconded by Roxy, is keeping
up a steady line in protest, particularly when other dogs stroll by. One of his most memorable
outbursts is directed against a large sheepdog-like black and white dog who pokes his nose up
against the fence – a particularly churlish gesture when it is noticed that the stranger has only
three legs.
Our breakfast conversation begins with the news that, once again, Jordan has left the I’m A
Celebrity jungle. Debate continues on whether she did so to avoid more bush tucker bullying and
on whether she gets to keep all the money promised by show producers. Liz says that she thinks
she might hire a life coach – even though son Ryan has noted, “Mom, you talk all the time and
now you’re going to spend money on someone to talk to.” Janet now announces that she is on her
way to the Mayhew Home with the money that Cheryl collected at the time of Albert’s funeral.
We get up to begin our back passage. “I hate to ruin your day,” I tell the ever-anxious Peter in
parting, “but they just restarted the Hadron Collider in Switzerland.”
Tuesday, November 24:
Another gray and damp day – no wonder Hanna and I have both been complaining of bad backs.
Mine is not helped this morning by a number of household chores as I get ready for a visit by Mr.
Richard Jenkins, come to clean the carpets at 9:00. We discuss a few unique aspects of the task
(for instance, no access to the bed’s undercarriage on account of the sealed entrance to Fritz’s
hidey-hole) and then I let him get on with things as we head for our usual park rendezvous.
Today I manage to shut the gate to the environmental area before my dog has realized its
possibilities and so we make rapid progress toward the green. Here Fritz dashes about, checking
on the status of every pocket of canine activity: a Bulldog with a red plastic ball here, a
Newfoundland in play with a Poodle there, Sparkie arriving with Winnie and Daisy-Mae, Ellen
crossing the grass with Jack and Lucky.
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I can see some of the other owners filtering into the doggy haven next to the café and so we
head here as well, soon taking up residence with Peter, Ellen, Davide, Hanna, Georgie, Ofra
and Ronnie. Unbelievably, Peter is still doling out pieces of his second birthday cake – though
we do manage to get to the end this time and there is even half a piece that can be crumbled
up and placed on a little paper plate for the robin, who is singing sweetly from a branch just
above Ellen’s head. Our dogs are food-obsessed, as usual, and at one point Daisy-Mae has an
ill-tempered bust-up with Yoyo under the table. Georgie ties the troublesome Shih-Tzu to the
naughty fence for a while but, after releasing the little madam, our friend is almost too late in
discovering that Daisy-Mae has leapt onto her chair just she is about to sit down. “Now I know
why their faces are so flat,” Peter notes.
A few raindrops fall and this encourages the others to move off, but I remain behind with Hanna,
giving Mr. Jenkins plenty of time to complete work in my study before our return. A woman with
a lively Jack Russell puppy named Jesse asks if it is alright to leave her pet with us while she
is inside getting her coffee, and Hanna hangs on to the dog’s lead for a while. Then she returns
to an item of some fascination in the morning’s paper, the news that a convicted murderer has
absconded – not so unusual unless you add the qualifier that this murderer is a woman, Jane
Andrews, a former aide to Princess Fergie. Andrews evidently smote her boyfriend with a cricket
bat when he refused to marry her and then administered the knife. What makes the story even
more fascinating to Hanna is that the victim in this case was a property man, Thomas Cressman,
who was entering into a partnership with Hanna’s landlord; indeed this same chap had installed a
new cooker in Hanna’s flat only six months or so before his untimely end.
Wednesday, November 25:
A very uncomfortable night has to be endured as I toss and turn trying to find a comfortable
sleeping position for my bad back while, outside, the gales continue and rain peppers the
window. Fritz too is discomfited, since my twisting migrations eventually usurp his place on the
bed and, waking us both up, there is a string of firework explosions around midnight. Just before
heading for the park this morning I make an appointment with my physiotherapist for 2:15 and
speak to Linda, who will give me a ride to Park Street and look after my dog this afternoon.
At least the weather has improved as I make my way gingerly into the park with the assistance
of my walking stick. The sun is shining brightly on a crisp, clear day and as long as I can move
slowly things aren’t too bad. However Fritz is far ahead of me on the walkways and when a
chap heads into the environmental area my dog follows and I follow my dog. By the time I have
reached the other side I spot him heading along the Carlton roadway on his way to the café.
Thereafter we circle the eastern half of the green, with Fritz begging admission to the doggy area
on the Grantully side of things. Here I am able to slip the choke collar over his evasive head and
we head back to the café the same way we have come.
Many of our fellow dog owners are taking seats at our usual table but there is a problem here
since the table is shoved right up next to the pole of the new umbrella and this means that the two
chairs here are virtually useless. For this reason I join Hanna at a little table next to the fence –
one reserved for back sufferers, or so I announce. A large group of twelve prambulators rushes
by and all the dogs from the other table soon discover where I am sitting and lay siege, as usual.
When I get up to use the loo Fritz begins his abandonment whimpering, the ninny, but I decide I
need to make this pit stop because I still have errands to run this morning. These include a visit to
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Hamilton Vets, where Dr. Tom squirts some kennel cough vaccine up Fritz’s nose, and, across the
street, to the Olympic Press, where I am able to proofread this year’s holiday card. Fritz behaves
himself tolerably well on this long excursion and I don’t have too many moments when his frontrunning habits have to be jerked in at the expense of my back. We have been out for almost two
hours when we finally get home – a piece of purloined bread (meant for the birds) resting in my
dog’s jaws and soon leaking crumbs all over the newly cleaned carpets.
Thursday, November 26:
I have had a better night (and Fritz has returned to his usual spot on the pillow next to mine)
when we at last emerge into the bright sunlight of another chilly fall morning. I am still using
my cane and I find that it really comes in handy when I have to return from a squatting position
– after scraping up some poo. I manage to get to the door of the environmental area before
Fritz follows a lime-jacketed security guard into its interior – and thereafter my dog disappears
in the direction of the green. He is discovered a few minutes later staring in at Ronnie and
Georgie, who have already taken seats in the doggy compound. Once again I can see that our
table has been jammed up against the umbrella pole. “That table needs to be moved,” I offer in a
backache-beset bark – and I can see Ronnie and Georgie immediately obeying this command.
Fritz continues forward down the Randolph roadway where we encounter Peter with Holly
(wearing a dog coat that was once the property of the gone Corky) and then Ofra with Bailey.
One of the most tiresome aspects of walking with a cane is that, unlike other better-hidden
physical conditions, the very presence of this alien object invites one interrogation after the other.
After hearing my recital Ofra says that, after a lot of trouble with her bad back, she has had good
luck with an osteopath. To prove this she breaks into a run, sprinting well ahead of the rest of us
as we make our way back to the café.
No sooner have I entered this establishment than Lurch presents me with my medium cup of tea,
no milk. As he often does, he has spotted me outside and anticipated my order. The only other
customer to receive such exemplary service was Norm – by the time he had walked the length
of the bar in Cheers his beer was already waiting for him. We have only a small turnout this
morning – only Ellen and Wendy joining those already mentioned. (Hanna has her own table
behind us and Linda comes by merely to leave Pepper in my care.) The dogs are impossible,
with Yoyo and Bailey not helping my back by pressing on my knees for biscuits, with DaisyMae defending an emptied cup of cherry yoghurt by snapping at Pepper, and with Oggy, who
is scheduled for the snip (if they can find his embedded testicles) trying to mount some of the
other dogs. I decide to make an early start for home, making my way slowly down the Morshead
roadway with both Pepper and Fritz on lead. Ahead of us Lucky has gone limp and rolled over on
to her back in order to offer the proper submission to a curious Golden Retriever. My use of the
Morshead shortcut is sabotaged, however, when Pepper squats to offer up a pavement poo. I have
to clean this up – and trying to manage two dog leads, a cane, and a pouch of poo is not so easy –
and now we have to march all the way down to the Essendine entrance again before finding a bin
in which to deposit the deposit.
Friday, November 27:
Fritz and I have spent a lovely Thanksgiving evening at Liz’s house. Picked up by Dan, Davide
and Winnie, we were welcomed a few minutes later by Roxy, who had already distinguished
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herself by stealing a bowl of gravy and enjoying its contents all over her dog bed. A few minutes
later the naughty Beagle also snatched a canapé off the table top and, just for the sake of
symmetry, purloined a piece of apple cake off the table at the end of the meal. By contrast the
other two dogs seemed models of decorum. Winnie was wearing her diamond-encrusted collar
and looking very smart. I was really proud of Fritz, whose search for food never rose above the
occasional baleful stare.
This morning there are even a few drops as we enter the park and the skies to the north are
quite dark. Even with my cane I am able to outpace my dog as we near the open door of the
environmental area – and so another crisis is nipped in the bud. Fritz turns his attention to
the Randolph roadway where we soon find Yoyo heading our way in Hanna’s care. The black
Schnauzer begins to squeak at seeing me and she and Hanna accompany us as we continue our
walk. Now coming toward us is the Yorkie, Fonzi, and when the latter turns down the walkway
behind the northerly tennis courts Fritz follows and so do we. When we make it back the café (by
which time I am weighted down with back advice), the others have taken their seats under the
green umbrella.
This morning we have Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Ronnie – with Wendy eventually
joining Hanna at a little table of their own. When I return from the café’s interior I find a ShihTzu showering Janet in kisses. This is not Daisy-Mae (who soon jumps up in order to head-butt
the interloper) but the delightful puppy, Dudley. Ofra is complaining of a cold but there is soon a
much more serious cause for complaint – Holly has done another one of her famous poos behind
Peter’s chair. It takes a lot of time for the old chap to clean this mess up and water, both hot and
cold, is needed to wash away the last of the offending matter – with Georgie urging Peter to
finish his task before her sandwich arrives. The sun is making a belated effort to influence the
scene but the bottom line is that it is very cold this morning and, much earlier than usual, there is
a mass migration in search of some warmth.
Saturday, November 28:
We have another cold, crisp but sunny morning for our park life this morning. I am still tapping
along on my cane as I follow Fritz along the walkways; he looks as though he is just waiting
for someone just exiting the environmental area to hold the door open for him, but I manage to
discourage this gesture. When we reach the green, having battled our way through the Saturday
morning footie dads, we continue down the Randolph roadway. Near the exit we encounter Ofra,
just entering with Bailey. The skittish Cavalier is feeling very sorry for himself this morning,
issuing little distress yelps every few minutes.
When we foregather in the doggy compound attempts at a diagnosis are made, with a number
of the other dog owners expressing a belief that Bailey is having problems with a tooth. Ofra
soon departs, on her way to the vet’s, it would appear. There remains the problem of where to
sit, since a couple with a black Lab have commandeered our big table and efforts are being made
to push two of the little ones together instead. We have just about accomplished this task when
the couple depart, whereupon we move back to our traditional pose. I can see that there is a long
queue inside the café (which has opened earlier than usual in order to accommodate the footie
crowd) and so I disdain any liquid refreshment this morning. I am soon under siege from biscuitseeking dogs, though Fritz, after eating his fill, jumps into Davide’s lap and enjoys a blissful five
minutes in the sun – until Winnie spots him there and attacks his toes.
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Our group includes Dan, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Susie. The latter is
full of complaint on the subject of foxes, since her new garden, recently installed at considerable
expense, is being dug up night after night by the invasive pests – and it doesn’t help that
neighbors are feeding the foxes. Ronnie seems more amused than alarmed by the presence
of these animals but Susie soon rounds on him as well – for the crime of overfeeding Chloe.
For that matter Ronnie and Susie are both perturbed by the behavior of children feeding in the
restaurants they like to patronize. (Evidently Susie got into trouble for complaining about some
nearby children who were playing their recorders at a nearby table). Dan now launches into a
diatribe on the discourtesy of theatre audience these days – with another incident involving an
actor having a go at a noisy audience member having emerged this week. Dan says he wants to
wire every seat so that a shock is administered even at the unfolding of a sweet wrapper. This
deplorathon takes about forty minutes and then it is time to head for our own exits.
Sunday, November 29:
There is no escaping the steady rainfall – for it has been wet for hours as Fritz and I, both
wearing our rain jackets today, make our way into the park on a gray and chilly Sunday morning.
A few brave footie lads are shooting goals at the net nearest the cypress trees and I can see that
they have managed to kick the ball over the tall fencing ¬for here it sits, abandoned on our
walkway. They ask if I can help them retrieve the object and this I can do, though I have to walk
forward with the ball until I am opposite some lower fencing. My push shot is successful but
on the follow-through I manage to puncture a finger on the foliage behind me. Perhaps this will
explain why I am in no mood to indulge Fritz in his foray into the environmental area – my stern
voice working for once in extracting my dog from this Eden.
We continue forward toward the café, where I can see some of the dog owners already beginning
to shelter under the big green umbrella. Fritz decides he wants to check out some seagulls in the
middle of the empty green and I am just about to say goodbye to any hope of dry feet when I
realize that I have actually struggled into my wellies this morning. So I follow my dog out onto
the mushy greensward and then onto the distant walkway near the bandstand (which serves as a
temporary gym for some of our personal trainers). Fritz continues along the perimeter walkway
and we thus undertake a complete circle, the rain falling all the time.
By the time we have returned to the café I can see that the two tables have been pushed together
under the umbrella and here we have a steadfast group of dog owners¬ – including Peter, Ellen,
Janet, Georgie, Dan and Davide. Peter announces that we have suffered another disaster in
last night’s lottery and Dan boasts that not only has he finished all his Christmas shopping but
that the presents are all wrapped as well. Davide is fretting over a threatened BA strike over
Christmas and Janet reports that there is now a kennel with Albert’s name on it at the Mayhew
Home, where the animals have their own TVs and classical music is piped into the common
room. As usual Lucky is sleeping in Ellen’s lap, though Jack has jumped up here too and the
Corgi is using his back for her pillow. Winnie, in mud-splattered green, is patrolling the fences
with her aggressive muttering. “I swear,” I say, “I’m sure that dog just said, ‘Bugger Off!’”
There is a brief moment of fairer weather and even some patches of blue in the sky but then
there is also a lot of gray in the west and we soon have rain again. When the rain almost ceases
a second time we begin a back passage walkround. More footie lads have started a session in
the five-a-side pitch, though one of them, in an uncanny echo of one of yesterday’s themes, is
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leaning up against the fence, playing a recorder. As we clear the cypress trees the sun actually
makes an appearance; this is vastly cheering but, of course, the rain is still falling too and it’s
easy to see that more is on the way.
Monday, November 30:
Another night of rain has been slashing at us from the east (not its usual direction) and I can
see that the windows in our building’s landing have blown wide open in the force of the gale.
Fortunately, the rain has halted, if only temporarily, when Fritz and I begin our journey in the
park – but it is still cold and gray. I see almost immediately that I have made the right choice in
wearing my wellies for a second day – for the walkways are flooded. Through these puddles we
soon encounter a mobile phone-addicted Christian, with Vito and Miro in tow. Fritz rushes into
the environmental area, as usual, but this time I have a new enticement with which to engage his
attentions. This is the advance of Pepper, who is making his way toward us with Linda. I note
that Pepper is wearing a raincoat identical to that which clings to the back of my pet. This is not
too surprising since Linda has purchased it at St. John’s Pets, the source of Fritz’s garment –
though Pepper could do with a slightly smaller size.
Coming up behind Linda is a face seldom seen – at least in the mornings hereabouts – that of Jo
Lynn. Jo is accompanied by the Border Terrier, Tilly, and the Schnauzer boys both have to have
a sniff. Thereafter I continue on to the green (where a flock of 100 seagulls is taking refuge from
stormy seas) and then on along the Randolph roadway. A Newfoundland is sloshing through
every puddle available and near the gate we encounter the muzzled Fonzi. I get us turned around
and head back to the café, where a small group of stalwarts is sitting down under the wingspan
of the umbrella: Davide, Janet, Georgie, Wendy and Peter – although the latter never actually sits
down today.
No sooner have I settled in (not an easy task with my bad back) then an importunate Winnie puts
her wet paws on my knees and barks for biscuits. I manage to get these out of my leaky food
bag and Daisy-Mae takes one as well, holding it half in and half out of her mouth and eventually
depositing it on Peter’s unused chair – where Holly finds it and eats it. A little bit later Winnie
decides that Sparkie is getting too comfortable sitting in Georgie’s lap and she launches one her
irate attacks on his toes. This time, however, she manages to get one of Georgie’s fingers into her
mouth and soon everyone is rushing forward with tissues to stop the bleeding. Severely scolded,
Winnie considers this telling off – and then attacks Sparkie again! This time Davide ties her
up to the naughty fence – where she has to endure the return of a light rain in her unsheltered
position. Much earlier than usual we begin our return march. All goes smoothly until we reach
the Essendine exit, where Daisy-Mae, chasing a squirrel, rushes out of the park off-lead. There
is an anguished scream from Janet, worried that her dog is about to rush into the street, but the
naughty Shih-Tzu is soon recaptured and Janet’s heart can leave her mouth and return to its more
usual position.
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The fourth volume in Anthony Linick’s continuing
chronicle of life among the dog people of Paddington
Rec. It follows publication of Strictly Come Barking,
Have I Got Dogs For You! and DSI: Dog Scene
Investigation.
“A very warm and charming book, a sort of Boswellian
chronicle of the Paddington Rec. – and, like Boswell, it
could be an incredible source of information for future
social historians.” – editor David Maisel
“A truly wonderful piece of writing and what a superb
social commentary on the times.” – Jan Prendergast,
Westminster City Council

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VI

By Anthony Linick
Chapter 7—December, 2009

A heron makes a rare visit to the rooftops of Maida Vale.
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Tuesday, December 1:
We begin a new month in the park with glorious sunshine – and very welcome it is after all the
recent rain. It is, however, still very cold and there is the thinnest scrim of ice on the puddles
of the running track. The door to the environmental area is firmly closed today and so there are
no impediments to our normal progress. On the green there is little activity (indeed there don’t
seem to be any kids in the park at this moment) but at the far end I can see that one woman is
attempting to attract the attentions of Misty the Westie, who is mixing it up with Pancho and
a black Staffie named Tracy. Misty is successfully extracted but the other two are a bit too
rambunctious – and they have to be separated. Fritz and I complete our usual stroll up to the
Randolph gate and then we reverse directions and stroll back to the café.
There is a relatively small turnout: Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Ronnie and Ofra, though the later
(after announcing that there was nothing wrong with the yelping Bailey after all) departs – her
place taken by latecomers Wendy and Hanna. I insist that the biscuit beggars at my knee must
sit if they are to receive any treats and this strategy works – for about thirty seconds. DaisyMae, guarding biscuits beneath the table, rounds on Tara the Rhodesian Ridgeback and Georgie
has to intervene (though at no cost to her fingers today). The animals share out a toasted cheese
sandwich that Ellen has ordered for them. Fritz, meanwhile, sits contentedly on his Auntie
Hanna’s lap.
Peter is in a very cantankerous mood this morning. He objects to the costs of parking in or near
the park ¬– since he is not a resident of our borough but of nearby Camden instead. He and
Hanna quarrel over Cheryl’s energy level when Hanna compares her friend to the Energizer
Bunny and Peter feels that there would be fewer colds if Cheryl (due back from the States
today) would just relax. The Energizer Bunny leads us to a discussion of batteries, with Ronnie
nominating the Varta as the best available and Peter wanting to know what makes Ronnie such an
expert. Here it has to be explained that Ronnie once owned a string of battery shops – but Peter
is still unconvinced. Next it is Georgie’s turn to feel the brunt of Peter’s dissatisfaction with life –
and she hasn’t said anything yet. It has to be added that most of this dialogue is accompanied by
almost hysterical laughter – even Peter joins in when he is not launching into a new diatribe.
Wednesday, December 2:
Fritz and I are accompanied by my Swedish cousin, Stefan, as we head for the park on a bright
Wednesday morning. A rain that began during our late night walk last night has at last lifted and I
am pleased that Stefan’s first introduction into a doggy world he has been hearing so much about
can be accomplished without umbrellas. Fritz is also delighted by the extra company, so much
so that he manages to disappear behind the cypress trees as we make our way forward. The gates
to the environmental area are closed this morning (though he does pause longingly outside these
barriers) and so a rapid progress can be made toward the green. We complete a stroll down the
Randolph roadway and then reverse directions, arriving at the doggy patio only a few minutes
before opening time at the café.
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I have just completed introducing Stefan to the dog owners when Cheryl, in a cheery voice,
announces that the coffees are on her today. I ask what the occasion is but I am not at all prepared
for the answer. “Because today is Ginger’s baptism day – she’s going to be baptized into a better
world.” So, the feared moment has come at last and Cheryl has courageously taken the decision
that the quality of her beloved pet’s life has deteriorated so much that the humane thing now is to
put Ginger to sleep. Of course we have all seen the ancient Pug’s contorted posture of late but at
home she has also been incontinent and unable to eat much of the time. Everyone comes over for
a last cuddle as Ginger is offered every tidbit that she might still want to eat. A kind of pall settles
over the proceedings as we make an attempt at normal conversation.
Something seems to have happened to our large table and so two smaller ones are shoved
together this morning: Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Ronnie are present here, with Hanna at our side
with a little table of her own. Stefan (who is soon astonished by the size of the meal he receives
after asking for the full English) has brought with him a pamphlet handed out at Paddington
Station on the subject of the future of the Circle Line, and I now pass this around. It takes a while
to understand its import but the bottom line is that from December 13 you will not be able to
complete a circle on the Circle Line – without changing trains at Edgware Road. The justification
for this assault on London transportation history is the desire to run Circle Line trains to a
Hammersmith terminus – but it what a shame that this has to come at the expense of the famous
round trip. They might as well call it the Lariat Line now. Somehow all of this reminds Peter
that his line dancing classes seem to have, well (here I interrupt) “come to the end of the line.”
It is only shortly after 10:00 but Cheryl has an appointment at the vet’s and so, accompanied by
Hanna for moral support, off they go.
Thursday, December 3:
A light rain is falling as Fritz and I make our way somewhat gingerly into the precincts of the
park. Coming up behind us is Nico, the Golden Retriever. Fritz trots along happily with this
fellow but by the time we have reached a deserted green he is alone. Today he heads right,
greeting Ofra and Bailey as they arrive from the Morshead roadway, and then it is time for us
to seek the shelter of the doggy compound’s large umbrella. Nico is in here as well, baying in
distress while his mistress is inside, getting her coffee. “I wonder when he will finally realize,”
she says on her return, “that I’m always coming back.”
Our group today includes Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Ronnie and Cheryl, with Hanna sitting at
her little table behind us – until the rain finally forces her to join us. Cheryl notes that many of
the dogs, sensing her recent loss, have come to have a visit with her – indeed Sparkie spends
most of the morning session in her lap. All of her children have been lighting candles for Ginger
in the States but now the concern is for Lola, the one-eyed survivor, who has an enlarged heart
and may not be able to survive a return flight to the States next spring. This year has been a
difficult one for our more ancient canine citizens, with the losses of Rosie, Trouble, Sandy, Roxy
the Staffie, Ginger and Wendy’s Corky.
The news this morning is that Wendy is adopting an eight year-old Battersea dog – though we
will not see T-bone Ted for a week or so. At this point we have a visit from Alwyn and his redjacketed Elvis. Alwyn is deaf and dumb and so he often communicates with others by writing
messages on little pieces of paper that he carries in his pocket. He is considerably agitated today
– and with good reason. He is trying to warn Ellen that some of their mutual neighbors have
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two Pit Bulls and that one of these bruisers has savaged Elvis, with Alwyn himself needing four
stitches on a finger. There is a national obsession with dangerous dogs these days, following the
death of a four year-old in Liverpool at the jaws of another Pit Bull. It is still raining when these
ruminations have at last come to an end, but it is time to make a run for it.
Friday, December 4:
Sunny skies have returned to Maida Vale but it is still quite chilly as Fritz and I enter the park
today. Ahead of us we can see a trio of dog owners with their animals and Fritz decides he’d like
to be part of this pack as well. One of the dogs in question is his cousin Oscar and I have to say
that, watching them at a distance I can’t really tell which dog is mine – though Oscar, in fact, is
a slightly larger animal. When we reach the green Fritz continues down the Randolph roadway,
touching noses with the many dogs who have been brought to the park today because of the good
weather. Just before we reach the tennis courts my dog turns to the right and we loop around
to the green, where Hanna is just passing in front of us on her way to the café. I draw Fritz’s
attention to the presence of his pal and he looks in every direction but the proper one. Eventually
he makes the needed connection and rushes up to surprise Hanna, who then accompanies us on
our own stroll to the café.
There seems to be no sign of our large table so again two smaller ones are joined together to
provide accommodation for Peter, Ellen, Davide, Janet, Hanna, Cheryl, and Ronnie, with Yara
and Ofra seated at a little table of their own. Luna and Luci are here as well, the former having
successfully survived her spaying at the Royal Veterinary College. Yara is vastly relieved at this
outcome, which included pre-surgery blood tests this time, since little Kiwi perished under the
anesthetic used during a similar procedure. Today Ellen has permitted Lucky to join the ruck
under the table and it is a delight to see the little Corgi rushing about and bedeviling her brother
Jack in the process. Winnie is besieging Davide, who is eating a toasted cheese sandwich, and
soon he finds Daisy-Mae on his lap as well. Winnie is so voracious that her treats are swallowed
without a single chew and, not surprisingly, she vomits the whole lot up a few minutes later.
Davide is a bit sleepy this morning, having just returned from a round-trip to Hong Kong.
Georgie is also feeling a bit sleepy. “I don’t know whether to go home and do something,” she
says, “or go home and do nothing.” “Just go home,” I suggest, “and in either case your work
will then be half done.” Janet interrupts at this point with a question – “Is that a dog turd? No it’s
just Ronnie’s cigar butt.” She gives us an update on preparations for the annual puppy calendar
and announces that Daisy-Mae has an appointment at the beauty parlor at noon. I notice that Ofra
has remained among us a little longer than usual. “Aren’t you worried that your car will have
turned into a pumpkin?” I ask, but I almost wish I hadn’t for she has overstayed her time in the
park and, worried about getting another ticket, she rushes off – forgetting a shopping bag in the
process.
Saturday, December 5:
Again we have a lovely sunny morning in the park and I am hoping for a rapid progress toward
the green (since we have arrived a few minutes late) but in this hope I am soon to be sadly
disappointed. Fritz has to work his way slowly past the noses of a number of other dogs in our
path – Nico, Monty the black Lab, Rebel, Scamp, Oscar – and then he has to sample any number
of grass shoots. I also suspect, when this grazing chore is completed, that my dog now wants to
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explore the forbidden precincts of the running track and this requires the early production of the
enticing tennis ball. One toss down the cypress alley works its magic but Fritz takes the ball into
the trees and it disappears forever. I do manage to close the door to the environmental area before
my dog reaches this spot and a little speed is then in evidence – but when we reach the green the
dilatory tactics continue.
I am hoping that Fritz will agree to enter the doggy compound, since the café is already open, but
instead he heads out to the center of the green – where there are a number of dogs at play. One of
these is young Lucky, who is making her first off-lead foray into these parts. Soon she is chasing
Fritz, who treats such efforts with the appropriate disdain. His escape from these attentions puts
him back on the Randolph roadway, but instead of a quick dash along this route he decides to
begin a complete circle of the green – I keep telling myself that we are here for his exercise and
not my refreshment but by the time we have completed the circle we are ten minutes late and
everyone else in the doggy compound is hunkered down around the two little tables here. When
I get my tea I ask Lurch why we have gone from one large and two small tables to two little ones
only – and he follows me back to the compound to add a third small table.
Hanna remains outside the doggyteria but we have a good turnout nevertheless: Ronnie, Susie,
Peter, Ellen, Dan, Davide, Ofra, Cheryl, Janet, and Georgie, though after a while we are joined
by Renata, the German lady who owns Maxi, the rescued apricot Poodle. Susie has brought
with her Saffie, next door neighbor Tanis’s dog – an animal we have not seen here is some time.
(Saffie has a history of starting for home on her own, hence the need to hang on to her lead.)
Peter plucks a clipping from his wallet on the subject of the number of blank screens produced
by the introduction of Windows 7 since, even without this new system, his screen has been blank
for months. He is also vastly amused by a Sun headline on the subject of England’s fortunate
draw in the first round of next summer’s World Cup: EASY – England, Algeria, Slovenia, Yanks.
Davide tells me that he is flying to Seattle next Thursday, information he thinks I might want to
know since I have been talking about his mailing my U.S.-bound holiday cards from the States
themselves – given the uncertain reliability of the British post these days. (But more industrial
action has evidently been postponed until January.) A thorough discussion of an appropriate date
for a dog people’s Christmas get-together results in a decision to have a luncheon at Cheryl’s
on the 13th. Renata is quizzed on her own history (retired but still deciding what she wants
to do when she grows up) and that of Maxi (neglect and abuse as a pup). Renata gets a good
introduction to the table manners of our animals as both Winnie and Tara manage to chomp onto
her fingers as she tries to share out some toast.
Sunday, December 6:
The rain has been pelting down for hours – which will explain why both Fritz and I are in
raingear as we leave the house. Fortunately the moisture is just coming to an end and we are
able to keep dry as we make our usual approach to the green. Here I am happy that I am again
wearing my wellies because Fritz is soon sloshing through the puddles out here and I am
following him around, attempting to find the ball in the morass. I try to get my dog to make a
move on the café gate but he is still interested in the activities of Bailey, Winnie, Daisy-Mae and
Sparkie. Meanwhile Ellen asks me to keep an eye on Lucky (who can still squeeze through the
bars) while she is inside making arrangements to run a tab today – for it is her birthday and the
hot drinks are on her.
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As the others now head our way I am again holding the door open for Fritz – but he veers
off at the last moment to follow Sparkie around the corner and up the side of Mt. Bannister.
Sparkie does this almost every day but today he can also be blamed for leading my dog astray.
I eventually slosh up the hill myself – surprised to see so much standing water on an incline. I
can’t tell what is so fascinating about the foliage behind the cricket nets but when Hanna reaches
the bottom of the hill she calls Fritz and, though impervious to my summons, he now responds to
her immediately. We are back to two tiny tables this morning and I have to add three chairs – but
the small group enjoys a box of Ellen’s birthday chocolates: the birthday girl, Peter, Ofra, Dan,
Janet and Georgie are here today.
Peter reports another fruitless night in the lottery department and there is some discussion of
whether we would do better putting our money on the horses or using it to play bingo. Liz calls
Dan to make her excuses for not showing up this morning but since he has been overheard
making derogatory remarks (captured on her voice mail) she later adds that she has had to pull
her car over to recover from his unkind remarks. For much of our session we have a noisy Nico,
baying in distress as he waits for his mom to come back with her coffee. As I get up to leave a
second Golden Retriever, Buddy, spots me on the Carlton roadway and adds his own voice to the
morning, barking loudly as he recognizes his biscuit wallah. By this time the others have caught
up with me (they pass me soon thereafter) but I walk with Hanna as we near the cypress trees.
Here we pass the seldom seen Patterdale Terrier, Jasper.
Monday, December 7:
Grey skies have returned as Fritz and I begin a new week in the park. The door to the
environmental area is wide open today but Fritz manages to limit his incursion, taking only a few
seconds away from our usual progress to visit the forbidden spot. Davide and Georgie are already
heading across the green on their way to the doggy compound but I continue down the Randolph
roadway, expecting Fritz to follow. Usually at such moments there would be a reluctance to end
the exercise so early and so I am astounded when my dog heads instead for the café. Here we
find Ronnie, Peter and Ellen already in residence. Ofra is heading this way too and Janet is a late
arrival.
The café has yet to open its doors and Davide, having secured Lurch’s eye, begins an extensive
dialogue relying only on the use of the hands. Eventually our tall waitperson heads for the locked
front door and we are admitted soon thereafter. Even though I am not the first in the queue I am
the first to be served – since I never vary my order and Lurch is often at work on it even before
the doors are open. Outside Janet presents Ellen with a lovely diptych, two framed pages full
of photos of all the dogs dear to yesterday’s birthday girl – Jack, Lucky, even Sandy. We are all
anticipating distribution of this year’s doggy calendar, with Cheryl’s Christmas party on Sunday
as the likely publication date.
Conversation this morning begins with the news that Gino D’Acampo, the popular winner of
this year’s I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! is being investigated by authorities in New
South Wales for illegally for cooking a rat, a matter that elicits universal protest among the dog
owners (annoyed at the inquisition, not the cuisine). Davide now reports on yesterday’s shopping
marathon, one that included not only a visit to Primark on Oxford Street but five hours at the
Westfield mall in Shepherd’s Bush. (The truly tragic element in this story is that a shopping bag
was left behind at Primark’s and he has to go back again today). All of a sudden there is a great
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kerfuffle at our table, Ronny interrupting everyone with something he has just spotted and a
excited Janet rushing out to the roadway with this object in her hand. Ofra has again forgotten
her phone.
Tuesday, December 8:
There has been a marked improvement in the weather and Fritz and I begin our journey in the
park under bright, sunny skies. No one would call it warm but there is no wind and little cause
for complaint. I manage to block the entrance to the environmental area with my own body and
thereafter Fritz charges ahead, a dog with a mission. I have a moment of anxiety when I see the
roof of a tractor, making its way along the Carlton roadway, but Fritz seems to be able to avoid
this menace. As I round the corner in front of the café I can see a whole menagerie of animals;
there is a definite Schnauzer presence, though the ones I am looking at (Oscar and a friend) do
not include the one I am looking for. Fritz has run out onto the green and I pursue him onto this
slimy surface, producing the tennis ball for a few wayward tosses. A crowd is forming in the
doggy compound and I eventually coax Fritz into joining it.
We have a big turnout this morning since Cheryl has brought her visiting sister, Sarah, and her
brother-in-law, Stan, from Louisville. Also seated at our conjoined tables are Davide, Peter,
Ellen, Georgie, Ofra and Ronnie. The latter opens his green biscuit bag and he is instantly
besieged by three brown-on-white Cavaliers, his own Chloe, Ofra’s Bailey, and Sue’s Sidney;
the latter’s sister, Millie, is also in the compound today – Sue and grandson are outside. Also
entering the doggy pen is head gardener, Boyd; he wants to know if anyone wants two Shih-Tzus
– as a friend of his is attempting to re-home these animals. Sarah, her eyes growing brighter at
the sight of all those toasted cheese sandwiches now being delivered to our table, tries to swallow
her disappointment when she is served a strawberry yoghurt.
Davide now reports that the second shopping bag had disappeared when he returned to Primark
yesterday, but at least the money was returned. (Sarah adds that the same thing happened to
her once, though two years later she found the missing shopping bag hanging on a doorknob.)
There is much wry amusement to be distilled in our conversation on the plight of poor Tiger
Woods as one bimbo after another publicly joins the parade of his now numerous extra-marital
relationships – never has a revered sporting figure fallen off the pedestal as rapidly as Tiger.
Cheryl, our only golfer, is being besieged while this chatter is going on – as she has a bag of dog
treats in her pocket and Fritz has sniffed them out. Meanwhile a number of people have noticed
that Peter’s Holly is trembling under the table – evidently one of her legs gave way on the walk
to the park this morning and Ronnie insists that he will now drive Peter and Holly home.
Wednesday, December 9:
A night of rain has given way to pale sunshine as Fritz and I make our start in the park. At the
head of the running track there is a mad conjunction of park personnel, dogs and their owners.
Two of the gardeners are blasting away with their leaf blowers while a tractor is chugging over
the adjacent playing field. Meanwhile Christian, Reina, baby Maya and Jasmine Guinness are
heading our way with their dogs – Vito, Miro and Fly –noisily fighting over a stick. Fritz makes
his way through this ruck in time for only a brief visit to the environmental area, once again
seduced into an early departure by the bounce of his tennis ball.
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When we reach the green we continue down the Randolph roadway, Fritz turning right at the
tennis courts and returning to the wide-open spaces of the green, where the puppy club dog
owners are standing on the hillside. I assume that it is dryer here than in the center of the swamp
below; it wouldn’t really matter to the dogs (Pancho comes over and steps on my foot) but it is
certainly more comfortable for the owners. Ofra is now approaching with Bailey and we walk
together all the way around the green, a halting progress made more difficult by the dogs’ urgent
need to explore the bushes behind the bandstand and the presence of a large troop of Paddington
Academy kids under instruction on the walkway.
There is only a small turnout at coffee this morning, just Ellen, Ronnie, Davide, Georgie and
Ofra. After a while Nico is brought into the compound where he is soon barking hysterically
while his mommy is inside the café getting her coffee. (“You wuss,” she says on her return.)
Policemen are beginning to arrive in numbers (six in total) and all attention is riveted on their
activities as four of them head for the center of the green and a rendezvous with one of the puppy
club owners. To add to our puzzlement one of the officers seems to be carrying a fire extinguisher
and another is wearing purple rubber gloves. After a long interview on the grass everyone
scatters. Ofra departs but a minute later she phones Davide to report that someone has told her
that a dog has attacked a child. We wait for more details from the puppy club owners, who are
now walking en masse past the café gates. One of them seems a bit the worse for wear, whitefaced, but when I ask Nico’s mom what has happened she waits for someone else to enlighten us
– and no one seems in the mood to talk. This incident obviously requires additional investigation.
Thursday, December 10:
Brilliant sunshine accompanies us as we begin our march in the park today. I manage to reach
the door to the environmental area just a few seconds before the nose of my dilatory pet and we
reach the green without further impediment. Lucky is patrolling the walkways in front of the
café, rushing up to kiss each new dog – well, not Fritz, who is too set in his ways to accept such
hi-jinks. After we have walked down the Randolph roadway a bit he does encounter the muzzled
Fonzi, turning around to follow this pal of his youth. In this fashion I am able to slip his collar
over his neck and we can return to the café.
I have brought a version of my holiday card for the café staff, soon turning this over to Vicky; as
the café will be closing this weekend it seems as though this might be my last chance – though I
still have all of my other London cards to work on. We have more than enough seats at our twin
tables this morning since only Ofra (who soon leaves anyway), Ellen, Ronnie and Georgie are
present. (Holly is still having leg problems, which certainly explains Peter’s absence.) Lucky
continues her activity under the table, engaging first Jack and then Chloe in puppy wrestling
matches. It is the first time I have seen Jack getting any exercise – Lucky even grabs his loose
lead and drags him around. Sparkie is patrolling the fence, barking at any passing dogs, and
Daisy-Mae has hidden her biscuit under Georgie’s chair, hoping that some other dog will have a
sniff.
Boyd comes by with further information about the two Shih-Tzus that he is helping to re-house.
It turns out that they are father and son – someone volunteers to pass these details onto Cheryl,
who seems the most likely candidate as potential new owner. Boyd is asked if he knows any
more about yesterday’s incident. He says he knows little, though it was a teacher who called
the police. The description of the dog in question fits the profile of Jazz, though it is hard to
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imagine any menace in this lively fun-loving lady. Georgie and I get up to begin our retreat,
Winnie hanging back as usual. A woman is walking two Dachshunds and Luci and so the natural
question is, where’s Luna? The answer is that she is still recovering from her operation ¬¬– but
surely she must be well enough for a little puppy ramble with her brother.
Friday, December 11:
A freezing fog is just lifting as Fritz and I enter a frigid park on an unfriendly Friday. Things
are pretty quiet hereabouts and we make rapid progress to the green, which is also without any
significant activity this morning. I continue down the Randolph roadway as Nico is bouncing
around the lower slopes of Mt. Bannister with a mid-sized black dog. Today we get all the way to
the gate itself before turning around. There is a jam-up of animals on the roadway now – Scamp,
Oscar, and Ollie the Cocker among them. Lucky is here too, rushing up to kiss all the other dogs
as she and Jack make their way back to the café gate.
Peter is still absent with the gimpy Holly but today we have Ellen, Georgie, Ronnie, Janet, Ofra
and Cheryl – the latter again accompanied by Sarah and Stan. Ronnie announces that Chloe was
sick six times on the sitting room carpet – in retaliation, it is suspected, for Ronnie’s having to
leave her alone because of a dental appointment yesterday. Sarah wants to know how many of
those assembled had a first language other than English but today we can only offer Ofra and
Hanna (who is sitting behind us at her own little table). Georgie wants to say that she is in a
category of her own since she speaks English (“sometimes,” I add) but is Scottish. Her Sparkie,
meanwhile, is patrolling the fence with his usual insouciant hysteria while Winnie and DaisyMae have a furious food fight at Ellen’s knee.
It turns out that Sarah and Stan have made a short trip to Ireland since we last saw them and they
have brought back with them a jar of black currant and port jam (which was deemed a liquid for
purposes of air traffic safety). A platter of toast now arrives so that each of us can sample this
delicacy. By this time Nico has begun to protest his abandonment while his master is in inside
getting coffee. Lucky and Daisy-Mae have taken themselves off to a corner of their own for a
spirited wrestling match – Lucky soon discovering that a good way to get an advantage is to
chomp onto the Shih-Tzu’s whiskers. Cheryl repeats her party invitation for Sunday and we all
scatter.
Saturday, December 12:
Clear skies again prevail as Fritz and I enter a park that seems quieter than usual for a Saturday.
Heading towards us is Jazz and her owner – he is still talking about the police presence here on
Thursday. Kathy Andon, with mobile phone firmly planted in her ear, is circling the walkways
with her ancient Paddy – who also has a brief moment in the environmental area. Fritz is soon
racing ahead. We pass a number of the dog people already ensconced in our compound and
continue down the Randolph roadway. Kids on scooters and bikes are whizzing by as we at last
get turned around for our own assault on the café.
Inside this establishment there is a surprise ¬– each of the loyal doggy regulars receives from
the staff not only a large biscotti with their hot drink but also a box of chocolates. Our two little
tables are groaning with this largesse by the time I sit down – preceded by Ellen, Peter, Janet,
Georgie, Dan, Ronnie, and Ofra. Dan is collecting lottery stakes for the next five weeks from
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the syndicate members – when he is not on the mobile phone trying to get box office cover for
half a dozen London theaters today. He says he has gained weight in the last few days – I tap
the top of his Soho Air Force cap and ask, “Does his head look fat in this?” The women at our
table are trying to predict the winner of tomorrow’s X-Factor final while Peter is bewailing
the fact that Westminster has decided not to treat Boxing Day Saturday as a Bank Holiday for
parking purposes – even though Camden will. A teasing Ronnie asks if he can park on a yellow
line on the day in question, knowing full well that because of his disabled badge he can park
almost anywhere at any time. “You know,” Peter responds, “you always say that; you’re like an
endlessly revolving record.” “Careful,” Janet interrupts, “the same could often be said of you.”
Peter’s dog, Holly, seems to be able to walk on all fours today – which is good to see. Winnie
and Bailey are forever at my knee, cadging treats, though Winnie also gets a lot of her diet pellets
from Dan. Daisy-Mae makes several appearances as well and then she goes off with Lucky
for more wrestling – both Jack and Sparkie upset over being deserted by these women. Nicole
comes by with Suki and some of Janet’s neighbors, people whose Lab has died, are here with
Alfie, a new blonde Lab puppy in a blue coat – “the house just seemed too lonely without a dog.”
Finally one of the hockeyettes enters our area with her knapsack and cloth-covered stick – just
to be in close contact with as many dogs as possible. She kneels in a corner and cuddles all of
our animals in turn; at one point she has four of the little ones wagging their tails and giving her
kisses.
Sunday, December 13:
There is a little sunshine this morning, but it doesn’t seem to have much effect on the
temperature, which is frigid. I make my way speedily down the familiar walkways, managing
to get us past the entrance to the environmental area just as it is being unlocked. The Thai footie
players are having a match on the five-a-side pitch as we reach the Carlton roadway, where
Claire pauses to give Fritz a cuddle. I can hear him groaning as I round the corner. “He’s not
in a very good mood today,” she says, but I have to reassure her that he is in a very good mood
¬– the groans are just there to warn other dogs (like her own Panda) not to divert the attention
he expects to receive exclusively. Fritz now speeds out to the center of the green; I am reluctant
to follow – since I have just washed my park pants – but he does respond to my whistle and we
continue down the Randolph roadway. The next whistle we hear if from Hanna, just arriving
on our right and Fritz gets a second cuddle – rolling on his back in delight as his little willie
emerges. “Put your lipstick away,” Hanna commands.
Our café group today includes Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Susie, Janet, Georgie, and Ofra. The
highlight of the occasion is the presentation of Janet’s Dogs of Paddington Rec 2010 calendar.
I am particularly glad that she has brought extra copies for me since I want to make sure to
send them off to the States tomorrow. Janet presents copies to the café staff and to John the
Commentator as well. Then we spend the next few minutes leafing through the production and
commenting on the placement of our animals – Fritz shares May with Pepper.
Peter is complaining about the early onset of night-time these days and it is pointed out to him
that in only a little over a week this process will be reversed. (His complaint also leads to a
spontaneous mocking chorus of “Always Look On The Bright Side of Life.”) Peter then adds
that there is celebrity news in his part of the world since Jude Law’s daughter is now going to
ballet classes in the hall on his estate and Kate Moss had a party so well-attended last night that
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there was no place to park on the street. Much discussion takes place on the subject of last night’s
Strictly Come Dancing, where the voters have again made the wrong choice in the semi-finals.
The usual dog-eat-dog antics are taking place under the table – with Daisy-Mae outbarking
Sparkie, and Lucky excavating a hole next to the base of the umbrella stand. It rains once but it is
again dry when we get up to leave. By this time Wendy has arrived with her new dog, a Bichon
Frise named T-bone Ted. As he sits with Wendy and Hanna he seems to have a nice temperament,
wearing his new blue coat and wagging his tail at all the departing dogs.
Monday, December 14:
Since last we ventured into our neighborhood park Fritz and I have enjoyed the company of the
dog people at a typical holiday-time social event, Cheryl’s Christmas party in St. John’s Wood. I
walked up there with Hanna, discovering that Dan, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ronnie, Susie, Peter
and Ofra were already in residence (with Wendy, her husband, and Liz on the way), all hunkered
down around the coffee table with the crudités and cheese – their dogs also much in evidence,
squabbling over toys, begging for food, and rushing out to the fenced-in back yard with the
smokers. Cheryl had made a lovely chili (mild by Texas standards) and even offered a chorus of
“White Christmas.” Highlight of the evening came when Dan discovered that the sitting room
computer was hooked into the TV screen; soon he had summoned several hilarious Jib-Jab
selections from his Facebook page, ones in which his face and those of Davide and Winnie were
superimposed on dancing Elves in Christmas mode. (One with Georgie’s grandson, her sister
Jean and Sparkie was also available.)
Today the park seems rather quiet under gray skies, though the sun is making an effort to break
through. As we round the café fence there is the unusual sight of a number of the dog people
seated at one of the wooden picnic benches in the forecourt – a necessary stratagem now that
our tables and chairs have been locked away for a month. Fritz and I complete a walk down the
Randolph roadway and then we rejoin the others, a group that today includes Ronnie, Davide,
Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Hanna and Ellen. Long ago Metty had promised that, at least as for today,
he would make coffee for us even though the café is now officially closed until January 11th.
Sure enough, just as I enter, Elian is coming out of the kitchen door with a tray full of coffees in
Styrofoam cups, another café gift.
The dogs are allowed to run free – since the entire area is fenced now – and they enjoy the wideopen spaces of an area that once was their home away from home. Some of those present suggest
that if we brought our own drinks these benches would be just as comfortable as transferring our
morning ritual to Porridge on Lauderdale Parade – Janet even mentions mulled wine. Of course
there is no overhead covering here and even the bench seats are wet – I don’t bother to sit down
today. When the session comes to an end Metty emerges to kiss the women and shake hands with
the gents; much will be transformed by the time he next he opens his doors.
Tuesday, December 15:
It is both sunny and very cold this morning and once again the park seems very quiet. I am
keeping a close eye on my dog’s bottom – from which yesterday’s efforts still seem to be
appended – but his poo is fine, though he does have a hard time squeezing it past the previous
accretions. When we reach the green I can see some of the other dog walkers participating in a
stately circumnavigation, first our group, then the puppy club behind them. We make some effort
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to catch up and I am surprised to see that there is no left turn at the Morshead roadway – which
would signal a turnoff in the direction of Porridge. Instead Janet, Davide, Ofra and Georgie
continue on to yesterday’s picnic bench at the café – and this is where we must follow.
Ellen soon joins us with her dogs as well and I can see what the attraction is here. Ofra has
brought a thermos full of coffee and some home-baked jam doughnuts. While we are enjoying
this treat someone spots Ronnie off in the distance and Georgie uses her mobile phone to let him
know where we are; it turns out he has already had a coffee at Porridge (no doubt puzzled by
our absence) and is now on his way home. Much of our conversation is focused on the striking
cabin crew of British Airways, now including our own unshaven Davide; he points out that the
company would be in profit (instead of trying to impose cuts on its staff) if it hadn’t had to pay
an enormous fine for price-fixing.
I warn the others not to let Fritz’s bottom anywhere near their laps this morning; he does
manage to stay earthbound, but Daisy-Mae, Bailey and Winnie have all jumped up on a bench,
the better to lay siege to the man with the biscuits. Not content with raking away at my elbow
Bailey is soon on the tabletop and this bad example is followed next by Winnie. Both animals
are extracted but both return to the scene of the crime. There isn’t a great incentive to linger on
such a frigid morning anyway, and we are soon heading for the exits – Fritz is heading for some
remedial bottom polishing as well.
Wednesday, December 16:
The frost is just melting from the grass but there is still a scrim of ice on the trackside puddles
as Fritz and I enter the park on a frigid Wednesday morning. Elvis the Shiba Inu rushes over
to check us out but there is little additional activity; no games in progress, no school groups.
Fritz answers the summons quickly when it is time to remove himself from the entryway to
the environmental area and we move on to the café, where I can see a workman unscrewing
something from the ceiling behind the abandoned counter. All else is quiet here too.
I can’t spot any of the other dog owners so we head down the Randolph roadway, soon
encountering a collection of black dogs at a crossroads. One owner is chatting with red-haired
Ruth about lasagna recipes as we turn right to begin a circuit of the green. We don’t get very far
before Fritz spots, at the opposite end, three of his pals (Sparkie, Winnie, and Daisy-Mae). He
therefore crosses this vast space to greet this menagerie, though (fearing for my shoes) I stick to
the tarmac. An ear-muffed Ofra is coming in behind Georgie with Bailey and we three now begin
that complete circuit of the green once again. A man with the midsized black dog named Tackis
comes up behind us, shivering. (“If it weren’t for these dogs,” he says, “none of us would be here
this morning.”)
Daisy-Mae has a red ball in her mouth and we often have to stop so she can go back and fetch it.
After clearing the Grantully gate Ofra decides she has had enough and turns back. A hardy group
of prambulators is gathering near the bandstand as we turn left onto the Morshead roadway. It
takes me a while to get Fritz to stop so I can drop his collar over his head before we reach the
street but at last this is accomplished – when he pauses to deposit his third poo. At the gate itself
I tell Georgie that I will not be joining them at Porridge this morning (Ronnie and Ellen are
evidently already there) – I have to spend a good deal of time outside on errands this morning
and I don’t think it would be a good idea to begin this activity already chilled to the bone. The
snow begins to fall only an hour later.
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Thursday, December 17:
Most of the snow, which fell for much of the day yesterday, has disappeared by the time Fritz
and I enter the park on another cold but clear morning. Today there are some footie lads having
a spirited match in the central pitch but much of the rest of the park would be deserted if it were
not for dog walkers. I begin a walk down the Randolph roadway, soon joined by Ellen with Jack
and Lucky. She tells me that we are unlikely to see Peter in the park until the weekend ¬ – since
Holly needs the assistance of the car and he can’t get free parking until then. She departs from
the Randolph gate, so I guess she is unlikely to be part of any Porridge party this morning. I now
begin to follow Ofra, who is half a circle ahead of us, easy to pick out across the green because
of her bright pink trousers.
I can see her in conclave with Ronnie but, when she heads back for her car with Bailey, Fritz and
I follow Ronnie down the Morshead roadway. Here, at last, we encounter a very tardy Georgie
with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae. “What kind of time do you call this?” I ask, but she has a good
excuse. She has been waiting at home for the delivery of Winnie, finally discovering that Dan
thinks it’s 8:15 instead of 9:15. While she waits for the delivery of the Pug she and I and our
dogs begin another grand circle of the green – while Ronnie continues on to Porridge. Fritz (who
enjoyed an outing in the snow with his Auntie Linda in Regent’s Park yesterday afternoon) is at
his mischievous best. First he runs onto the running track through an open gate. Then he becomes
mesmerized by the sound of a squeaky ball belonging to one of the Newfoundlanders and
actually tries to climb up the leg of this dog’s owner in order to pluck it out of a jacket pocket.
Georgie gets well ahead of us here but we catch up when we reach the Morshead roadway for a
second time. Just as we are leaving the park Dan drives up in his blue Fiat Punto, Winnie soon
emerging from his backseat. “Just because Davide is on strike,” I tell him, “it’s no excuse for you
to have a go-slow in your own office.”
A somewhat chilled Ronnie is sitting all by himself when we at last join him on the front porch
of Porridge on Lauderdale Parade. He has discovered that our waitress is Romanian and he wants
to talk to her about Ceausescu, though she is too young to remember much. Georgie goes inside
to order our coffees and I distribute biscuits, Ronnie’s and my own. Ronnie soon heads back to
his car but Georgie and I remain for another ten minutes or so. She says that she takes Sparkie
outside for a walk around the block at 7:15 and that she likes to put her cold hand on her James’s
cheek when she returns; he does not like it. It’s time to head for home.
Friday, December 18:
Winter is here in earnest – as I discovered yesterday afternoon when I accompanied Linda,
Pepper and Fritz on an expedition to Regent’s Park. I don’t think I was prepared for the bitter
winds and it didn’t help that our progress was slowed by the inveterate mischief of my dog –
who had to dislodge all those ducks sitting by the waterside and see what was really going on
inside the men’s toilet. By the time we were ready to hit the streets for our night-time excursion
we were walking in a snow flurry and walking very slowly indeed – for the walkways were icy.
Fritz was wearing his coat then and this morning, when we venture out at our normal time, he is
wearing it again.
Black ice has replaced snow on many of the paved surfaces in the park and I find it safer to
walk on the snow-encrusted grass as we make our way gingerly forward. We pass Jasper, the
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Patterdale Terrier, who is accompanied today not only by his dad, David, but also by the baby.
When we reach the five-a-side pitch Fritz enters by an open gate since he wants to romp over the
snowy surface, a task in which he is soon joined by Cristal the Alsatian. Grit now covers some of
the walkways so footing is a little better as we reach the café. Two giant machines are beavering
away behind this building.
I am searching the horizon for any sign of the other dog walkers and at last I see a familiar group
of animals at the eastern end of the green: Daisy-Mae, Sparkie, Winnie, Will and Grace. As I get
closer to this collection I can see that they have been joined by a newcomer, a lively black Pug
whose name (appropriately) is Nanook. I accompany Janet and Georgie as they head down the
Morshead roadway, where we meet up with David, the baby (who is now being carried on dad’s
shoulders, her nose streaming), and Jasper, and also with Ofra, whose Bailey is actually wearing
little rubber booties on his front paws. The roadway is coated in black ice so once again it is onto
the grass (at least I am wearing my hiking boots). But, as we near the exit gate, I tell the others
that it’s too cold for me to sit outside at Porridge. Georgie says she will see me tomorrow, then
corrects herself, as she is off to Hereford to bring Christmas presents to her grandson – including
some that make a lot of noise.
Saturday, December 19:
Temperatures are still on the frigid side as Fritz and I make our way into the park on a sunny
Saturday morning. Ice is everywhere: on the surface of the puddles, lurking treacherously on the
footpaths. We make our way carefully past Remy and Pippa and reach the green, where I can
see Janet and Ellen near the cricket pitch with Peter. Fritz manages to chase down Sparkie’s red
tennis ball; the Yorkie is, of course, in Janet’s care while Georgie is in Hereford. After about ten
minutes we are joined by Hanna and we head slowly down the Morshead roadway at the start of
our migration route to Porridge. Fritz still has the tennis ball in his mouth and it is hard to slip his
choke collar over his head with this toy in his jaws.
As we near the gate there is a sudden influx of latecomers – first Dan with Winnie, then Ron with
Chloe, then Ofra with Bailey (minus boots today), then Wendy with T-Bone Ted. This makes a
very large number for the porch of our café but we pull three tables together, strip all the outdoor
chairs of their comforting cushions, and sit down on our prizes. Ofra has brought with her
pictures of her new bathroom and this is passed around the table; holiday cards are exchanged,
though Dan is mightily puzzled when Peter presents one made out to himself and a second made
out to Davide. Daisy-Mae has to be extracted from the tabletop. Sparkie and Winnie growl at one
another from opposite sides of the table.
Dan has difficulty communicating to our waitress his desire for cooked tomatoes in his bacon
sandwich and the butter that arrives with Ellen’s toast is hard. For that matter my coffee cup
doesn’t fit properly into its saucer and there is soon a cappuccino lake in the latter. Christmastime
social plans are discussed in detail and Liz phones on the eve of her own departure for the States.
Across the street we can see a couple on their way to the synagogue at the bottom of Lauderdale;
this is where Ofra belongs today and she has to endure some gentle teasing on the subject of
her defection. Dan says that Davide is depressed over the decision of the courts to outlaw the
proposed BA cabin crew strike. He adds that he has bought a trestle table in the liquidation sale
of Borders, once one of our great London bookstores, now – thanks to the recession and the
declining number of readers – on its way to bankruptcy. Now I’m depressed.
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Sunday, December 20:
It seems that today’s weather is an instant replay of yesterday’s – a combination of clear skies,
bright sun and frigid temperatures. More importantly, it is also a morning in which every footfall
has to be tested against the icy walking surfaces. These are particularly treacherous in spots
rarely reached by the sun; the park authorities have kept the Morshead gate locked this morning
for this reason. A chap with a burly Staffie – in a coat which bears the legend “Security” – is
heading toward me as Fritz and I shuffle forward; he too comments on the danger to life and limb
provided by the ice underfoot. Things improve a bit as we reach the walkways surrounding the
playing fields (still covered in white) and the sunny area outside the café is also ice-free.
Ellen is here with Jack and Lucky and Janet is here with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae. Fritz and I
do a brief reconnoiter up the Randolph roadway and by the time we return Peter is here with
our visitor from Amsterdam, Denise. There is much talk about the temperature but, I hear you
ask, how cold is it? Well, between the time of his departure for the Rec and the parking of his
car Peter’s door has frozen shut and Janet has had to help him yank it open from the outside.
We begin to cross the frosty green but just as we reach the Grantully gate Ofra and Dan arrive
with their dogs. Dan recommends heading straight for Elgin Avenue, where footing might be
better, but to do so we have to use the roadway rather than the pavements along Biddulph Road.
Dan would also like us to try out the seats in front of Plan 9 – where they have softer chairs and
blankets – but we can already see Liz waiting for us in front of Porridge so here is where we end
up.
There is a very large turnout today: Wendy, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Dan, Ronnie, Susie, Liz, Ofra,
and Denise. Christmas cards are exchanged and then Dan pulls out his lottery syndicate manifest
in an attempt to collect cash from those in arrears. Ofra insists she has paid and soon Liz is
saying the same thing. Dan, whose profession requires him to make the most scrupulous records
of seats reserved and monies collected, isn’t having any of this. No one would credit Ofra’s
ability to remember something like this anyway and it turns out that Liz, though in arrears, has
just been kidding when she says she’s paid up. There are clearly hurt feelings on Dan’s part in
this matter and before long he has renounced his role as syndicate treasurer altogether and passed
the chore on to Janet ¬– though we will have to wait and see if this is the final story here. (Dan
does agree to take Roxy over Christmas if Georgie can’t, so there is no irreparable breach here.)
Janet, sensing the strained atmosphere, keeps trying to change the subject and last night’s final
of Strictly Come Dancing seems a good choice, though the dog owners are divided over whether
the public was correct in voting for the hobbit-like BBC sports reporter Chris Hollins (certainly
most improved) rather than Hollyoaks actor Ricky Whittle (the best dancer by far). “After all,” I
conclude, “what kind of a competition would it be if we had Strictly Come Barking and Sparkie
didn’t win?”
Monday, December 21:
Just a few degrees warmer makes all the difference to our progress in the park this morning,
though it is still quite cold – so cold, in fact, that the ice refuses to leave many of the paved
surfaces. A warning cone decorates the little bit of dangerous downhill pathway that Fritz and
I have to use soon after we enter the park but thereafter the way is clear for some distance.
Heading toward us in the lively presence of another Schnauzer; this is a seven-month old female
(with tail) named Eva. Fritz is sociable enough this time (no growls) and we continue toward the
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café where the looming presence of a giant crane now overhangs the building. Next we head out
to the snow-encrusted center of the green, where a number of our dogs are trying to withstand the
antics of the mischievous Lucky.
Six of us and our dogs are soon heading out of the park, again disdaining the Morshead gate,
with is still locked, in favor of a stroll down Biddulph. Our party this morning includes Janet,
Davide, Ronnie, Ellen and Georgie – already returned from Hereford. As we approach Elgin
Avenue (and Tim and Lizzy with Yoyo) something catches my eye on the roofline of the
handsome house on the corner. It is a heron, a most unusual sight this far from the canal or any
other body of water, and I draw everyone’s attention to this sight. (First a towering crane, now
a looming heron.) Soon the heron is subject to the dive-bombing attacks of a posse of crows. It
ducks each wave nonchalantly but finally it understands that its presence is no longer required
and it spreads its long wings and flies south. Janet has been busy with her camera and several
wonderful shots are the result. We now continue on to Porridge, Ofra coming out to meet us and
Wendy soon arriving as well.
More Christmas plans are discussed. Georgie will have Roxy on the day itself – this seems to be
a better idea than adding her to the ten other dogs at Dan’s parents house in Essex, where every
surface is evidently crammed with food. Our dogs are enjoying their toast and sandwich tidbits,
though one after another spits out the proffered cucumber. As I pass a plate with the last piece of
toast to Janet, Winnie, sitting on Davide’s lap, helps herself to this treat, though Janet snatches
it back so that it can be shared with the other dogs. Ronnie is nagged over Chloe’s weight and
Bailey is repeatedly dislodged from empty chair seats where he has jumped in order to improve
his chances at snaffling more goodies. After a while Davide says that his feet are getting cold and
this is the signal for us to scatter.
Tuesday, December 22:
Another snowfall has turned the surfaces into mush this morning, though, fortunately, there is
purchase for the boots as Fritz and I tiptoe across the street and begin a perilous progress along
the walkways of the park. Phoenix overtakes us but we are pretty much all alone by the time we
reach the vast white green (if that doesn’t sound too much like a contradiction in terms). From
the right I spot Linda with Pepper; she has brought with her my Christmas present, a pair of
black and white mittens – which I put on immediately. We wander around on the frozen tundra
for a while; the others, so Linda tells me, have already headed for coffee at Porridge. Ofra does
make a brief appearance at the Grantully gate with Bailey, then she too drives off to Lauderdale
Parade.
Linda wants to walk a bit more so I accompany her down the Morshead roadway. Heading
our way is David the dog sitter with Buddy, the latter still showing a scar on his head after the
removal of a tumor. David says that after a day at the airport yesterday Saskia, Patrick and baby
Harvey returned to their home because their EasyJet flight had been cancelled, though Patrick
had immediately gone to his laptop when the cancellation had been announced and booked again
for today – so David has just driven this family to the airport for another try. While this recital is
taking place Fritz has been edging down the Morshead roadway, and, though he doesn’t pay any
attention to my calls for him to stop, he and Pepper do veer off into the rose garden, where they
can’t come to any harm. We part company when we reach Elgin Avenue, which Fritz and I cross
on our own way to Porridge.
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Seated at a little table we find Ronnie, Georgie, Ofra and Ellen but there is no move to supply
extra seating for latecomers so those of us in the latter category (now including Hanna and Yara
as well) set up our own table next door. Yara has her own tale of dashed travel plans to tell:
her trip to Paris scuppered because of a three-day collapse of Eurostar and her flight to Geneva
now cancelled as well. Hanna is advising all the dog owners to wash the feet of their pets since
the salt in the civic grit can cause major irritation between doggy toes. By this time Wendy is
arriving and David is here with Buddy as well. Unfortunately most of the rest of us are already
leaving: Fritz has an appointment with a bowl of warm toe water.
Wednesday, December 23:
The ice is crunching underfoot as Fritz and I head off for the park on a clear and bitterly cold
morning. Ahead of us I can see a chap trying to entice his white Staffie into chomping onto a
thick stick and, for me, this is always a sign of trouble, present or future. As a consequence I
decide to reverse directions and Fritz and I now head over to the Morshead roadway and reach
the green in this fashion. Georgie is standing at the nearest corner, Daisy-Mae on lead and
Sparkie lurking in the bushes. The latter is unable to make his usual spirited charge over the
green because it is encrusted in ice and snow, not to mention the odd giant snowball, and Georgie
says she is heading off for Porridge anyway.
Coming in from the Grantully gate is Ofra, accompanied by a young girl, a niece of Ricky’s
from Israel. I am waiting for Linda, who soon enters from the same side. She accompanies me
as we wander over the frozen surface and even gets Fritz to chase her a bit. Then I hand my dog
over to her since I have an afternoon medical appointment and I don’t know when I will be back
(Pepper is supposed to be visiting us tomorrow). Dog-less, I head down Biddulph (no heron this
morning) and continue on to Porridge – where Ellen is just arriving with Lucky and Jack. Ronnie
is also here but Hanna, as in the park, has chosen a little table of her own nearby.
There is some debate about the likelihood of a Christmas shopping crush on Oxford Street,
though Ellen says that yesterday most of the shops were not that busy. I drink a cup of
cappuccino and distribute biscuits to the dogs (Ellen buys a croissant for them as well). DaisyMae is guarding her biscuit against the threat of rivals, but she is deeply disappointed because no
one is interested. It turns out that I am not the only dog-less person at our table – since Ronnie’s
Chloe is having a beauty treatment in Billericay this morning. Ronnie has paid for everybody’s
coffees this morning and now offers to drive Ellen home as well. I head back home myself, very
much missing the presence of my little dog beside me.
Thursday, December 24:
A lengthy rainfall has melted most of the snow and ice from the pavements (though there is still
some snow on the park’s playing surfaces) as Fritz and I cross the street on a gray and chilly
morning. We pass Sue with Sidney and Millie and Ellen with Jack and Lucky but the women are
in such an intense conversation that only Lucky acknowledges our presence. Out on the lumpy,
frozen green Janet and Georgie are walking with a menagerie that includes Winnie, Sparkie,
Daisy-Mae and Roxy. The latter has spent the night with Dan and will spend the next two days
with Georgie, then return home to spend the rest of the holiday with Liz’s housekeeper. Hanna
enters stage left and we head down the Morshead roadway in the direction of Porridge. She is
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telling me that yesterday Winnie snaffled some contraband on the street, choked and passed out
before the offending object could be dislodged.
When we reach Lauderdale Parade it is obvious that Porridge is closed and we have to retreat a
bit to take two adjoining tables at Plan 9. Hanna has a bagel and cream cheese and Georgie and
Janet share a sausage sandwich. I have not forgotten my biscuit bag and so I am soon besieged
by hungry little mouths, though Daisy-Mae does snap at poor Roxy over the ownership of one of
these treats. Daisy-Mae is dressed in a Santa Claus coat and is wearing her flashing bicycle light
on her collar. We have a very nice position at Plan 9 and this enables us to view the passing scene
and record any anomalies. Michaela rushes by at one point, on her way to have her hair blown
dry at Vitality. Wendy arrives with T-bone Ted.
Janet has brought with her prints of the photos she has taken of the heron and these are much
admired. She will be heading off to spend Christmas with her mom but now she has to answer
mobile phone calls – first from Dan and them from Davide. Wendy says that she and her husband
will be joining others for Christmas and that this means there will be no leftovers for the foxes.
Hanna says that her flatmate has discovered some ancient salmon in the freezer, thawed it out
and cooked it up for the local fox population. A woman with a black Cocker is pacing up and
down in front of us now, waiting for a rendezvous with her dog sitter. There is some discussion
on the vexing problem of where we might get a cup of coffee tomorrow – now Plan 9 is closing
this afternoon for a refurbishment that will not be complete until early January.
Friday, December 25:
“I’m dreaming of a gray Christmas” – it somehow lacks the panache of the whiter version, but
gray is, indeed, the dominant color on this extremely dark holiday morning. The park seems
almost deserted, just a few people doing exercises and dog walkers undertaking their own daily
rituals. When we reach the green – which is green again except for three giant snowballs perched
at the eastern end – we meet up with Ellen and Debbie and their dogs. As usual Jack is hanging
back, Lucky is trying to greet everybody and Zorro is bustling about in his black cardigan.
I follow Fritz along the Randolph roadway but he turns around about the time we meet up with a
mostly white Jack Russell named Connie. Peter has now entered the park with Holly and we can
see Dan making his way across the empty green with Winnie; the latter is wearing candy cane
antlers in honor of the day. Not for the first time there is discussion on the subject of morning
coffee but Ellen reports that she has just passed Starbucks, our last hope, and it is closed too. We
begin a circuit of the green but Fritz is wayward this morning and I lose track of him on several
occasions; as we near the Grantully gate he actually makes a forbidden exit. I am not too worried
since there is no traffic about, nor am I surprised to see him cross the street in search of Hanna’s
house.
He has to go on lead now and we re-enter the park. Georgie and Ofra are now heading our
way and Wendy comes in behind us. Dan says that Roxy, who was his guest night before last,
becomes quite aggressive when there are food odors about. A chap who looks like he could
box for Mongolia (and who has earlier managed a strangled “Merry Christmas”) as we passed
him on an earlier walkway, is now exercising next to a bench opposite the Morshead roadway.
For his troubles he is the recipient of an attack of hysterical barking from Mr. Sparkie. “Don’t
worry,” Georgie says, “He only barks. Now go find your ball!” By this time we have reached the
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Morshead gate and here our morning adventure must end prematurely ¬– without coffee. At least
Fritz can look forward to opening an Xmas squeaky toy from his Aunt Hanna and both of us can
look forward to Christmas lunch at Auntie Linda’s.
Saturday, December 26:
Fritz has had a rally good time among the family and friends of his Auntie Linda – whose house
we visited yesterday afternoon for a Christmas feast. He looked splendid (thanks chiefly to the
bath he received from the aforementioned lady two days earlier) – he wore both the bandana
made by London Janet and a special Christmas bow tie sent by Michigan Janet. Of course there
was the inevitable search for some long forgotten squeaky ball and the usual obsessive moaning
when he managed to knock this prize under the furniture but, on the whole, he acted the perfect
guest; both he and Pepper were well rewarded in the kitchen department. Rob took these animals
out once during the proceedings and, since Fritz had done a poo on the walk over and a second
on the walk back, I decided that, even though we were home by 7:30, that there was no further
need to go out.
Fritz has shown no sign of distress over the long time between leg-liftings as we now emerge
onto the nearly empty streets after an early morning rain. A black Lab is heading our way but
when we arrive at the green there is no one else about. I am debating what to do when I see
Hanna enter from the Grantully gate. She soon finds a ball and calls Fritz over so that he can get
in a little exercise. We begin a walk around the green but every now and then she penetrates the
surrounding bushes to help Fritz look for his forgotten toy. At the eastern end we meet up with
Ellen, who is sitting on a bench with Lucky and Jack. Lucky manages to snag the ball but this is
okay because Hanna and I have decided to see if Starbucks is open today. Just as we are about to
leave the park we see Ronnie in front of the pavilion. He doesn’t see us waving and his phone if
off when Hanna dials him up. So it will just be the two of us at coffee.
Chairs are located on the pavement as we approach the famous coffee emporium on Randolph
Avenue. I want to duck into a food market on Maida Vale Parade and Hanna waits outside with
the dog while I do so. By the time we have returned to Starbucks there are tables out in front as
well. Hanna lets me buy her a mocha cherry concoction (the least I can do after she has presented
Fritz with a grinning stuffed bear with a mildly squeaky mechanism) and I sit down with my
cinnamon-inflected cappuccino grande. I have brought biscuits with me – so the dog is not
neglected – and we watch the passing parade before returning to the park. Fritz is again allowed
to run free but just after the cypress trees I get him to stay and sit on command (very impressive)
so that I can put him back on lead before we reach our exit. The sun has broken through and it is
really a very pleasant morning.
Sunday, December 27:
Much like yesterday, we have quite a pleasant morning in the park – for this time of year. When
Fritz and I reach the green we meet up with Georgie and Janet, who are standing in the little
metal gazebo at the foot of Mt. Bannister. Janet proposes a circuit of the green itself and we set
off, but out progress is not a smooth one. At the very first corner Sparkie and Fritz are seduced
by something interesting within the little circular garden – it is Ellen, with Jack and Lucky.
The latter rushes out to kiss all of her pals and it takes some time for us to resume our walk –
Fritz disappears altogether for several minutes. When we get going again it is Sparkie’s turn
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to disappear. I let Fritz enter the doggy area on the Grantully side of things while I wait for the
others to catch up; then I put my dog on lead. I can tell this is one of those mornings when he is
certain to lead me a merry dance if I don’t exercise some caution.
Ahead of us we can see Peter, Ofra and Dan heading our way. The latter once again has custody
of Roxy (who has left him a belated Christmas gift on the kitchen floor). As we slowly make our
way down the Morshead roadway (having assumed that Porridge will once again have opened
its doors) reminiscences of Christmas celebrations recently survived are offered up – tales of
delicious feasts, successful gift ideas, spirited games and also the normal complement of fighting,
sulking and crying. Slowly we inch across Elgin Avenue, encouraged by the unfurled awning
on the porch of Porridge. They are open and we are soon pulling three tables together and
repositioning the cushions for our group of seven.
Orders are taken and we are offered tastes of a rich chocolate cake that Dan has rescued from
the Christmas leftovers. Daisy-Mae has been given a set of four pink leggings and these are
pulled on so that she can be all ready for her jazz-aerobics class. She sits on Janet’s lap and only
after we have been here for half an hour does she notice me at the end of the group and begin
to bark because she has not had one of my biscuits yet. Bailey is also importunate, though he
has an empty chair from which to launch his attacks on my biscuit bag. It takes forever for our
coffees to arrive (it’s as if Porridge hadn’t reckoned on also having customers today) and while
we are waiting there is worrying conversation on the foiled Christmas day terrorist outrage at
Detroit airport. Plans are being made on how to celebrate the birthdays of Janet and Davide (both
tomorrow) but I have had enough of sitting around in the cold and get up to leave. Just as I do so
Georgie’s toasted sandwich arrives at last.
Monday, December 28:
Again we have a bright but chilly day, with a pale sun illuminating (but not warming) the
confines of Paddington Rec. Fritz makes quick work of his progress toward the green and heads
out to the cricket crease to join Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, Jack and Lucky. The latter, as usual, rushes
forward to pursue her older pal but the curmudgeonly Fritz rolls her over on her backside for
her troubles. Thereafter he chases his tennis ball a bit – there is still some bounce on the cricket
crease, though the grass itself is frozen. This is just as well, as far as I am concerned, because I
am unable to wear my usual hiking boots this morning ¬– a lace having broken as I was getting
ready – and I am back in an old pair of leaky trainers.
I am able to wish Janet a happy birthday and, soon, arriving with his Holly, so is Peter. The
latter is chided for forgetting to put Holly’s coat on this morning, but he wants full credit for
remembering to put his own on. He tells Janet that he has something for her in his car but the
rest of us warn her not to get into a car with such a suspicious looking character under any
circumstances. Dan arrives with Winnie and Roxy and we soon head down the Morshead
roadway, with Ellen, Hanna, Georgie and Ofra making up the numbers. Peter’s car is just outside
the gate and he opens the boot and beckons Janet over. Dan implies that there is already a bloody
hand hanging out of this chamber. Then we are ready to cross Elgin Avenue and continue our
migration as far as the porch of Porridge.
Davide soon drives up and, since this is his birthday as well, Dan leads us in a chorus of the
famous song. More money is collected, but this time we are backing Mon Mone, winner of the
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Grand National, who is running this afternoon at Chepstow. I tell the others that our Janet has
called from Michigan to report that the very seat, in which the foiled Christmas day terrorist was
sitting, is the one she always chooses for her transatlantic flights – indeed, since she always flies
Northwest/Delta she has perhaps used this very aircraft in the past. Some of the dog owners have
already been hitting the Christmas sales and many of us will foregather at Le Cochonnet this
evening to celebrate the birthday couple. Service is a lot better this morning but it is still chilly
sitting at our exposed table. At least one of us will soon escape this climate: tomorrow Davide is
flying down to Rio.
Tuesday, December 29:
There is a fine mist falling as Fritz and I get ready for our morning in the park; unfortunately
I don’t know this – for I have noticed that one of the unexpected consequences of my new
secondary glazing is that the new layer muffles the sound of falling rain and more than once I
have been surprised to step from my front door into moisture. I would have put a raincoat on my
dog’s back had I been better prepared today but he doesn’t seem to mind a little wet. Only two
lads are here to kick their football around in the five-a-side pitch, though I do notice that work
does seem to be progressing today in the embargoed café.
I would not know any of the dog owners were about were it not for the percussive barking of
one noisy Yorkie named Sparkie, a siren call that has been propelling us forward ever since we
entered the park. I find Georgie, Janet and Ellen in the recessed porch of the pavilion, hiding
from the rain, and we soon move forward along the Morshead roadway in pursuit of Ofra, who
is standing next to the gate. Our arrival is her signal to move her Smart car over to a spot in front
of Porridge, where we are all heading in an early attempt to get out of the moisture. Janet has
brought with her some of the chocolate birthday cake prepared for her and Davide by the staff
of the Cochonnet last night – for here some of us gathered for a celebration of the event, with
Cheryl (just off a plane from the States) leaving early and Ofra arriving late and Dan, Davide,
Georgie, Janet and yours truly remaining for our evening meal.
Our small group needs only two tables at Porridge this morning, though Daisy-Mae and Bailey
both try to claim seats here as well. For the first time in many a month the conversation turns
to a dissection of recent activity on the soaps. Janet has recorded and watched those that were
broadcast at the same time as last night’s festivities and she is able to fill me in on what I may
have missed. Of particular interest these days is the murder of Larry Lamb’s character on
EastEnders ¬– where there are at least five murderer candidates, characters who had every
reason in the world to smash in the head of Archie Mitchell. The rain continues to fall during this
recital and I am already recalculating my errands: a trip to the 123 Cleaners can easily wait until
tomorrow, when I should pass this spot on my way to Sainsbury’s. The only problem is that Janet
says that tomorrow there will be snow.
Wednesday, December 30:
A light rain is falling as Fritz (suitably coated) noses his way into the park on a gray Wednesday
morning. There are a few signs of life – I notice, for instance, that the gate to the environmental
area is open again and Fritz makes a brief incursion here before continuing on to the Carlton
roadway. Here there is a tractor at work and I need to slow the dog down so there is no
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confrontation. A giant flatbed truck is receiving a back-hoe passenger behind the café – let us
hope that there is corresponding activity within this building.
Georgie and Janet are standing on the grass at the eastern end of the green – Sparkie is off
foraging somewhere but Winnie (in her lettuce slug raincoat) and Daisy-Mae are present. The
latter, looking like a drowned rat, seems most disconsolate, taking cheer only when she notices
that Winnie’s tail needs a little plucking. Sparkie now rushes back, insisting on some tennis
ball action but refusing to back away from the object in question – thereby making it extremely
difficult to kick it any distance. Ofra, who has just descended from the heights of Mt. Bannister
with Bailey, observes this intransigence and says, “You know, sometimes I think Sparkie is a bit
neurotic.” “Sometimes?” I reply.
We begin a walkround, with dogs disappearing into the bushes before they disappear into the
rose garden. I am standing in the rain at the Morshead gate with Fritz, waiting for all the naughty
dogs to accept the discipline of their leads. Ofra now disappears – as she needs to get Ricky and
Guy ready for a trip north to see Manchester United play this afternoon. With Georgie and Janet
I now complete our passage to Porridge. If anything the rain increases in intensity while we
are sitting at our little table. I decide I will not be undertaking my usual Wednesday expedition
to Sainsbury’s. The big question is – with more rain due over the next few days – what effect
will bad weather have on tomorrow night’s New Year’s Eve fireworks? Part of me is hoping
that inclemency will turn the event into a damp squib but logic rules that if there is inadequate
opportunity for noise-making tomorrow night then the rockets will be fired off for the next
few days as well. Better to get it over with all at once, I say. We head off for our warm and dry
homes. We can see that at least at Plan 9 (where five workers were beavering away at 10:00 last
night) refurbishment is making steady progress.
Thursday, December 31:
The rain that was such a constant yesterday has at last lifted (at least for a while) as Fritz and I
begin our last 2009 visit to the park. For some reason Fritz heads off to the right this morning
and so we reach the green from the Morshead roadway. Heading toward us we have Ellen and
Ronnie and coming in behind us are Dan and Ofra. The first two are sent off as a scouting party
and ordered to stake out our usual table at Porridge. The rest of us continue forward as far as the
foot of Mt. Bannister¬ – from whose slopes Janet is just descending. Then we begin a slow walk
around the green itself.
Our progress is halting at best and no one contributes more to this dilatory pace than Fritz
himself. To begin with he has to be reminded several times that we have begun a circuit of the
green and that we are not continuing forward along the Randolph roadway. Next there are quite
a few dogs heading our way and these have to be investigated: Kathy Andon’s Paddy, the Mastiff
Ruby, and a new Chow named Safra. Then there are all those bushes that have to be sniffed as
we near the Grantully gate – where Fritz makes another escape attempt. Finally there is the siren
call of the rose garden, where Fritz joins all the other naughty dogs in a good sniff-a-thon. In this
fashion we are well behind the other coffee drinkers.
Finally arrived at Porridge we begin the morning’s conversation with coverage of everybody’s
New Year’s Eve plans. I am planning, as usual, to stay at home in order to be able to comfort my
fireworks-phobic dog, but Dan is trying to get Liz, returned this morning from the States, to host
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a party – and there are quite a few texts exchanged on this subject. Dan has brought with him
some dog treats which Winnie would like to share with her friends (no, she wouldn’t) – a starter
in turkey and cranberry flavor, some main course chew sticks and some doggy chocolate dessert
pellets. (The dogs reject the starter.)
Ofra points out that there is a chip in Dan’s coffee mug but he protests that she shouldn’t have
told him this because it means bad luck and he is superstitious enough already – “I’m always
saluting magpies, I cross my fingers if I have to pass someone on the stairs, if I pass under an
overhanging sign I have to say, “pink elephants.’” For her part Ofra is trying to decide whether
she should be taking Ritalin to improve her shaky concentration (no, is the universal answer).
Her forgetfulness has been well chronicled but I had not realized that she also has a problem with
accidentally throwing away useful possessions: her passport, £1500 pounds in cash, even the iron
have all ended up in the bin – never to be recovered. Then she remembers that she has baked us
all a nice cake – which she has forgotten to bring with her this morning. “That’s all right,” I tell
her, “at least you haven’t thrown it into the bin.”

The society in which we were now to take our place is a
unique one, an ever-changing kaleidoscope of dogs and
their owners. The dogs represent most of the popular
breeds and many of the mutt-like mixtures - and so do
their accompanying humans, who come from diverse
nationalities and from many walks of life: professionals and
job seekers, young and old, family members and loners.
They are united in their love of dogs, and on the central
green of the park, on its walkways and at the café where
they gather after exercising their animals, they often let
this affection for dogs carry them into friendships that
transcend park life and involve many of them in additional
social activities.

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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The puppy Corgi, Lucky.
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Friday, January 1:
There has been a light dusting of snow, I note, as Fritz and I get ready for our first park trip of the
new year. I don’t know when this snowfall took place, for none of it was in evidence when we
hit the streets at 10:00 last night – trying to complete a normal evening of pre-fireworks activity
with a walk along Essendine after a successful evening meal and furious play period. I did give
Fritz a dose of Rescue Remedy on our return and, on the whole, he did seem calmer than usual.
He seems to like to spend time under the desk in my study – where the new secondary glazing
obviously eliminates some of the noise of the New Year’s Eve bombardment. Only once did I see
him bury his nose under the bedspread and even here he returned to the study and then occupied
his normal positions in the bedroom after 1:00 or so.
It is bright, sunny and very cold this morning. The snow clings only to the roofs of the cars
and to the artificial surfaces in the park and the walkways are free. When we reach the green
Peter is just explaining to Ellen, Janet and Dan that on his drive to the park this morning he was
breathalyzed! Of course he had no trouble passing this test in spite of being told, “I can smell
alcohol on your breath.” (Ellen says that he has to stop chewing those wine gums.) Ofra now
enters from the Morshead roadway but there is no sign of Georgie who (after a riotous karaoke
party at Dan’s last night) is having a lie-in this morning. I have done a little scouting and know
that Starbucks will be open today and so, passing the lively Bulldog, Toby, we head down the
Randolph roadway and turn right.
There are just four of us initially, but Ofra, Dan and Janet are eventually joined by Hanna as
well. Our little table soon has five sidewalk chairs and from this vantage point we can see a
lot of activity unfold around us. Ofra is telling us about the New Year’s Eve party she attended
but I am most mystified by her claim that she drank “fusion pants” until this is translated as “a
few champagnes.” A young girl has a seven-month old Staffie cross named Milly and Winnie,
on Dan’s lap, is incensed by the presence of this puppy and snaps and growls. The sun is very
bright in my eyes but I have brought my dark glasses, just as well. As usual there are lots of
complaints about Starbucks itself. Janet finds that there is never enough coffee in her coffee and
Dan actually returns his for an extra shot. Ofra orders porridge but this turns out to be mostly
milk and she returns this too. Hanna tries this concoction as well (“I told them I didn’t want it to
look like baby’s vomit”) but she returns hers as well. The dogs are hectoring me for biscuits but
my dog eventually jumps into Hanna’s lap, a gesture that turns sour when she catches sight of his
bottom – “Fritz, you’ve kacked your pants!” We then join the others for a return stroll though the
park; Fritz has an appointment with the bathtub.
Saturday, January 2:
It is bright and frigid once again and I suspect that there has also been another light dusting of
snow – for the walkways are a bit whiter than yesterday. Fritz makes rapid progress toward the
green and by the time I have reached this spot myself he has rushed out to the cricket crease
where Georgie, Janet, Peter and Ellen are standing with their dogs. By the time I have crunched
over the frozen ground in pursuit of this quartet I can see that there is a serious conclave
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underway and that the subject matter is again Holly’s leg, which is again showing signs of injury
and infection. Peter is fretting over which vet to take her today later today (expense is a factor)
but before a decision can be reached we begin our slow Porridge migration. Ronnie joins us and
so does Ofra but Fritz keeps disappearing, first into the rose garden, then into some bushes near
the gate, then he admits himself to the doggy area on the Morshead side – where he does a lonely
poo.
Dan joins us at our table at Porridge and Hanna comes up to take her own little table behind us.
Dan is soon distributing portions of a chocolate cake that Liz had brought to the New Year’s
Eve party. Janet and I discuss the latest developments on EastEnders – which has outdone
itself in well-acted dramatic scenarios recently. Georgie studies the results of the most recent
EuroMillions draw since, with our horse dropped from the scheduled race at Chepstow, our
money has been invested again (but with the usual outcome) in scratch cards. Winnie and Sparkie
are snarling at one another from adjacent laps while Bailey is manic in his biscuit quest. I take
Fritz over to the solitary Hanna – so that she can see how lovely his bottom is after yesterday’s
bath – and he spends the rest of the session on her lap.
I have to tell Peter that Holly’s sore leg is actually bleeding now, but of more immediate concern
in his attempt to tell, once again, the story of his breath test yesterday. His problem is that we’ve
all heard this story and he keeps losing the attention of one listener after another – though he
does regain some of the spotlight when he says, “Well at least I can say I’ve had one blow
job this year.” No sooner has the laughter subsided then the mood takes an abrupt downturn.
This is because Hanna has just spotted Holly’s leg, and, knowing nothing of all of the recent
conversation on this topic, she begins to remind Peter that he has to do something. Without even
turning around our cantankerous senior citizen begins to scream “Shut up! It’s none of your
business!” The furious Finn, who can’t stand any form of animal suffering, renews her onslaught
and it takes a while for tempers to cool. I have been putting it off for days but I now have to
excuse myself – Sainsbury’s is calling.
Sunday, January 3:
Again we have bright, sunny skies and very cold temperatures as Fritz and I make our way past
the frozen street puddles and into the park. There is not much activity in the Rec today, just two
kids kicking the ball about in the middle pitch and trying to figure out of if they have to return
to school tomorrow (they think so, but they are not sure). Fritz races well ahead of me on the
final stages of our in-lap and, against the low sun on the horizon, I have trouble picking him out
among the meandering animals on the cricket crease. Here Lucky is attempting to mug DaisyMae while Sparkie, keeping score, is barking hysterically.
Dan is seen heading toward us from the Morshead roadway but he is carrying his pet and we all
want to know why. It seems that Winnie is a bit poorly this morning, with lots of dribbling and
pooing and she certainly seems to prefer being carried by daddy to putting her paws down on
the frozen surface of the green. Dan’s arrival is a signal for our mass departure, with Porridge
beckoning. I manage to get Fritz collared long before we get to the gate, walking with Hanna,
who now announces that Cheryl has returned to the States this morning, having become a
grandmother – overnight. Liz, who is also contemplating a return to the States, is waiting for us
on the Morshead roadway with Roxy.
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When we get to Porridge we can see that Ronnie and Susie are already seated but the two table
arrangement here fails to provide enough room for ten of us and I end up at a little table with
Hanna – where we have a good view of some multi-colored peppers as they curl up and die in the
front window. Dan wraps Winnie in his scarf but we know she isn’t faking it when she refuses
the proffered tidbits. It is very cold and even Ronnie is wearing a black knitted cap like mine. He
is gently mocked for this gesture, with Susie saying that the cap looks much better on my head
than on his, and others suggesting that he looks as though he is about to rob a bank. Even though
I am at some remove from the other dogs they manage to seek out the biscuit-bearer and they
have devoured all but two of these treats by the time we head for home.
Monday, January 4:
Unusually, we are quite late in our morning preparations today and for this I blame Fritz. Twice
he insisted on performing his patented scratching routine, using, in this case, the corded surface
of the living room sofa and, in this fashion, twice waking me up. On the second occasion, at
2:30 am, I had to get up and tell him to knock if off. Then he appeared at my pillow somewhat
later, whining because he wanted me to lift the covers so that he could enter the warmth of the
“puppy hole” beneath. I believe he was feeling the cold at this point for I always turn the heat off
over night and temperatures do plummet. All of these interruptions mean that I wake up at least
an hour or so later than usual today and there is only a short amount of time to reheat the house
before our departure time.
At least the sun is shining when we hit the streets, though everything is frozen underfoot and all
of the surfaces bear a winter white. Fritz makes rapid work of his advance toward the green but
when we arrive there is not a soul here and I stamp about a bit waiting for some action. Soon
there is a young golden Lab who is delighted to share his stick, running up to bump me with it
on more than one occasion. This is Jake, whom we have met once before, and again he brings
with him memories of Joanna Pettet’s pet of the same name, color and breed. Next I can see the
burly black form of a Newfoundlander bearing down on me in delight. This is Beau and again
I am subjected to an enthusiastic greeting. There is still no sign of our group and so I decide to
head down the Morshead roadway on my own, sensing somehow, that I might have better luck
in the doggy area on this side – since I can hear Sparkie here. Just as I reach the Morshead gate a
procession departs the doggy area and I can now see Janet, Georgie, Davide and Dan, though the
latter is still carrying an ailing Winnie, wrapped in an ET-like shawl.
I tell this lot that I am too cold to sit outside at coffee this morning but behind them Linda arrives
with Pepper and little Chica and I agree to accompany her on a rapid grand circle. Chica is eight
months-old now, a brown and white mostly Jack Russell who belongs to Linda’s neighbors
and for whom Linda occasionally assumes a custodial responsibility ¬– even though the lively
youngster is still not house-trained. Fritz is, and therefore he manages to deposit a record fourth
poo during our circuit; he did have a lot to eat yesterday since he ate most of Saturday’s dinner
at lunchtime and then polished off Sunday’s dinner as well. He has missed out on his Porridge
porch biscuit binge and he lets me know this as soon we are back at home.
Tuesday, January 5:
The frigid temperatures have moderated just a bit – perhaps because it is not quite as clear as it
has been the last few days. I decide not to saddle my dog (quite literally) with his coat, though
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he was wearing this for an afternoon session in Regent’s Park yesterday afternoon, an expedition
in which my place was gratefully yielded to young Liam. The extra exercise may also have been
responsible for a much better night’s sleep ¬– for both of us.
A white rime covers many of the park surfaces this morning, the benches, the bins, the running
track. Fritz follows some joggers out to the almost empty green. One chap is throwing a ball
to his Cocker and Beau is still bouncing over the frozen greensward but there is no sign of any
of our regulars. Fritz and I begin a circuit of the periphery, heading in the general direction
of the Randolph roadway; here I lose track of my dog for a minute or two. I find him again at
a crowded corner where our local animal warden, Lee, and his lime green-clad assistant are
chatting with some of the dog owners.
There is still no sign of any of our people so I decide to see if they have again settled for a brief
incursion into the doggy area on Morshead Road. We crunch across the green, encountering
Panda, who rushes over to pay court to Fritz. Claire has a ball sling with her today and she says,
“There are so few dogs in the park these days that you have to bring something to keep your own
amused.” The first school group is heading our way as Fritz and I reach our roadway but when
we get to the doggy area there is only a departing Rebel – again no sign of any of our people. We
have been out only half an hour or so but I have to tell Fritz that it is time to go home.
Wednesday, January 6:
For a day the weather experts have been predicting snow in our part of the world and they have
certainly gotten this one right. The white stuff started to fall after midnight, though a good deal
had melted from the trees by dawn. Now footing is still treacherous and small wet pellets are
still descending as Fritz and I make our entry into a snow-covered park. The park staff have been
active on the walkways and a chap on a tractor is brushing a lane along the Carlton roadway as
we reach the café. I follow Fritz onto the green, where Ellen with Jack and Lucky, and Hanna are
waiting to greet me. In Hanna’s case the greeting is accompanied by a card; today is my birthday.
We stand near the cricket crease for some time, again waiting for some of the other regulars, but
the other animals swirling around us (Pasha the Weimaraner, Panda, Luna and Luci) could not be
so described. Hanna tells me that Daisy-Mae is now poorly but that Winnie (whom Dan has been
bringing to the park wrapped in a blanket with a hot water bottle) is now okay. There are reports
that Holly is not doing well and there is no sign of Georgie, who may be experiencing traffic
difficulties on London’s streets this morning. Ellen says she is not going to coffee today and so it
is just Hanna available to accompany me and Fritz on our journey to Porridge.
Alone on the porch we keep expecting that someone else will soon join us but the bad weather,
doggy illnesses and transportation problems combine to disappoint our hopes. “Fine,” I tell
Hanna, “it’s the custom in our group for the birthday boy or girl (on behalf of himself, herself
or the birthday dog) to pick up the refreshment tab. I want you to tell the others that they
missed their chance today.” Paying the very modest bill for two coffees I now get ready to face
a morning of errands. I had been planning a West End expedition but that is not practical now.
However the bank, the newsagent, the surgery, the post office and the cleaners still beckon – and
so I have an hour of hesitant footsteps ahead of me.
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Thursday, January 7:
The wintry weather persists – indeed last night Fritz and I even needed a ride to Linda and Rob’s
house, where (following a lovely meal at Morag’s the night before) I was once again feted at
a birthday dinner. Linda cooked curry from scratch, though this meant that Pepper and Fritz
couldn’t share in the leftovers – instead Rob painstakingly mixed them the elements of a more
suitable diet for dogs when we were finished. As usual, Fritz was beside himself with excitement
over this visit – though he did have to suffer the disappointment of finding no hidden balls or
squeaky toys that he could then knock under hard-to-move pieces of furniture.
This morning there is nothing falling from the pink skies but it is very cold. Even descending
the front steps is an adventure but soon Fritz is on his own recognizance as we enter the park.
Again it is easy to see that a lot of gritting has taken place on the walkways here, though none of
this had penetrated to the actual plane of the path itself and instead we have a crusty icy surface
for much of the way. Fritz makes fast work of our forward progress, encountering only some
obsessive joggers as we reach the green. Several inches of snow cover this vast space.
Again there don’t seem to be any of the regulars about but eventually I spot Ellen with Jack and
Lucky and Hanna, heading our way from the Grantully gate and waving and shouting to get
Fritz’s attention. Claire now enters with a cup of coffee in a paper cup and the rambunctious
Panda. In Lucky she finally finds a dog she can dominate – “Good,” Ellen says, “put that little
madam in her place.” Hanna and I move off in order to keep from freezing to the spot and soon
we are heading down the Morshead roadway. I tell her that there is no way I am going to be
sitting outside drinking coffee this morning and I invite her to join me for this beverage in a
warm flat – but she has errands to complete and so, after only half an hour in the park, Fritz and I
head for home.
Friday, January 8:
I can see from my front window that we have another frigid morning in the park and this
means it’s dog-coat time for Fritz. These days there is greater acceptance of his fate at such
moments – that is he takes only a few steps in the opposite direction before slowing down long
enough for me to lower the objectionable item onto his back. The gritting work in the park has
continued apace and our walkways here are comfortable enough this morning; I don’t have to
take to the crunchy sidelines in order to find the proper purchase. Heading toward us is the trio
of Scamp, Oscar and Ollie the Cocker. The latter approaches Fritz a bit too bouncily and earns
an admonitory growling for his troubles. A few minutes later it is Elvis the Shiba Inu who earns
this form of greeting, though in this case Fritz is squatting for his poo and feels particularly
vulnerable. (How nasty is such a poo on the pristine white snow.)
When we reach the green I can see that Hanna, Ellen and Georgie are in position somewhere near
the buried cricket crease (the running track is buried too). Hanna tries to kick a tennis ball around
for Fritz to chase but it is frozen solid. Lucky is chewing on Sparkie’s whiskers and then those of
Daisy-Mae, who now enters from the Morshead roadway with Janet. Her illness, like Winnie’s,
now seems to have been some sort of virus; both dogs were okay after forty-eight hours.
Janet is noticeable for her unusual footwear today – for she has donned wool socks over her
shoes in an effort to obtain more traction on our frozen pavements these days. She and Georgie
are discussing some recent television viewing; she denounces the quality of celebrity assembled
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for Celebrity Big Brother and notes that yesterday afternoon at Plan Nine she saw the actor Ben
Price, who plays the latest version of Nick Tilsley on Coronation Street. I thank Georgie and
Janet for their birthday cards, hand-delivered by Hanna. Janet’s features a picture of Fritz with
a real squeaky sack hanging from his neck. (I squeezed it and my dog came running in from
the next room.) Our dogs are over in the rose garden as we make our way down the Morshead
roadway – but when mine emerges I lead him to the right when the others head left for Porridge.
It’s again too cold for me to be sitting outdoors, coffee or not.
Saturday, January 9:
There are lots of things I’d rather be doing that heading for the park on another uncomfortably
frigid morning, part of that extended cold snap that has produced temperatures in the UK equal
to those measured at the South Pole. At least I don’t have to put my long underwear on as part
of my preparations today – I have been wearing this additional layer in bed and throughout the
day as well. And I won’t be jumping into the shower at this hour either ¬¬– for fear of having to
jump out of it into the icy precincts of the bathroom. The secondary glazing installed months ago
is, of course, proving its worth; now the front of the house is as chilly as the rest of the place –
instead of being several degrees colder. There are lots of things I’d rather be doing than heading
for the park at this hour, but there is a dog who needs to go out.
The ice-free walkways are a boon as we make our way slowly toward the cypress trees; there
is bright sunshine but I can’t detect any warmth in it. I am wearing a new fitted cap, a birthday
present from Linda and I am trying to convince myself that it is warmer than my old woolen
version, but I’m not so sure. The bottom line is that it is very cold, worse than yesterday since
we now have a biting wind as well. The park belongs almost exclusively to the dog owners;
the only sign of any athletic activity comes from a few isolated joggers and two chaps who
are pummeling one another with giant boxing gloves in the porch of the pavilion. Fritz makes
a sortie out to the center of the green and then heads down the Randolph roadway, seemingly
unbothered by the nasty temperature.
When we return to the green we discover a huddled mass of dog owners: Ellen, Janet, Georgie
and Dan – with Hanna (for whom today must seem like springtime in Finland) also present. Dan
is complaining that the theater-goers who have cancelled their bookings due to the bad weather
have thrown the refund policy into chaos. Ellen notices that Jack has had his nose punctured
by the sharp teeth of his sister, the puppy Lucky. Janet reports that she has again killed a heatseeking mouse in her house – Daisy-Mae having shown no interest in this visitor. Georgie is
agitating for a move in the direction of coffee but when we reach the Morshead gate I again beg
off: it’s too cold for me to be sitting outside today.
Sunday, January 10:
Although it is stolidly gray outside there has been a definite thaw, and footing is improved on all
the pavements. The park is still a very quiet place and only the dog owners seem to be active this
morning. When I reach the café I see a familiar figure standing disconsolately next to the kitchen
door. This is chef Elian, come to measure the progress of the café refurbishment, a process that
is supposed to be so far along that re-opening is scheduled for tomorrow. Instead, so he tells me,
at least a week is needed to reach that point. I am soon sharing this news with some of the other
dog owners in the center of the green – Janet, Georgie and Ellen are here and Dan and Davide
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are heading this way too. Almost as soon as I arrive Janet tells me that poor Holly has been put to
sleep.
Dan has again brought home-baked chocolate muffins, though we are hoping that we will be
able to consume these delicacies with our morning coffee. In the meantime he is active in pelting
his friends with snowballs – Ofra, now arriving with Bailey, is an especially inviting target. We
begin our march down the Morshead roadway, though Fritz and Sparkie have to explore the
bandstand area first. When they return they both growl at a huge red-eyed Mastiff-Staffie cross
who, fortunately, manages to restrain his own feelings in the matter. Hanna now joins us for our
migration across Elgin Avenue, but I am surprised to discover that, in my absence, the gang has
migrated from Porridge to Plan 9.
It is not easy getting everybody squeezed into the same outdoor seating area and so Hanna and
I take a little table of our own. Blankets are distributed and the overhead heaters are turned on
and one of the helpful waitpersons even emerges with a water bowl for the dogs. Bailey makes a
pest of himself at my knee and he is succeeded by Daisy-Mae, who is trembling with excitement
after discovering that her biscuit supplier is back. Dan and Davide continue their animated
bickering. When they are not quarreling over which language to watch TV programs in (English
or Italian) they are disagreeing about the nature and scope of their long-advertised and muchpostponed wedding day. Failure to produce a definitive date for such a ceremony is a matter of
disappointment to others at our table – Janet says that she expects to be a bridesmaid and Ofra
says she wants to be the “pigeon boy” (by which she means the page boy). Davide, it is obvious,
wants a quiet registry union while Dan wants to rent a canal boat. Prediction: a year from now
they will still be arguing about these same matters.
Monday, January 11:
Above all it is very dark this morning. As Fritz and I enter the park I can see a sign confirming
what Elian has told me yesterday: due to “unforeseen engineering problems” the café will now
open for business on Friday, “approximately.” I am digesting this “cock-up on the catering front”
as we approach the green, where Winnie is just in the process of pursuing a mid-sized black dog
who has somehow incurred the wrath of the feisty Pug. In fact, Winnie is heading in the wrong
direction for, much to my surprise and even though it is only 9:20, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ellen
and Hanna are already heading for the Morshead roadway and an early coffee.
If I had arrived a minute later I would have assumed that no one had shown up today.
Fritz, I notice, is also part of this migratory pattern but he again slides off at the end and admits
himself to the doggy pen on the Morshead side of things. I slip his lead over his reluctant head
and we follow the others down the street. Here I note that the flurries we encountered on our late
night walk have been followed by another overnight freeze and the pavements are again very
slippery. Ronnie is already seated outside of Plan 9; he says he missed us yesterday because he
and Susie had thought we were still going to Porridge. Hanna and I again have or own little table,
though today my seat faces the interior TV set and I can follow the detailed weather forecast as I
wait for my cappuccino.
I ask if anyone has heard from Peter and Ronnie says that he called his old adversary/friend
yesterday and that Peter seems to be okay ¬– though Holly was, of course, also the dog of his
late wife June, and this is an additional element in his grief. Georgie announces that she is off
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to the see the Cirque du Soleil at the Albert Hall tomorrow; Ronnie says that he has never been
to this venue – which is quite a surprise. Hanna has a new favorite drink – hot apple juice with
cinnamon. Janet is happy to report that there have been no more mouse sightings in her house.
Ellen is the first to leave, escorting Jack and Lucky back to their home. But when she returns a
few minutes later it is to tell us that she has fallen on the treacherous pavements while doing so.
This is my clue to begin a long tiptoe as I head for home as well.
Tuesday, January 12:
Our troubles began during yesterday afternoon’s stroll along the untidy pavements of Maida
Vale. On Widley, which is often a favorite feeding ground for my pet, Fritz snaffled up something
crunchy – who knows how long it had been festering under the melting snow. Usually he is able
to accommodate such contraband and the rest of the evening seemed to bode well – a canapé of
carrot slices, his usual tea – but as soon as we hit the street at 10:30 a pool of vomit erupted at
our feet. Thereafter something else (chopped carrots in a yellow bisque) surfaced throughout the
night at two-hour intervals. The last of these arrived at 7:00 this morning.
I make my usual morning preparations, somewhat groggily, and shortly after 9:00 there
comes the inevitable call to the Hamilton Vet Clinic. A solicitous Tara is able to offer a 9:45
appointment and so off we go. Fritz, looking quite miserable, has to accept coat and lead while
still sitting on the blue sofa – for once he doesn’t seem at all eager to get going. At the Morshead
gate we encounter Georgie with that trio of desperadoes: Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Winnie. I
explain that we will not be joining the group this morning and we begin a very slow progress
towards Boundary Road. At least there is one positive sign: the dog’s poo seems to be okay. Just
before we arrive at the vets Rob pulls over, with Pepper in the back seat. He has just made a run
to his office but he is spending a second day at home as Linda has slipped on the ice in her own
backyard and hurt her back.
Dr. Jess is on duty this morning and she does a lot of tummy feeling (hunting for any
obstructions) and takes Fritz’s temperature. Then she prescribes antibiotics for the latter and a
diet of intestinal food and she gives the dog an anti-nausea injection. We make an appointment
to return at the same time tomorrow and hit the streets again. Progress is a little faster this time
but it still seems to take forever to get home. Just as we are about to turn off on the back passage
Panda rushes up to give her friend a kiss. Even on a good day Fritz would ignore these advances
so it is no surprise that he remains aloof, as usual. “He secretly loves her,” Claire says hopefully.
At last we get inside, ready to begin a day of invalid watching and carpet cleaning – it is in
pursuit of the latter activity that I discover a heretofore unseen contribution hidden behind the
sitting room door.
Wednesday, January 13:
What a day! Fritz has a vet appointment at the beginning of a day of vital errands and it has been
snowing steadily for hours and it is still snowing. I leave extra time for our perilous journey but
we are able to leave the house almost exactly when we normally depart. The dog has spent a
more restful night and has agreed to accept a little of his special formula food this morning but it
has been close to 24 hours since we have seen any sign of poo (or vomit, for that matter).
They have a neat little snow-clearing machine in the park and the mounted operative is heading
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our way as we walk up the Morshead roadway. In his wake he leaves a nice bare spot in the
tarmac and I use this to make progress, with Fritz (who enjoys the snow) moving very slowly
from tree to lamppost to fencepost. When we exit the park, however, I am the one who has to
slow down since many stretches of the pavement and many street crossings are treacherous. An
extra ten minutes is needed to reach Boundary Road but at last we arrive for our 9:45 check-up.
We have Dr. Tom this morning and he seems reasonably pleased with Fritz’s progress; the dog’s
temperature is in decline and the stomach sounds seem to be okay – Fritz demonstrates the latter
by farting in the young vet’s face. Some pro-biotic is added to Fritz’s diet and we begin the long
trudge home. I try to get Fritz to eat some more of his food but he doesn’t seem interested. I have
to leave him in Cathy’s care, however, because now I have a doctor’s appointment.
Thursday, January 14:
The convalescence continues and a thaw as well. On our walk this morning my dog manages
his first poo in two days. Not much to report here (in quantity or quality) but then he hasn’t been
eating much. It is raining a bit as we approach the café, where I can see the happy sight of a Nila
lorry whose driver is unloading fresh food products into the café’s kitchen. Perhaps it really will
open tomorrow – though Hanna says that Metty has warned of a ten percent rise in prices.
Workmen are shoveling snow from the margins of the largely cleared walkways in the park and
one of them, for his troubles, incurs the ire of Sparkie, who doesn’t seem to like the sight of
men at work under any circumstances. Georgie is also accompanied today by Daisy-Mae and
Winnie and by Yara, who has only Luna today – Luci is at the vet’s undergoing the snip. We
begin a sodden circuit of the green, now emerging from its carpet of snow. The ever-stylish Yara
is wearing a red Arsenal stocking cap and a black coat with a fur collar. She says that she has left
her marketing job after discovering that the proprietor was paying her off the books. At one point
in our peregrinations we meet up with Linda, accompanied by Pepper, and Jo Lynn, accompanied
by Tilly. Linda shows me the yellow bruise on her temple; this, she says, is the least nasty of the
injuries she received when she fell on her back after slipping on the ice in her own back garden.
I accompany the others down to Plan 9, telling Ellen in the process that it is really an unusual
sight to see a Corgi as active as young Lucky. The latter is soon trying to chew the face off
Sparkie with her sharp puppy teeth. The animals at our feet are in various stages of wet misery;
there is no food for them, though Fritz does set up a hopeful watch at Yara’s feet when the
latter takes delivery on a full English. Hanna is here and Wendy soon arrives with T-bone Ted.
The rain continues to fall and I am sitting just outside the protection of the overhead awning –
consequently I must occasionally accept delivery of a large raindrop down the back of my neck.
This is only one of the factors contributing to an early exit – as Fritz and I slither through the
slushy pavements on our way to some warmer and dryer conditions.
Friday, January 15:
A pinkish sunrise has given way to pearl grey skies as Fritz and I head for the park today. It is not
warm but the recent rain and higher temperatures have done a good job with the snow and the
walkways are completely free for once. The playing fields are still embargoed because of their
icy surfaces but as we round a corner next to the equally forsaken children’s playground I see a
cheering sight – the green umbrella lofted above our round table in the doggy area of the café –
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which is clearly open for business. The holiday closure (augmented by the refurbishment project)
has at last come to an end.
I can see Davide (back from Delhi), Janet and Georgie out in the middle of the green – a surface
which is still dappled in snow (and dog shit). Davide is trying to kick the tennis ball to an
hysterical Sparkie but the latter, as usual, won’t back up far enough to permit this. As the others
head for the café Fritz goes east. A few minutes later I remind him that the café is open and he
makes a beeline for the relevant gate, perhaps associating this spot with food. If so, he is in for
a disappointment since I announce to the others that he is still nil-by-mouth. I can now see what
the reconstructed café looks like. It looks slightly larger because there are a lot of mirrors about,
and there are some nice leather chairs at inside tables as well. The counter is now on your left,
rather than straight ahead – meaning that it is closer to the kitchen area. Off the later space there
is a shutter that, when raised, can assist the staff in the bestowal of quick stop items for school
kids and others. I ask Lurch how he likes the new set-up and he says that he keeps turning in the
wrong direction when someone asks him for a cup of coffee.
I take my cappuccino to our table, which now also includes Ronnie, Ellen, Hanna and Wendy.
(Ofra is about but she is gossiping with Vicky for most of the morning session.) I have brought
no biscuits and this is a matter of deep disappointment to the other dogs – as well as my own.
Bailey keeps trying to climb into my lap, Fritz is staring up at me balefully, as is Winnie, and
Daisy-Mae is barking at me furiously. At one point she takes out her rage on poor T-bone Ted,
who is just passing by, and the two have to be separated. Ofra has purchased some discount pitta
and Davide says that the low price reflects a sell-by date of January 5. This means that only the
birds will really be interested and Hanna begins the laborious process of breaking the entire
package into tiny pieces for them. The dogs think they should be having this treat and they crowd
around her feet – Fritz’s head is soon covered in crumbs. Yara calls Hanna on her mobile phone
and announces that she is on her way but it is impossible to learn when this event will take place
because just then Sparkie begins to bark madly at a Staffie outside our fence. We’re back.
Saturday, January 16:
There is much less reluctance these days when I have to strap the old rain coat on my dog’s
back, but I can’t say he likes the idea; this morning, however, it seems an imperative – for rain
is falling steadily from leaden skies as we enter the park. The new tightly-fitting woolen cap that
Linda has given me does a tolerably good job of protecting me from the rain but I am happy to
reach the overhanging Leylandia, for this is always the driest part of the park. Here we encounter
Vito and Miro, closely followed by Christian, Reina and baby Maya. For some reason Christian
wants to know what the chances are of Obama succeeding in the introduction of universal health
insurance in America. I tell him that I have my fingers crossed and note that health expenses
in the U.S. are so egregiously exaggerated that American Express will no longer insure me for
travel to my native country.
The snow having disappeared from the playing fields at last, footie action has once again
resumed this morning and the sodden lads are at play on both the central and the five-aside pitches. Fritz weaves his way through a tangle of feet as the parents dutifully crowd the
walkways, hiding under their umbrellas. At the café some of our people are already taking refuge
under the umbrella but I continue around the green (Hanna offers me her umbrella, but I brave it
out) in pursuit of my dog. By the time we have reached the Grantully gate I put his lead back on
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and, braving the Pennine peat hags (otherwise know as the green) I splosh directly back to the
café in my hiking boots. There is one tiny snowman remnant at the end of the cricket crease and
Fritz helps in the melting process by pissing on it. A bouncy brown dog comes out to welcome
us, colliding with my knee. I can hear her owner say that tomorrow she will take delivery on an
electric shock collar – so that she can zap her dog if a similar incident takes place in the future.
(Surely there are other methods that need to be tried first.)
I soon return to the two tables that have been pushed up against the pole of our green umbrella –
with my cappuccino in hand. The brave dog people who are sheltering here include Ofra, Janet,
Georgie, Hanna, Ellen, and Dan. The rain is blowing up against our backs and every now and
then the umbrella shifts in the wind and a sheet of water falls. Most of our animals look like dish
rags but Fritz is standing out in the rain observing a scene that Winnie prefers to examine from
the comfort of her daddy’s lap; she growls every time a strange dog passes our gate. Since I am
the only one to have watched the first installment of Pop Star to Opera Star last night (I had even
heard of three of the eight pop stars) the conversation is dominated by the recent earthquake
disaster in Haiti ¬– a country already close to anarchy before this cataclysm. The dogs are
beginning to shiver and so, disdaining the crowded walkways, we decide to head down the
Morshead roadway, again in search of a dryer and warmer environment.
Sunday, January 17:
I won’t say that today we have the first day of spring (for much must be endured before we
reach such a point) but, after a month of severe weather conditions, today seems to be a gentle
and golden antidote. Under clear sunny skies Fritz and I enter the Rec, mild temperatures
welcoming us to a park that has resumed its usual weekend character at last. There is activity on
all the playing fields (the Thais have once again resumed their places on the five-a-side pitch),
the playground again has little kids at play, and on the Randolph roadway a phalanx of pups is
trotting along contentedly.
Peter is sitting by himself at one of our little tables and this is the first time that I have been able
to offer my condolences following the death of poor Holly. While other members of our group
are reporting to the doggy compound I continue with Fritz down the roadway. Arran is his usual
pristine white but we also have the arrival of the all-black Walter Benjamin. After placing my
lead on one of the tables I join a queue in the café. Refurbishment has included the installation
of a night-club style red sash barrier – useful in helping people know which way to queue at
the counter – but Cheryl, having just stepped off a plane from the States, notes that if the queue
is too long its tail will prevent people from getting in the front door. When I emerge with my
cappuccino I note that our group of thirteen also includes a seldom-seen Liz, back from New
York – which may be where she will live if she decides to return to her native land.
Our group includes all of those mentioned already plus Dan, Davide, Ronnie, Susie, Ellen, Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, and Hanna. I am glad that I have brought my sunglasses, since I am squinting
into the sun, but I am not so pleased with what happens next. Peter has brought with him a lot of
puppy treats and a large collection of Holly’s squeaky toys. Several of these are slipped under
the table to my dog – who soon begins a painful session of chewing and squeaking. Every time
we manage to get one of these punishing noisemakers back on to the tabletop someone else slips
him another one. Of course I am determined that none of these is coming home with us and when
he is temporarily without anything in his mouth I begin an early exit by slipping the collar over
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Fritz’s head. Rob has just brought Pepper in for a visit and Wendy has just arrived with T-bone
Ted. In bending down to attach my dog I get a chance for a brief word with Hanna. What I want
to tell her is that I will be missing in action for the next couple of days. I don’t tell her why but,
in fact, tomorrow I will go into hospital for an appointment at the cardiac catheter lab.
Wednesday, January 20:
The sensor that controls the lights on my front porch is insistent that it is still night-time as Fritz
and I make our way into the park on a very dark Wednesday morning. In my absence Fritz seems
to have completed his recent convalescence and to have enjoyed his stay at Auntie Linda’s,
during which he delighted in an outing to Hampstead Heath – even though this was accompanied
by another bath and blow-dry. He looks a treat as we head down the walkways but I almost regret
that he is not wearing his raincoat since it is spitting a bit now and it is again quite cold.
When I get to the Carlton roadway I see that he is getting a cuddle from his Auntie Ofra and
she and I are soon completing a circle of the green – as Bailey and Fritz disappear for extended
periods of time on their own wanderings. Ofra says she has been up half the night watching the
Australian Open on the TV. She also tells me that she has insisted on inspecting Metty’s new
kitchen. I tell her that Dr. Foale seems to believe that my chest requires no further intervention at
this time – as the recent angiogram has turned up only evidence of “the smoke of battles past.”
By this time Fritz has finally overtaken us and stationed himself outside the gate of the café’s
doggy sanctuary. Someone lets him in and by the time we have arrived (Ofra now disappears) he
is already enjoying his first park biscuit in some time.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Hanna, Cheryl, and Ronnie. Cheryl is on
her way to the vets, where Lola must have her heart x-rayed, but she is in a chipper mood after
the loss of Teddy Kennedy’s Senate seat to the Republicans. Peter says that he is not getting
another dog because if a new pet lived to the same age as the departed Holly he would be 86.
Soon the topic has shifted to the extent to which the homeowner is entitled to protect his property
if it is broken into by an intruder – several recent court rulings having reinforced the notion that
you are not allowed to follow the burglar down the street and beat him over the head with a
cricket bat. Peter now starts off again on the January 1st moment when he was breathalyzed by
the police and Cheryl says that if she gets one more ticket in Kilburn that her husband will take
away her car keys. By now it is time for her to take off with Lola and the rest of us, suffering
under the effects of a cold wind, are not far behind.
Thursday, January 21:
The grey skies are a bit brighter this morning and there is no moisture so this must be seen as an
improvement. Fritz makes speedy work of his assault on the green and here we meet Ofra and
Georgie, just entering from the right. Unusually, Fritz seems content to follow Bailey, Sparkie,
Winnie and Daisy-Mae into the doggy compound – without further exercise. Peter, Ellen and
Ronnie are already here and, indeed, Ronnie has already distributed all of his biscuits and
carrots. I object to this – the caff hasn’t opened its doors yet so why should Ronnie have opened
his sacks. Eventually I join a queue behind Peter and Ofra but the latter forgets to take her coffee
with her when she returns to our tables and I have to bring it out to her myself.
There are a number of rarely-sighted visitors today. First we have Sue with Millie, Sidney and
grandson Joseph – this name reminds Georgie of a young relative who could never pronounce
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this word and insisted on the alternative: Jofus or Jofusine. Then Michaela comes in with Skye
(who makes the fatal mistake of trying to pick up one of the biscuits that Daisy-Mae is guarding).
It turns out that Michaela needs to spend several days supervising matters at the summer home in
the south of France and Georgie will be looking after the Cairn during the day. Finally we have
the arrival of Carrie with Oggy. This is a matter of great interest to Daisy-Mae, who wants to
play with the little Bichon even after a long wrestling session with Lucky.
Hanna and Cheryl are also present and the latter is repeatedly quizzed about Lola’s visit to
the vet yesterday. The senior Pug has an enlarged heart and fluid on her lungs and a change of
medicine has been suggested for the latter condition. (While she was unconscious Lola also
had both her nails and her teeth attended to.) When we get up to leave Georgie has the usual
problems in rounding up her troops. Sparkie begins his manic barking, Daisy-Mae wants to play
with Oggy, and Winnie will only get a move on when she is bribed with “Treats!” or “Dinner!”
or “Breakfast!” Such enticements are usually offered from a spot along the path between the
picnic ground and the playground, that is when the rest of us are well advanced on our return lap
– and Winnie is still back at the café.
Friday, January 22:
It isn’t actually raining when Fritz and I leave the house this morning but the pavements are wet
and it starts to sprinkle after we have been in the park for only a moment or two. At the second
bench we pass a young man with a bicycle and his Staffie, Jet. He is telling a tale of woe to
another dog owner, a lady in glasses who soon repeats this litany to me as we walk along the
cypress trees. Jet, it turns out, is an adopted animal with such a troubled past that he is consumed
by anxiety, often upset when voices are raised and hostile to other dogs in the park. When
neighbors fight in an adjoining flat the dog becomes so distressed that he tries to dig himself out
of his own. Now there is some talk of giving the dog away and the lad is distraught over such a
possibility.
As we reach the Carlton roadway we pass a sign requiring all Pad Junior footie lads to pay up
before receiving their wristbands. What is unusual today is that this sign (and others in the park)
are posted on behalf of Nuffield Health Community Fitness; is this an alternate corporate face
for the former management team, Courtney’s, or a new set of sports entrepreneurs? This seems
right to me: Courtney is the kind of name you would use if your affairs were run by an American
teenaged girl of the Eighties. I don’t know what to make of the mouthful represented by Nuffield
Health Community Fitness – except to say that it doesn’t seem to suggest a firm that would
extract payment from local lads who just want to kick a ball around.
Sheltering under our umbrella today are Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Georgie, Cheryl and Ronnie ¬–
with Janet arriving fifteen minutes later after having taken delivery on a new bed. Cheryl is again
triumphant after news of another setback for Barack Obama, though most of those to whom she
addresses these remarks either know nothing of what she is talking about or would be on the
opposite side if they did know. More interesting to them is that in America an arms dealer (from
Maida Vale) has been arrested. The rain continues to fall, though it isn’t too cold, and after half
an hour or so I begin a back passage walkround with Georgie and Janet. I begin in this fashion
but soon I am on my own. Georgie has had to go into the environmental area to retrieve one of
Winnie’s poos and Janet has stopped in her tracks to take a work-related phone call. This means
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that Fritz and I are on our own as we pass the seldom-seen publicist, Lynn Franks, who is just
arriving with her black dog Noodle.
Saturday, January 23:
Grey skies persist as Fritz and I begin our Saturday in a park crowded with weekend visitors. I
recognize most of the people we pass on the weekdays but now are many strange faces among
the resolute joggers and the footie parents, here to watch junior at play – but only if he has paid
first. I have plenty of time to observe these faces because Fritz makes such a slow start, pausing
at each clump of grass for a nibble or two. Even Kathy Andon’s old Paddy rushes by before my
dog at last gets with the program and heads for the center of the green. Here Georgie, Dan and
Janet are talking to a little girl named Bethan, who has brought Holly, a cute little Dachshund in
a coat. Sparkie has a somewhat flattened yellow ball with a squeaker mechanism still intact and
Fritz manages to steal the prize on several occasions before we head in for coffee.
Already seated at one of our little tables are a mother and two little boys – having breakfast while
the Bichon Peach plays at their feet. The older of the boys begins an impromptu lecture on Van
Gogh, whose work I am studying in a catalogue brought to the park by Cheryl as a souvenir
of her recent visit to the museum in Amsterdam. “They used to think his sunflowers were too
rough,” the lad adds as his party is being swamped by ours: Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Janet, Ofra,
Ronnie, Susie, Hanna, Dan, Cheryl, Liz and Wendy. Liz and Dan are quarreling over whose turn
it is to call the other and Dan is suggesting that Liz shouldn’t be sending him texts at work – as
his boss objects. At least there is no sulking when he (not Peter or Janet) collects our monthly
lottery dues.
The dogs are in perpetual motion under the tables – with the exception of Fritz, who is staring up
at the yellow ball in worshipful awe, whining piteously. Come to think of it, I could wish that the
dogs had all remained under the table because Daisy-Mae and Bailey like to jump onto empty
chairs, the better to continue their assault on my biscuit bag. Yoyo, Sparkie and Roxy are also
insistent and this time there is not a single treat left in my bag at the end of the session. Every
time a member of the kitchen staff delivers a new panini it seems likely that Roxy will eat him as
well as the sandwich he is carrying. She does join us on our back passage walkround, a journey
that comes to a halt when we meet a couple with a delightful blonde Cairn Terrier puppy named
Rufus. Georgie and Ofra also make a pause on this journey; they have found an obviously stolen
athletic bag in the cypress trees.
Sunday, January 24:
Skies are a bit brighter and there is even a chance that the sun might make an appearance as
Fritz and I make our way down the familiar footpaths. When we reach the green Fritz turns to
his right, touching noses with Daisy-Mae and Winnie and then turning around to trot down the
Randolph roadway. I get him heading for the café with the promise of “coffee and treats,” and I
am soon heading for the counter myself. Sue holds the door open for me when I return with my
own cappuccino and Hanna’s mint tea. Others in the group today include Dan, Ronnie, Susie,
Janet, Ellen, Peter and Ofra.
Georgie is the last to arrive, her schedule somewhat altered by the visit of daughter Lynn, sonin-law Sean and grandson Oliver. This bonny baby was the center of our attention yesterday
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afternoon, when Georgie brought him to the park. Just able to stand on his own now he seemed
to be fascinated by all the new sights; indeed, when it was time to go to sleep in his portable
cot he refused to lie down until he had finished his perusal of You’ve Been Framed on the telly.
Georgie reports that the baby’s parents had reservations last night at Gordon Ramsay’s restaurant
in the nearby Warrington Hotel and (following indifferent reviews at best) Lynn reported that this
meal was excellent. Many of us have been watching Gordon’s shows on India this week – though
Hanna says that she found the celebrity chef’s behavior at the ashram he visited last night to be
boorish and disrespectful.
Peter now announces that last night our betting syndicate had two three number lines, earning us
a grand total of £20 (well £10 if you remember we had to put a tenner in to begin with – don’t
spend it all at once). For some reason the subject of exotic illnesses comes up and Susie says
that years ago she suffered from typhoid fever after a visit to Syria – “People had to wear rubber
gloves when they approached me.” “I still do,” Ronnie adds ¬– though out of earshot. Clearly
within earshot we next have the furious sounds of canine combat nearby ¬– Fritz actually howls
with discomfort over this intrusion. The combatants, it turns out, are Winnie and Daisy-Mae,
though who started it and why remain mysterious. The animals have quite a go at one another
and Winnie, who seems near collapse, has a hunk of Shih-Tzu fur in her teeth. It takes a while for
the Pug to recover; we know she is well again when she attacks Sparkie’s toes. I get up to leave
and, avoiding the footie crowds on the back passage, I lead Fritz down the Morshead roadway.
Heading our way is Paddy the Beagle and a jogging Mary McCartney.
Monday, January 25:
Just before heading out for the park this morning I make a call to Allison at St. Johns Pets, where
Fritz will be reporting for his next haircut at 8:00 on the morning of February 3rd. Even though I
am standing next to a window while doing so I have failed to note that there is a fine mist falling.
By the time we have reached the cypress trees it has begun raining in earnest. On the walkway
outside the café Janet and Ofra are discussing root canals, Ofra having lost a tooth (but not its
root). Fritz continues down the Randolph roadway but soon his attention is diverted by a siren
call to which he can never say no ¬– some dog on the opposite side of the green has a squeaky
toy. I can’t see what is going on in that corner, one to which my dog now speeds in hope.
Evidently the dog in question manages to retain possession of the prized object because Fritz
answers my whistle as I head back to the shelter of the café.
Georgie is just arriving with Sparkie and Skye the Cairn as I admit my animal to the doggy
compound. A few minutes later I am just returning with my own cup of mint tea when I observe
that Fritz has somehow escaped and is standing out on the grass with Sparkie’s ball in his mouth.
He resolutely refuses to return, taunting us with his disobedience as one after another of the other
owners joins me in trying to extort his cooperation with a mixture of threats and bribes. Even
Hanna is unsuccessful and the cheeky (and ever wetter) chap remains out of reach. Eventually he
agrees to join us (Georgie relieving him of the stolen ball) and soon he is circling our conjoined
tables – where Peter, Ellen, Liz and Cheryl are also present. One dog after another is placing a
pair of wet paws on my clean trousers – when they are not charging the fence to protest at the
presence of passing pets. Fritz occasionally joins in this mob (often led by Skye today) but on
other occasions the noise is so intense that he howls in discomfort – make them stop!
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The conversation this morning is still dominated by rescue and recovery efforts in Haiti. Cheryl
says that the French seem to be interested in reasserting some influence in the area – and we
agree that this is better than the U.S. taking on another trouble spot. How many days a suitcase
might remain unpacked after a return home is the next topic. Ofra and I say that we unpack
immediately; Liz says that she often waits for days or until Roxy discovers food smells within
– whichever comes first. (The Beagle’s most recent achievement in this category came when
she got a nose into a gap, worked the zipper open and ate a package of Pepperidge Farm Milano
cookies that Jack was planning to share with his school chums.) Today the dogs have to make do
with treats from my biscuit bag but after seeing that the rain is declining in intensity I decide to
pick this object off the tabletop and, wet and cold, to head for home.
Tuesday, January 26:
The willful nature of my dog, a personality characteristic that hovers forever between confident
independence and provocative disobedience, continued to manifest itself in his further adventures
yesterday. In the afternoon we accompanied Linda and Pepper on one of our expeditions to
Regent’s Park. Fritz had a great time (and produced a record number of poos) but we had to keep
an eye on him at all times – since he kept wandering off (even up to the curb of an interior street)
and at one point Linda put him back on lead, though he slipped out of his collar soon thereafter.
One of the highlights of our visit was a meeting with Saskia, whom we met with baby and
Buddy. The latter rushed up to us in full voice, waiting for his obligatory biscuit. Saskia reported
that his eyesight and his bark had both been improved as a consequence of his recent operation
but that he had been running around in the moat that surrounds the zoo and that he now smelled
of poo. She had a big stick with her and was planning to throw it as far as she could into the next
lake so that her pet might clean himself off a bit by swimming after it.
When Fritz and I went out for our late night walk there was further evidence that my dog wasn’t
finished in the misbehavior category. No sooner had we begun our walk along the Grantully
fence than he sniffed out something in the bushes between the bars, stuck his head into this
treasure trove, and soon started chomping away. With the memory of his recent misadventure
with street dreck fresh in my mind I tried to wrestle this prize out of his reluctant mouth, but it
was gone almost immediately. A few minutes later, as we were walking along Elgin Avenue, he
did it again. This time the bone was so large that I was able to get a hold of one end and a furious
wrestling match ensued, with the dog’s owner at last victorious. I left Fritz standing in the dark
of the hall when we returned, very puzzled why there was no reward biscuit this time. I was quite
upset.
The presence of sunlight offers us a chance for a much brighter day as we head to the park
this morning. Fritz starts down the Randolph roadway, then reverses himself when he can see
Georgie coming in with Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Skye. He does manage to accept a suggestion
that now it is time to enter the doggy area at the café – there will be no escape today. Our group
this morning includes Ofra, Georgie, Davide, Ronnie, Hanna, Peter and Ellen. When I return
with my cappuccino I sit down next to Ellen – though this turns out to be the seat that Peter has
had his eye on. “Blame Ellen,” I suggest when he complains about this, “she said nothing about
this being your chair when I sat down. She’d obviously rather have my company.”
Davide has been away for some time, having undertaken an assignment in Australia and
Thailand. (In the latter he was fined £20 for dropping a cigarette butt on the street; you cannot
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even smoke in the park in Bangkok.) I ask him about the state of the much-mooted cabin crew
strike against BA; he says they will soon be balloted on a resumption of the struggle. He shrugs
off the airline’s attempt to train up a scab crew – claiming that only twenty volunteers have been
enrolled in this program. More infighting is taking place under our feet – with Daisy-Mae again
the instigator. More good-natured is the wrestling match between Lucky and Jack; it’s the only
time I have actually seen the sedentary Jack Russell getting any exercise. As we get up to leave
there is another unusual moment in the life of these two dogs. It is the first time I have ever seen
both of them trotting along off lead.
Wednesday, January 27:
I am not looking forward to this morning – after I return from the park I must get a haircut,
I have a doctor’s appointment on Harley Street, and then I must undertake a long-delayed
expedition to Sainsbury’s Ladbroke Grove. At least Fritz, who insisted on a two-hour play period
last night, seems to be thriving again. He does disappear behind the cypress trees for quite a
while during our in-lap, but he is soon racing toward the green. I can just see Peter heading into
the forecourt of the café as we arrive at the Carlton roadway but my first instinct is to call on him
to retrace his steps. Men are working high in the trees above our doggy compound and limbs are
crashing down.
Out of the green itself I can see Fritz racing toward Davide and Janet. I am not surprised to see
Davide here a second day in a row, since he has had such a long flight only recently. But I do
note my surprise at seeing Janet here on a Wednesday, since she is usually at the office Tuesday
through Thursday. When I note this anomaly she says, “I’m off sick” – adding after a tearful
moment, “I have breast cancer.”
She now explains that this is a recurrence of the disease, after eight years, and that she will have
surgery soon and that it is all going to turn out just fine. As each of the other dog people arrive,
with Georgie and Ofra next to reach the green, she repeats this litany. I am really upset for her
and soon I find myself following Fritz along the Randolph roadway, deep in thought. By the time
we have turned around I can see no one, but I have a suspicion of where they might be. They
are still sawing away near our corner of the café so the others have spread out on some of the
stationery wooden tables in the forecourt itself.
I disdain coffee this morning, sitting by myself on a bit of bench behind the main table. In fact
we occupy three ¬ – since you can’t get more than eight bums around one of these places and we
are ten: Ellen, Peter, Cheryl, Wendy and Ronnie joining the others. Ronnie and Peter spend some
time deprecating one another’s headgear but most of the session is devoted to cheering Janet up.
The animals soon find where I am sitting and I am besieged for biscuits. It isn’t a long session for
me anyway, for I have miles to go before I sleep.
Thursday, January 28:
Yesterday’s intermittent rain has lifted at last; it is a gray morning, though not as cold as
formerly. We are slow to get started after a somewhat sleepless night – occasioned by the
presence of a police helicopter that hovered over our part of the world for several hours after
midnight. (Let us hope they were pursuing an axe murderer at the very least; how else would you
justify such an intrusion at such an hour.)
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When we at last reach the green there is no one about, though I can see that most of the other dog
owners have resumed their seats under our green umbrella – several minutes before the café is
due to open its doors. Claire comes by with Panda and I note that Fritz is enchanted not by his
suitor but by her green and black rubber ball – which he is soon chasing down on the marshy
margins of the green. I substitute his own tennis ball after a while and we play with this for a
bit; then it is time to rejoin the others in the doggy compound. Today our group includes Ronnie,
Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Ofra, Cheryl and Davide.
At the counter Georgie and I discuss the support system that must be in place before Janet
undergoes her surgery. Outside it is noted that Ronnie, perhaps stung by Peter’s remarks
yesterday, is bareheaded today. This leaves only the heavily ear-muffed cap worn by Peter as an
item of ridicule. Peter says that Wendy is looking for a substitute but she is having difficulties.
“Why do the words ‘fat’ and ‘head’ rise spontaneously at this point?” I inquire.
I tell the others that yesterday, for the second time in two weeks, I was riding in a cab that had
a scrape with another vehicle and Georgie, who rides in cabs all the time as part of her duties in
chaperoning special needs kids, says that she has had many similar experiences. Cheryl, who is
a symphony in Burberry this morning, says she liked Obama’s State of the Union address and
we agree that the Saints’ victory in the NFC championship game, which I finished watching this
morning, was tainted by the NFL’s sudden death overtime protocol. Of course the others are
staring at us as though we were discussing a particularly knotty problem in quantum mechanics
so perhaps it is time to go. We won’t see Davide (or Dan) for a while since tomorrow they depart
for nine days in the Yucatan.
Friday, January 29:
There is some brightness in the skies after another all-night rain, one which was already evident
at 9:30 when Fritz and I undertook our late-night walk. Nico the Golden Retriever is here to
greet us as we use the Essendine gate to enter the park and then we have clear sailing as far as
the Carlton roadway, where a huge flat-bed truck is delivering a digger to the construction site
behind the café. I call on Fritz, who has already rounded the corner of the playground, hoping
to avoid too close a proximity to this juggernaut, and he responds by waiting for me. By this
time the way is clear for him to rush onto the green, where Janet is arriving with Daisy-Mae and
Georgie with Sparkie, Winnie and Skye.
Georgie keeps the ball sling in action – with both S dogs chasing after the flying spheroid. She
says that Skye (a one-sport dog) won’t chase the rubber ball ¬¬– he is loyal only to the tennis
ball. Sparkie outraces him now and begins one of has mad circles at great speed; this is usually
accompanied by the cries of his appreciative fans – “Go, Sparkie, go!” We would like to herd all
these animals into the doggy compound but they have to pass in front of the building site first.
Fritz spots Hanna at this point, but after greeting her he is still interested in continuing along
the Randolph roadway. I corral him here, however, because ahead of us we now have the tree
trimmers at work.
A workman at the café counter is amused to see our party taking seats outdoors but I remind him
that this is a necessity because of our dogs. Under the green umbrella today we have the three
above-mentioned ladies plus Ofra, Ronnie, Peter, and Ellen – Wendy and Cheryl are late arrivals.
In a corner Lucky is pinning Daisy-Mae to the ground while Jack is taking advantage of this
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activity to hump his sister from behind and Sparkie is circling the scene barking out the points
each of the contestants has received for aggression and style. Nico is ushered into the compound
while his mom goes inside for a cup of takeaway coffee and we soon realize that here we have a
rival for Buddy in the stentorian barking category.
Ofra says that she left the chicken soup on the stovetop yesterday and almost caused a fire
when she forgot it was there. Janet is giving odds on who will win Celebrity Big Brother.
Ronnie is inveighing against Gordon Brown and everyone has something to say on the subject
of technology. I begin by admitting that only yesterday I discovered that Blue Tooth and Blue
Ray were not the same thing. This leads to a long list of outmoded technological wonders
in the sound, vision and computer worlds, each of which has been supplanted by a modern
version requiring additional expenditure just to keep up. I tell the others that I still prefer the
underground to the buses because here I am not subject to the inane mobile phone conversations
of my neighbors but we all know that this immunity will not last long. Above us the rain is now
striking the green umbrella in intermittent bursts and I take advantage of a lull to lead my dog in
a homeward direction.
Saturday, January 30:
I am not surprised to see that a light dusting of snow has fallen during a night in which the full
moon rose eerily in the company of Mars. They are scraping the snow off the closest footie pitch
with a tractor and the park is already full of lads in the colors of Chelsea and Arsenal as Fritz
and I make our way forward on a crisp but sunny Saturday. I lose track of my dog as we near
the Carlton roadway but after an anxious moment I can see that he has joined some of his pals in
front of the loos. I usher him into the doggy compound where two large tables now share space
under the green umbrella. We need this space for, even after a chap with a mostly Lab named
Summer departs, we are eleven in number: I join Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Ronnie, Liz, Hanna,
Cheryl, Wendy, Peter, and Ellen.
They have opened the café a bit earlier than usual in order to accommodate the footie crowds
and I am lucky not to have to wait too long for my cappuccino. Outside I am soon overwhelmed
by the attentions of all the animals, come to see how the biscuit delivery system is working this
morning. Winnie thinks her chances will be better if she sits in my lap – after two nights with
Janet she now moves on to Georgie’s for the rest of Dan and Davide’s holiday. (Janet says that
yesterday she had to stop the car because Daisy-Mae and Winnie got into a wrestling match in
the back seat, one that was more dangerous than usual because both dogs were on lead and they
therefore succeeded in choking one another in their fury.)
Liz tells us that after listening to the ASL concert band a chap from the London Philharmonic has
offered her son Ryan an internship and some gigs ¬– on such idle bits of gossip the whole shape
of our canine society depends, for if Ryan accepts it means that Liz will shelve her plans to move
back to the States. She is trying to get up a movie party to view the film Precious this afternoon:
many of us can sniff a chick flick from a great distance and we therefore decline. Ofra, claiming
to be from Scotland, announces that she is rooting for Andy Murray in the Australian Open final,
one in which a British tennis player has a chance of a grand slam title that has eluded other Brits
for seventy-four years. To her surprise she discovers that our half of the table would just a soon
see Roger Federer triumph again – Murray being seen as a charmless and boorish presence who
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always seems to have his mouth open in a baboon roar of triumph. “I’ve never seen him when
his mouth isn’t open,” Ellen complains, “It’s like staring into the Blackwall Tunnel.”
On this note we begin to depart but I notice that my dog duties will not end soon – as the
backside of my pet surely invites another visit to the bathtub as soon as we get home.
Sunday, January 31:
The bitterly cold weather persists and more than once I see Fritz slip on the ice-encrusted
puddles in the gutters and on the paths. Fortunately we again have sun as well, and so the mood
is bright enough. In fact the park is full of people, mostly footie lads again, though I do note the
presence of the Thais on the five-a-side pitch. Liz is entering the green with Roxy from one side
and Ofra arrives with Bailey from the other as Fritz and I make our way out to the cricket pitch,
where Janet is standing already with Daisy-Mae, Ellen with Lucky and Jack, and Georgie with
Sparkie and Winnie. Liz says that she has just had a face-off with a weird guy in black shorts
who is pacing up and down near the running track. “He made a face when Roxy did a poo,” she
explains. “Doesn’t he ever do one?” Ellen asks.
Fritz ignores the siren call of coffee and treats when the others slope off to the café and I follow
him almost to the end of the Randolph roadway before I can get him to turn around. Just as we
reach the café gate a chap enters with the sole object of giving Winnie a cuddle. He says he
has two Pugs himself and Liz, to my astonishment, replies, “So you’re the guy who can’t ice
skate.” He laughs and departs and by this time I recognize him as well – not for his tentative
appearance on Dancing on Ice, nor his tenure on the The Bill, but for his very long run as Mark
Fowler on EastEnders: in short, this is the actor Todd Carty. I leave the others behind to review
his professional credentials (or those who have watched none of these shows) and head for the
café. Today we make up a party of eleven, though there are subtle shifts in our own cast list, with
Ronnie, Susie, Wendy, Hanna, Janet, Georgie, Liz, Ofra, Ellen and Carrie (here with the Bichon
Oggy) making up the numbers. Peter is at home watching the tennis.
The girls have failed in their attempt to get tickets for Precious and will try again today. Liz says
that 27 potential buyers have viewed her house. Ronnie says that he is “all over the place this
morning” with his MS. Susie reports that Ronnie has had several vivid dreams of late; in one
he thought the TV was on fire and actually got up to turn it off. In another he woke up in order
to throw a glass of water in her face. This leads to the subject of nightwear since a scandalized
Susie reports that in a Tesco in Wales the management has had to discourage slovenly female
shoppers from arriving in their pajamas and fuzzy slippers. “I never go out to buy a newspaper
without putting on my makeup first,” she adds. This reminds Liz of her very first day in our park.
“Dorothy introduced me to the other dog owners,” she now recalls, “by saying, ‘They’re very
nice people but for some reason none of them ever puts makeup on first.’”
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For those of you already familiar with the pleasures of longdistance walking the twenty-six chapters of this book will be
rich, I hope, in memories of familiar scenes and situations.
For those who need encouragement in taking up the activity
for the first time, this will serve as a quick introduction to
the perils and rewards of this form of recreation.
More experienced walkers can benefit advice on what to
bring with you, some hints on where to head, particularly
in Britain, what type of accommodation to seek, culinary
expectations, and how to cope with health crises on the trail.
Although most of the events and illustrations used in this
book come from over thirty-five years of walking in Britain,
it would be easy to find parallels on the footpaths of many
another region – this book is also for those of you who may
never get a chance to splash their boots in Pennine mire
or Lakeland mud. Long distance walking is a pleasure that
awaits people of all ages and shapes and so I say get stuck in
– and keep on trekkin.’

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VI

By Anthony Linick
Chapter 9—February, 2010

Cheryl’s Pugs, Ginger (l) and Lola (r) as featured on Janet’s calendar for February, 2010.
By this date, regrettably, Ginger had passed on.
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Monday, February 1:
We have a bright and sunny start to the new month today – but it is also very cold. Just as we
reach the Carlton roadway I can hear a dog owner telling his pet, “Be nice!” – a remark I often
use on my own animal. The speaker in question turns out to be Christian, but whether he is
admonishing Vito or Miro I never learn. While I am chatting to the Danish webmaster Fritz is
heading for the green, where Georgie is just entering with Winnie and Sparkie. I follow, noting
that the ground is again frozen and that my boots are therefore likely to remain dry.
There is quite a gathering at the eastern end of the green and here we join Janet, Yara, Hanna,
and Ellen. I toss the tennis ball around for Fritz and then he joins a mass migration whose goal is
the café gate. At one point I count a dozen little dogs in this ensemble; we appear to be herding a
flock of miniature sheep. Soon they are all behind bars, with the exception of Luna, who can still
squeeze through these barriers; she takes up a station outside the café’s doors, waiting anxiously
for the return of her mommy, who has the sniffles. Once again we have reached the magic
number of eleven at table – with Ronnie, Peter, Cheryl, Ofra, and Wendy joining those already
mentioned. And once again I am facing the sun in my dark glasses. I don’t like the glare but there
is actually a little warmth in this position.
Cheryl also has a cold. Hanna and Yara are analyzing the organic dog treats brought by the latter.
Peter is reviewing Andy Murray’s comprehensive defeat at the hands of Roger Federer in the
Australian Open. “That man,” he says of the Swiss athlete, “hails from another planet!” Ronnie
notices that I am a stamp collector, having observed that the rapidly emptying biscuit bag is
actually one from Stanley Gibbons on the Strand. Around us we have circling bands of school
kids, doing laps as the cries of gym teachers urge them on. I could make my usual remarks about
the possibility of actually using the running track for its intended purpose but as Fritz and I make
our solo journey home I note that the track is actually iced over this morning. Still…
Tuesday, February 2:
A light rain has all but departed the scene as Fritz and I begin our Tuesday in the park.
Temperatures seem a bit milder if compared to recent weather, the coldest December-January
period since the winter of 1981-1982. There aren’t many signs of life, save for some school kids
having a kick-about (“Ali, Ali, Ali over here!”). Fritz rushes out to the green but there isn’t much
activity here. I can see Ellen, Janet and Georgie on the opposite side – at the mid-point in a circle
of the green itself – but my dog doesn’t see them and when I whistle he rushes off at great speed
– not toward me, of course, but toward Ofra, who is just descending Mt. Bannister with Bailey.
Soon I can see them all heading my way, though Ofra is trying to dance out of the path of the
muddy paws of my pet. In order to distract his attentions she produces a mid-sized red rubber
ball and he is soon in pursuit of this object, one of the toys of the late Holly, it turns out. When
it is time for all the dogs to enter the doggy compound at the café my animal, suspecting that he
will have to give up the new prize, remains aloof. He brandishes the mouthful but he won’t join
the rest of us inside the bars and eventually Hanna says she will keep an eye on him while I go
inside to get my coffee. When I return he is still out on the grass and I follow him for a while,
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soon discovering the reason for this sudden obsession – the ball squeaks. Naturally Fritz keeps
his distance from his pursuing owner but I have one or two tricks up my sleeve. I produce his
green tennis ball and toss it into the café forecourt. He agrees to use an open gate to chase it
down and now I’ve got him cornered. Eventually I get my hands on the red ball and take it into
the doggy compound itself – Fritz only too willing to follow me now. I put it on the table in
front of Ofra – with instructions not to leave it behind when she departs. It takes Fritz a while to
realize that it is gone for good; only now does he agree to take on some biscuits.
Janet and George now tell us that yesterday afternoon they saw Nicholas with his Monty, the first
time this pair has been sighted here in over a year. In the interim the kitchen magnate has become
a father, and he evidently produced pictures of baby Pandora. Janet now adds that she will be
going to the Charing Cross Hospital for tests later today (this is a hospital which, in spite of its
name, is located in Hammersmith; she was treated here eight years ago and gives it high marks).
Ronnie, still on the subject of hospitals, says that his daughter Danielle is several days overdue
in the delivery of his first grandchild, an event scheduled for the Whittington Hospital. As we get
up to begin the rest of our day I remind the others that they will not see me tomorrow; I am not
going to hospital but that shaggy animal known as Fritz has a morning appointment with Karen
the groomer at St. John’s Pets.
Thursday, February 4:
It would appear that I have skipped a day in the park and, indeed, I made no morning visit
yesterday – since my dog was otherwise engaged. But we did use the opportunity of our
afternoon walk to show off the spiffy, well-groomed appearance of my pet, who earned many
compliments for his svelte, well-muscled shape, revealed at last to Hanna, Yara, Georgie, and
Janet during their afternoon session at the café. Linda came by with Pepper as well and together
we did a complete circle of the green.
It is raining this morning, or just completing this process, and so I put the raincoat on Fritz’s
back – even if it isn’t wet anymore he must be feeling the chill after losing so much of his fur
yesterday. On the walkway between the pitches we run into Christian with Vito and Miro. He
turns around to accompany us on our march to the green, quizzing me about the reception of
The Lives of Ingolf Dahl. Unfortunately this conversation distracts me from the progress of my
dog, who grows tired of waiting and heads down the Randolph roadway without me. By the
time I have redirected my attentions there is no sight of the naughty lad. An additional problem
is that the tree trimmers are active on the roadway, which is now cordoned off – a security guard
preventing further progress to humans. He assures me that no dog has penetrated this sanctuary,
though I can see one opposite the tennis courts, and I have to take evasive action in order to
check out the section nearest Randolph Avenue itself. They do have the gate shut on this side
and, since there is no sign of Fritz here, I make my way over several ribbons and thus back to the
green. Here is my dog, wondering where in the world I have been.
At breakfast this morning we have Hanna, Cheryl, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Georgie, Janet and
Carrie. Every day now we get medical bulletins from Janet, though her surgery may still be a
month away. The sticky accelerator pedal responsible for a huge recall of Toyotas comes up next
and then we have the state of the world economy and China’s role in its recovery following on
as the next topic. Cheryl is enjoying the latest Obama discomfiture and so, for the sake of a little
mischief, I pass on to her an article about her beloved Glenn Beck written in acid by the New
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Yorker’s Nancy Franklin. Fritz takes practically no refreshment, having become mesmerized
by a yellow ball with a smiley face that is ensconced in Georgie’s ball sling. The other animals
are not so reticent and I have Bailey, Sparkie and Winnie in my lap at one time or another. The
latter, whose head prevents me from seeing what she is up to, is raking away at the biscuit bag
on the tabletop. (Evidently yesterday she managed to get a claw trapped in the wire mesh while
doing this.) This morning she succeeds in dragging the bag off the table altogether and in its fall
it disgorges a dozen biscuits. There is a mighty canine scramble underfoot as this unexpected
bounty becomes available; the surviving biscuits go in my pocket and we now head for home.
Friday, February 5:
Rain has again come to an end as we head for the park on a gray Friday morning. Fritz does a
little better job of keeping me in his sights today. We are also fortunate that the workmen have
at last cleared the Randolph roadway and both man and dog can make their way up to the park
gates before turning around. Our group has taken seats in the doggy compound well before the
café doors are opened. Today we will have Cheryl, Hanna, Wendy, Ofra, Georgie, Peter, Janet
and Ronnie.
Janet is heading up north for a visit with her mom in Kenilworth, having secured a bargain tenpound return on the train. Ronnie is complaining that yesterday a post office manager objected to
the presence of little Chloe – Ronnie has never faced such an exclusion order before and his nose
is out of joint. Cheryl is worrying about the activities of Iranian premier Ahmadinejad, who says
he will have a surprise for the rest of the world on the 11th. Georgie is fretting about her James,
who is home painting the kitchen – after having to take unpaid leave from his construction job
as a consequence of the recession-beset slowdown. Hanna and Cheryl are fresh from a bargainhunting expedition to Lidl – but Hanna is today returning a pair of trousers. The ones she is
wearing today are prey to the muddy paws of Winnie, one of the many dogs (including Sparkie
and Bailey) who spend some time on my lap. The stubborn Pug again attempts to rake the biscuit
bag off the tabletop but I am on to her this time.
When it is time to leave I wait with Georgie while Winnie hangs back in front of the café doors,
refusing to get a move on. As usual, Georgie has to go back to open the gate when the little
madam at last comes forward. Thereafter she manages to tiptoe as slowly as possible along the
walkway between the playing fields, though this does give the maroon-clad hockeyettes from
Frances Holland a chance to make a fuss over her from their perch along the five-a-side fence.
(We notice that these girls are each brandishing plastic mouth guards these days.) Winnie again
slows it down as we walk along the cypress trees (Lynn Franks and Noodle passing us in the
process) and it takes us a while to reach the newly melted section of our tarmac path – where
some of our more mentally challenged citizens have started a fire (perhaps using the missing
struts from the Morshead doggy pen fence as fuel). At least there is one cheering sight as we
continue our walk; on the right-hand bank the first crocuses and snowdrops have bloomed –
hopeful harbingers of the spring to come.
Saturday, February 6:
We make a somewhat groggy start to our usual proceedings this morning; my sleep patterns are
disturbed by the anxieties attendant on my forthcoming travels back to my native state – and then
Fritz has not been helping in the sleep category either. His manic scratching, which has already
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seen him banished from his hidey-hole beneath the bed, persists on our sofas. I have already
replaced one of these in the TV room, now there is a hole in the one in my study and, as last
night, he also enjoyed a furious scratch on the sitting room sofas at unsociable hours (as at 4:30
this morning). His claws have been clipped by Karen earlier this week; they may be shorter but I
doubt that they are any less sharp and so I am always jumping off my bed to quell the beast.
Today is dominated by the color gray and there is a light mist in the air as well. My dog’s spirit
of misadventure is not daunted by these conditions and, much to my surprise, he decides to admit
himself at the open door of the five-a-side pitch, where moms and dads are crowding the sideline
as the little fellows get on with their game in a far corner. Of course I have to follow my dog onto
the pitch, but fortunately he is seduced by my biscuit bag and, on lead, we resume our journey.
As I am waiting for him to decide that it is okay to enter the gate into the café’s doggy pound,
Georgie tells me the sad news that, in Glasgow, Jean’s wee Mozart has had to be put to sleep.
The news comes as quite a shock though the dog had evidently been having breathing difficulties
for some time – a lung tumor having been discovered at last. It is the end of another era – for
park veterans will remember when the long-haired Jack Russell was brought to the park after
having been abandoned on the Mozart estate. The vet has concluded that he was closer to ten
years old than the seven or so earlier supposed.
There is a lot of talk about cancer at table this morning – the absent Janet’s situation in particular.
Our group includes Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Liz, Wendy, Carrie and Cheryl – plus two women
with white Jack Russells (short-haired), including the very noisy Jesse. Dog noise is, indeed,
omnipresent, with our protesting lot rushing the fence as other dogs are walked by – and with
the other dogs, for once, answering in kind. It’s like the Jets and the Sharks today. More bad
news is offered during the rest of the conversation: the construction company that Georgie’s
husband works for may not have another project until August; and Liz’s ex-husband says that
his investment firm (done in by Bernie Madoff) will close down in nine months. I tell the others
that the weight of the world has always had a way of invading the precincts of our park and that
I have just finished Vera Brittain’s Testament of Youth, discovering that the author, who lived
in nearby Wymering Mansions, tells us in the next-to-last chapter that, in 1924 and 1925, she
used to wrestle with thorny problems while walking “round and round the proletarian paths of
Paddington Recreation Ground.”
Sunday, February 7:
There is no moisture in the air but we again have an extremely gray morning for our Sunday
foray into the park. The usual footie activity is underway and for a moment I am a bit worried
when Fritz pauses to lift a leg against the fence of the five-a-side pitch – because the bags of the
Thai football team line the other side. But, in the event, he is too short to do any damage here.
(A taller animal, trying to cover the splash of my dog, could succeed, however.) When we reach
the green a grand recognition scene is taking place for the bronzed faces of Dan and Davide have
returned, just off the plane, to the joy of little Winnie. I am reminded of a dream I had last night.
All the animals were jumping in my lap – with Winnie first and foremost. Somehow the subject
of Winnie’s middle name came up. “Perhaps it’s Fred,” I proposed.
Also present on the green this morning is Jo Lynn with her Tilly and a friend’s Tibetan Terrier
named Watson. The latter needs to be discouraged from several attempts at domination
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(“Elementary, my dear” seems to work here). I walk with Jo down the Randolph walkway as
she gets ready for a Buddhist meeting later this morning. We are passed by Ruby’s owner and
he notes that he can smell incense in the park this morning. I can too, but Jo is innocent on
any incendiary intent. When we return to the doggy compound a large group is forming: Dan,
Davide, Ronnie, Susie, Wendy, Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, and Liz. (Hanna is at a little
table of her own outside the café windows – her nose out of joint after having been asked to fetch
a coffee by one of our more pampered participants.)
Dan has brought with him his camera and we are soon taking turns looking at the film he has
taken during the recent holiday in Yucatan. The lads seem to have had a terrific time if you
discount the run-in with Argentinians over whose shade is this anyway and the presence of
several uncouth Canadians. While we are watching the tiny screen Dan gets up to greet a lively
black Pug named Sam, who is being walked down the roadway by his owner, Gavin. Dan lets
Gavin know about the monthly meeting for Pug owners in Green Park and then returns to
participate in plans for a group lunch at the Bridge Tavern later this afternoon. Davide, who is
complaining of the cold, says that he is not joining in – he’s about to collapse.
Monday, February 8:
Skies are still grey but the temperature has dropped by several degrees as we head for the park
on a chilly Monday morning. A man with a leaf blower machine on his back turns his blaster off
for us as we round a corner and march between the playing fields. Out on the green Sparkie has
lost his bouncy red rubber ball and settles for Fritz’s green tennis ball on a number of occasions.
We continue down the Randolph roadway, the ball still in play, but soon thereafter we reverse
directions and head for the café. Lucky is bounding across the green in great delight as she
anticipates the treats that may be forthcoming once she is admitted to our oasis.
At breakfast I try to discover whether anyone is bothered by John Terry’s loss of the England
team’s football captaincy – after a tabloid exposé found him cheating on his wife with a WAG
who once went with a teammate. No one seems to care about such matters at our table – which
makes one wonder why the issue has been of such importance to the nation (it was the leading
story on the ITV evening news ¬– with the resolution of the protracted debate over policing in
Northern Ireland not making it until the fifteen-minute mark). The subject of tabloid gossip does
engage our further attentions. Janet says she never reads the gossip magazines but Ofra says that
she became addicted while first learning English when friends recommended these publications
as likely exemplars of simple (minded) sentence structure. I add that I never know whom these
organs of enlightened opinion are talking about – though after two years I finally know who
Cheryl Cole is.
It is soon obvious that when the walkways are not bearing the weight of grab loaders they are
home to a great number of school kids in various stages of desultory exercise. Outside the café
fence one young lady is having an attention-getting bout of hysteria over a dog in her path – in
this case the threatening presence of that park desperado, T-bone Ted, a fearsome Bichon Frise.
As we begin our back passage we are overtaken by a number of youthful joggers, with Dex,
heading toward us with Ozzy, muttering to himself the oft-asked question: why are these lads
not on the running track? A few minutes later a gym teacher is bundling along a teenager in a
headscarf – “You have to work on your fitness; these dogs are all on lead – they’re not going
to bother you.” By the time we have reached our exit gate I have counted four separate school
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groups exercising in the park at the same hour this morning: St. George’s, the Paddington
Academy, St. Augustine’s, and Frances Holland. So, without any consultation or planning
permission, what was once a quiet neighborhood park is transformed into an extension of the
schoolyard.
Tuesday, February 9:
Things are much quieter in the park this morning – if you don’t count the odd lorry clogging the
walkways. It is surprisingly sunny and, even though there are little flakes of white dancing in
the air, the temperatures are not that uncomfortable. I find Hanna peering into the doors of the
café, which is still not open, and we have a brief conference on the care and feeding of Fritz. The
aforementioned is off on his own mission of discovery today and soon he is making a complete
circle of the green. First he catches up with a group that includes Jack, Lucky, Zorro and the
hearing-eared dog, Pippa the Papillion. Next we come up on the heels of Oscar and Scamp. The
former has just has his haircut at Grand Union Pets and it is more than obvious now that he is
carrying the doggy equivalent of a beer belly. Sabina stops to chat about diet ¬– for Oscar is
facing a far stricter regime now. Finally we pass what I take to be Sam the Weimaraner. I have
not seen this animal is some time – and with good reason. Sam, so Hanna, informs me, has died
of a brain tumor and this chap is a rescue Weimaraner, Toby.
Our lucky number seems to be eleven these days for this is the figure we have seated around
our twin tables today: Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Liz, Ofra, Georgie, Cheryl, Ronnie, Janet and Janet’s
friend Janet ¬– if that isn’t too confusing. Ronnie is proudly displaying pictures on his phone of
his first grandchild, a boy. Cheryl says that yesterday, as she was leaning over to flush the toilet
in the park loos she dropped both her phone and her keys into the bowl. (He bad luck continued
when she inadvertently saw the Super Bowl score while scanning her Facebook site ¬– that is
before she had any chance to view the game itself.) Some of the ladies in our group are obviously
at work on social activities for this evening, either at the Idlewild pub or the Bridge Tavern or
both.
Liz says she thinks she has sold her house again, but where she may move to next depends so
much on the school choices of her children. Warmed by the sunshine, Fritz now takes a seat on
Hanna’s lap – from this vantage point he is in a good position to protest when the biscuits are
not forthcoming fast enough. (Hanna promises a much stricter regime when she is in charge.)
Cheryl says that Lola is not to have any food – as she is still running a temperature. I get up to
follow Georgie and the two Janets on a back passage walkround. For me it is the last of these
peregrinations for some time because (with Fritz going over to his Auntie Hanna’s this afternoon)
my park days are behind me for a while: tomorrow morning I leave for two weeks of holiday in
California.
Friday, February 26:
My return came on the afternoon of Wednesday, February 25th – when I braved a driving rain
to rendezvous with Hanna beneath the umbrella of the doggy compound at the park’s café. Ah,
what a contrast with two weeks of California sun, though it was wonderful to be reunited with
Fritz again. He had clearly had a great time with his auntie but he also had the good grace to
seem pleased to see me. He was wearing his raincoat and so we braved another downpour as
we headed for home and the resumption of our bachelor life together. In spite of my jetlag I
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managed to remain ambulatory until 10:00 or so, sleeping in short spurts. Fritz had no trouble
resuming his normal sleep patterns and postures.
This morning we head into a park that is just emerging into a brilliant sunlight after much recent
rain. Near the cypress trees we pass Christian, Reina, Maya, Miro and Vito and I have to give the
first of many reports on the success of my holiday. After a passage along the Randolph roadway
I return Fritz to the doggy compound and head off for the Randolph surgery where, arriving at
the magic hour of 9:30, I am permitted to make an appointment with my doctor for the following
Tuesday. A large crowd is assembling under our umbrella when I return to the park: Georgie,
Janet, Davide, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, and two who have brought friends with them, Cheryl
and Yara. (Thus, in the latter case, we have the unusual occurrence of chatter at our table in
Arabic.) Cheryl and her friend Margaret have just been to Greenwich, where the Cutty Sark is
still undergoing refurbishment. It is not true, as I now suggest, that Peter once served as a cabin
boy aboard this vessel.
I get caught up on recent news. Winnie has had an operation on her paw and has been out of
sorts, though her squabble with dogs at Davide’s feet is taken as a sign that she is again her
old self. Georgie has both Michaela’s Skye and Bailey in her care – Ofra is spending a week
in Israel. Lucky is not to have her neutering operation until she has completed her first season,
now imminent ¬– the vet warning of incontinence if she should have the procedure prematurely.
Daisy-Mae gets into two fights under the table, once because Fritz has been greeted warmly
by Janet and once because someone might want her guarded biscuit. She has to go on lead and
spend some time tied to the naughty fence. Hanna joins us but I am getting chilly in the stiff
wind and so Fritz and I make our departure after forty minutes or so.
Saturday, February 27:
The sun is attempting a comeback amid darkening skies as Fritz and I make our way into the
park on a surprisingly quiet Saturday – no footie lads, no exercise group – perhaps it is halfterm. We do make good progress out to the green and once again Fritz heads down the Randolph
roadway, turning right at the tennis courts and heading for the bowling green. Here I note
considerable activity at its clubhouse – but whether they are repairing this structure or tearing it
down is not at all clear yet. Returned to the green, Fritz rushes up to greet Charlie the Westie and
Ellen with Jack and Lucky. My dog is among the first to enter our doggy compound at the café.
Here a group is forming that will eventually include Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Dan, Janet, Hanna,
Georgie and Wendy. We even have the company of the little Jack Russell, Jesse, while her mom,
Sam, is inside getting coffee.
Dan is a little under the weather with hangover problems; Cheryl presents him with a cup of
camomile tea as a remedy and he does seem to revive a bit. From him I learn a little more about
Winnie’s recent indisposition. An abscess had to be drained and this meant that the little animal
could not walk properly for several days. She got so used to riding around in a bag suspended
from Dan’s chest that she milked her illness for as long as she could. Dan now produces a photo
on his phone as an illustration of her coddled posture – Is that a Pug in your crotch or are you
just happy to see me? Next he tells us of a nutter who has recently wreaked havoc on the foyer
and bar of the Duke of York theatre – breaking in for the second time this year and getting caught
this time when DNA from a cut sustained while smashing a mirror lead to his apprehension.
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The dogs have not forgotten that I carry biscuits in my pocket and I am soon besieged, with
Winnie, Bailey, Daisy-Mae and Sparkie all spending some time in my lap (with their wet paws!)
in an attempt to advance their claim on these objects. Even though the sun is out it begins to rain
on our green umbrella and Peter warns us that even more dire weather is expected tomorrow.
That gentleman now wants to know why he can’t find any evidence of Dan’s image on Facebook
(I wouldn’t even know how to access this media marvel). Dan says it’s because he has refused to
be Peter’s friend – but we are sure he is kidding. As yesterday, I am getting cold in the chill wind
and, with the rain in abeyance, Fritz and I head for home.
Sunday, February 28:
Having survived the worst effects of jetlag on Thursday and Friday nights I have now suffered
through a sleepless Saturday night. Acrostics, an article on Google’s attempt to dominate all
of our future reading habits, Kenneth Williams’ whinging journals, the text of this summer’s
planned journey on Glyndwr’s Way ¬– nothing seemed to have any effect on my essential
wakefulness. Not surprisingly, when I finally nodded off near 6:00, I fell into a deep sleep – I
would still be sawing wood were it not for some noisy Australians moving into a nearby flat at
9:45 this morning. Surprisingly, Fritz has shown no sign of wanting to head out and he is still
asleep on a sitting room sofa as I make preparations for our tardy entrance into the park.
It has been raining much of the night (with Chilean earthquake and tsunami warnings dominating
events elsewhere) and, though the promised gale-force winds do not seem to be in evidence, it
is still raining. I get my rain jacket and put his raincoat on the dog – but he seems most reluctant
to cross the street and, as soon as I have unhooked him, he remains stationary near the park
entrance. I have to put him on lead again and he minces forward as we take to the sodden grass
in order to evade a huge puddle that covers the footpath. Very slow progress follows but at last
we reach the café, where Hanna, Janet, Georgie and Dan are hiding under the umbrella and their
despondent dogs are snuggling into warm laps. I explain that I am almost 45 minutes late not
because of the nasty weather but because I have just arisen.
Fritz has not shown any interest in his usual morning poos and this refusal continues as we
walk all the way to the Randolph gate and turn around. At the café I can see that the others have
all departed for dryer sites, leaving only an anxious Ted to squeak in distress as a late-arriving
Wendy goes inside for her morning drink. Fritz and I continue down the Morshead roadway,
still dodging major puddles, and return to the house. I get the dog’s purple towel and dry his wet
paws but he shows no interest in biscuits and lies down next to the front door disconsolately. It is
all very worrying.
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“The Lives of Ingolf Dahl, Anthony Linick’s biography-cumautobiography, tells the story of his stepfather’s life with
affection and in unusual detail. The highly personal style
in which The Lives of Ingolf Dahl is written is one of its
charms. It is, in effect, two books in one: a lively biography
of an accomplished, highly opinionated, mountain-climbing
composer, and an autobiography of that composer’s
admiring younger family member. The Lives of Ingolf Dahl is
a book worth owning.”
- Dr. Michael Saffle, Professor of Religion and Culture at
Virginia Tech, writing in Notes.
“It was thrilling to read it ... all of it!”
- Frederick Lesemann, Professor of Composition, Thornton
School of Music, University of Southern California.
“With the passing of time it’s assuming the quality of a reallife Alexandria Quartet. An amazing read”
- Michael Tilson Thomas, Music Director and Principal
Conductor, San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VI

By Anthony Linick
Chapter 10—March, 2010

Chloe the Cavalier sits on Ronnie’s lap; in the background – the author.
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Monday, March 1:
We have experienced a better night of it – and our day begins at a normal hour this morning.
Fritz spent much of yesterday lying next to the front door but he revived a bit during our
afternoon walk (poos were fine) and seemed to enjoy our late night excursion as well. On our
return he finally deigned to eat his evening meal and soon he settled down in his old spot next
to my bed. The weather this morning could not be in greater contrast to that which seemed to
discomfit him so yesterday – for today we have radiant sunshine and warmer temperatures. We
pass Christian and Reina, each wearing their shades, and Christian pronounces this the first day
of spring. To celebrate this event Vito backtracks, goes through a hole in the fence, and begins a
lap on the running track. Fritz turns his nose up at a Randolph ramble and hovers near the café
until it is time to enter its sacred precincts.
Soon there is a queue of five – waiting for the doors to open. An even dozen dog people are
now ranged around our tables, the large number no doubt a response to the gorgeous morning:
Davide, Georgie, Janet, Yara and her friend Walid (who turns out to be the painter who is
working on her flat), Ronnie, Wendy, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl and Hanna. Fritz gets an extended
cuddle in the lap of the latter – is the absence of such attention one of the causes for his recent
lassitude? The orphaned Bailey goes from lap to lap, also in search of comfort, and Daisy-Mae
jumps into a chair next to mine in order to bark loudly in my ear until the requisite biscuit is
forthcoming. Winnie jumps into my lap and begins to rake away at the bag containing these
treats. Then she and Sparkie have a fight under the table. Janet has been playfully shaking the
Yorkie and I tell her that Sparkie’s head is rattled enough already.
Next to me Ellen’s lap is occupied by the quite substantial frame of Lucky – when it is not
occupied by an intemperate Jack, who snarls at the other dogs whenever he thinks his place in
the scheme of heavenly order is under threat. On several occasions our dogs rush the fence in
order to protest at the presence of an interloper on the adjoining walkway; only Luna is still
able to squeeze through the bars in order to make a more complete inspection of the stranger.
Again T-bone Ted sets up a wail when Wendy goes inside to order her drink; this time Cheryl
picks up the soft white fellow in order to offer some comfort. When it is time for us to begin our
back passage walkround Daisy-Mae manages to deposit her poo so deeply within the straggling
bushes that we are afraid Janet will put an eye out reaching among the branches to reclaim the
offering. For the second time this morning Peter announces, “They say that the daffodils will be
five weeks late this year.”
Tuesday, March 2:
It’s another beautiful morning – pity the same could not be said for the night that preceded it.
Again I was up after only an hour or so after turning off the light, my restlessness no doubt
intensified by anxieties over the ailing dog. At least we seemed to be closer to a diagnosis –
for it became increasingly obvious yesterday that Fritz was suffering from a pulled muscle or
some other injury affecting his left hip. Hanna came by to walk him at 1:30 or so and, from my
window, I could see Fritz limping as they crossed the street. In the park Hanna administered
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massage and Reiki and Fritz did seem a little more relaxed on his return. He ate his dinner at
the normal time, completed a successful late night walk (cocking both of his rear legs without
difficulty), drank some water from his bowl in the kitchen at last, and settled down to a
protracted night’s sleep at the side of his revolving owner – suffering, of course, from terminal
jet lag.
This morning he seems to have picked up some speed as well and, as we are quite early into the
park, we complete a grand circle of the still sodden green before returning to the café. There is
a smaller turnout this morning: Cheryl, Ronnie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Wendy and Georgie. As I
arrive back at our table with my cappuccino I can just hear Ellen beginning to complain about the
disruption to her normal television viewing that will undoubtedly be caused by the endless hours
of footie action broadcast from this summer’s World Cup showdown in South Africa. Imagine
exchanging re-runs of Columbo for a bunch of grown men kicking around a bag of wind! Peter
is a great defender of the sport and, to our credit, he has his say without anyone calling him a bag
of wind.
There is no sign of Ofra, though Georgie is sure she has been told that the missing lady is due
back today. Bailey again goes from lap to lap in search of comfort and food. Daisy-Mae again
barks in my ear and Winnie is in my lap, her paw scrabbling away at the sack of puppy pellets
on my table. This food source belongs, in fact, to Cheryl; in my befuddled state I have forgotten
my biscuits altogether – much to Fritz’s disappointment. I follow Georgie and Davide on a back
passage walkround; our group soon catches up with another canine contingent, one that includes
the muddy-legged Lily, the black Jazz, the giant Newfoundland Beau, and the petite Cairn-like
Panda. Beau is good-naturedly bouncing Panda off the pavement with a busy paw. I need to get
home. I need a nap.
Wednesday, March 3:
Sleep has come a little more easily, if you discount the hours between 2:30 and 5:00, but I note
that temperatures have plummeted considerably since yesterday as Fritz and I head for the park
today. I continue to monitor his progress but there is no sign of a limp today and he manages
to get well ahead of me on his way to the green. Today he is interested in the enticing aromas
of the Randolph roadway. On our return to the café we pass Christian and Reina with baby
Maya. Usually this infant is buried deep in her protective hood, fast asleep in her buggy, but this
morning she is staring out boldly and uncovered, taking it all in. “That’s a real person we see this
morning,” I tell her proud parents.
Again a large group is assembling at our twin tables at the café: Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie,
Cheryl, Hanna, Ofra, Wendy, Yara and Walid. After a while a well-spoken young man comes in
with two lively black Labs. When he returns with his coffee we ask him for the name of these
animals and, surprisingly, he is uncertain. He thinks one is named Fred but he can’t remember
the name of the second. Such confusion is evidence of his current trade: dog walker, a profession
he has taken up recently after failing in his quest to find work for which he might be better
suited. Georgie tells me, as we continue this theme, that her James, after twenty-five years with
the same construction firm, has had to accept redundancy, the building projects having dried up
in the current economic climate.
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Medical reports now follow: Georgie has a stiff neck, Peter has been to the chiropodist, and Lola
is feeling poorly again – a visit to the vet coming next. (Cheryl has had to refurbish the blue
covered wagon that once carried the ailing Ginger). Hanna gives Fritz some gentle massage on
his backside while Daisy-Mae is again barking furiously in my ear – a number of people telling
her to shut up. Winnie has a fight with Sparkie under the table and then these three last-named
dogs line up for a back passage walkround with Georgie. Fritz and I join this parade, though I
am in no hurray to get started on a long list of morning chores: visits to the cleaners, the post
office, Westminster’s One Stop Centre on the Harrow Road and, after weeks of ever-diminishing
shelves, Sainsbury’s Ladbroke Grove.
Thursday, March 4:
Cold weather has returned in earnest, though the skies are bright enough and it is dry. Fritz
again shows no signs of hip problems and he is soon racing ahead on his way to the green.
Cheryl is just arriving with Lola, who is again enjoying a ride in the covered wagon. I ask about
yesterday’s visit to the vet and Cheryl says that Lola’s breathing was better but that later in the
day the elderly Pug snapped and growled at her husband. Fritz now heads down the Randolph
roadway, pausing to touch noses with Remy, Will, Grace and Gus.
Again we have a very good turnout for a weekday: Peter, Ellen, Carrie, Hanna, Janet, Georgie,
Wendy, Ronnie, Liz and Cheryl. Peter provides a review of last night’s international footie
contest between England and Egypt, won by the former 3-1. Janet and Liz are trying to
organize another in their rotation of alphabetical restaurant cuisines; this time they are up to H
(Hungarian). Liz has been to a reception at the American ambassador’s home (Winfield House)
in Regent’s Park. (“When you have a real party here,” she reportedly told the man, “let me
know.”) Suzanne, back from three months in the States, comes in to visit with Sunny and Suki.
It is a wonder that any conversation can take place since the dogs, for their part, keep up a nonstop assault in gesture and sound. Jesse and Oggy take turns shrieking in distress when owners
go inside to order their coffee. The pack goes into action whenever a stranger on the outside of
the bars needs to be barked into subservience. Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae each have a go at
jumping into my lap in order to get closer to the biscuit bag (and Roxy has her eye on this prize
as well). Fritz makes a real nuisance of himself as he sits as Ellen’s feet, whining for treats. None
are in evidence but he has convinced himself she is holding out on him and, of course, he is right
– for eventually she produces a bag of goodies and opens it – to universal assent. I guess you
could say my dog is feeling better.
Friday, March 5:
The sentiment with which the previous day’s entry concluded was certainly re-enforced later
that afternoon – when we accompanied Linda and Pepper to Regent’s Park. I did not take a ball
with me, not wanting to see my dog push off on his hind legs in pursuit of this object, but it was
obvious that he longed to do just this; he ran around at great speed anyway and again showed
no sign of his recent indisposition. My own, sleeplessness, persisted however. I fell asleep for
an hour after our return, sitting up on my study sofa, and thereafter, throughout a night devoted
to television viewing, the same thing happened repeatedly. Naturally I got practically no sleep
during the midnight hours.
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This morning we again have a crisp and sunny morning for our outing in the park; this is
delightful, quite refreshing to one whose eyes are barely open. Out on the green I find Georgie
and Janet and to them I put some urgent questions, matters that remain a mystery because of my
two weeks in California. On EastEnders, who did kill Archie Mitchell? (Bradley said he did but
it was, of course, Stacey.) What happened to poor Bradley next? (He fell to his death as police
chased him across the rooftops.) On Coronation Street, what did happen to Gail’s new husband?
(While pretending to stage his own drowning on Lake Windermere Joe was struck on the head
by the boom of his sailing vessel, drowning for real soon thereafter.) These matters cleared up to
my satisfaction, I put Fritz into the doggy compound, to be watched by the other dog owners, and
head off for my doctors’ surgery on Randolph Avenue where I am seen immediately for a blood
test.
On my return I find the others bent over their morning coffee: Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Ofra, Peter,
Ellen, Ronnie and Cheryl (Michaela comes in for a visit with her Skye as well). Ronnie has been
given a King Charles Cavalier calendar whose front cover features a dog almost identical to
his own Chloe. Cheryl is in the full flow of a long diatribe on the evil wrought by labor unions
in the United States, though she pauses long enough to confirm that Lola seems much better
today. Hanna tells me that Fritz, in my absence, has spent a concentrated period attempting
(successfully) to winkle a biscuit out of Ellen’s handbag. I have to tell the others that at home
he has succeeded in destroying his flying chicken toy, gnawing away at its interior until he has
removed the squeaker and scattered stuffing all over the hallways.
We now follow Janet and Georgie on a back passage walkround but our group soon gets caught
up in another procession, one that includes Will, Grace, Panda, Ozzy and a splendid German
Wire-Haired Pointer named Scout. Scout is all over the place, running into the other owners,
dashing down the running track, barking triumphantly at the sighting of a squirrel in a corner
tree.
Saturday, March 6:
Sunny skies continue, though no one would call this a particularly warm day. Out on the green
a lively scene is underway, with Georgie, Dan, Liz, and Janet already present. Liz is introducing
us to a chap named Stephen, who has brought a lively black Spaniel named Lola. Stephen is
a documentary filmmaker, it turns out, and Dan is introduced to him as the king of the West
End. (“Well at least the queen,” I add, sotto voce.) Fritz gets tired of waiting for me to make a
move and the next thing we know he is missing. Sparkie has gone wandering too and Georgie
speculates that the two must be off somewhere together. She is right, for they are soon spotted on
the walkway near the Grantully gate, rushing back like good little dogs when they are called.
There is a very large turnout in the doggy compound this morning. First we have Susie and
Ronnie, who have to borrow a biscuit for me since they are expected to provide a daily treat
for the lively Labradoodle, also named Jessie. Then we have Peter, standing like a doorman at
our gate, and the quartet already mentioned. Cheryl is here as well and so is Hanna. Ellen and
Wendy are late arrivals, as is Yara. The mother of Jesse the Jack Russell also brings in a chair and
two more are brought in by the young couple who own Nanook, the adorable black Pug puppy.
Suzanne comes in with Sunny and stands behind us for a chat. Sabina is standing outside but
both Oscar and Scamp come in for a visit; so does a little black Poodle, who manages to squeeze
through the bars. Both Chloe and Roxy are suffering from tummy troubles.
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Liz tells us that a student has been expelled from the American School for adding a photoshopped picture of one of his teachers (in a compromising position) to his Facebook page. Cheryl
announces that she is leaving tomorrow for a two-week visit to the States; she passes around the
program from last night’s 250th anniversary celebration for Lloyds Registry at the Grosvenor
House – and people spend some time trying to translate the menu into standard English. Dan
reminds us that our lottery stakes need to be updated; then he takes to his mobile phone and
issues instructions to the box office staff on which tickets are to be discounted and which are not.
Jan Prendergast stops by, on her way to the monthly surgery she conducts for constituents at the
cafe. She wants to know if we are aware of the growing unclaimed dog poo problem in the park
and notes that an incident took place here recently when a jogger kicked a dog. I haven’t heard
of this but Janet adds that the dog’s owner then punched the jogger. I find all of this worrying,
always wondering when the bad behavior of the minority will endanger the privileges of the
majority.
Sunday, March 7:
The weather pattern continues: sunny skies and frigid temperatures. The park is a lively
place this morning – with the usual footie activities for the youngsters and some sort of event
(requiring City of Westminster marshals) on the running track as well. There are also lots of
dogs about as Fritz and I head down the Randolph roadway, our usual route. On our return I
urge my dog to cross the grass since I can see a number of familiar figures at the west end of the
green. Halfway there we are greeted by the rumbling presence of Toby the Bulldog, Much to the
embarrassment of his owner, Toby shows affection for Fritz by pissing on him.
Dan, Davide, Liz, Georgie and Janet are standing in a group that also includes not only the usual
suspects but the delightful presence of the adorable four-month old Laszlo, the park’s second
Coton De Tulear. Unlike the all-white Arran, Laszlo has a touch of tan in his white fur, a surface
that is so soft that each of us has to pick him up at least once. His owners are two American
women, one of whom makes films for the National Geographic and one of whom reports for
NBC. They are introduced, minus names, by Liz – who is accused by the others of recruiting her
own replacement in the doggy world of the Rec. Hanna now joins the group and, utilizing half
a dozen empty drinks bottles left behind by yesterday’s athletes, keeps Fritz amused by kicking
him each of these objects in turn.
The American women join us for a coffee, taking places at a table arrangement that includes
all of the aforementioned plus Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Ellen, and Ofra. Dan has baked brownies
stuffed with Brazil nuts. Ronnie announces that his new grandson has a name at last – Jasper.
Davide, tired of fielding questions about the cabin crew’s threatened strike against BA, says that
all will be revealed on Tuesday. Ofra says that her son Guy has actually cooked a meal for his
sister. The dogs manage to get through a long morning session without a bust-up, though I notice
that Ronnie is the only owner with his own dog in his lap: I have Winnie, Dan has Fritz, Janet
has Sparkie, Liz has Bailey and Georgie has Daisy-Mae. Roxy takes her own chair, the better to
keep an eye on the last of the brownies. Finally Davide says he is getting cold and a homeward
procession begins soon thereafter.
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Monday, March 8:
The high pressure that has dominated our local weather for some days persists this morning
as well, and again we have sunny skies and cold temperatures – I can see a scrim of ice just
loosening its grip on the surface of the puddles in the street as we head for the park. On the
playing field to our right some girls are screaming with every bounce of the ball; the other fields
are empty at this moment. Fritz, as yesterday, makes a foray into the forbidden pastures of the
environmental area but he does a good job of answering my request that he abandon this site
forthwith. Soon we are approaching the green. Here the walkways are crowded with workmen;
one is raising a cloud of dust with his leaf blower (having run out of leaves) and tractors and
trucks are crowding the pavements with morning activity.
Fritz heads out to the middle of the grass, where Janet, Georgie, Ellen and Davide are already
in position. Someone has left a battered old football out here and I have soon engaged my dog
in a spirited session of ball chasing. It helps that I have been wearing my hiking boots to the
park these days – good for kicking. Back and forth we go, with a furious growl erupting as Fritz
chases down the object each time. Winnie has a go at this sport as well. For once you can’t blame
the dogs for not bringing the prize back – it is too large for any of their small dog teeth. After
a while Fritz heads down the Randolph roadway and by the time I have him turned around it is
time to enter the doggy compound. Georgie is standing in front of the café’s doors, waiting for
Lurch to open up, and I join her here.
Winnie has evidently had a pee next to our table and Davide has washed this away with some of
the water from the doggy’s drinking bowl. He is fielding questions about handbags from Peter,
who wants to buy one for his granddaughter. “I thought you knew all about such things,” Peter
says – to which I add, “Let’s not have any stereotypes.” You can tell that Davide is worried about
a forthcoming strike – news of which he may hear while on assignment in Dallas. “You’ll know
it’s bad news,” I tell him, “when BA charges you full fare on the return flight.” Janet now goes
off to spend the day with her friend (also Janet), leaving Daisy-Mae in Georgie’s care. Peter has
been watching a program on the solar system ¬– which is evidently doomed. The sun is going to
expand, engulf Mercury and Earth as well.” “Good,” I add, “at last Cheryl will believe in global
warming.”
Tuesday, March 9:
The inquisitive whining of the dog succeeds in waking me at last – as another night of troubled
sleep has meant that I have dozed all the way up to our usual departure time. I just have a
moment to throw on my clothes, my eyes still sealed with sleep, before it is time to stagger
across the street on a cloudy morning whose continuing chilly temperatures may succeed in
waking me up at last. I blame the poet laureate (at least the American version thereof) for I
attended a reception for Robert Pinsky, who held this title from 1997 to 2000 – and for whom the
American School held a reception at the head of school’s house yesterday evening. Pinsky was a
charming and articulate presence and the reunion theme continued as I had a chance to meet with
many of my former English Department colleagues here – as earlier in the afternoon there had
been a similar session at the Garden Gate pub in Hampstead for retired faculty in general. I guess
you could say that I am not used to so much alcohol and surely this was a factor in last night’s
discomfiture. As I stroll along with Fritz now I am remembering that this is the second time ASL
has entertained a poet laureate; shortly before my retirement the department I then chaired had
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the pleasure of Billy Collins’ company for a whole week.
Fritz is blissfully unaware of my indisposition, happily striding along the back pathways,
growling when other dogs get too close, and racing ahead to see if there is any action on the
green worth investigating. In fact, ten minutes before opening time, I can see that Peter, Ronnie,
Davide and Georgie are already taking their seats at our outdoor tables near the café. Fritz
wanders down the Randolph walkway, turns right at the tennis courts and heads for the bowling
green’s clubhouse, now undergoing a major refurbishment of its own. By the time we have
returned to the green I can see Ofra entering the doggy compound as well. As we near this spot I
can see one of the park managers examining the gouges to the grass supplied by the latest lorry. I
have to show him that adjacent to the walkway itself there is an ominous hole.
Our small group, augmented by Ellen and Wendy, does not linger for long over coffee. Ofra is
complaining that she has lost all her phone numbers following the latest mobile phone crisis and
that she is still counting the losses incurred several years ago when all the bar mitzvah checks
were made out in her son’s name and she had no way of cashing them. Meanwhile I am besieged
by biscuit-seeking canine missiles: Bailey, Sparkie, Winnie, Daisy-Mae and Fritz himself.
Davide wants to make an early start for home and there is some suggestion that perhaps he
should obtain the handbag for Peter’s granddaughter while he is in Dallas. “Never mind that,” I
conclude, “just as long as he remembers to say hello to Sue-Ellen and Miss Ellie.”
Wednesday, March 10:
Again we have cold temperatures and cloudy skies for our morning in the park. Fritz disappears
behind the cypress trees and I don’t spot him again until he is darting through the open gate and
into the environmental area. This time he gets almost as far as the wooden bridge before I am
able to command his attention by bouncing his tennis ball. Redirected, he pursues this green
object down the chasm between the cyclone fences; I find it abandoned in a bed of bushes just
before I reach the kiddies’ playground,
Fritz now rushes forward to greet Georgie, who is arriving with that trio of mischief-makers,
Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Winnie. The ball is introduced into play and he chases it down several
times before losing interest and heading down the Randolph walkway. Here we encounter two
park veterans. The first is Taz, who finds the subject of Fritz at poo quite riveting indeed – but
when it is Taz’s turn he manages to recreate a scene out of an ancient Charles Atlas ad by kicking
loose dirt into Fritz’s inquisitive face. Then we meet Yasmina with the seldom-scene Golden
Retriever, Sasha. But by this time I can tell that the others must be hovering over their coffees
and so we turn around and head back to the café.
Only a small turnout has braved the big chill: Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Ofra and Georgie – though
Yara arrives late; she says that the painter has been furloughed even before the woodwork
and told to come back in the summer when it is easier to leave windows open. Peter has been
worrying about the spread of another immigrant invader, in this case the Japanese knotweed. Last
night both the local and the national news featured items on this infestation and the proposed
cure, the breeding of an insect that, back in Japan, feeds on the sap of this botanic pest. Other
news last night also needs discussion: proposed legislation that would require that all dogs
be chipped, insured against third party damage, and, in some cases, be subject to the canine
equivalent of anti-social behavior orders: dogbos. There seems to be unanimous agreement
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among our fraternity that such legislation will only bedevil the responsible dog owner and that
the thugs who keep dangerous dogs will just stay out of the system.
Thursday, March 11:
Almost as soon as we have entered the park this morning Fritz spots an approaching Staffie
and offers up his obligatory growl of recognition and self-assurance. Fortunately Ginger finds
nothing amiss in this declaration and the two trot happily along together as far as the gate into the
environmental area; here Fritz seduces his new pal into a joint incursion. It doesn’t last long and
soon the dogs are racing toward the green. It is again chilly, though there is not much wind and
the sun is trying to come out.
Hanna comes out onto the grass to greet Fritz. Nearby there is a blue football and she soon has
him chasing after it in short bursts. It has lost some of its air and the dog can even get his teeth
into it, carrying it short distances. Next Hanna finds an abandoned dog sling (which she insists
on calling a “tosser”) and soon she is using it to fling tennis balls all over the green. Before long
Fritz is panting. “Good” she says, “your daddy is soon going to stuff you with biscuits and you
need some exercise first.” Eventually we move toward the café, bringing all these newly found
objects with us – Hanna plans to keep the tosser for the amusement of the dogs in her charge. We
now join a small group at table: Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie.
Hanna brings a copy of the Metro and a copy of the Mail from the interior of the café and several
items prove to be of general interest. A new set of UK postage stamps in honor of Battersea is
to feature dogs and cats (of mixed parentage this time). Manchester United’s comprehensive
drubbing of Inter Milan is analyzed. Ofra finds David Beckham, who plays for the latter,
irresistibly good looking and claims that this is due to his having a Jewish grandfather. Everyone
is curious about the outcome of the negotiations between cabin crew and BA, due to be revealed
today. While we are mulling these matters the dogs are making their presence known at my feet,
on my lap, and in the adjacent chair. A chap comes by with a shaggy Schnauzer named Poppy
and she is admitted so that everyone can have a good sniff. Hanna gives her one of my biscuits
but she shows no interest in this object and one of the other dogs seizes it. (Call yourself a
Schnauzer?)
Friday, March 12:
Some moisture must have descended last night for the walkways are still a bit wet this morning,
but it is dry enough (though gray) as Fritz and I begin our morning perambulation. Almost
immediately we encounter evidence of another crime – as some of our more incendiary citizens
have built themselves another campfire on the tarmac walkway next to the first red poo poo
bin. Last time this was done they had used slats from the wooden fence of the Morshead doggy
compound. I shall have to see if this fuel source has been used again. Curiously, the meltdown
took place in the shadows of a uselessly sited video camera – the modern equivalent of the
equally useless scarecrow. A chap is walking around the track making repairs to the wire fence;
such repairs do not extend to replacing missing sections, though this is still a possibility I
suppose. They did eventually replace the missing slats in the doggy compound fence, covering
holes through which small dogs (like Fritz) could easily jump.
The park awaits its schooltime visitors and only Will and Grace are present on the walkways as
we continue on to the green. Here I can see Georgie arriving from one side and Janet and Ellen
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from the other. Fritz agrees to chase his tennis ball a bit and then he heads off on his own. This
time, however, he doesn’t get very far before being hailed by his Aunt Hanna. We now head for
the café, where Zorro, in the doggy pen, is barking madly. A queue soon forms at the door of the
caff itself. We are admitted at last by Lurch and soon our small contingent (augmented by Peter
and Ronnie) is seated. Janet is about to depart for Warwick, taking Daisy-Mae with her on the
train. No one knows where Ofra is and Liz is probably at the vet’s after an incident last evening
during which poor Roxy seems to have suffered some sort of fit.
With the Formula 1 season about to begin in Bahrain this Sunday there is some discussion of
the likely winners this year, with the return of Michael Schumacher taking central stage in our
discussions. Peter delivers last night’s football results and there is a discussion on BBC 4’s recent
series on Indian hill railways. I report that there was a ladybird on my bathroom mirror this
morning but I succeeded in transferring the little fellow to a piece of cardboard and hence out
the window. (Peter says that unless it had seven spots it wasn’t a true English ladybird, just some
sinister illegal immigrant.) Hanna is complaining about her allergies – I seem to be suffering as
well since my eyes are sore and swollen. She accompanies us on our back passage walkround.
When we near the camera stanchion rising above the melted tarmac she offers her opinion that
these machines haven’t worked properly in years.
Saturday, March 13:
The sun is making a definite comeback and temperatures have moderated just a bit as Fritz and I
make our way into the park on a crowded Saturday morning. The footie kids are already at their
labors in the five-a-side pitch, with many ribbons still to be won in a day of spirited competition.
One dad, in order to get a better view of these proceedings, takes up a position not on the sideline
but outside the picnic ground fence; here, however, he is breaking another park rule for he has
brought not only his little girl with him but his Boxer. Fritz is growling hello to a number of
animals as we make our way to the green – including Remy, Oggy and Ozzy – and when we
reach the café we encounter Denise with Rizzo and Sabina with Oscar and Scamp.
There is a great concentration of little dogs out in the middle of the greensward and here Fritz
heads next. Someone has brought a slightly flattened yellow and purple football and Fritz enjoys
chasing this down for a while. Eventually I get him reattached to his lead and we head for the
café, where I am lucky to get a place in a short queue – on Saturdays you can wait forever to be
served. The blank look on the face of of the new barista when Dan asks for an “Ofra coffee” is
priceless. Outside we are eventually twelve at table: Dan, Davide, Georgie, Ofra, Yara, Hanna,
Carrie, Wendy, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie. Fritz makes the rounds of all these knees, hoping for
a handout – with Yara his great favorite these days because she always has some goody in her
purse.
Yesterday BA’s cabin crew union announced seven strike days at Easter time and this, with
Davide present, is the first topic of conversation. Liz soon realizes that her own plans to fly to
South Africa for a holiday safari with the kids are in jeopardy, and there is real consternation.
(The disappointment factor in this controversy is the only matter of interest to the media; Davide
says that BA will spend far more fighting the strike than the difference between the union’s
demands and BA’s final offer.) Liz’s search for temporary accommodation, now that her house
has been sold, is the next topic and she is bombarded with advice. She says she was planning
to follow Julia Child’s boeuf bourguignon recipe until she discovered how complicated it was;
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bragging just a bit, I tell her that Dorothy used to make it often. Roxy, meanwhile, seems fine
after an episode that the vet has described as an epileptic seizure.
Liz and Dan are in the awkward position of having to tell Ofra that they really can’t party with
her tonight – but they are soon forgiven. Not so Ofra’s son, Guy, who is soon being scolded on
the mobile phone in Hebrew for not looking hard enough for a missing school shirt. I ask Dan
how the fans are responding to Love Never Dies, Lloyd-Webbers sequel to The Phantom of the
Opera. He says that the agencies have pre-booked thousands of seats, hoping to entice Phantom
fans – who must be prepared for recycled songs and a venue transfer to Coney Island (fan-dumb
of the opera). Peter has brought with him another sack full of dog treats belonging to the late
Holly and these are shared out among the remaining dog owners as we prepare for our back
passage walkround.
Sunday, March 14:
The sun is shining brightly as Fritz and I head for the park today – here we find a lively scene
with the full complement of footie players and active joggers. When we reach the green I can
see that already some of our dog owners have taken up seated positions on the cricket crease,
basking in the bright light and pretending that spring is on the way. Dan is, in fact, lying on
his back on this surface, a bouquet of tulips on his chest. “We’re all paying a visit to Dan’s
grave,” Liz says. “Yes,” I add, “but shouldn’t he get in it first?” It turns out that the flowers are a
Mother’s Day gift from Winnie to her longtime baby sitter, Georgie. Fritz chases down his tennis
ball and then heads for the Randolph roadway. I manage to keep the ball in play by kicking it
a few times but he is more interested in following his nose around a corner of the green before
returning to the cricket crease and a cuddle, first from Dan and then from Yara.
As we head for the café I can see Hanna walking Yoyo; the latter makes a beeline for our usual
gate when she hears the word “biscuit.” Hanna and I discuss details of this morning’s Formula
1 broadcast while waiting in the coffee queue. This morning we have a good weekend turnout
with all the aforementioned plus Janet, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Claire, and the painter
Walid. Daisy-Mae is in an intemperate mood and starts one fight too many with the other dogs,
spending several minutes tied to the naughty fence in disgrace. Winnie takes up a position in
Dan’s lap, sunning herself contentedly. The other dogs make real nuisances of themselves,
pawing and scratching me in an attempt to get some action going with the biscuit bag. Fritz
succeeds in getting Ellen to open her purse before performing the same gesture with Yara. Panda
distinguishes herself by stealing a whole croissant from a small child; in some embarrassment
Claire has to buy a replacement.
Peter says that our syndicate did not come close to a win in last night’s lottery. Wendy has
brought with her some wonderful pictures (taken in her snowy backyard) of a tribe of brazen
foxes. Liz asks if those flowers over there are pansies and Janet says that she needn’t be
pointing at Dan when she asks this question. Liz is not able to report any success in her search
for temporary accommodation and someone suggests that she and her boys move in with me
(and Roxy too, I assume). I say Liz is welcome but I’m not having her entourage as well. Ofra
discusses her partying last night – the others having succeeded in making their excuses. For
once she is slow to head for home and, indeed, the pleasant morning has everyone anchored
to his or her seat. I am the first, therefore, to signal my departure – Fritz and I taking the more
straightforward Morshead roadway to make our escape.
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Monday, March 15:
Even more than on any of the recent mornings it really feels like spring today – I am
overdressed. Fritz squats for the first of four poos as we head for the green; so much energy has
been expended that he fails to spot the yawning entry gate at the environmental area and, instead,
he continues on to the Carlton roadway – where he receives a warm cuddle from Jo Lynn, here
with her little Tilly. Then he has to check out the action in the little groups stationed on the grass
and do a roundup of favorite sites at the eastern end of the green. We cross the grass on our way
to the café, where a number of the dog owners are now heading.
This morning we have Ellen (who leaves for an appointment soon thereafter), Peter, Ronnie,
Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Yara and Walid. Janet, who should get a date for her surgery today,
reports that a thorough search of the premises failed to reveal any sign of the TV’s remote control
¬– until she found it already enjoying the spin cycle in the washing machine (where it must
have gone along with Daisy-Mae’s blanket). Ronnie says that Susie has also suffered a mishap,
backing up into a minicab at work. Hanna and I compare notes on the Bahrain grand prix, which
saw Fernando Alonso triumphant in a predictably boring season opener.
Yara spends a good deal of time on her mobile phone trying to arrange a holiday visit to the
aforementioned Bahrain, but if you want action, evidently, you need to remain in London where,
we now learn, she was beaten up on a visit to Whiteley’s on Queensway yesterday. The incident
occurred when she spoke a cross word to the woman in a car which was impeding traffic flow by
driving the wrong way on a one-way street and failing to back up as requested. The passenger
in this offending vehicle (described as an Eastern European woman in her thirties) floored our
Yara and made motions to do the same thing to Yara’s mother before other drivers intervened.
Many photos were taken on mobile phones, as the wrongly situated car made its getaway, and the
police showed up to interview the many witnesses. A Belgian couple, who had jumped from their
car to offer assistance, now received a typical London reward – a ticket from a by-standing traffic
warden for failing to pay for their parking place.
Tuesday, March 16:
I am able to abandon both gloves and scarf and to substitute a baseball cap for my woolen one as
the lovely sunny spring weather persists. Soon we are encountering other dog walkers including
Sabina with Oscar and Scamp and then two who are chattering away on their mobile phones,
Christian with Vito and Miro (his conversation is in Danish) and then Jasmine Guinness with
Fly (hers is not). There is a large contingent already seated in the doggy compound as Fritz and I
walk by at 9:20 (Davide, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Yara and Walid). “It wouldn’t do you or
any of your dogs any harm to get in some exercise,” I say in passing.
As we round the head of green I can see Hanna approaching with Yoyo on lead. Unfortunately
this willful Schnauzer, trying to see what Fritz is doing in the bushes, manages to wrap the lead
around a bush and I have to wade in to free her, then reattach the lead. Fritz remains hidden in
the foliage until we are almost at the Grantully gate – where a little apricot Poodle appears on our
path. This dog, no name known, belongs to a large party being ushered onto the green by Tracy
the dog walker. It turns out that the Poodle, however, is an escapee, and Tracy is soon shouting
instructions to the rest of the park population on how to snag the rascal. Hanna is ordered to
produce a distracting ball (she has none) and others are ordered to catch hold of the dog’s collar
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(but don’t follow too closely, for this will spook the animal). This kerfuffle goes on for ten
minutes or so but eventually there is a happy outcome as Carrie catches the Poodle by stepping
on its lead.
We cross the green on our way to coffee, meeting a woman who has one of those unusual
barkless dogs, a Basenji named Diva. Much of the morning’s conversation is devoted to the
imminent cabin crew strike against BA, with the prime minister himself now castigating the
strikers. Davide reports that his union, Unite, has polled members to ask if they are still willing to
make a contribution to the Labour Party and that many members have now opted out. Liz reports
that she has taken a short term two-bedroom let in St. John’s Wood for the time period needed to
get her boys through the rest of the school year. How to transport Roxy back to the States when
the time comes is also discussed; Liz learns for the first time the Joanna Pettet solution to this
problem – a long sea voyage. In the meantime she still doesn’t know if she will be able to fly to
Cape Town and she hasn’t been taking her malaria tablets. Davide has one last pre-strike flight,
to Nigeria, and Yara (who speaks Pidgin after a West African childhood) now asks him to bring
her back some of the local peanuts. We get up to begin a back passage walkround, notable only
because a sharp-nosed brown dog launches a vicious and unprovoked attack on Fritz, who, for
once, hasn’t even had time to issue a warning growl.
Wednesday, March 17:
Fritz has been the beneficiary of another long walk in Regent’s Park yesterday – as we
accompanied Linda and Pepper in the late afternoon sunshine. Fully recovered from his hip
strain, he chased his hard white ball all over the place; no wonder he drank a lot of water on our
return. When Cathy arrives for her weekly stint this morning the first thing she wants to ask him
is, “Fritz, are you wearing green?” Fortunately my dog is always prepared for St. Patrick’s Day,
since his green choke collar (which once bore the legend “Crufts”) is always in place. It is bright
outside and, though not quite as warm as yesterday, it is still quite pleasant in the park.
We reach the green in good time and Fritz continues his chasing, this time with a green tennis
ball as the quarry. Sparkie soon joins in the chase as well, but already I can see Georgie is really
just heading for the café with her pet, Daisy-Mae and Winnie as well. So we continue down the
Randolph roadway and once again Hanna emerges from a walkway with Yoyo in her charge.
For once the neurotic madam does not set up a barking protest, though she does climb my leg in
an early (and unsuccessful) attempt to secure some biscuits. We now follow the others into the
doggy compound where places are soon taken by Peter, Ronnie, Ellen, Georgie, Hanna, Yara
and Walid. The dogs have chosen one corner of this place for their own version of tag-team
wrestling. Jack’s object is to hump Lucky and hers is to bite his neck.
Peter announces that the government has already backtracked in its proposed policy of requiring
dog insurance for all. This leads to a discussion of the forthcoming general election where,
except for a few Tory loyalists like Ronnie, there seems to be no enthusiasm for any party among
the dog owners, many of whom, I suspect, will not vote. “Of course you vote Tory,” Peter says,
“you were an employer and they all vote Tory, let their workers do all the work, and then go
off to play golf.” Ronnie assures us that he has never played golf and I can add that there is no
doubt that Ronnie worked even longer hours than any of his employees. All of this is taken goodnaturedly and the proof comes just a few minutes later when I am on my way to the tube stop
for some morning errands. Ronnie offers me a lift just as he pulls away from his space next to
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the park. I accept, which means squeezing in with Ellen and Peter – whom Ronnie is once again
driving home.
Thursday, March 18:
The sun is again dominant and temperatures are a bit softer today and all of this makes for a most
agreeable entry into park life. We are cheered along by the yellow accent marks of the first park
daffodils, though Fritz seems to take their appearance as an invitation to loiter with intent – in
this case he intends to munch a few grass shoots. I get tired of waiting and tell him that I am
going now. This seems to work (it won’t always) because he is soon trotting along purposefully.
Lying in the walkway outside the central football pitch are two wayward footballs. To my delight
the school kids inside this space are on their best behavior, addressing me as “Sir” when they ask
if I can throw these objects back and then offering repeated words of thanks as I depart.
Fritz joins a lively scene out of the green, where Janet, Georgie and Yara are already supervising
their dogs at play. Rufus, the Chinese Crested Dog, and the little apricot Poodle, Ziggy, are
also here. Fritz is still here when it is time to join the migration to the café where, we learn, the
coffees are on Daisy-Mae, who is celebrating her third birthday today. That madam is on her
best behavior (no fights) and she gets to keep her own chair throughout much of the morning
session. Yoyo, who arrives with Hanna, takes another chair but the rest (Fritz, Luna, Luci, Sunny,
Sparkie, Bailey, Ted, Jack, Lucky and Chloe) are content to move from knee to knee in hopes
of a handout. Luna and Luci manage to squeeze themselves into the narrow defile between the
doggy compound fence and the temporary green wall behind us; Luna can squeeze through
the bars but Luci, after a term of imprisonment, has to backtrack. I am convinced that he has
grown considerably since the last time I looked but I am mistaken: that is not Luci but a third
dog brought to the park this morning by Yara – Molly, a Bichon/Cavalier cross. The latter looks
so much like Yara’s Lhasa Apsos, in shape and coloring, that she is often taken as their mother.
Meanwhile, as Georgie eats the second half of Yara’s sandwich, she allows Bailey to lick the
remaining mustard from its original tube. He seems to like it, but then no one ever said Bailey
wasn’t weird.
I ask Hanna if she could have Fritz if I go walking next week and she says any day but Thursday.
Yara uses one of the applications on her mobile phone to look at the weather predictions for me.
Janet has a sore throat; the last things she needs when facing major surgery is an infection and
she calls her doctor, who will issue some antibiotics. Dan comes by to deliver Winnie; he seems
decidedly grumpy after enduring another flood caused by upstairs neighbors – one that also
shorted his power supply so that his alarm clock failed to operate this morning. Ofra is telling
us which Rolex she wants Ricky to buy her while at the other end of the table Ronnie, Peter and
Ellen are discussing a program they recently watched on the subject of Tourette’s. Peter says that
if this is an illness then half the people on the Kilburn High Road have it – only to be told not to
confuse Tourette’s with plain old alcoholism.
Friday, March 19:
Yesterday’s entry was terminated a bit too prematurely, it now appears, since Fritz and I spent
another hour in the park during our afternoon walk. This happened because there were alien
dogs in the Morshead Road doggy area and I decided not to risk any doubtful confrontations,
continuing along the walkways as far as the café, where we discovered a solitary Liz all by
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herself under the green umbrella. This meant that we were in for a second session around our
familiar tables, with much of the morning’s cast, including Janet, Hanna, Georgie and Yara,
taking their places again.
Today the sun presides over the early part of our junket but increasingly the gray clouds roll in.
As I pause to retie a bootlace Fritz gets well ahead of me but, rounding a corner, I can see him
looking back at me loyally through the playground fence and my “I’m coming” serves as his
cue to continue his quick progress to the green. Here I pass on to Davide a birthday card for Dan
featuring a Winnie lookalike in a jeweled vest (“Material Pug”) – one of the many canine-themed
cards I picked up on my recent visit to Palm Springs. Fritz manages not only to chase his own
ball but those belonging to Sparkie and the Lhasa Apsos. There are quite a few of these on the
grass this morning since Yara has brought not only Luna and Luci but a brother of the late Kiwi,
Leo. Leo is a bruiser of a pup but his bum is befouled.
At the café counter I notice that Metty, Lurch and the new baristas are all wearing red shortsleeved shirts this morning. We are a dozen at table today. Here Hanna is reading a copy of Life
West 9, a local publication that features the owner of the nearby interior design studio, Kathy
Andon – who is also a park regular. Ofra also has some printed matter with her, in this case a
circular for an Israeli Dance Marathon in which she will compete tomorrow. Liz announces
that her Roxy has a new suitor, a mutt named Scooter (Scooter the suitor?); this news is taken
with aplomb by Sparkie, her former swain, but not so by Georgie, who denounces this betrayal
with some asperity. The dogs maintain their relentless assault on my knees – when they are not
escaping onto the green whenever anyone leaves a gate open for more than a second. Yara is
frequently required to fetch her charges, who are slipperier than the rest. She tells us that the
assault she suffered recently is still under police investigation but that she feels like suing for
pain and suffering – “after all,” she concludes, “my handbag was scratched!”
Saturday, March 20:
It has been raining on and off since mid-afternoon yesterday and the skies are still full of
moisture as Fritz and I venture into the park on a sodden Saturday. Very slow progress ensues
and at one point I think the dog is about to turn tail and head back the way we came in. Bouncing
his green tennis ball gets him moving in the right direction but soon it becomes clearer why he
was so reluctant to proceed – our walkways are crowded with Saturday football folk, parents
and kids, and I lose track of him amid so many legs. It is not until we reach the green that I see
him running about on the grass. No one else has ventured this far on such an uncomfortable day
and Fritz himself is soon heading down the Randolph roadway. There are lots of very little dogs
about (Dachshunds, Toy Poodles, Miniature Pinschers) and they think Fritz is a star and they all
want to sniff his bum.
When we get turned around and enter the doggy compound at the café I leave him behind to
make my way to the counter (not too bad a wait today), returning to tables that soon boast the
presence of Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Liz, Peter, Ellen, Dan, Davide, Hanna and Carrie. Dan has
received a wonderful present of an outdoor lantern from Georgie and Janet and a card from the
latter in which our dogs are seated at the table usually occupied by the X-Factor judges. Dan has
celebrated his birthday by visiting the bar on the top of Centre Pointe and it is obvious that some
of his pals will join him at a restaurant this evening. He ties some colorful pipe cleaners to Liz’s
glasses and then these are transferred to Bailey’s collar.
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As the rain returns the dogs create their usual nuisance at our feet. Bailey and Yoyo are relentless
in their assault on my knees – though today the misbehavior is made worse by extremely wet
paws. Roxy is Sparkie’s best friend again; she manages to get a nose onto Dan’s scrambled egg
plate before being dissuaded. We now have the owners of Panda and Jesse under our umbrella
as well and Panda falls for Daisy-Mae’s biscuit con and there is a noisy fight while the two are
separated. Claire has biscuits in her coat pockets and Fritz is soon whining over this. Jesse’s
mom, Sam, says that a week or so ago her little Jack Russell was attacked by a Staffie. Someone
had the presence of mind to stick a finger up this dog’s bum (causing him to drop his victim) but
when the police were called the man (who had a Rottweiler and two kids with him) legged it.
Later the police called to report that they don’t deal with dogfights. “Fight,” Sam protested, “my
dog was attacked!”
Sunday, March 21:
It could be a bit warmer, though the sun is trying to break through; nevertheless we can officially
welcome spring as Fritz and I enter the park on a lively Sunday morning. Somewhere en route
(perhaps on the pavement outside our entrance) my dog has snaffled a piece of bone, a prize he
carries with him all the way to the green – where he brandishes it in the face of the other little
dogs and then begins a systematic chew. I have reasoned, at such moments, that it is better to let
him grind the bone into smaller pieces than to swallow it whole as I attempt to wrestle it from
his jaws. This is what happens today, through Walter Benjamin and a Border Terrier named Ruby
are quite interested in this process and stare at Fritz with some intensity. We wander down the
Randolph roadway just a bit and then return to our usual places in the doggy compound. At the
counter Peter and Ellen are already having an argument about the precise date of Easter this year,
and each of them bets a fiver on the outcome.
There are a dozen of us at table this morning: Peter, Ellen, Ronnie (recovering from a kidney
stone attack), Susie, Hanna, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Cheryl (just returned from the States), Liz and
Dan. Dan says that Davide is at home, waiting for the fateful call from management asking him
if he is reporting for work today – his refusal will mean that he is officially on strike. We are
still celebrating Dan’s birthday and he has bought us all our breakfasts this morning. Last night
he, Janet, Georgie and Liz ticked off “H” by dining in a Hungarian restaurant in Soho. The Gay
Hussar (which didn’t get very good reviews) was followed by the gay bar (with go-go dancers,
no less). Liz returned to discover that Roxy had climbed up onto a counter in order to snatch one
of Domino’s latest specialties, the Meltdown Revenge – a pizza featuring jalapeño peppers and
Coleman mustard. The effects of this ingestion were everywhere evident: vomit, poo and pee all
over the house and a raging thirst. As worrying as such an incident might be, Liz says, her dog
would eat this concoction all over again today if it were on offer.
Ronnie thinks Roxy looks like she would like to escape to the green now, so he gets up to open
a gate – and Roxy jumps into his empty seat, the better to survey what might be on offer on
the tabletops. Ronnie and Susie are just leaving and after Peter and Ellen have departed we get
a second wave taking their seats: Claire, Sam, Carrie and Yara (the latter is off to Bahrain on
a holiday tomorrow). Ofra looks exhausted after taking part in a charity-raising Israeli dance
concert last night but in spite of several spontaneous choruses of Hava Nagila she refuses to
show us her stuff. She does accompany us, as does Liz, on our back passage walkround. It is time
to leave since, after all, the dogs have completely emptied my biscuit bag. Near the five-a-side
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pitch a little black boy in a big Arsenal sweatshirt asks if he can pet one of the dogs and DaisyMae sits sweetly for these attentions. Then she is off in pursuit of her favorite quarry: squirrels.
Monday, March 22:
There is a bit of a chill wind blowing across the park today but it is still a pleasant enough
morning. On the back walkway we encounter Janet in conversation with Michaela, Daisy-Mae
and Skye at their feet. (Later I learn that Michaela has actually interrupted a jog around the park
for this conversation – something she has already done three or four times already.) As we reach
the café we encounter Cheryl, today accompanied by a visiting friend from the States, Sherry.
Fritz chases his ball a bit and then we meet up with Hanna and Yoyo and spend some time in the
copse behind the right hand tennis courts. When we reach the green again it is to find Annie, a
docile Golden Lab, on the grass.
Hanna, Cheryl and Sherry take their own little table in the sun this morning; while the rest of
us, under our umbrella, include Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra, Janet and Georgie. Peter reports that
Denise will be visiting us from Amsterdam in another month. Janet reports that Davide is on
his way to the strike-bound Heathrow, just to see how the landings lie. Ronnie says that he got
confused this morning and described someone’s Labradoodle as a Daffydoodle. Janet suggests
that this must be a cross between a Doberman and a Poodle, but Peter says is a cross between
Davide and a Poodle.
Identity problems persist. A noisy Jack Russell in a pink outfit is shrieking in distress outside
the café door and Cheryl picks her up and brings her into the doggy compound, hoping to
comfort the little madam. “It’s all right, Jesse,” she repeats – until it is pointed out that this dog
is certainly not Jesse since it has a brown head, in part. Soon the owner of the mystery animal
emerges; she says her dog is called Puppy and off they go. But she is back fifteen minutes later
with Dex and Claire. The latter is carrying a frightened Bichon with a collar and a vest, but no
identification. Evidently this dog was found wandering on a nearby street and has been rescued
from the perils of such an environment while Claire attempts to find out its true identity, and that
of its owner. None of us have a clue. I have lots of errands this morning so, as the wind gets even
colder, Fritz and I head for the gates.
On the pavement I find Christian, Reina, Vito and Miro. “Isn’t someone missing?” I enquire. But
Christian says that the baby is with a child-minder and that its parents are experiencing their first
baby-free moments since its arrival. “Enjoy it then,” I tell them as I make my way homeward.
Tuesday, March 23:
A lovely sunny morning awaits us as we enter the park today. Fritz begins a session of sniffing
and sampling, assisted for a while by Oscar and Scamp. Considering the weather it is quite
surprising that the green, which we eventually reach, is empty. This does not last for long, indeed
Fritz soon has help in chasing his tennis ball from Lotte, a five month-old German Short-Haired
Pointer puppy. The latter is accompanied by two blondes, a canine senior citizen (10) named
Tyler and a very tall, attractive owner. After a while I can see Hanna, making her way along the
Randolph roadway with Yoyo. It hasn’t been long since we’ve seen this pair (I had both Fritz and
Pepper in the doggy park on the Morshead side yesterday afternoon) but my mentioning them
now captures Fritz’s imagination and he dashes forward and, so, into the café’s doggy compound.
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Nearby I encounter the huge presence of a third blonde, a Mastiff-cross named Marley. The
owners of this docile beast take up the little table in the corner of our seating area and so Vlad,
who usually sits there, sits with us – his Tara soon joining the biscuit-hounds at my feet, on
my knees, in my lap. We also have Georgie, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, and Ofra with us this
morning; Wendy arrives later. Chloe has been poorly and Ronnie is starving her for the day. At
one point he asks me if I could close my biscuit bag so that his pet won’t be able to see into its
depths. I suggest he might like to put his hands over her eyes. Davide says that he called to report
his readiness for work this morning ¬– the first strike period having come to an end yesterday.
Ofra has her hairbrush with her and is giving Bailey the once-over. I ask her to continue with
Fritz and she does, but Hanna, not to be outdone, then takes my pet onto her lap to begin a long
session in unkinking his moustache.
When I get up to leave I lead Fritz onto the grass again, having spotted Claire out here. I want
to find out what happened to the little Bichon she rescued yesterday. She says that she finally
obtained a phone number by taking the animal to the vet, where he was able to read the dog’s
microchip. The owner did not even know her dog was missing since it had been let out of the
house by careless builders. Needless to say, she was very grateful for this kind intervention. I ask
Claire is she ever found out the dog’s name. She thinks for a while and finally recalls the name –
it too is called Marley!
Wednesday, March 24:
It is a bit overcast this morning, with the promise of rain to come, but temperatures are mild
enough as we try to dodge joggers on our way to the green. Here we can see the first evidence
of the chalk boundary added for the benefit of this year’s cricketers; it’s a barrier of no interest
to the dogs whatsoever and Fritz is soon moving from group to group, touching noses with all
his pals. At the western end we meet up with Daisy-Mae and her much larger cousin Dudley.
The tennis ball is soon in play but it ends up in the mouth of Bella, the Tibetan Terrier. We have
not seen her in some time and her owner explains that she has been cavorting on the wide open
spaces of Regent’s Park and Primrose Hill. She has brought with her a little sister, a lovely black
creature (also a TT) named Tallulah (Lulu for short). Panda has a turn with the tennis ball and
then so does Jazz, whose owner finally hands it back to me. Fritz and I now continue down the
Randolph roadway a bit, soon greeted by the ebullient presence of Beau the Newfoundlander.
We have a relatively small turnout at coffee this morning – just Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra,
Georgie, Davide and Hanna. Davide is still down in the dumps over BA’s efforts to break the
cabin crew’s union and Ronnie is out of sorts because Chloe is still suffering from a dicky
tummy. He announces, ten minutes into our session, that he is leaving and Peter, who expects
his usual ride home, has barely begun to sip his cup. When the early birds leave their places
are taken by Wendy, Dex and Claire. Claire is complaining that Panda is ruining her jacket by
pawing away at the pockets (when Fritz isn’t doing the same thing). I tell her that this is why I
always wear a special already-shabby outfit to the park. This leads Dex to suggest that he always
has a special outfit that he wears to the employment office.
Congregating on the chalk line now are a dozen or so young mothers, prams parked, undergoing
some form of exercise. Across the green we can see more workmen re-installing much of the
park’s ground level exercise equipment. Some of this is only a few years old and the industry and
expense extended on this project soon leads to a sour conversation on all the missing benches
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in this park; places that had four at one time are now down to one or two ¬–¬ benches seen
either as an invitation to loitering teens or as superfluous impediments in a park devoted only to
perspiration. Hanna now notices that there is a large scab on the side of Fritz’s head, something
that must have formed after he was attacked by that small brown dog last week. I get a detailed
lecture on how I am to bathe this wound but not before she has grabbed my hands in order to
squeeze each finger in an effort to combat my troubled sinuses.
Thursday, March 25:
After a night in which I have continued to fret over the large scab on my dog’s right cheek the
morning begins with a call to the Hamilton Vets, where Fritz is soon booked for a visit at 4:15
this afternoon. Fortunately nothing has slowed him down and there has been no outward sign
of this indisposition (following an injury sustained on the 16th) and so he starts off in his usual
lively fashion as we enter the park on an overcast but mild Thursday morning. Peter is standing
in front of our café gate, surveying the scene in search of Ellen – as we pass down the Randolph
roadway. Fritz turns into the foliage at the east end of the green; at one point two dashing animals
cross the path in front of us; the first is a squirrel in flight, the second, only two feet behind, is an
unknown Jack Russell – soon to be disappointed as his quarry climbs a tree. Fritz takes no part in
this sport and when we reach the green, after several spells of tennis ball tossing, we head for the
café.
Our turnout is quite small this morning – just Georgie, Davide, Peter and Cheryl. Ellen is
sighted on the far side of the green with Jack and Lucky, but she does not join us – yesterday
she mentioned something about Lucky being in season. Ronnie does call; he has just talked to
the vet about Chloe. Conversation is again dominated by the cabin crew dispute at BA, Davide
announcing that, even though he has reported for work, he is not getting paid until he flies next
(and this may be some time if a second round of strikes goes through) and that his traditional
right to subsidized fares has been unilaterally terminated by his employer. It is very difficult for
Cheryl to understand any of this since the word union is an expletive in her part of the South.
Davide tries to explain that the dispute is not the traditional demand for higher wages but an
argument over the size of the voluntary pay cut and a protest against management’s imposition
of new flight crew numbers outside the contract. I try to make this into a simple contract dispute
for Cheryl’s sake but there is no stopping her now and pretty soon we are onto to the atrocities of
abortion and the disgrace of the newly authorized universal health care legislation in the States.
Davide says that today’s conversation has served as a form of catharsis and he seems much more
cheerful as he gets up for the return journey than he was on his arrival. Winnie manages to keep
in touch as we make our exit but today it is Daisy-Mae who hangs back. Georgie bribes her with
the promise of squirrels ahead and this seems to work. For once Fritz and I disdain our usual
Essendine exit because I need to follow Georgie as far as the Hamish II, our closest grocery
store ¬on Castellaine Parade ¬– where I have to pick up next week’s Radio Times. This is
accomplished as she hangs on to Fritz’s lead for me and we are soon heading home at last.
Friday, March 26:
I suppose it is only proper to begin today’s entry with an account of our visit to the Hamilton
Vet Clinic on Boundary Road, yesterday afternoon. Dr. Frank, having had a look at the scab on
Fritz’s left cheek, decided that the best defense against infection would be to scrape the wound
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back to the skin and that a sedative would therefore be necessary before this procedure. Fritz
was left to fall asleep at my feet in the busy waiting room but he was soon taken downstairs for
his operation. I was given a hibiscus scrub, some salve and antibiotic pills and reintroduced to
my sleeping pet in the examination room. Truth to tell, the wound was not as disfiguring as I had
been led to anticipate – and at least his hair grows very fast. He was given a shot to counteract
the sedative and, again back in the waiting room, he staggered to his feet after fifteen minutes. I
let him regain his sea legs and then we started for home. Wouldn’t you know it, almost as soon
as we hit the street it started to rain in earnest. I had remembered to bring a little umbrella and
Fritz’s raincoat and he now trotted along behind me; we were pretty wet by the time we got home
at 6:00.
There followed a most uncomfortable night for the dog (and his owner). As Fritz became more
alert the pain from the exposed patch on his cheek hurt ever more and he was whimpering when
he was not scratching away with a hind leg or shaking his head. He ate no dinner and even had
trouble getting to sleep. I thought I might give him some Rescue Remedy but eventually he
climbed onto the pillow next to mine and fell asleep. I did not even take him out for a late night
walk. We both slept fairly comfortably until about 4:00 in the morning, when again we both
became restless. This morning he continues to shake his head but at least he has stopped crying.
Just before hitting the streets this morning, I administer his scrub and his salve and he makes no
protest. In the park he maintains a lively pace, disdaining an early visit to the doggy compound
where many of the other owners have already taken up their positions. When we do sit down
he eats a lot of biscuits and has a cuddle in the lap of his Aunt Hanna. All of this cheers me up
considerably but I have to go out on errands later this morning and, not wanting to leave him
alone while he is feeling poorly, I have arranged for him to spend these hours with his Auntie
Linda.
Saturday, March 27:
It is bright enough outside, though no one would call it sunny or warm. Fritz too seems a bit
brighter today; he certainly did a good job on his dinner last night and he is getting quite used
to my application of unguents as we prepare for our trip outside. Our progress toward the green
is lively enough as well, and soon he is seen crossing the green to see what is going on in the
various doggy circles out here. I hear the sound of a squeaky toy but in the event there is no
attempt at purloining such a desirable object. Winnie is making friends with an occasional visitor
to our park, Monty the Pug. It is explained that he is just visiting from far more upmarket regions
than Maida Vale can provide (Eton Terrace no less) and he does seem to have a superior air.
When another dog wants a sniff he obliges by raising a rear leg so that they don’t have to stoop.
The burly Zorro makes a third Pug in this pack.
Fritz now heads down the Randolph roadway and by the time we make it back to the café the
other dog owners are already sitting over their coffee. We are followed into the precincts of the
café by the family who have brought the lively Lab puppy, Alfie; the latter succeeds in banging
open the café gate all by himself. It appears that we will have only a small turnout for a weekend
day – just Peter, Dan, Georgie and Janet ¬– but our numbers continue to swell: Hanna, Ellen,
Wendy and Ofra soon arriving as well. Janet is complaining that yesterday’s pre-surgery scan has
produced an allergic reaction to the iodine dye; she has been searching the Internet for advice.
Hanna, Dan and I are also suffering from allergies, it would appear. Dan also has a cold but
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Davide, he says, is at the gym – working out his anxieties in some needed exercise. I note that on
last night’s TV news there was an item in which some academics at last supported the strikers by
pointing out that BA’s management was obviously interested in breaking the union – but why the
media hasn’t figured this out on their own is still a matter of speculation.
Winnie is in a pissy mood and starts several fights. She objects to the sight of Fritz getting a nice
cuddle in Hanna’s lap, she bites Dan’s finger, and she leaps down to attack poor Bailey. (Today
the world is just a big disappointment for our Winnie.) We begin our back passage walkround,
Dan noting that there is an air of depression pervading our group – with Janet worrying about her
forthcoming surgery, Georgie worrying about her husband’s redundancy and Davide worrying
about his job. As we near the Essendine gate we are passed by a middle-aged man in a long,
flowing coat/cloak. He has half his head shaved and he looks like a punk past his sell-by-date. I
note that anyone who spends that much time on his appearance doesn’t have time to worry about
anything else.
Sunday, March 28:
Under grey skies we head for the park on a chilly Sunday morning (I am even wearing my scarf
again). We have only one encounter on the back passage – Raffy the Cavalier wants to make
a thorough job of sniffing Fritz’s bum – and then we are free to pursue our usual pathways to
the green. Here I find that Fritz has rushed out to meet Janet, Georgie and Liz. Claire arrives
to say that she has been thinking of taking her Panda (real name Pandora, we learn) to the
Toto auditions for the new musical production of the Wizard of Oz, but she has now found out
that these are in Birmingham. “Anyway,” she adds, “Panda couldn’t play Toto. Imagine what
would happen if someone opened a packet of Maltesers in the first row.” Concentrating on these
matters, I lose track of my dog and now I can’t spot him anywhere. I begin a walk down the
Randolph roadway, one of his favorite haunts, then return to the café (where no one has seen
him) and meet Dan coming from the Morshead roadway – he hasn’t see Fritz either. I used to
panic much more than I am doing now (though no one would call me laid back) because the
miscreant always turns up. And so he does now; I spot him at the hill on the east end of the green
and he answers my call by running across the grass – and then refusing to enter the café gate
until he had done some more sniffing.
We have a large turnout this morning: Dan, Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Susie, Suzanne,
Ofra (who has remembered to move her clocks forward), Liz and the latter’s partner in their
interior design classes, the ex-dentist Daniel. Daniel is from South Africa and here Liz and her
lads will head tonight, BA willing. She says that she wants to wear a button with a diagonal
red stripe through a picture of Willie Walsh, BA’s chief, as she boards the plane. There is some
argument over who gets to look after Roxy in her absence, Dan and Georgie contesting the
matter – though it is only for one night in any event since Liz’s housekeeper will be back on
Monday. Susie announces that Chloe has colitis and is not to have any treats. Winnie moves
from lap to lap, prospecting, but when she gets to Peter he holds her captive in an extended
cuddle – much to her surprise. Earlier we had seen him, dogless, filling the dogs’ drinking bowl
with fresh water.
We discuss the interesting gay sub-plot on Emmerdale and when I tell Dan that young Aaron
has been seen lurking outside Hotten’s gay bar he describes some of his own experiences with
this first step. Daniel is just advising Ofra on teeth-whitening when Dan gets up to investigate a
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new character on the grass, a lively black puppy who is half Boston Terrier and half Pug – Albie.
Leslie enters the compound with Suki (beside herself since a Vizsla has won best in show at
Crufts) and Hanna, who must have been watching the Australian Grand Prix, arrives at last and
takes Ellen’s place (as does Claire with Suzanne’s). We finish with a discussion of Andrew Lloyd
Webber’s latest, Love Never Dies, with some attempt made to remember the one decent melody
to be found in each of his previous shows. Pretty soon Dan and Liz are making up their own
Webber-like recitatives. As we begin our back passage walkround there is a poignant moment
when Roxy realizes she is not going home with mommy.
Monday, May 29:
It has been raining much of the night and it looks like more moisture could be on the way. I have
Fritz’s raincoat in my pocket, therefore, as we begin our morning in the park. When we get to the
green my dog rushes forward to greet Janet and Davide and then Georgie as well. Remembering
his wandering proclivities, I follow him this time as he moves in an easterly direction and,
after he has greeted Will and Grace (just descending from Mt. Bannister) and the seldom-seen
Weimaraner, Pasha, I am able to collar him and head for the café – where the brave doggy folk
are hunkered down under the green umbrella: the aforementioned trio plus Peter, Ellen, Ronnie,
Cheryl and Hanna.
Cheryl has a cousin who lives in the Vatican and the Pope’s embarrassment over allegations of
a priestly abuse cover-up is naturally a topic of conversation. (This is just another reason to be
suspicious of that left-wing organ, The New York Times). Davide is of course strike-obsessed.
He says that a pilot friend told him that on a recent BA flight to Qatar three of the cabin crew
were unregistered Egyptians and the other five were strike-breaking pilots. Ronnie says that
Chloe is still on a restricted diet but the same could not be said of the other dogs, though DaisyMae does abandon the biscuit I have just given her because the toasted sandwiches have just
arrived. Janet says that her surgery is now scheduled for April 13 and that she doesn’t want any
hospital visitors.
Wendy and Ofra are just arriving as I get up to leave. It is a somewhat earlier departure than
usual because Fritz has a check-up scheduled at the Hamilton Vets at 10:15. Here Dr. Tom
seems quite satisfied with the progress shown by my pet, who receives a reward biscuit at the
conclusion of the examination. I am to continue with the steroid cream until the end of the week
and finish the rest of the antibiotic pills – but I can abandon the hibiscus scrub. Just as we leave
(still under leaden skies) Janet is arriving, midway in her mission to return Roxy to her home,
since it is necessary to pick up some dog food for the always-hungry Beagle first.
Tuesday, March 30:
Again we have had a lot of overnight rain and, spotting a few umbrellas from the window, I have
made sure that both Fritz (reluctantly) and I (quite willingly) are encased in our rain jackets.
In the event we experience no further moisture but the scene is made uncomfortable by chilly
temperatures. We pass Jazz and Pancho as we near the Carlton roadway, the latter his usual
jolly presence, a big white head on a brindled body. Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae are just
entering stage right and Fritz rushes forward to see what they are up to, then he is off on his
rambles. I see that most of the other dogs are wearing coats today as well. Ofra has entered the
doggy compound before Bailey and the latter is standing outside piteously begging admission.
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Behind us Winnie is furiously charging the giant Ruby, who puts an end to such nonsense with a
dignified growl.
At the eastern end of the green we meet up with a dogless Hanna. There are several other
Schnauzers here – including the lop-eared Gus and the be-tailed Purdy. The latter is part of
an entourage being lead on its walkies by one of our resident dog walkers. When one of these
animals pauses to poo Hanna calls the dog walker back; the latter is on the phone and has not
only failed to see what is going on behind her back but has no poo bags with her. She promises
to come back for the offending matter, but somehow we doubt this will happen. As we near the
building site behind the café Hanna pauses to report that last night she saw youths inside the
bowling green’s clubhouse (also a work in progress) and smelled smoke; then she called the
police, now she passes this information on to some of the workers. They suggest that she speak
to the foreman but she grows tired of waiting and joins us for coffee.
Only a small contingent has turned up today: Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Davide, Georgie, Ofra and
Hanna. Ronnie again leaves ahead of the rest of us, though this task is made difficult by the
efforts of his nil by mouth Chloe, who hangs back while Ellen is passing out bits of croissant.
There has been some talk of Peter getting a lift from Ronnie and so a few minutes later he
phones his friend to ask if can still catch up. Ronnie has his voice mail on and Peter offers some
uncomplimentary adjectives at this point; then Ronnie calls him back. The ride arranged at last,
Peter begins to worry that he has left his phone on throughout all of this and that Ron might have
overheard some of his diatribe. Georgie says that the same thing happened to her husband, who,
getting no answer on her mobile phone, went on to tell his pals ¬– his phone still on ¬– that his
wife was probably lying under the coffee table with half a bottle of gin. (When he did get home I
think we can guess that his reception was not the usual one.) We get up to begin our walkround.
Winnie is now furiously charging Pancho.
Wednesday, March 31:
I have had a very bad night of it (eye problems, not the fullness of the moon) but I am ready
when Cathy arrives for her usual Wednesday session with the dust. She is full of complaint,
for we have had blustery rain for several hours and it is still spitting a bit. The park is all but
deserted; not a single soul in the doggy dining hall for instance. Fritz and I continue down the
Randolph roadway for a while and then he turns right as we reach the tennis courts. I lose track
of him several times but he eventually surfaces just as Dan walks by with Winnie. One of the
exercising mothers has obviously been given the task of minding everyone else’s pram; she is
urging a quartet of joggers forward with the promise of a reclaimed infant as the reward. By this
time Peter is alone in the doggy compound and I ask him to keep an eye on my dog while I hike
over to the Randolph surgery to make an appointment about my eyes. Of course they have only
a half-day service tomorrow, then there are two bank holidays and the weekend to get through. I
suppose I should feel grateful that I only have to wait until next Tuesday evening for my chance
to see the doc.
By the time I have returned to the park Peter has been joined by Ellen, Georgie (who also had
trouble sleeping last night), Ofra, Cheryl, Hanna and Dan. This is a rare weekday appearance for
the latter but last night he had to attend a press night for a production of Ayckbourn’s Bedroom
Farce, and so he has had a bit of a lie-in. While Cheryl is complaining of a sore back Dan is
suffering from a dicky neck. Lucky for him, he is sitting next to Hanna and before long he is
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getting his hand squeezed. Being Dan, he wants to know if there is anything Hanna can do about
increasing penile size. “It’s just a piece of meat,” she replies sternly.
The return of winter weather in many parts of the UK is our foremost topic of conversation. I
am wondering if there is any chance that I will make it to Sainsbury’s this morning when Hanna
volunteers to accompany me ¬ – and she has a car. So after Fritz has been delivered to the
warming precincts of our flat and I have changed my clothes into something a little less rough
and ready I jump into this vehicle and we make what turns out to be a really rapid raid on the
supermarket. Fritz, as ever, is eager to supervise the unpacking of the groceries on my return.
I have to keep a close eye on him – the last time I did this I discovered his head in one of the
orange bags: he had discovered the barbequed chicken.

The second volume in Anthony Linick’s continuing
chronicle of life among the dog people of Paddington Rec. It
follows publication of Strictly Come Barking.
An addictive narrative, the series has earned a reputation for
its veracity, its thoroughness – and its obvious celebration of
all things canine.
“Unlike so many other dog books, Strictly Come Barking
has none of the falsification and exaggeration that other
authors use to advance their stories. Here we have, instead,
an authentic voice, one that tells a real tale – one that all dog
lovers will recognize and enjoy.” – Janet Lockwood, Film
Commissioner, State of Michigan

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VI

By Anthony Linick
Chapter 11—April, 2010

Panda wonders why Fritz is so hard-to-get.
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Thursday, April 1:
After another miserable night (more eye problems) Fritz and I head for the park under bright,
sunny skies. When we reach the green some of the regulars are just showing up and Fritz joins
Sparkie in a little ball chasing. Then we continue on down the Randolph roadway, very slowly
it could be argued, and by the time we have returned to the café the others have taken seats:
Davide, Peter, Ellen, Cheryl and Georgie. Hanna arrives about twenty minutes later.
Cheryl is facing another wave of visitors and she herself is excited about a forthcoming trip to
Rome. Hanna has to remind her several times not to lift anyone’s luggage – since she has been
complaining of back pain. Peter announces that he has worked out a list of favorites for the
Grand National and this will include Georgie’s horse of choice: Mon Mome. He then begins
a lecture on where to obtain the best odds before laying down a bet (something about starting
prices and totes) and he might as well be talking in Swahili for all I understand of it. Davide says
that one his cabin crew colleagues has been suspended by the airline for refusing to shake the
hand of a strike-breaking pilot. Behind us they are drilling away with their jackhammers on the
gym extension.
In a quiet moment I ask Hanna if she will look after Fritz for me for the next few hours since I
have made up my mind to seek the assistance of the Western Eye Hospital on the Marylebone
Road. Cheryl volunteers to give me a ride, I pass Fritz’s lead over to his auntie, and a few
minutes later we are coming to a halt near Marylebone Station. When I get to the A&E
department I get an early triage from the nurses but then there is a two hour and forty minute
delay in a very crowded waiting room to see a doctor. Behind us, for the whole duration of my
visit, they are drilling away on the building’s foundations with their jackhammers. When I get in
to see Dr. Aninkina she dilates my eyes (more waiting) and shines a lot of bright lights in them
and says that both eyes are inflamed, especially the left one. I receive a prescription for two kinds
of drops, one to be taken at first once every waking hour. It doesn’t take long for the hospital
pharmacy to fill this order and (still bleary-eyed from the dilation process) I make my way over
to the Marylebone tube stop. On the whole I have to say that this visit (another triumph of the
NHS system) has gone quite satisfactorily; I will be sent an appointment for a follow-up visit
and, of course I can return if there is no improvement in the meantime. My first call on reaching
home is one to Hanna, who says that Fritz has had plenty of exercise and that she will meet me at
the café for coffee at 4:00. This is coming full circle.
Friday, April 2:
I have spent a somewhat more restful night, though there is a film over my left eye after all
of yesterday’s drops. Fritz is greeted by Charlie the Westie as we enter the park and these two
animals trot happily along the back passage walkways all the way to the green – and then some.
Fritz has decided on a grand circle of our central space today and he is as far in front of me as
Charlie is behind his master. Soon we have completed our circle and we can now head for the
doggy compound at the café, where we soon have a very large group crowding our tables.
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Cheryl has brought her sister Patsy and niece Brooke. Then we have Ofra, Janet, Georgie,
Dan, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna and the German lady, Renata, who owns the apricot Poodle,
Maxi. Hanna has had a Good Friday visitation, a flood from on high, one evidently affecting
all of the flats above her as well. The thirteen year-old Brooke, an Oklahoma cheerleader, eats
a gingerbread cookie with heavily embraced teeth while the adults are full of advice on what
sights she and her mom might like to take in on a day that promises more rain. It is the first
time these two have been abroad. Georgie, Janet and Ofra (whose family is off skiing without
her) are examining a bottle of facial scrub as though it were a holy relic. Peter is reading a tax
communication from Camden Council and Dan is letting everybody know that he will again be
using his “industry” status to penetrate the precincts of the Paramount Club on the top of Centre
Point tonight.
Bailey jumps into Brooke’s lap, his eye on the gingerbread man. As I am feeding Fritz a biscuit
Daisy-Mae, enraged that this tidbit is not for her, attacks my pet most viciously. I have to lift her
off the ground with my foot in order to prevent real damage. (Ironically today is the last day I
need to apply salve to his earlier facial wound). A little later, the naughty Shih-Tzu performs her
winsome act at my knees, hoping for her own biscuit – but she is out of luck today. Both Jesse
and Sasha are admitted to our sanctuary as their mistresses go in for coffee and there is the usual
manic barking whenever other dogs are marched by outside (the Cockers Jake and Domino are
the targets today). Out on the green a mid-sized boy in a red tracksuit falls over while playing
with the bouncy Pancho and gets himself covered in mud. At least that is what the others tell me.
I am suffering from restricted vision this morning and I know it is time to get home in order to
begin another day of hourly drops.
Saturday, April 3:
It started to rain as Fritz and I completed our late walk last night and every time I turned over in
bed I could hear more moisture striking the windowpane. It is with some relief, therefore, that
brighter skies have returned as we get ready for our morning sojourn in the park. These days
such visits begin in a bit of a blur, since there is a film over my left eye, even after the first of the
morning drops, and today matters are made worse by my neglecting to return my new eyeglasses
to their customary perch on my forgetful nose. At least I have my sunglasses with me and there is
enough sun to justify their use now. Fritz makes a lively enough start to our adventure; the park
is eerily quiet – with no organized activities of any kind and many people no doubt away.
I round the corner in search of my dog but he has encountered Sparkie, Winnie and DaisyMae with their owners (who are standing in front of our usual café gate) and he has obviously
followed them onto the flanks of Mt. Bannister. I pull out his green tennis ball and he chases
this down several times, sploshing over the sodden morass that is our central green. Then I lose
track of him again (my impaired vision not helping much in these matters) and again I suspect
that he has followed his pals up the left side of the hill. I can’t see him anywhere but when I
call he comes racing down from the heights. A minute later, relying on my tip, Janet succeeds
in getting Sparkie and Daisy-Mae to retreat from the daffodil-crowned summit as well – they
sound like racehorses plodding through muddy going as they speed by. I manage to get my dog
into our compound, depositing his water-laden ball in the center of one of the tables, but while I
am inside getting my coffee he escapes onto the green again and we have to start this process all
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over again. Now these dogs, and Bailey and Lucky as well, push forward to claim my attention
with their wet paws on my knees. They manage to eat every biscuit in my sack today.
Our group includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Peter, Ellen and Ofra initially, and then we are joined
by Hanna, Ronnie and the owners of both Maxi and a little Maltese named Benjie. Daisy-Mae
climbs into a chair adjacent to the Benjie’s owner and manages to leave muddy paw prints on
her track top. (Fritz does the same thing to Dan’s jeans, but my dog is in search of a squeaky
rubber chicken on the tabletop, not food.) Jan Prendergast drops by and warns us that she is
getting more than the usual number of complaints about dogs – an election is looming – and
there is some suggestion of a bulletin board for responsible dog owners and the return of the
animal warden on a more regular basis. In other items of conversation Peter says that we need
to abandon our fruitless lottery wagers and switch our attention to the horses, an idea that seems
to find favor among most of those present. Tomorrow’s Malaysian Grand Prix and the flood and
fire at a Paddington switching station (which has interfered with local service) are also discussed.
All this time eyes are anxiously searching the horizon as clouds darken in a number of directions.
Now I forget Fritz’s tennis ball as I make my way homeward, the first drops of the next belt of
rain falling as we reach our front door. We need to get home, however, because now it is time to
prepare for the imminent sleepover of cousin Pepper.
Sunday, April 4:
It’s bright enough outside as we begin our Easter Sunday in the park, though only late in our
session does the sun warm us with its presence. You can tell that this holiday is not high on
the agenda of Asian cultures, not only because this is the morning of the monsoon-shortened
Malaysian Grand Prix but because there is a large contingent of Thai footie players on the fivea-side pitch – the only form of organized activity in the park this morning. Fritz is soon chasing
a tennis ball over the surfaces of the soggy green and then, satisfied with this minimal exercise,
he is off down the Randolph roadway. Here he meets up with one half of a pair of elderly Irish
Setters, Snipe, and the two trot along contentedly until Snipe catches the scent of the fragrant
Lucky. This little madam, behaving like a tart, keeps rolling on her back in order to invite the
attentions of her aging Lothario. The owner tries to get Ellen to stop so that he can collar his pet:
“He’s thirteen but this morning he’s behaving as if he were three.”
At breakfast this morning we have Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Ellen, Dan,
and Sharon, the mother of little Benjie (and three human daughters). Unfortunately Benjie has
brought with him a squeaky blue bone and it doesn’t take too long for this object to end up in
Fritz’s mouth. Eventually I wrest it from these teeth and place it on the tabletop, but he whines
and climbs the table leg – his nose can be seen emerging from the hole that has been left in the
table for its missing umbrella. Sharon moves the object to her pocket but he is soon raking away
at this as well. Then it goes back on the table hidden in a piece of plastic – but still the litany
of thwarted lust continues. Except for a small bribe of bacon from Aunt Hanna’s sandwich, my
dog takes no sustenance this morning; he’s too wrapped up in his obsessive quest. The other
dogs have no such impediment and soon I have Sparkie in my lap (somewhat the worse for wear
after an impromptu haircut from his mommy), Winnie scraping at my knees, and Daisy-Mae
cocking her winsome head in supplication. Claire does not bring her Panda in today but we learn
that Claire was working a nearby stall on Friday when 2000 people showed up for an American
Apparel sale in Brick Lane and ten officers were injured in the scrum.
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The transition from lottery syndicate to turf tendency continues as Dan instructs Peter in
who owes what and how to collect the missing stakes. Peter understands none of this higher
mathematics but he has prepared a detailed handout on why we are more likely to reap some
reward if we switch to the ToteExacta at Ladbrokes. Dan predicts chaos but I suppose that the
entertainment value of such an investment makes up for any lost revenue. In other developments
Ronnie is again suffering from kidney stones – and stubbornly refusing to seek medical
assistance. Susie reports that she has had some success in her arsenal of anti-fox strategies
(lights, bells and lasers) and that she has added to this mix a new product designed to discourage
these ruddy visitors: essence of lion dung. As the lion is not the natural predator of the English
fox I am wondering if there is any other use to which we might put such an unusual substance.
Perhaps if we smeared it over Benjie’s blue squeaky bone….
Monday, April 5:
The endless Bank Holiday weekend continues with an Easter Monday expedition to the park.
Skies are quite overcast and it is still quite cool; I am jealous: last night’s opening day festivities
in Boston’s Fenway Park enjoyed a game-time temperature of 67 degrees. A black and white
Cocker accompanies Fritz as we saunter along the back alleys but my dog soon puts on some
speed and races to the green, where Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and Bailey (in Georgie’s custody for
the day) are doing some ball chasing. Unfortunately Sparkie soon takes a fancy to Fritz’s green
tennis ball and Fritz, not caring really, decides to trot off on his around-the-green perambulation.
We move fairly rapidly around the central space, encountering Lizzie (unusually with her own
dog, Yoyo) and then Dan, arriving from the Morshead Road end with Winnie.
I deposit Fritz in our doggy compound and go into the café to place my order with Adriana,
who is currently the only female employed behind the counter. Outside I see that Fritz has again
escaped but we get him to return with the promise of treats. There are ten of us today – including
Ronnie, Susie, Dan, Georgie, Janet, Hanna, Ellen, Peter, and Renata, the owner of the Toy
Poodle, Maxi; the latter, anxious over any separation, follows his mistress to the café door by
sliding through the bars of our fence. Fritz now spends a good deal of time in an extended cuddle
on his Auntie Hanna’s lap. This keeps him well away from the troubles underfoot – the latter
is the specialty of his pal, Winnie. On five separate occasions (a modern record) the angry Pug
launches lighting attacks on Sparkie, who happens to be sitting peacefully on an adjacent knee –
though perhaps he has made the mistake of looking the enragé in the eye. With Fritz back on the
floor Winnie now shoulders him aside as she rushes to be first in line when Renata takes delivery
on an order of chips.
Dan reports that he has Italian visitors at home and that the coffee maker has just broken down.
Ronnie says he spent a night without kidney pain. There is the usual discussion of the strike
at BA – with the conclusion coming in the form of a dire prediction that the cabin crew would
need a lifetime of employment in order to make up for the revenue they have lost so far. Peter
gives another lecture on the intricacies of the betting system that will soon be in place under his
leadership. No one understands a word but we are all quite willing to let him get on with it. Dan
proposes that we place the sixty pounds we have won in the lottery during his stewardship with
Peter – for use in next weekend’s Grand National at Aintree. There is objection when I suggest
that we might want to bet on how many horses will have to be destroyed as a consequence of the
spectacle this year. Renata, who has arrived late, wonders why there is now a mass exodus after
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we have been seated for some fifty minutes, but Hanna agrees to remain behind. On the back
passage we meet the wonderfully groomed Schnauzer, Rufus, and near the Essendine gate we
arrive just as a homeward-bound Rizzo is being lifted into the basket of Denise’s bicycle.
Tuesday, April 6:
I seem to have been up for a long time when Fritz and I at last hit the streets today. Maybe I
didn’t get enough sleep last night because, when Fritz goes into his maddening grazing mode,
I am now just as happy to doze patiently, leaning against the trackside fence. Eventually my
dog picks up some speed and, with my slow pace, he is far ahead of me when at last I reach
the green. He is nowhere to be seen but I spot Sparkie and Daisy-Mae and I am confident that
he must be with them. Sure enough, there he is. We continue down the Randolph roadway for
a while and then I put him on lead for the return journey to the café. We are joined for the last
stage of this movement by Renata and little Maxi.
We enter the doggie compound, where I leave Fritz. Inside the café I quickly learn that today is
Hanna’s birthday and the coffees are on her. She has also brought with her a beautiful panettone,
though I have to refuse a slice in the grounds of Dr. Atkins. Such a refusal makes me feel quite
churlish, especially when Ofra refuses one (on the grounds of dieting too!) and Davide does
as well (on the grounds of not liking sweet things in the morning). Hanna does find plenty of
other customers including Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Carrie, Renata and Wendy. Twice Fritz
(whose turn it is to buy the coffees tomorrow) manages to escape onto the green when the gate is
opened for new arrivals, and once I have to get up and track him down. At our feet the dogs are
scrapping as Jack exhausts himself in repeatedly mounting his still fragrant sister, Lucky.
Davide, who has just taken his Italian visitors to see Priscilla, Queen of the Desert, is getting
ready for his first flight in some time, a trip to Cape Town tomorrow. Ronnie passes around a
mobile phone image of his grandson, Jasper. Hanna, with my assistance, has tracked down her
favorite driver, Kimi Raikkonen, who has abandoned Formula 1 for rallying this season, and we
now hear about his recent activities. Georgie announces that her sister Jean is coming for a visit
on the 20th of this month and that today should be Janet’s last day at work for some time. Carrie
says that she should be buying the coffee for Hanna but she is reminded that such a gesture is not
part of our tradition. Come to think of it, it does make far more sense for the birthday boy or girl
to do the buying – otherwise Hanna would have ten cups of coffee in front of her now.
Wednesday, April 7:
An early morning drizzle has just lifted as Fritz and I reach the park on this gray Wednesday
morning. A lively enough progress is made toward the green – where Janet is just entering
stage left and Georgie stage right. Fritz is soon joining Sparkie in some sporadic ball chasing
but, wouldn’t you know it, Sparkie prefers Fritz’s green tennis ball and Fritz has a fondness for
Sparkie’s hard rubber ball in blue and orange. Unusually, Winnie is not among the multitude
this morning; she has an injured foot again and Dan has taken her to work with him and plans to
take her to the vet on the way home. Georgie is usually one of the first to cross the threshold of
the café and so I slip her a £20 note – to be used to pay for everyone’s coffee this morning. The
drinks are on Fritz – whose seventh birthday is being celebrated today.
In the event there is a very large turnout for the birthday festivity: Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen,
Cheryl (plus sister and niece), Ronnie, Hanna, Ofra, Wendy, even his Auntie Linda makes a rare
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morning appearance to greet the birthday boy. Ofra has brought a wonderful cake (baked with
semolina, not flour) and a good time is had by all. Fritz gets several unusual treats – including a
chip from Cheryl’s plate. Daisy-Mae, not to be outdone, starts one fight under the table (Pepper
falling for her tricks this time) while Sparkie and Bailey jump from lap to lap. Fritz enjoys the
attention but what he would really like is that orange and blue ball, which we have placed on a
table top for safety.
Peter, who shows us part of the detailed chart he is developing for our entry into the world of
the racing tout, says that he got to the cash machine this morning only to discover that he had
misplaced his debit card – it was found under a pile of papers at home. Ronnie is still passing
around pictures of his grandson and Georgie is discussing purchases recently made on behalf
of hers. Linda says that Rob, finally earning some time off work, has come down with man flu
and has to stay in bed. Ofra reports on her first mammogram but says the NHS had her wrong
“birth of date.” We are a long time at table – over an hour – but at last I have to get going. I have
eight local stops to perform in the next hour and a half. Sometime during this parade I remember
something quite interesting – Fritz’s birthday is the 12th of April, not the 7th!
Thursday, April 8:
We have had a somewhat restless night. Fritz had enjoyed another (pre)birthday treat – a walk in
Regent’s Park with Linda and Pepper yesterday afternoon, but he was too tired to eat his evening
meal until we had returned from our late night walk. I realized, at about 3:00 am, however, that
his water bowl might need replenishing. This happens only rarely and usually on days when
Pepper is also present in the house. So it must have been yesterday – for the two Schnauzers had
left only a trickle in the bowl and Fritz, who had also been quite restless to this point, seemed to
enjoy a long drink now. We have a wonderful morning in the park today; bright sun and rising
temperatures.
When we reach the green Fritz first greets Janet and Georgie and then moves on to the cricket
crease where Dex, Claire and Sam are standing. Claire is again talking about the recent cheap
t-shirt riot at American Apparel in Brick Lane: now there are versions of the event to watch
on YouTube. Suddenly Sam turns to our speaker and says, “Are you wearing Molecule 101?”
I find this question mysterious indeed, but Molecule 101 turns out to be a perfume. Claire is
wearing it, but, curiously, none of the ladies at our table has heard of it. Here there is a bit of a
scrum as people fight for seats in the sun but eventually our group settles down: Janet, Georgie.
Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Hanna, Ofra, Carrie and Wendy. Winnie is back among the dog patrol; the
supposition now is that she twisted a foot jumping out of the car the other day; after spending a
day in a bag on Dan’s chest, she has agreed to walk without limping and has thus saved another
visit to the vet’s.
Peter begins another discourse on the complex procedures he intends to follow in placing our
Grand National bets. Ronnie is talking about his forthcoming summer holiday in Marbella.
“Do you like it there?” someone asks. “Not particularly,” is the answer, “we just know some
people there.” The impending move of Liz, who should be back from South Africa today, is
the next topic of conversation – Ofra says that Liz would really like to move from her flat to a
house across the street. Janet is working on putting together a dinner party at the Little Bay on
Saturday. I tell the others that, as kind as this invitation might be, I won’t be attending – since I
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am still battling a dietary regime that, in the last month, has also included a ban on alcohol. “And
there’s no way I could take you lot sober.”
Friday, April 9:
We have had another troubled night, or at least I have: Fritz seems to have slept soundly through
a pre-dawn racket outside, though whether the source of the noise was bird, cat or fox (or two out
of three) I was never able to determine. The beautiful weather continues – there were hundreds of
people in the park yesterday afternoon, more than I have ever seen on an April day. This morning
I am not even wearing my leather jacket – just a puffer vest – as Fritz and I make a speedy
progress along the back walkways, and soon we are heading out to the cricket crease. Behind us
we have Yara (with Luna and Luci), the first time I have seen her since her holiday in Bahrain.
Fritz shows little interest in his tennis ball and we are soon patrolling the Randolph roadway. By
the time we have returned to the café there is a mob scene at our table.
Today we have Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Janet, Georgie, Yara, Walid, Ofra, Hanna and Rowena.
Peter passes out a printout for members of the betting syndicate with the three horses we will
back in order to win the Exacta at the Grand National tomorrow: Comply Or Die (the 2008
winner), Tricky Trickster and Mon Mone (who won this race a year ago). Yara is complaining
that during a recent job interview she was asked only questions that were already addressed on
her CV. Rowena and Hanna are each recounting recent experiences with dog-phobic places of
business: Hanna having been told she could not carry Yoyo into Tesco and Rowena being told
the same thing about Timmy at Barclay’s Bank. (The two ladies persisted in their lawbreaking
nevertheless.) Eventually Rowena excuses herself, but her place is taken by Claire.
I let Hanna know that in two weeks I will be departing for Sweden in order to attend a series of
family festivities. She will have Fritz during this period (and Yoyo as well). She seems to be in a
very mischievous mood for after she and Claire have spent five minutes on how to control a moth
infestation (zzzzzz) she offers to get more info on an “eye-candy” builder’s mate who is having
coffee nearby and whom she is sure Claire would like to go out with (Claire is embarrassed by
this line of talk and soon departs). Next Hanna begins to tease Walid, who is reading The Daily
Mail to her left. She hasn’t read it yet and wants to make sure that he is not losing any pages or
adding any unnecessary creases. Janet and Georgie are the first to leave today, though Winnie
watches them go without any sign that she should be with them – rather than sitting on my lap.
Saturday, April 10:
No sooner have we entered the park – on another beautiful sunny morning – than we are
approached by a new Schnauzer, a four and a half year old shaggy fellow named George. We
have not seen him since October. The woman accompanying him says that he has had several
previous owners and is a bit wary of strangers; she still keeps him on lead at all times and says
that when he is loose he barks at everyone and everything. There are a lot of people out in the
middle of the green and Fritz is soon working the crowd – when he is not chasing down his
tennis ball. Among the unfamiliar faces out here we have a lively white Staffie puppy (with one
black eye) named Ollie. The two women who have brought him are quite anxious to socialize
this fifteen week-old pup and everybody applauds this idea. Another seldom seen face belongs to
the young Schnauzer with a tail – but, just to confuse us, his name is George too.
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I am among the first to claim a seat at our tables this morning but we soon have an assemblage
that includes Ronnie and Susie (on their way to see War Horse), Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Dan, Georgie,
Janet, Hanna and, back from her South African holiday, Liz. Peter has been waiting for a week
to collect Liz’s stake money in our turf syndicate and he now pounces. (Janet says that when she
read his first choice in today’s list, Comply or Die, she thought this was an order, not a horse.)
Pictures of animals encountered in Kruger National Park are available on Liz’s mobile phone.
Her Roxy has been left outside the fence, absent-mindedly, but she is soon admitted – just as
Fritz waits for his moment to escape.
Ofra has brought another home-baked cake, which, puritanically, I decline to enjoy. Hanna says
that I have lost some weight, perhaps noting my current shape a little more acutely today because
I am wearing neither coat nor vest. My response to this judgment is the observation that if I am
losing weight it is a hard-won triumph; my body at my age seems to know how to transform
any food (carbohydrate or not) into instant and solid flesh. Other opportunities presented by the
warmer weather have led me to a quick decision and, leaning forward to cover my dog’s ears
with my hands, I share with the others my verdict: “When Fritz gets home today he is having a
bath.” And so he does.
Sunday, April 11:
The sunlight is a bit thinner and the temperatures a bit chillier as Fritz and I begin our Sunday in
the park – but I am still just warm enough in sweatshirt only. As we walk beside the cypress trees
we are approached by the duo of Jazz and Beau. The latter never fails to give me an exuberant
Newfoundland greeting (though she is described as the “little” sister). When we reach the green
there is a surprise. The Thai footie players, whose usual place is the five-a-side pitch every
Sunday morning, are occupying half of our wide open space; they must have been locked out
of their usual venue and there seems to be no interest among the dog owners in contesting this
territory with the invaders. Fritz and I continue around the green, meeting up with Dan, Janet and
Georgie at the Grantully gate and then reversing ourselves for a march on the café.
These days we seem to have settled on eleven as a common number of participants in our midmorning revels and so it is today – with the aforementioned being joined by Ofra, Ronnie, Susie,
Hanna, Liz, Peter and Ellen – though after a while Carrie, a twelfth attendee, gets up to share
a little table in the sun with Claire. There now begins a deconstruction of yesterday’s Grand
National at Aintree, a race that assuredly failed to increase the wealth of the dog owner’s betting
syndicate – with two of our horses finishing well out of the money and Mon Mome among the
fallers. Ellen now wants to go back to the lottery as our best hope for instant wealth – but most
of the rest of us are looking forward to another go in a race with fewer than 40 runners. The turf
news is not all bad, however, for Linda, in an independent bet, did have the winner, Don’t Push
It, though she only bet 50 pence. Janet had this horse as well (chosen because its name begins
with a “D” for Daisy-Mae) and she has won £83. No one deserves a bit of luck more than Janet,
who goes into hospital tomorrow afternoon.
Ronnie and Susie are quizzed on their day out at the theatre, where they got two tickets for the
price of one because of Ronnie’s disability – and then had to pay £60 in parking fines because
Camden doesn’t recognize the validity of disabled driver badges in its part of the West End.
Georgie, meanwhile, has pulled a muscle in her right arm putting together some bed frames
inherited from Liz – an injury that very much restricts the distance that can be covered by
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Sparkie’s ball sling. Ofra wants Dan to give us all a tour of his native Essex, though she doesn’t
believe him when he says that the shopping opportunities in Ongar are a bit thin. He is excited,
however, by the appearance outside our gates of three blonde pugs. One of these is the usual
outrider, Zorro, but two are making their first visit: Pasha and Oonie. Less than two years old,
they both resemble Winnie a bit, though Winnie is beginning to show her age, a few grey hairs
sprouting on her stalwart chin. Final plans are made for a send-off meal for Janet this afternoon
and then we begin our back passage walkround.
Monday, April 12:
I am not quite prepared for the drop in temperatures this morning ¬– from my window it had
appeared that we were in for another mild, sunny Monday morning, and I am again wearing only
a sweatshirt up top. There is a chill wind, however, and I am just as happy that Fritz does not
dawdle on our in-lap. When we reach the green Ofra, Georgie, Davide and Janet are in position
– with Ofra kicking a tennis ball around for the amusement of Sparkie and Winnie. Fritz does not
linger for long, nor does he show any interest in ball chasing himself, so soon we find ourselves
making a slow inspection of every hedge, leaf and piece of bark on the Randolph roadway. By
the time we have returned to the café some members of our breakfast club are already seated,
with their steaming cups in front of them.
This morning we have all of those already mentioned, plus Hanna, Peter, and Ellen. Ronnie has
phoned in his excuses and Roxy has come in Davide’s custody – since Liz is at home with the
movers. Sam is sitting with her Jesse in the sunny corner and two chaps we do not know take
seats at the end of one of our tables and soon make friends with our dogs, especially Bailey,
who sits in their laps. They have brought with them a nine month-old Shiba Inu pup named
Koji, a very handsome animal in white and gold. The presence of a stranger invites a variety
of reactions. Jesse, who was once attacked by an Akita and therefore seems averse to anything
Japanese, barks hysterically. Sparkie rolls over on his back in wussy submission, only to switch
to his own brand of hysterical barking when Koji has a sniff. Many of the other dogs enjoy a
romp with the newcomer but whenever they get too close to Fritz my dog gives them a good
scolding ¬– no hijinks here (we have biscuits to eat).
Peter wants to know if Ellen is really serious in her desire to withdraw from the turf tendency –
she is. The movers have failed to secure a parking permit for their van in front of Liz’s house and
there are several phone calls from that distressed lady as park people plan to park their cars in the
needed spaces. Davide reports that relationships aboard his Cape Town flight were strained – in
the wake of the recent strike. Janet is given lots of advice on what to take with her to hospital. I
give her a hug as she departs with most of the others, remaining behind for a bit to sit with the
newly arrived Yara and with Hanna, who is in the process of figuring out when we can go to
Homebase to get my window boxes started. These ladies now notice that I am, in fact, shivering
a bit and this is my cue to make a break for it. Five minutes later I am on my way to the 123
Cleaners; this time I am wearing jacket and scarf.
Tuesday, April 13:
Again I have gotten up too soon and, although much is accomplished as I tick off a number of
items on the daily to-do list, I still feel as though I should be back in bed when it is time for
us to hit the streets. I have some problem reining in my dog, who wants to head for the park
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immediately — while I want to make a stop at the post box on the corner first. It is sunny,
slightly warmer than yesterday, but I am wearing my jacket again. Fritz makes his obligatory
foray into the environmental area but he rarely stays long and soon he is charging ahead to the
green. I am following slowly and by the time I arrive he is visiting all of his chums out on the
grass. I try to get him to join me in an early assault on the café but he resists. When finally he
appears at the gate I notice, only in the nick of time, that the Schnauzer I am addressing is Oscar,
not Fritz – Sabina kindly tells me that my dog has headed in the opposite direction. By the time I
have collared him the queue at the café’s counter is longer than usual.
I spend some time chatting to Claire, who thinks the place should be open at 8:00, not 9:30 —
but I have to tell her that we have been making similar suggestions for years. Her Panda escapes
our enclosure and appears at the café door but everyone is soon returned to a proper position
– though Claire takes a seat at the little table in the full sun and is eventually joined by Carrie,
Dex, Yara and Walid. Our traditional tables accommodate Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Davide, Georgie,
Hanna and Cheryl (with sister and niece again). The dogs keep up their relentless search for
treats, though Winnie rather spoils her chances by vomiting – while seated on Davide’s lap. Roxy
is menacing Hanna’s toasted cheese sandwich and Panda seems to be scrabbling away at my
crotch. I remind her that this is quite rude but she persists – eventually I discover that I am sitting
on a biscuit.
Georgie says she will let us know how Janet is recovering from today’s surgery. Cheryl is full
of enthusiasm after her trip to the Vatican, though she missed the Pope, who was at Castel
Gandolpho. It turns out that the church’s alleged complicity in child abuse matters is just a way
of keeping the lawyers rich, though even Cheryl doesn’t believe that when the Pope visits Britain
he will be arrested – which is another current internet fantasy. Hanna now tells me that she will
pick me up at 11:30 for our annual expedition to Homebase, where I have to replace all of my
windowbox plants – the bitter winter having killed everything off this year. I wish I didn’t feel
exhausted already, but I better get home and perk up a bit.
Wednesday, April 14:
And so I did – perk up that is. Our expedition was only a partial success since the same harsh
winter had obviously delayed the development of more mature plant specimens – though this
doesn’t explain why Homebase offered only red geraniums, but I was able to add more colors
when I went to Clifton Nursery later in the afternoon. The pushing, pulling and bending (exercise
that did not conclude until 7:00 last night) have all contributed to a sore left hip and several
people remark on my pronounced limp as I hit the walkways of Paddington Rec on a chilly gray
morning. I am buttoned up in jacket and scarf again – I just hope that this isn’t going to be too
harsh an environment for the infant plants I have left behind on my windowsills.
To his great disappointment someone has actually bothered to close the door into the
environmental area and Fritz has to trot by without his usual visit. My slow pace means that Fritz
is already active on the green when I arrive there myself. There are a lot of dogs about, the large
(Tank, the Newfoundland) and the small (Ollie, the Staffie puppy). Panda and Jesse are here as
well and Georgie is here with Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Winnie. She tells me that the surgeon
called her at 10:30 last night to report that Janet’s operation went well and that they hope to have
her out of bed by tomorrow. I manage to hook Fritz for an early march on the café, where our
small group today includes Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Ofra and Hanna.
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Ofra says that she left Roxy alone in her flat yesterday and the poor pass-the-parcel pooch
barked and bayed in her absence – so that all the neighbors complained. Now Georgie pulls out
her mobile phone and arranges for the Beagle to be delivered to Liz, even if the latter is still in
the throes of packing and moving. Georgie announces that her sister Jean will arrive for a visit
from Glasgow next Tuesday. Ronnie tells us that the man from British Gas arrived at 8:30 this
morning and efficiently finished his work in fifteen minutes, permitting Ronnie to follow his
usual park ritual. Hanna has a lot of advice on my window flowers (No, I am not taking all 24
containers inside during this cold snap.) I get up to make an early departure but just as we near
home Suzanne catches up with us. I can see that Sunny has a large bandage on her back; it covers
a bare patch and stitches following a bite from another dog in the park yesterday. In this case,
Suzanne reports, the owner of the other dog accompanied the patient to the vet, waited for three
hours and paid all the bills – gestures much appreciated.
Thursday, April 15:
The sun in shining brightly but there is still a chill wind as Fritz and I get started today. Almost
immediately I encounter an exercising Danielle on the back walkways. It is surprising to be
addressed so formally as “Mr. Linick,” but I don’t seem to be able to get Danielle or husband
Marty to do otherwise since, for them, I will always be their high school social studies teacher.
Fritz makes very slow work of the back passage and I have to go back and move him along
when he falls in love with the long grass shoots available inside the gate to the environmental
area. When we do reach the green there is not much happening, though we do get in a little ball
chasing.
On the Randolph roadway Fritz falls into step with Taz and then with a young blonde Lab named
Chester (we’ve met a chocolate-colored one with this name as well.) By the time we get turned
around Ofra is descending the grass of Mt. Bannister, Bailey in looping, ecstatic circles nearby.
Most of the other dog people are already in position when we open our gate: Ronnie, Peter,
Ellen, Georgie, Davide, Cheryl and Hanna. As usual, Panda escapes from our enclosure at the
first opportunity, rushing to the front door of the café to wait for Claire. I too have had trouble at
the gate; the metal strap that supports a sign hanging from this barrier has opened a bloody gash
on my right hand. This isn’t the first time this has happened.
Conversation today is dominated by the sudden closure of British airspace, a decision that
has left Davide without any assurance that he will be back in the skies soon. The cause of this
unusual crisis is a huge cloud of volcanic ash, Icelandic in origin, that is spreading to much of
northern Europe and causing air travel chaos – I’m even wondering if this will affect my own
flight to Stockholm in eight days. Unconcerned, our dogs begin their relentless assault on my
biscuit bag. Most of them do this by looking as though they will starve if I don’t respond soon –
but Bailey jumps in my lap, pulls the bag towards him with a paw, and then helps himself to the
purloined treat. Then he whimpers like a wuss because his mommy has gone to the loo.
Friday, April 16:
How strange it is to stare at the heavens (lovely white clouds against a baby blue sky) and
know that there is no chance that this scene will be interrupted by the presence of any intrusive
aircraft today. Once again there will no take-offs or landings in the U.K. This dearth happened
briefly after 9/11 but never before have all flights been affected by a haze of volcanic ash at high
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altitudes. Fortunately these impurities are so high that we groundlings are unaffected and our
weather remains as usual; today it is again sunny – but temperatures are depressed by a chill
wind. So it was yesterday afternoon when we accompanied Linda and Pepper on an expedition to
Regent’s Park.
Today we are overtaken by Dex and Ozzy as we make our way out to the green – Fritz even
disdaining a visit to the environmental area, where the door lies open. The green itself is
somewhat bereft of canine characters – perhaps because one end of our sacred space has been
commandeered for some sort of athletic measurement enterprise, with dozens of little flags
staked out at a variety of distances. I can’t even spot Fritz, but there he is, waiting for me in front
of the loos. We continue down the roadway but once again we encounter Ofra as she descends
from the Mt. Bannister heights. In this case she is in actual flight as she has just encountered the
drooling jowls of the giant black Tank. She is carrying a shopping bag containing a variety of
stuffed animals for Georgie’s grandson, soon to celebrate his first birthday. Unfortunately, Fritz
sniffs out these treasures and thinks they are for him, following Ofra into our enclosure speedily
for once. Here Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Hanna, and Davide have set up camp. Roxy is again in
Davide’s care – as there are too many boxes in Liz’s new flat for normal movement by one large
Beagle.
Michaela brings Skye into the mix but this soon has unfortunate consequences. Lurking under
the tables is a naughty Shih-Tzu named Daisy-Mae. She is guarding a biscuit that I have just
given her and, unaccustomed to her inflammatory ways, Skye now wanders too close to this
object. After the contestants have been separated I show Michaela (and Claire) an article from
today’s Daily Mail about the search for a stage Toto to star in Lloyd-Webber’s new production
of the Wizard saga. Skye is the right breed (unlike many of the other pictured contestants) but
Michaela says he is so heavy that he would be quite an armful for most Dorothys. Georgie
now receives a call on her mobile from Janet, less groggy than yesterday but still sore and still
resistant to the idea of visitors. We begin our back passage walkround somewhat earlier than
usual and I am just as happy to get out of the wind in doing so.
Saturday, April 17:
I am again lucky with the weather – a beautiful spring morning, warm and sunny. The park is
its usual busy Saturday self this morning with joggers, footie lads and exercise groups all going
about their usual tasks. Fritz is sniffing around the green when I arrive; Suzanne is just heading
my way with the convalescent Sunny – the latter is barking at her own shadow. I can see Dan
entering from the right with Winnie and Roxy but just behind him Liz is coming to reclaim her
dog and the Beagle is soon dashing toward her mommy in great excitement. I keep the tennis ball
in play for a while but Fritz is soon heading down the Randolph roadway; he is deflected from
this direction by the arrival of his cousin Rufus and we end up following the latter around the top
of the green for a while.
There is a queue of five souls waiting outside the café door this morning but at last Lurch makes
us welcome. (Hanna later asks him to cook her breakfast in the nude and serve it outside wearing
only a towel, but the senior baristo is unflappable.) Suzanne now occupies the little table in the
sun, playing backgammon with her math department colleague Ray. One of the two larger tables
has been separated from its twin and pushed sunward but I can see that this is the recipe for
social disaster, and Dan pushes the second table forward as well. This means that when Georgie
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puts down her tray with four coffee cups the insecurely balanced table manages to rock some of
the liquid over the rims. Ofra wants to know if this is the fault of the table or the ground. One is
inclined to give her credit for a profound philosophical formulation until she tells us that, during
a Skyped conversation with Ricky (stranded in Milan) she accused him of keeping a blonde in
his room – having forgotten that he had taken his niece with him on this trip. Ofra now gives
Bailey a serious brushing while Daisy-Mae and Roxy squabble for food under the table and a
long strand of drool descends from Winnie’s mouth and discomfits Ofra.
Georgie gives us an update on Janet’s groggy condition and you can tell that the ban on visitors
is causing a certain anxiety among the latter’s pals. Peter passes around a sheet of paper with
today’s horseracing choices for the 3:40 at Newbury. Liz gives an update on her move to
Primrose Hill. Her oldest son, Ryan, has decided to go to Boston University but he hasn’t slept
in the new flat because it doesn’t have an internet connection yet. Liz herself will move to New
York in the fall since her youngest, Jack, will be attending Loyola High School at 86th and Park.
There is continuing conversation on the ban on air travel – with no end in sight. Dan says that
he never thought he would begin emails to customers with a reference to volcanic eruptions in
Iceland. We linger for some time in the balmy atmosphere of the park but at last an expedition
gets underway with Dan, Hanna, Georgie and Liz. Just as we near our gate we see that both
Pippa and Elvis the sheepdog are present: unusually, both have owners with hearing problems.
Sunday, April 18:
There is no change in the weather and this is great news for my window boxes and the rest of
us; again we have balmy temperatures and sunny skies (seemingly unaffected by volcanic ash at
the higher elevations). I am a bit groggy this morning and I haven’t had time for my usual cup of
coffee as Fritz and I head for our morning rendezvous with the other dog owners. By the time I
have retrieved my dog’s first poo from a tangle of bush roots he had disappeared and I make my
walk along the cypress trees alone. When I round the corner I note approvingly that he is waiting
for me – and as soon as he spots me he is off again. Next he is sighted among the Thai football
players – who have once again disdained the empty five-a-side pitch in order to set up their cones
all over our sacred green. On the flanks of Mt. Bannister an early sunbather has already taken up
her position and our group is hunkered down on a blanket below. Dan objects to Peter’s presence
– since the latter is throwing a shadow on those below. I suppose Peter does not sit down himself
for the same reason that I don’t – at our age there is always the problem of regaining your legs at
the end of such a process.
Fritz is continuing down the Randolph roadway and I follow him as he turns right at the tennis
courts and makes his way back to the green. He resists my attempt to rein him in but eventually
I hook him for a return journey across the grass. Now another group has set up plastic cones in
our territory and I pointedly walk through this set-up on my way to the café. We have a very
lively group this morning – with our two tables unable to accommodate all of us so that a small
addition is added and the sun worshippers crowd around it as well. Today we have Hanna,
Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Susie, Dan, Davide, Georgie, Ofra and Liz but Suzanne, Yara and Wendy
eventually take the seats of the early departed.
Georgie reports that Janet has had a catheter removed and has taken a shower and, indeed,
that lady soon calls to request some of Ofra’s chicken soup – which will be delivered later this
afternoon. I kid Peter about our disappointing showing in yesterday’s 3:40 at Newbury, where
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we at least had one winner – unlike the earlier Grand National. He and Dan trade sunglasses at
one point and then we all settle down to a discussion of the suffering brought to our lives, over
the years, by Iceland – first the Cod War, then the bank collapse, now plumes of volcanic ash
that mean no flights can be penciled in until Tuesday. The banking crisis leads to a thorough
discussion of the Madoff scandal (which has cost Liz’s ex-husband his job) and the role that
greed has played in all this. Meanwhile it turns out that Dan has promised that he will go to lunch
with Davide and friends this afternoon – and made the same promise to Liz, Ofra and Georgie.
Things start off light-heartedly (“He’s just a boy who can’t say no,” I say) but Dan claims that he
has made no firm commitment to either side and as the recriminations pile up he loses his temper,
grabs Winnie and heads for home alone.
This is why Yara inherits his seat in the sun a few minutes later. Luna and Luci now join in
the melee beneath the table – well Roxy has got her nose above the tabletop, where two pats
of butter on a plate are exercising a magic enticement. It takes us a long time to get our return
trip organized but eventually we make our way along the canyon between the cyclone fences.
This spot is full of yesterday’s litter: burger boxes, empty drinks bottles, paper and plastic
everywhere (no one ever suggests penalties for humans who litter, though an unclaimed dog poo
is considered a major scandal). Someone’s mobile phone goes off and Georgie reaches for hers –
only to remember that Ofra has headed off in another direction with this object.
Monday, April 19:
Skies are a bit hazier this morning but we still have sun and mild temperatures and it is pleasant
enough in the park. As soon as we have cleared our gate Fritz has to growl hello to the little
black Cocker, Tackis, and thereafter my dog makes a steady progress along our walkways out
to the green. Georgie, Ofra and Davide are standing here with their dogs (and Daisy-Mae) but
Fritz seems more interested in a larger group of doggy-centric activity on the eastern half of the
grass. Here, acting as policeman, he manages to chase one Newfoundland away from the supine
posture of Ollie the Staffy puppy – though there is no menace in the big black dog’s attitude, just
play. The others have all taken their seats around our tables before I am able to get Fritz turned
around and headed for the café.
While we are waiting in the queue Ozzy wanders into the café (the door is open) and Claire
tries to shoo him out, then her own Panda penetrates this forbidden space and now she is trying
to get them both to depart. Someone has also let Fritz out of our enclosure but I manage to get
him turned around before he makes a third interloper in the café. Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra,
Davide, Georgie, and Cheryl make up the numbers – Claire has brought her neighbor’s little boy
this morning and they occupy the little table in the sun, the boy playing with coloring books and
plastic cars and Fritz and Panda hovering in hope at (wait for it, Rohmer fans) Claire’s knee. I
interrupt the conversation to suggest that there remains one critically important question for the
day – not who will win the general election, not when will planes resume their flight patterns,
but exactly with whom did Dan finally have lunch yesterday? Davide says that in the end the
restaurant where he had booked called to say that they had made a mistake and to cancel his
reservation; thereafter he went with Georgie and Ofra to visit Janet – and Dan stayed home to
work on his garden.
The dogs are relentless in their assault on my knees, even Lola joins in this time. Passing us on
the walkway is Lee the animal warden, with a colleague and a black dog with a flattened football
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in his mouth. We could use Lee’s intervention in our own bailiwick this morning for Daisy-Mae
has again found a newcomer on which to practice her famous trick. This time it is Panda who
comes too close to the bait (which is not one of my biscuits, though Daisy-Mae has attempted
to charm me into parting with one). All of a sudden there is a furious eruption under the table
with Winnie and Sparkie joining in the noise as Daisy-Mae and Panda duke it out. (Fritz rushes
over to me for protection). I have to explain to Claire that this is all part of normal life here and
things soon settle down. Several dogs come in to have a drink from our water bowl, including the
French Bulldog Knuckles, and then we begin our back passage walkround.
Tuesday, April 20:
The sun is a bit stronger this morning but so is the wind; nevertheless it is again a most pleasant
way to begin the day as Fritz bounds down the steps and off the curb. “Wait,” I command, not
wanting to let him proceed any further until I have checked the state of the traffic. “Wait,” I hear
an echo on my left. The speaker is a young woman who is unloading a lively little black poodle
from her car. As we enter the park together I learn that this year-old youngster is named Wesley;
he is so exuberant that he ends up on lead – after being warned by my senior citizen not to get
too close while important business is under way. We are heading for the green when I notice that
there is a chap atop a lawnmower slowly circling our space. Fritz has somehow missed a meeting
with this vehicle but Sparkie, entering from the right, begins to dance in hysterical circles around
the mower. The driver is laughing but he does not stop.
There is a mob scene in the middle of the green today – at one point I count twenty dogs at play.
Most of these are little fellows though there are some larger specimens including Jazz, Beau and
an unknown (and therefore worrying) Akita. Little Ziggy, the apricot Poodle, is squeaking in
distress over the attentions of his cousin Wesley. Fritz does not wander very far from this scene
and accepts an invitation to enter our doggy compound in a timely fashion for once. Yara has
brought her dogs in here as well but Luna, who can still squeeze through the bars, soon follows
her mommy into the café and this is clearly (and unnecessarily) upsetting to one of the Vista
Security guards, who acts as though he had just uncovered a diamond heist. Our two tables are
perched at odd angles and this makes conversation between the two difficult. Today we have
Peter, Ellen, Cheryl, Liz, Hanna, Yara, Georgie, Ofra, Ronnie and Davide.
Georgie reports that Janet is looking better and may be able to come home on Thursday. Peter
also visited our friend at the Charing Cross Hospital yesterday and accidentally penetrated the
congestion zone in the process. There has been no congestion in the skies of late and many of
us have tales to tell of trapped passengers struggling to get back to England. Ofra’s Ricky is still
in Milan, Linda’s Liam is having to return from Spain via coach and ferry, Cheryl’s Paul is still
in Houston, Denise has had to cancel her trip from Amsterdam and I have two friends who are
stranded in Shanghai. I suggest that instead of the horses we ought to have a contest to predict
when Davide will next be airborne. I, too, have my own anxieties over a system that shows only
some signs of a return to normal patterns and whether I will be able to fly to Sweden on Friday
is still a mystery. I stay behind when Georgie, Davide and Liz begin a back passage walkround.
Fifteen minutes later I am heading down the Morshead roadway when I find that this trio are
still in the park, making very slow progress indeed. Then I discover that they are still discussing
Dan’s Sunday lunch problem.
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Wednesday, April 21:
Just before it is time to leave for the park I hear the first airplane engine in almost a week. There
is no sequel but it does appear that flying restrictions have been eased at last. We have another
sunny but chilly morning – we have, indeed, enjoyed a very long spell of settled spring weather
recently. Out on the green there is again a lively scene and today this includes the familiar figure
of Scottish Billy, for Georgie’s sister Jean has arrived for a week-long visit among her old haunts.
For a number of people it is the first opportunity they have had to express their condolences over
the loss of her little Mozart.
When it is time to go in for coffee we soon find ourselves crowded around our usual tables – in
weekend strength: Davide, Liz, Georgie, Jean, Yara, Hanna, Wendy, Ofra, Cheryl, Peter and
Ellen. (Ronnie is again suffering from kidney stone problems.) Peter is wearing his stylish dark
glasses and he has to endure a lot of teasing. Liz refers to him as a “player,” and Yara says, “If
only I were thirty years older….” Such a remark, it should be noted, doesn’t help the self-image
of the septuagenarian any. He would prefer it that he could lose thirty years and that the fantasy
flirt could then retain her own present age. Yara is talking about some handsome pilots who are
already married, even though they are only 31. I have to tell her that, if she thinks that is young, I
was already married at her age, 26.
Travel matters still dominate the rest of the conversation. Davide thinks I should be able to
fly to Sweden on Friday; I am not as sanguine. Ricky has made it as far as Paris and Cheryl’s
husband at least has a ticket now. She and Liz are talking about their permanent departure from
these shores, with Liz unloading a lot of surplus electronic equipment and Cheryl contemplating
a tabletop sale at Peter’s Mortimer Hall. That gentleman has now returned to the volcano in
Iceland, the source of our recent discomfiture. He says he’s afraid there will be a really big
explosion and that it will cause a tsunami that will envelop and drown the British Isles. Is it
any wonder, as I rise early to begin a round of West End errands, that I have to sing a chorus of
“Always Look on the Bright Side of Life.”
Thursday, April 22:
Wonderful weather persists as Fritz and I begin our Thursday sojourn in the park. I lose sight of
my boy somewhere near the cypress trees but eventually he catches up, spends the obligatory
thirty seconds in the environmental area, and soon passes me on his way to the green. A little
toddler in the playground is pointing as each dog goes by – and chortling in joy. There is again a
great canine turnout on the green itself and Fritz runs about having a sniff at each of the entrants.
Today we have the Cocker pair of Jake and Domino and the Newfoundland pair of Tank and
Beau. A woman, who confesses that this is her first day of dog sitting for a friend, has a lively
French Bulldog named Quincy in tow. Davide arrives with Jean and Georgie. He is scheduled
to fly to Hong Kong today and it looks like there is a good chance I may make it to Sweden
tomorrow.
Again there is a substantial turnout at breakfast this morning: Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Cheryl,
Hanna, Ofra, Georgie, Jean, Liz, Davide and Yara. The dogs are particularly noisy: Sparkie
barking at anything that moves, Roxy baying for her share of any food on offer, Winnie
scrapping with others under the table. The noise of these animals makes it hard to hear and the
positioning of the tables, with both allowed to approach one another only at the point where the
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umbrella pole separates them, makes it hard to include everyone in the conversation; some of
those at the greenside table almost always end up with their backs to the rest of us. Cheryl chides
the other ladies because they have forgotten to include her in yesterday’s visit to Janet’s hospital
(Janet is supposed to come home today). I say that the behavior of these dizzy ladies adds a
whole new dimension to their assertion that it was Dan who forgot his lunchtime promise last
Sunday.
Peter objects to the constant interruption of Liz’s mobile phone. It is agreed that Yara is not
to add years in order to become his fantasy match, but he says he doesn’t need to shed any
himself – as he is young enough. Liz teases him good-naturedly about this and after he gets up
to accompany Ron toward the latter’s car she receives a phone call (with heavy breathing) from
the chap. “Peter,” Liz says, “pull your pants back up.” Then Yara escalates the matter by dialing
him herself (and affecting a heavy Levantine accent) – “Peter I’m sitting on the grass and it is
becoming wetter as I think of you.” Most of us are by this time giggling hysterically but then
Hanna says something that consigns me to the dumps for the rest of the session: Norway and
Sweden have just announced new restrictions on their airspace. In this melancholy mood we
begin our back passage walkround, the increasingly disheveled Daisy-Mae distinguishing herself
(to Georgie’s horror) by rolling back and forth over a juicy worm.
Wednesday, April 28:
It would appear that six days have passed since my last appearance in the park, though, strictly
speaking, this is not the whole truth. I did have a brief session in the park last Friday morning
for here it was that I turned Fritz over to his Auntie Hanna before heading myself to Heathrow
Airport and my oft-threatened flight to Stockholm. In the event neither it nor the return flight
yesterday was in any way thrown off course or schedule by the behavior of the odd Icelandic
volcano, and I enjoyed a most successful trip. Even yesterday I had a brief park session as well,
retrieving my shaggy beast at the café at 4:00. (Young Sue, whom we have not seen here in
several years, was also present.)
Today it is a little muggy, with the sun trying to break through a layer of cloud on a warm spring
morning. When we reach the green there is not a great deal of activity and what we witness is
a bit disturbing as the young Akita (whose mistress is reading a paper at some remove from the
scene) hectors poor Lucky, to Ellen’s distress. When we get inside our gate there is a great deal
of whirling activity as the other dog owners arrive with their charges. Zorro is already here, Tara
and Puppy are parked here as well, Yoyo comes late, and then we have all the regulars in position
as well. It is particularly exciting to have Janet back at her usual position; she looks well and
says she feels much better too. I have not been able to take a seat before Peter asks me if I have
a pound in change. I do, and when I produce it he hands me an envelope containing twenty quid
– our turf syndicate has won the Exacta on last Saturday’s 2:40 at Sandown! Having never done
this well at the lottery our spirits are certainly buoyed by the victory; even Ellen, who had earlier
said that she wanted to leave the horses, now agrees to remain in the cartel.
Our group this morning includes all of these already mentioned and Georgie, Jean, Ofra, Ronnie,
Cheryl, Hanna, and Liz. Cheryl and Liz happily begin to discuss property in the States but when
the subject moves on to the need for a national healthcare system they soon diverge, Liz failing
to understand why the United States should be the only advanced nation in the world without
one and Cheryl convinced that she is now going to have to pay for everyone else’s well being.
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Meanwhile there is a furious scrap between Puppy and Yoyo, beneath Hanna’s table, and soon
thereafter the participants begin to move off in a variety of directions. I follow Georgie and Jean
and as we near the playground fence I can see the usual petting zoo scene, with toddlers reaching
through to stroke our animals. Pretty soon I am doing this as well for we soon discover that Jake
and Domino have a new ten week-old baby brother, a silky cuddly ball of Golden Retriever
fluff named Charlie. These three join us on our back passage walkround as my normal parkland
routine returns at last.
Friday, April 30:
No sooner has my routine returned to normal then I undertake yet another variation. I have,
indeed, missed a day in the park – inaugurating the 2010 walking season with a stretch on the
Chiltern Way in Bedfordshire. Hanna, with Yoyo in hand, met me at the park entrance as I made
my way to the Maida Vale tube stop yesterday and here I handed my dog over to his auntie for
another active day in the Rec. When I returned, somewhat later than planned, Hanna had already
fed Fritz and he was so thoroughly exercised that as soon as we got in, at 7:30 or so, he crawled
under my desk and zonked out. I was not long in following him and thus I missed a midnight
downpour described as torrential by the other dog owners today.
It is a bit chilly this morning but I am wearing only a red sweatshirt as Fritz and I head into the
park. Two things attract my attention. The first is a red sign next to the weeks-old melted tarmac
of our walkway advising us of an “Arson Attack” and calling for witnesses to step forward. Next,
I note with approval that the lads from the Paddington Academy are using the track for their
morning run rather than the ordinary footpaths – though one young scholar has clearly forgotten
his gym kit this morning and is completing his laps in coat and tie. I can see Georgie and Dan out
in the middle of the green and here we head next. Jean has returned to Scotland with her Billy
but today Georgie has Daisy-Mae – since Janet is beginning another stretch in hospital for skin
grafts. Dan has a ball sling with him and at one point he lofts a tennis ball, watches it bounce on
the hard surface of the cricket crease and manages to catch it in the cup of the sling as it lands a
second time.
There is already a long queue at the café counter when we make our way into its interior (even
before the usual opening hour) and Dan very kindly offers to fetch me my cappuccino. At
breakfast this morning we have Hanna, Georgie, Dan, Liz, Ofra, Cheryl, Wendy, Peter and Ellen.
Ofra is wearing a version of the increasingly popular Franklin & Marshall sweatshirt (hers is
just “Franklin & M.”) and Liz and I discuss this current style phenomenon, wondering if most
of the customers think of Franklin & Marshall as just like Abercrombie & Fitch – when it is, in
fact, a small college in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Ofra adds that on the way home from the park
yesterday she was accosted by a rough character near the railway bridge who criticized her for
allowing Bailey to chase a cat. Her response: “Don’t you know nothing about animals? They are
just playing.” Dan is off today for his annual camping holiday in Sardinia (pun again intended)
– where Davide is already situated. Yoyo and Daisy-Mae now have a furious fight over a halfeaten biscuit. They have to be separated – but not before Sparkie has intervened to eat the prize
himself.
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The third volume in Anthony Linick’s continuing
chronicle of life among the dog people of Paddington Rec.
It follows publication of Strictly Come Barking and Have I
Got Dogs For You!
“It moves very quickly. Anthony Linick has found the voice
to relate this living pageant, human and canine – which he
treats here as equivalent. Maybe this is his special discovery:
men as dogs, dogs as men.” – poet Paul Raboff
“Strictly Come Barking is what I call pointilist writing
– in which one uses points of chronology to paint an
impressionistic picture of a phenomenon. Clearly, here it
works.” – Dr. Adrian Tschoegl, The Wharton School

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume VI

By Anthony Linick
Chapter 12—May, 2010

Sparkie in his meerkat mood.
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Saturday, May 1:
Another torrential rainstorm has visited our area, though I was still up for this one – and thus
able to delay our late night walk until things had calmed down a bit outside. This morning skies
are still cloudy and it seems a bit chilly for the first day of May. Fritz goes into grazing mode,
ignoring the passage of Oscar, Scamp, and Remy, but then he picks up some speed and heads for
the green in earnest. Liz and Georgie are just entering from the Morshead roadway and the latter
is able to tell us that Janet should be able to come home today. While we are chatting Dex’s Ozzy
comes over and scratches his bum on Georgie’s leg. Claire (hopefully wearing her dark glasses)
arrives with Panda and the latter’s pal, Scout, soon appears as well. “Why is she so wet?” Claire
wants to know as the Pointer tries to climb her chest. I can see out of the corner of an eye that
a little boy has knelt down to give the shaggy Fritz a cuddle. The park is very crowded this
morning and there are dozens of dogs about.
We are nine at table this morning: Liz, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Hanna, Ronnie, and Cheryl
taking chairs initially and Yara, arriving after forty minutes or so. Peter passes out a form sheet
containing information on our Exacta choices in the 2:25 at Newmarket. That gentleman is
complaining of the cold and Liz promises to bring him some gel which, when broken, gives off
heat – though who gets to stuff it into his underwear is a matter of some dispute. Cheryl reports
that another of her friends has died in the States; then she moves on to the fiscal crisis in Greece
– with dire predictions that the rest of us are going to get sucked in. Ofra reports that her kids
have been complaining about her cooking; I suggest a good remedy: hand them a takeout menu
or perhaps their own frying pan.
Liz reports that the food-obsessed Roxy is forever raking the kitchen cupboards in the new flat
with her paws. Even now the Beagle is baying and barking when the baristas arrive with food.
Yoyo is also manic in her efforts to obtain sustenance but Hanna is adamant that the others
not feed her. Sparkie jumps into my lap and as I am returning him to earth he makes a leap for
Cheryl’s adjacent lap, knocking her coffee cup for six, and sending a gusher or liquid all over
that lady’s lap. Later Winnie also climbs into Cheryl’s lap but the Pug objects to the Yorkie’s
presence two laps away, and attacks with the speed of a panther. I get up to leave after an hour
or so, leading Fritz down the Morshead roadway. Unfortunately Luna decides to follow us and
by the time we have reached the clubhouse I have to turn around and return to the café with the
naughty madam in tow.
Sunday, May 2:
The rain continues to tumble, often in spate. Fritz and I did manage to choose a quiet moment for
our late night walk, but this morning there is no escaping the fact that protection is needed if we
are to venture forth at our usual hour. Puddles lie in/on our pathways as we press forward, Fritz
managing to slow us down for some intermittent grass grazing on the way. The park is inhabited
by a few footie stalwarts and loyal dog owners but it is a pretty quiet place this morning. There
is no one on the green and so we continue down the Randolph roadway. I get Fritz turned around
but he is reluctant to follow me into the café, pursuing a parallel path over the grass and making
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sure that I can’t collar him. Eventually I do just that and now I join a righteous remnant under
our big green umbrella.
Today we have just Ellen, Ofra, and Georgie initially, but Hanna and a sodden Claire also
arrive a bit later. (I tell the latter that her again appearing in dark glasses must mean she knows
something we don’t.) The dogs all want my attention, that is they want biscuits from my brown
bag, but their method of approach leaves something to be desired: sodden paws pressed against
my corduroy knees. “Get down!” “Get down!” I could give this command until I lost my voice
– for all the good it does. Georgie has brought Winnie (whose daddies are in Sardinia) and
Daisy-Mae as well as her own Sparkie. She is smart enough to refuse the latter a presence on
her lap; the little Yorkie looks quite miserable as he holds a dainty paw above the wet bricks
below. About the only relief the dogs get from their discomfiture comes when they get to bark
hysterically when some other dog appears at their fence. Rex, the Alsatian puppy, is a special
target. Much earlier than usual I get us started for home: I have a brunch in Acton.
A few hours later, incidentally, I am able to repeat much of the morning’s proceedings when
Linda comes by with Pepper and we all do a grand circle of the park. The skies are a bit quieter
now but it is very cold and I am again back in jacket and scarf. Fritz and Pepper both go grazing
now and Fritz adds drinking from the puddles to his catalogue of indiscretions. As we near the
Grantully gate we can hear Yoyo, in the doggy compound at the café, raising another of her
percussive rackets.
Monday, May 3:
It’s another Bank Holiday Monday but, not surprisingly, the weatherman has again let us down.
I am wearing jacket, scarf and wool hat as Fritz and I brave the chill temperatures of our park.
There are quite a few owners out with their dogs today and some lads are getting ready for
football on the five-a-side pitch – though why it is necessary for them to install a hookah on
the touchline is unclear. Fritz is well ahead of me now and I can see him out on the green as
he checks in with all his pals and any newcomers. Tank is lying contentedly on the grass as
my dog zeros in on Ellen, who is on her way to the café with Lucky and Jack. She must have
something interesting in her shopping bag for, ten minutes earlier than usual, Fritz follows her
into the doggy compound and sits at her feet. She pulls out a block of pressed beef jerky and he
is rewarded for his persistence at last.
While we are in the queue at the café Georgie and I agree that it is now raining as well as
blowing outside. The raw weather does explain the poor numbers in attendance this morning –
just Georgie, Hanna, Ofra, Liz, Ronnie, Susie, and (returned last night from Sardinia) Davide.
This is Winnie’s reunion moment but she shows almost no interest in the return of her daddy
because there is food on offer elsewhere. I am once again besieged by dogs. Bailey climbs on my
lap, the better to steal a biscuit from my bag on the tabletop. For this he is praised by Ofra for
his general cleverness – I suggest that this is one of the worst examples of parenting I have ever
encountered: the dog praised for his naughtiness. Sparkie, Yoyo, Winnie, and a newly-groomed
Daisy-Mae are not far behind, however, in paying court to my biscuit bag as well. The only time
these animals leave me alone is when some passing dogs (Vito, Miro, Ruby) need to be barked at
through the fence.
Not a word about Thursday’s upcoming general election. Instead we have to speculate on
whether cameras caught Davide going through a red light last night, whether Liz owes money for
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two congestion zone infractions or three, whether Ronnie and Susie’s flight to Spain at the end
of the month might be imperiled by another round of BA strikes, whether Ofra’s ears are really
going to fall off in the cold. Georgie reports that Janet is looking a bit drained by her hospital
ordeals and that it may be a few more days before we see her in the park again. We decide to
make an early start for home, pushed along by a brief shower that catches us as we near the
cypress trees.
Tuesday, May 4:
I have been in better spirits and this time I blame coffee (or lack thereof) for my malaise. Today
I need to head over to the Randolph Surgery for a blood test (blood pressure medicine again) and
this means that I have been under a nil by mouth regime since dinnertime last night. We have
also started off a bit earlier than usual – though I notice that Ronnie and Ellen are already seated
under our umbrella when Fritz and I reach the green. We keep the tennis ball in play for a while
and I try to get Fritz to follow Hanna and Yoyo into the doggy compound but he is suspicious
and it takes me a while to round him up and get him settled behind bars. I must say that is it very
useful to leave him in the care of others as I march out of the park for my appointment.
I am back in fifteen minutes, eager to sample the first taste of my morning cappuccino. At
our tables Ronnie and Ellen have been joined by Hanna, Georgie, Davide, Liz, Wendy, Ofra,
and Peter – with Claire and Carrie at a little table in the sun (though it is all an illusion; it is
still chilly and windy out here today). Again there is no one interested in the general election.
Instead, Ofra is worrying about what she will say if her daughter wants to go out with a nonJewish lad, Liz is arranging a visit to the Tate Modern, and Peter is asking Davide if T-bone Ted
doesn’t resemble Dan’s Facebook image. The other dogs are scrabbling away at my knees; Yoyo
manages to include several of my fingers when she bites into the proffered biscuit.
When we get up to leave Winnie, as usual, hangs back – this time stationed hopefully at the chair
legs of a diner in the forecourt. As we near the cyclone fence alleyway we are surprised by a
jogging Natasha (whom we have not seen in quite a while) overtaking us with little Millie, the
Miniature Pincher. Liz says that she needs bigger poo poo bags if she is to clean up after Roxy’s
mess efficiently. “They’re called carrier bags,” Georgie suggests. But this reminds Sparkie’s
mom of the time she picked up a poo in such a bag and continued down the street, twirling this
sack contentedly until she noticed that it had a hole in it. Davide is explaining his schedule for
the rest of the week (Washington today, New York Friday) when we notice that Roxy has gone
through a hole in the track fence and started to roll on the grass verge. Liz sends Daisy-Mae to
fetch her pet and the little Shih-Tzu does just this (though she wants to roll on the vacated spot
herself). Now Roxy heads back in the wrong direction and Daisy-Mae has to begin all over
again. It is no wonder that it takes us a long time to get to our gate.
Wednesday, May 5:
Fritz and I begin our salute to Mexican Independence Day with another fairly early start in the
park. For some reason my dog manages to get far ahead of me today. I can see him looking back
as I approach the environmental area but thereafter he races ahead and when I reach the green
I can see him nowhere. Georgie also reports no sighting but then he emerges, well down the
Randolph roadway, and we begin some tennis ball chasing. As usual, there are a number of dogs
about and Fritz has a casual interest in some of them (Jazz, Gus, and Tank, for instance) but there
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are no representatives of his dining club out here and after a while he heads, without coaxing, for
the door of the breakfast area.
The turnout this morning is small: Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Georgie and Suzanne at first, Wendy
and Cheryl later. Georgie has to field many questions about Janet – who today has a hospital
appointment that may free her from the drips and drains that have kept her housebound for days.
There is some talk about the general election at last, but only because Peter is studying the form
sheet in some newspaper. “Can we have an exacta here?” I want to know. He says we can’t, and
that David Cameron is the odds-on favorite. He also tells us that we all need to augment our turf
stakes if we want to be part of this weekend’s syndicate. Yara, who now arrives, is not yet part of
this cartel but she would have trouble coming up with her share because, she tells us, her mom
has tidied her room and thrown away an envelope containing money that was being set aside for
some dental work. Cheryl has another worry: will she be able to fly to the States at the end of the
week? I know three other Americans who share this concern: Iceland is erupting again.
I accompany Georgie and Ellen as we begin our back passage walkround, a migratory pattern
that almost always takes place without the initial participation of a reluctant Winnie. Daisy-Mae
again proves to be the chief impediment to orderly progress. As we pass the gate to the five-aside pitch she sprints down the sideline of a footy match already in progress among some school
lads. Then, when he have cleared the cypress trees, she slips onto the running track in order to
undertake some spirited play with Lucky. Next to me Georgie is moaning, “It’s going to be a
long time getting home today.”
Thursday, May 6:
Election day begins with overcast skies in London, and the temperatures are depressed as well.
Fritz makes one of his slow journeys to the green, with lots of pauses for sniffing along the way,
but eventually he overtakes me and pushes forward to see what is going down out here. On the
opposite side he can see Georgie with Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae, and he rushes to join
them just as Georgie is complaining that all three dogs want to do their poos at the same time.
The green tennis ball is introduced into play and Fritz participates for a short while but soon he is
answering the siren call of the Randolph roadway and I have to follow him. I get him hooked and
we return to the doggy compound just as the place is welcoming the usual suspects.
Today we have Georgie, of course, but also Ronnie, Peter (wearing his gloves again) Ellen, Liz,
and Hanna. Ronnie is on his way to do a little poll watching for the Tories, Liz is preoccupied
with phone conversations on the subject of social life on Cape Cod and the unwise purchase
of an internet handbag, and Hanna has to tell me, as I return from the counter, that Yoyo has
jumped onto my empty chair, stuck her nose into my biscuit bag, and helped herself to a treat.
That means that she is not allowed to join in these goodies for the rest of the morning – though
her appetites are well represented by Fritz, Sparkie, Winnie, Chloe and Roxy. Hanna also reports
that there was a rumble involving students from St. George’s here yesterday afternoon and when
some community support officers wander by now she chides them for not being here yesterday.
(She is not amused when I ask her why she didn’t summon them herself?) Winnie, her passion
for biscuits temporarily satisfied, now takes time out to launch surprise attacks on Sparkie,
who is seated in Georgie’s lap. Georgie says that these two are the best of pals at home and that
Winnie likes to sleep with her chin resting on Sparkie’s back.
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I offer two stories from my adventures yesterday. While I was waiting for a minicab in the
Sainbury’s parking lot the dispatcher (one of these rare figures who always knows my name)
asked me if I knew the café in Paddington Rec, where, he says, lots of his countrymen work.
The country is, of course, Kosovo, and it turns out he knows Metty, though mainly in the latter’s
capacity as a football referee. My trip to the supermarket was preceded by a visit from my
financial advisor, David Otto, who also owns a dog named Fritz (a Westie) in the States. I now
need to tell Cheryl (who departs for Houston tomorrow) that I have a Texas story for her. David’s
firm is thinking of buying an apartment block in Dallas. Among the current renters, however, are
some well-known ladies of the evening. I tell Cheryl that if I join this enterprise I can tell others
that, at last, I own part of the best little whorehouse in Texas.
Friday, May 7:
Fritz and I have been very active since our last visit to the Rec, since yesterday afternoon, taking
advantage of a glorious sunny day, we joined Linda and Pepper in Regent’s Park. Fritz was at
his quintessential best, working the park by visiting every slumping sunbather or benchwarmer
and charging ahead, in spite of our suggestions in the matter, on his own itinerary. He is
such a confident and independent character – he just has to explore new territory – even if it
means crossing a forbidden bridge or penetrating the ladies loo. One of the other dog walkers
encountered on this adventure was his own groomer, Karen, the woman with the magic scissors
at St. Johns Pets. Remembering his usual loss of all motor control as he realizes he is on his way
downstairs for a grooming, I was surprised to see him embrace Karen’s leg enthusiastically.
Today I am a bit groggy, not from yesterday afternoon’s extra exercise, but because of a sleepshortened night in the throes of general election fever. It looks very much like a hung Parliament
(with all its permutations and uncertainties) as we head for the park at our usual hour. It is again
windy, chilly and gray – though the sun does make some sporadic efforts. We pass Cracker, the
white Shar-Pei, and a sheepdog carrying a large plastic ring in its mouth – as we make our way
out to the green. Here I notice, with some concern, that our grassy enclave has been caked in
white demarcation lines, awaiting some serious sporting activity that is never wholly compatible
with the exercise of dogs. Suzanne is out here with a wire hairbrush that she is applying to her
Sunny (whose back is healing nicely) and even to Fritz, who wants to be included in this game
as well. Georgie is herding her usual lot across the green (Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Winnie) and
we follow them toward the café, whose doggy door Fritz agrees to enter after making me wait
around here like a dummy.
There is again a small turnout at breakfast (Georgie, Suzanne, Ellen, Peter, Ronnie and Hanna)
though I note that there is a much larger group of dog owners still out on the cricket crease –
where they are sitting in a tight circle, as though they were about to burst into song. Peter, when
he is not complaining about the cold, is taking his gloves off to reveal a printout showing the
election results for his own constituency, Hampstead and Kilburn. Here all three of the parties
polled at least 16,000 votes, with the incumbent, Glenda Jackson, winning in a recount by 42
votes. There is a good deal of discussion about hung Parliaments and then Suzanne resumes her
work with the hairbrush, this time adding Chloe to her list of clients. In the strong breezes we
are soon bombarded by floating clumps of dog hair. Hanna, protecting her coffee cup, protests,
but Suzanne replies that she can’t control the wind. The ferocity of the latter, however, leads to a
decision to abandon our seats several minutes earlier than usual.
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Saturday, May 8:
The gray November weather persists: leaden skies, nasty winds, depressed temperatures – yes, I
know it is supposed to be May. I note a familiar figure as we begin our walk today for just ahead
of us is the returned Janet, walking with her visiting sister Shirley. Janet looks well and was even
able to drive herself to Sainsbury’s this morning. I fill her in on some of Daisy-Mae’s antics as
we walk along, Fritz outracing us to the green. Passing us is Denise with Rizzo, who is having
to hoof it today rather than ride in the bicycle basket. When I arrive at the café I see my dog well
down the Randolph roadway and I am soon following him in an extended sniff-a-thon. A small
dog named Lolly is rushing up to greet everybody as we near the tennis courts, where we turn
around just as the others are heading for the café. Panda manages to penetrate the interior of this
establishment yet again.
Saturday queues slow the coffee delivery system this morning but eventually I am seated at a
table arrangement that includes Liz, Georgie, Janet, Shirley, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Ronnie
and Wendy. Peter is agitated because he has yet to collect this week’s stake from Dan, whom
we have not seen here in some time. “He must be here,” Georgie says, “I’m sure I saw Winnie
chasing a jogger only a minute ago.” Sure enough, Dan is now spotted crossing the green
with his pet. He reports that Winnie is in a foul mood this morning and it isn’t too long before
Sparkie feels the brunt of this displeasure on his toes. With his short back and sides it is agreed
that Sparkie more and more resembles one of the Meerkats featured in the television ads for
comparethemarket.com. “Simples.”
Janet tries to explain to Liz what a hung Parliament is. I announce that Jan Prendergast, the dog
owners’ great friend, has been re-elected to the Westminster City Council with almost three
thousand more votes that any of the other candidates. Ofra reports that, asked by her son whom
she had voted for, replied, “I voted for the conservatory” – to which he replied, “I voted for the
attic and daddy supported the living room.” Liz has brought a book on interior design and Hanna
denounces one illustration after the next. Liz says she is taking Roxy for a walk on Primrose Hill
this afternoon and this reminds me of the news shared by Karen the other afternoon in Regent’s
Park – someone has stolen a Rottweiler puppy on Primrose Hill.
Sunday, May 9:
No improvement in the weather, unfortunately; indeed, short periods of drizzle now add a new
element to the dreary picture. Just as we are entering our gate an American mom, double-parked,
is having a meltdown as she and son Miles scan the Rec scene, trying to figure out where this
footie lad actually belongs ¬– he hasn’t a clue. Fritz makes a steady progress toward the green
– which is still empty of canine participants ¬– and then he heads down the Randolph roadway,
passing the building site which this week is punctuated by the presence of a “Pink Skip.”
We are a bit early and so I suggest we complete a full circle of the green, but Fritz has other
ideas, having spotted Sparkie entering with Georgie at the other end. I tell Georgie that I didn’t
recognize her since she so rarely arrives with only one dog. I put Fritz’s tennis ball into play but
he now spots Ellen, descending Mt. Bannister, with Jack and Lucky.
By the time I have caught up my dog is now ready for a circuit of the green, an idea which I had
suggested five minutes earlier. We make a fairly rapid circle and just as we near the Morshead
roadway we meet up with Liz, Roxy, Dan and Winnie. The latter has managed to scare two
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children this morning but nothing can spoil the mood of her daddy, who is bursting with the
news that last night he attended a special show offered by Julie Andrews at the O2 Centre and
that – into the box in which he was seated – they wheeled a queen of showbiz royalty, Elizabeth
Taylor herself. Another brief shower now sends us scurrying for the comforts of our green
umbrella. Here we have a good turnout for such an unfriendly day: seats for Peter, Ellen, Ronnie,
Janet, Shirley, Georgie, Dan, Liz, Ofra and Dex (who now has a part time job at the Wine Rack,
opposite the Maida Vale tube stop) – with Michaela hovering in the background.
The café is experiencing extractor fan problems (and has been since yesterday afternoon when I
arrived here after a summons from Liz, who wants to organize a dog owners’ expedition to New
York, Boston and Cape Cod for July, 2011). You can still get toasted sandwiches at the café and
many of these are now ordered – their arrival announced by the enthusiastic baying of Roxy,
the Pied Piper of Paninis. Peter now asks Ofra for her phone number since he likes to phone
members of our turf syndicate with news of last minute changes to the racing line-up. We didn’t
win anything yesterday and Ofra is full of complaint over losses at the roulette table, where
she has been burning the midnight oil this week with a visiting friend. Liz announces in some
frustration that her older son has lost his wallet with £80 in it. (He is beginning to worry that he
may have trouble surviving college life in the States next fall, when mom isn’t around to bail him
out anymore.) The others are showing no signs of moving and I get up to leave – I am getting
cold on a morning which began with the frustrations of one American mom and ended with those
of another.
Monday, May 10:
Complaints about the cold weather continue. From the window it looks like a lovely sunny
morning, but once I am in it the truth is soon revealed – another frigid day characterized by chill
winds and the frequent retreat of the sun behind the clouds. Just before we reach the cypress trees
we are overtaken by David the dog sitter – these days only an occasional visitor to our park. He
has the care of Franca’s dogs, the portly Boxer, Bianca, and the be-sweatered Chinese Crested
Dog, Frank. David, who is about to take a course in large frame photography, is still celebrating a
successful season for his beloved Spurs. We walk together out to the green where I count fifteen
dogs at play, a marvelous medley of sizes and shapes with one brave little toddler inserting
himself into the mix whenever he can. Fritz distinguishes himself by stealing the green rubber
bone of a little white dog, but I manage to snatch it back before my embarrassment grows too
large.
At breakfast this morning we have Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Janet, Georgie, Davide, Wendy, and
Suzanne (still struggling to comb the underbrush from Sunny’s coat). Peter is rather subdued
this morning. He says this is because he has a toothache – and a wait of sixteen days before
he can get an appointment at his NHS dentist. Perhaps this is the kind of problem that the new
government (if we ever get one) can address. The continuing talks between the Tories and the
Liberal Democrats over the forming of a workable coalition is one of the topics of conversation
this morning. So is the attempt of finance ministers to rescue failing parts of the European
economy. There is obvious unease among those assembled over the uncertainty facing us in all
these matters.
Mary, the owner of Jake, Domino and the puppy Charlie, comes by and hands a plastic bag over
the fence to Suzanne. It contains peanut butter-flavored biscuits that she has baked herself – for
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the dogs! These treats (following many other tidbits) are shared out to an appreciative audience
and then we begin a back passage walkround. An ominous phalanx of portaloos is heading our
way on the Carlton roadway as we turn off along our usual walkway. Daisy-Mae has buried a
biscuit here yesterday but she now digs it up for consumption today. As we clear the cypress
trees an impatient jogger almost comes a cropper on Fritz’s lead. At least the sun is providing a
little warmth back here now.
Wednesday, May 12:
I have missed a day in the park, having no dog to accompany me there yesterday – since the
ragamuffin Fritz was undergoing a long-overdue beautification under the skilled hands of Karen
at St. John’s Pets. (Well, we did spend ten minutes in the park at 7:00 yesterday, as we awaited
the arrival of Linda, who once again ferried the shaggy Schnauzer to his appointment.) I am a
bit stiff this morning, though I leave my cane behind as Fritz and I head for the park at 9:10. We
pass Pippa and Simon on our way to the green – where Fritz rushes out to see what is going on
among all the canine participants. Claire, who is sitting on the cricket crease smoking a cigarette,
is the first of a large number of dog owners to notice my pet’s change in appearance – and to
compliment the animal on this transformation.
One of the lively members of the dog scene today is Buster, a young, mostly white Staffie,
who rushes up to give me a hearty greeting. Claire agrees that it is nice to see such a dog being
happily socialized among the other animals, though she does object to the way he manages
to piss on all the other owners. He is accompanied by his mom and a little boy who moves
fearlessly among the participants. (This Buster, incidentally, is not to be confused with Buster,
the latchkey dog.) At the foot of Mt. Bannister we can see the distant black form of Jazz. She
is in season and therefore all of the male dogs around her have to go on lead. Hanna, of course,
believes that females in season should be excluded from the park. Meanwhile I am an entrancing
object for Millie and Sidney, who rush across the green ecstatically to greet me. (It all turns
to ashes when I give each of them a biscuit and the owner, finally noticing the absence of her
animals, shouts at me, “I’ve told you not to do that!” – which isn’t true.)
At breakfast this morning we have Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Janet, Wendy, Ofra, Suzanne,
and Yara. The café is still experiencing extractor fan problems, though Vicky, noting that she no
longer has to contend with boisterous kids ordering chips, says that maybe it should stay broken.
The latest political developments are discussed over coffee and croissants – for Britain has a
new government at last: Gordon Brown having vacated Downing Street and the leadership of his
party, the Tories and the Liberal Democrats having agreed on a real coalition, David Cameron
having assumed the role of Prime Minister. Most of those present, regardless of party preference,
wish the new arrangement well. Peter (who now admits he hasn’t been to the dentist in six years)
says that Cameron and Nick Clegg, the Liberal leader, certainly look more photogenic than old
Gordon, whom he denounces as fat and flabby. “Old, fat and flabby, Peter,” I conclude, “what do
you suppose they are saying about us?”
Thursday, May 13:
I could use some more sleep this morning (something about a downstairs neighbor putting a
radio in a bedroom window at 11:00 last night) but our departure for the park takes place at the
usual time. Moving men have arrived to pack up for the upstairs neighbor – I am getting it from
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both sides now. The sun is again present and, though no one would call it warm, it is pleasant
enough in the park. Fritz follows Buster onto the green and has a nose around for a few minutes,
then he takes off for a Randolph roadway ramble, returning to the green after a right turn at the
tennis courts. I manage to get him to chase the tennis ball but his heart isn’t in it – just as well, as
bending over to pick this toy up doesn’t appeal to my sore back just now.
Our coffee group this morning includes Davide, Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Ellen, Peter, Ronnie, Yara,
Dex and Suzanne. Davide has to field a number of questions on the subject of the next round
of BA cabin crew strikes, due to start on Tuesday – the day after he returns from Johannesburg.
Ofra (who is also full of complaints about a noisy neighbor in her building) says that her nail
polish matches her lurid pink velour track pants. Much of the morning’s discussion is devoted
to the gradual arrival of HD on our television sets. I have never even seen an HD broadcast and
Janet says she doesn’t want to. I think I might like to see sports in HD but staring at Graham
Norton’s skin blemishes doesn’t seem that enticing. Yara is arranging her social life on the
mobile phone.
Suzanne has brought with her some dog biscuits she has baked, following Mary’s recipe, and
these are shared out among the dogs. I wish I could say that such treats were at the heart of the
next incident – Daisy-Mae suddenly attacking poor Fritz – but food does not seem to be an issue
for once. The two have to be separated but a few minutes later the Shih-Tzu is attacking Lucky,
who is now twice her size. Poor Lucky is quite shaken by the experience and jumps into Ellen’s
lap for a comforting cuddle. Bailey and Winnie are raking away at my knees in pursuit of more
biscuits and this gets quite tiresome – as does the presence of another raucous school group at
play on the green opposite our enclave. When we get up to begin our back passage walkround
we are overtaken by a jogging Natasha with her bouncy Millie. I think that the latter has been left
behind when we near the Essendine gate but this is another Miniature Pinscher – being carried
along by a young black man. This one carries the appropriately glitzy name of Tiffany.
Friday, May 14:
Sun and cloud alternate in the Maytime skies of Maida Vale today. I am still wearing my jacket
and scarf but there is no wind and temperatures seem mild enough. Fritz scurries along fairly
rapidly and eventually I spot him out in the middle of the green with Janet and Georgie. The
latter has Roxy again, not so easy a houseguest when you reflect that the neurotic Beagle won’t
pee unless there is grass underfoot – not so easy to find late at night or first thing in the morning
in Maida Vale. Winnie is absent this morning (again a day at work with Dan) but Sparkie and
Daisy-Mae are active here today and this is a problem because a man on a tractor is rapidly
circling the green and this is a menace to all the canines about. Janet and Georgie head for Mt.
Bannister but when I turn around to hunt for my dog he has again gone missing!
Wouldn’t you know that he should play up just when my bad back (already noticed by Janet)
is doing the same. Eventually I spot him near the Grantully gate and he does do a good job of
rushing across the grass at my summons. We continue down the Randolph roadway and then
turn around, a journey made brighter by the sight of a young woman who is trying to do pushups with the assistance of her Westie, Dixie. The latter manages to insert her body between her
mistress’s head and the grass (or just to jump on the head itself); Fritz tried out some similar
diversionary tactics while I was trying to do some back exercises on the bed this morning. Just
outside the doggy gate at the café we meet the American woman who owns Artemis, the Border
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Terrier. She has also brought with her a delightful be-tailed black Schnauzer puppy named Evie,
a five month-old addition to her household.
Our group this morning consists of Janet (still waiting to see if she needs chemotherapy),
Georgie, Ofra (who has brought more baked goods), Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Suzanne – though
the latter selects a table in the sun with Leslie, the owner of Suki (and mother of Nicole).
Highlight of the session is the arrival of Denise, here from Amsterdam for a long weekend’s
visit. We are brought up to date with the affairs of Saffy and Tinkerbelle, with Denise’s struggles
to obtain a useful diagnosis for her rheumatic problems, and with the saga of her departure
yesterday, one marked by the theft of her suitcase (while she was buying a train ticket) by an
obliging policewoman at the Central Station – who just wanted to teach Denise a lesson in
looking after her property. Denise has brought some biscuits in the shape of a narrow Amsterdam
house for the table and a bunch of red tulips for Janet. The latter’s nose is out of joint since her
work supervisor has not contacted her once since she went into hospital weeks ago. Roxy now
jumps into an empty chair – the better to pursue the food scene. “All she needs is a cigar and a
deck of cards,” Denise comments. She also accompanies us on our back passage walkround (now
she notices my slight limp), a journey punctuated by the theft of an empty drinks bottle by the
mischievous Daisy-Mae.
Saturday, May 15:
Sunny skies and warmer temperatures promise a little relief from the frigid weather that has
dominated our lives for a number of days now. Fritz makes good progress toward the green,
weaving his way through the Saturday visitors who have arrived to jog or crowd the sidelines
during their youngsters’ footie matches. (One of the coaches is obviously from Boston – for he
has named his teams The Celtics and The Bruins.) In the middle of the green the dog owners
are keeping a wary eye out for the odd cricket ball as two chaps, dumb to the activity all around
them, are playing with a real ball. Christian and Reina are here with baby Maya and the everactive duo of Miro and Vito. Christian wants to discuss Keats and when we are finished with this
I have to follow Fritz as he begins to head off toward the Randolph roadway. Janet and Georgie
are heading for the foot of Mt. Bannister, driven from their usual perch by the cricketers, and
over here I note the white blossoms of the hawthorn bushes snaking up the side of a hill and the
park’s only pink-blossomed chestnut tree on the opposite side.
Fritz is encouraged to join Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and Roxy, but he is soon circling the hilltop on
his own and then beginning a circuit of the green itself. Following him I run into “little” Lisa,
whose Cavaliers, Zara and Dash, were once frequent visitors to our park. Back in those days we
used to call her “Patsy Kensit, Jr.” She tells me she is about to take her GCE’s; as predicted, she
has turned into a beautiful young woman, tall and poised. Fritz gets ahead of me and I then have
some trouble figuring out if that is my dog or Oscar up ahead. Sabina is worrying that her dog
may have been involved in a scrap up on the hillside behind us. He hasn’t, but it turns out that,
after our departure, a rescued Staffie named Gracie has attacked an unnamed black dog. I finally
get Fritz to cross the green, where some of our lot are just entering the café. This includes Dan,
who is wearing a NY Yankees cap. I explain to him that, in spite of its great popularity over here,
this is a hated symbol in many parts of the U.S. of A.
Our group this morning includes Dan, Denise, Ellen, Peter (who passes out our selections in
the 3:05 at Newbury), Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Ronnie and Wendy. Dan says that Winnie has not
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only been to work with him twice this week but that she also made an appearance in a gay bar
and even spent some time in Cameron Mackintosh’s office. She did not get to do her cheese
dance on the pavements of the West End and she now takes her disappointment out on Sparkie’s
toes. Daisy-Mae is also making a nuisance of herself, climbing into an empty chair next to me
and barking in my ear when I refuse to keep up a steady stream of biscuits. No one seems to be
budging from their seats this morning (I blame the return of nice weather) so after an hour or so
I get up to follow Ronnie and Chloe down the Morshead roadway. “Say,” a chap says as I walk
past with Fritz, “isn’t that a Boston Terrier?”
Sunday, May 16:
We have gray skies this morning and it is again chilly enough to warrant leather jacket and scarf.
Fritz gets mixed up among some of the other slow-moving canines as we complete our walk to
the green; here I note that the cricket crease is occupied by a white-clad team having an early
morning practice. Their presence seems to have driven off the dog owners (not to mention the
Thai football players) – since no one wants to get concussed by a flying ball. Indeed, I am a bit
worried to see Fritz head for his usual place in the midst of all this, but I succeed in getting him
redirected down the Randolph roadway.
Here we encounter Ofra, arriving from this side of the park, unusually. On the basis of the
assumption that every London-based Israeli must know every other countryman in this category
I ask her if she has been following the career of Avram Grant. (Grant, once Chelsea’s manager,
brought his relegated and bankrupt team, Portsmouth, to Wembley yesterday afternoon, almost
pulling off an upset in the FA cup final.) Ofra says that not only does she follow Avram’s career
– he is a good friend. She has given him a ride home (from the casino) and received a text from
him only three days ago. We are having this conversation as we slowly climb Mt. Bannister,
heading for the heights where Ellen, Georgie and Janet are sitting on a bench. Dan is up here as
well, but shortly after we arrive there is a great scattering as Roxy goes missing. For once she is
not haunting the nearest garbage can; she is just in the bushes with Sparkie. We start down the
hill as coffee beckons. The gym extension behind the café now sports what looks like masses of
air-conditioning metal on its roof – despoiling the grandest view available in our park. (There is
some hope that this is only temporary.)
Ofra’s nose is out of joint because there is a Sunday queue in the café but we are soon crowded
around our two tables: Ronnie, Susie, Hanna, Georgie, Janet, Dan, Peter, Ellen and Wendy. We
catch up on sporting news, not only the FA Cup but yesterday’s 3:05 at Newbury, where our
syndicate had horses that finished second and third (instead of the needed first and second). Susie
says that at yesterday’s Horse of the Year Show she stood only ten feet away from the Queen,
who had entered a horse in one of the categories. (“Sorry, Ofra,” I say, “I’m afraid the Queen
trumps Avram Grant.”) Dan is trying to send a picture to Janet’s iPhone and she also shows us
a little film in which a dreaming dog chases an imaginary rabbit into a real wall. Suzie passes
around the monthly newsletter that her daughter puts out for her dog grooming customers.
Bailey keeps jumping into my lap in an attempt to get his nose into the biscuit bag. At one point
he has a long spittle of drool hanging from his lips but Ofra is too grossed out by this spectacle
and Georgie has to remove it with a napkin. Winnie attacks Sparkie’s feet several times but I
insist that any attempt to find a rational explanation for this kind of behavior is doomed. Ronnie
tries to go to the loo without his Chloe but each time she manages to squeeze through the gate
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before he can get it closed. Meanwhile Sunny has curled up under a little table in the corner,
site of the morning’s backgammon match between Suzanne and Ray. At one point they get up
in order to find a drier venue – for a light rain has started to fall. When it stops for a bit half an
hour later we decide to get a move on – though Peter complains that he is frozen to the spot. I
note that the cricket players (now arrayed in red or blue tops) have taken refuge in the portico
of the clubhouse while the footie toddlers on the five-a-side pitch are bravely soldiering on,
unprotected. I make my farewells as we reach the Essendine gate but this is not the last time
I will see my dog-owning pals; this afternoon I will see them return for my annual at-home
festivity at 3:00.
Monday, May 17:
Temperatures have risen a few degrees as we make our preparations for another morning in the
park. Fritz has enjoyed a very successful tenure as party host the previous afternoon, though he
did manage to tire himself out when Marty and Danielle’s kids discovered that he could bat a
soccer ball back to them with his nose. I don’t think he was too spoiled with the caterer’s tidbits,
though I did discover half a satay stick hanging from his beard. On the whole, we can say that
nothing could be more exciting than to be the only dog in a house full of dog lovers. I did have
some trouble budging his comatose form from my side of the bed when it was time to go to bed.
This morning he seems quite well recovered from his labors and ready for another day in the
Rec.
We meet up almost immediately with Janet and Daisy-Mae – just as the former is in earnest
conversation with the woman who has adopted Gracie. Fritz wants to spend quite a while in
the environmental area, that is in the overgrown meadow that welcomes visitors on our side of
the site. I have to go in there and urge him to depart but at last he is heading toward the green. I
follow him along the Randolph roadway, meeting up first with Ellen (and Jack and Lucky) and
then with Suzanne, who is planning a trip to Hampstead Heath with Sunny and Suki. By the time
I get my dog turned around it is time to join the others in the doggy compound of the café.
This morning we have Peter, Janet, Georgie, Ronnie, Ellen, Suzanne, Hanna and Denise. All
were present at the celebrations yesterday – with the exception of Hanna, who has the care of
Yoyo these days and Yoyo, especially since she has begun to take anti-epilepsy medicine, can’t
be left alone because she barks down the whole building. There is some concern voiced this
morning about the safe return of Davide (from Johannesburg) and the safe departure of Denise
(for Amsterdam) because airports are again closing due to the amount of volcanic ash in the
heavens. As we begin our departure we encounter Claire with Panda; the latter begins to roll
around at Fritz’s feet (to the usual disappointing reaction). Claire also missed the party because
of doggy illness – Panda having gone swimming in Richmond Park and swallowing so much
water that she threw up for hours.
Tuesday, May 18:
Lovely spring weather persists as Fritz and I begin our Tuesday in the park. It is hard to tell
what fate lies in store for the fenced pile of earth, once a welcoming planter, that greets the
visitor as the Essendine gate is penetrated. (I will also say that I am also not too pleased by the
personal trainer who, this morning, used one of the park trees as a platform from which to hang
his equipment.) We pass Elvis, the Shiba Inu, this time accompanied by a wee human in a baby
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carriage (and daddy, of course). Then it’s Lisa with Zara and Dash again. Out on the green I join
Georgie, Janet and Davide. Janet and I are wearing almost the same blue knitted sweater; you can
tell what I am wearing, in this case, because for the first time in weeks I am wearing no jacket.
Fritz heads off for the Randolph roadway and I head that way myself, passing the appropriate
number of magpies (two) as they search the lawn for treats. (Pity that Dan is not here to celebrate
this event, since he is so superstitious about encountering solo magpies; he is at work today,
though suffering from something described by Janet as a “man cold.”) I meet a slim eighteen
month-old Rottweiler named Huggy next, and then Lisa a second time. I ask her how her
revision is going and she says she has her first exam on Friday. By this time we are well behind
the others, some of whom are already sitting over their coffees at the café.
Our group includes Janet, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Ronnie, and, eventually, Wendy.
Ronnie is a bit groggy because Chloe is suffering from tummy troubles again – and he was up
to walk her at 2:30 in the morning. Peter can’t be convinced that the lovely weather is now due
to last for several days; he sure it’s a one-hit wonder. Georgie, who still has the care of Roxy,
hears for the first time that Liz is not due back until Thursday. Davide says he had no trouble
getting back from Johannesburg; he has arrived just in time to hear that a judge, once again, has
enjoined his union’s attempt to go on strike today. As we stare out at a large party of dog owners
exercising their animals on the green it is a little like staring at our former selves; five years
ago that would have been us out there but now, with many of our animals far less active in their
middle age, we spend less and less time on grass. Still, we do have a reputation to defend. This is
clear when Marty, my former American School student (of twenty-five years ago), walks by, he
says, “Ah, I see the dog mafia is in its usual place.”
Wednesday, May 19:
The beautiful spring weather continues as Fritz and I enter a park already occupied by school
kids at play on the footie pitches (“Abdul, Abdul, here, here!”) On the green we soon join a large
number of dogs at play. These include the unusual pair of one apricot Poodle and one Chinese
Crested Dog, with the former given the special responsibility of managing the location of the
latter – dragging his brother all over the grass by the latter’s lead. Fritz mingles for a while and
then wanders off toward the Grantully gate where, I soon see, Hanna is just entering with Yoyo.
We walk for a while with this pair: Hanna’s nose is out of joint. “What happens in this park is of
less and less interest to me. It’s just become another school playground.”
At coffee this morning we have Janet, Georgie, Davide, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Hanna.
Ofra is passing on two cans of John West crabmeat ¬– don’t ask me why. Davide says that the
court case that led to the cancellation of the latest cabin crew strike is being appealed. (One of
the arguments cited in management’s favor was that the strike would have an adverse economic
effect on BA; if this reasoning applied in all such disputes there would never be any strikes.)
Asked what he plans to do today, Davide says he’s just going home to sit in the garden in the sun.
Out in the sun of the green a phalanx of prambulators is seen ¬– with the ladies going through
their paces while their babies snooze.
Hair is flying everywhere at our table, with Chloe, Roxy and Daisy-Mae the chief culprits.
As usual I am besieged by the biscuit-seekers, though, for once, there are no scraps under the
tabletop. Sparkie can’t sit still, rushing to the fence to bark at every passer-by or leaping from
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lap to lap. Bailey, Winnie, Daisy-Mae and Sparkie each try leaping into my lap, the better to see
what’s going on with my biscuit bag. Roxy puts her paws on the table for the same reason, but
Chloe and Yoyo are still nil by mouth. We begin our back passage walkround, Daisy-Mae given
the special responsibility of herding Roxy in the right direction. A yellow-clad school group is
undergoing instruction in the shot put at the head of the track, that is the lads are sitting with their
backs to the fence watching someone else have a go. Much more in the spirit of real exercise we
now have the prambulators heading our way in a narrow stretch of pathway. I just manage to get
our group out of harm’s way with a shout before the ladies, a dozen or so, come pounding toward
us. When we are at last able to return to the walkway Janet notes, “Did you see that? We got out
of their way and not one of them offered us a word of thanks.”
Friday, May 21:
I have missed a day in the park as Tosh and I completed an eleven-mile conditioning walk on the
Chiltern Way – preparation for our five-day expedition in Wales in mid-June. The same summery
weather that sapped our energies yesterday is in evidence this morning – as Fritz and I get ready
for our usual session in the Rec. (Fritz spent yesterday with Auntie Linda, enjoying two trips
to Regent’s Park.) I am wearing only a t-shirt – the first time this has been true this year. Fritz
makes excellent progress as we head for the green but here we find only emptiness – not too
surprising when you factor in the circling lawnmower. We head down the Randolph roadway
where, once again, Fritz encounters that friend of his youth, Fonzi, the Yorkie. These two always
pause to renew their ancient bond but now it is time to head back for the café.
Winnie is haunting the door here, begging admission to the food, though Georgie, who also has
Sparkie, Roxy and Skye, is walking with Janet at the foot of Mt. Bannister. Soon these ladies
return to join Peter, Ronnie, Ellen and Wendy. Liz is back in town at last but her Beagle will
remain with Georgie for another night and Michaela and three girlfriends (including Auntie
Linda) are off to the south of France for the weekend. Unfortunately Daisy-Mae doesn’t seem to
like Skye and there is a scrap at our feet – much to Janet’s chagrin. Elvis the sheepdog comes by
and demonstrates his talents at catching a lofted tennis ball. Ziggy makes an appearance outside
our fence as well – greeted by a chorus of protest from our lot. Finally a chap comes by to tell us
that Chica the Boxer is returning to our locale, from the mountains of Spain, after a year and a
half away.
Janet says that the BA strike is on again, after a successful appeal by the union against an earlier
decision outlawing the action. She adds that with so much convalescent time at home she may
actually follow the World Cup, due to start (for England) June 12; Georgie says she would rather
watch paint dry that any football on TV. Peter reports that on three separate occasions he has
received calls from Liz ¬– all the result of accidental dialing and one coming (from the States)
at 2:00 in the morning. (Peter is wearing only a jumper this morning and he has abandoned his
gloves.) Ronnie departs first and Peter notes that his friend always fills the water bowl for our
animals, first throwing any leftover dregs from the previous day into the adjacent planter. This
will explain why, we now notice, the flowers in this planter are growing in far greater profusion
that any of the others nearby.
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Saturday, May 22:
Though not quite as warm as yesterday, we still have another gorgeous, sunny morning in the
park. Not surprisingly the place is full of activity and I lose track of my animal on more than one
occasion as we make our way past the joggers and the footie parents on our way to the green.
Here Fritz heads off in the direction of the Morshead roadway, where Janet and Georgie are
just arriving with Sparkie, Roxy, Daisy-Mae and Winnie. Georgie is about to say goodbye to
her guest for the week, Roxy, while Winnie has had a sleepover at her Auntie Janet’s. (Winnie
and Daisy-Mae managed to have a punch-up on the bed.) Janet is not complaining about this
interruption to her usual sleeping routine but she is in a bit of pain this morning – it’s the first
time she has been anything but positive about her convalescence.
I produce the tennis ball and Fritz does manage to make a great catch of it as it bounces down the
cricket crease, but thereafter he drops it and heads for the Randolph roadway. Here we encounter
the handsome Rufus, one of five Miniature Schnauzers we meet in the park this morning –
outside the gate to our doggy compound we find the diminutive Poppy as well. Now Liz returns
to the scene for the first time in a week, calling for Roxy, who makes a mad dash across the
green to be reunited with her mommy. Two minutes later, as I am waiting in a long Saturday
queue in the café, Liz marches to the front of the line in order to present Lurch with a New York
souvenir – a little Statue of Liberty. There is another surprise at the counter this morning – a
return appearance by Bouzha. Our tables are crowded this morning: Liz, Georgie, Janet, Dan,
Ellen, Peter, Ronnie, Ofra, Carrie and Dex. And lots of dogs not belonging to any of these people
are admitted for a drink from the water bowl: Panda, the curly-haired Phoebe, and the Cavalier
Maddy among them.
Peter passes out today’s betting slip; we are in Ireland for the race this afternoon. Liz says that
she suffered from culture shock during her time in the Big Apple, finding New York to be too
big, too fast, and too polluted after a life in London. (And the American School here comparing
favorably with Jack’s new school in Manhattan.) While this recital is taking place her Roxy
leaps up and makes off with Carrie’s tabletop muffin. The other dogs are just as bad (though they
aren’t big enough to reach the food in this way.) Dan, who reports that the West End was full of
life last night, says that Winnie is having a bath in the garden this afternoon. He and Ofra take
turns cuddling Fritz, who grunts and squeals in delight – an outsider would think he is being
tortured. We begin our back passage walkround. I am able to report that I have just spotted two
ladybirds (with the right number of spots) having sex on a nearby branch. (But do ladybirds have
sex? I haven’t a clue.)
Sunday, May 23:
Temperatures are again on the high side as Fritz and I make our way into the sun-baked park.
I do so somewhat groggily, having endured the comings and goings of a young persons’ party
in my building until 3:00 in the morning. We soon pass Lisa and her mum and I ask her how
her first exam went. On the green I can see Claire sitting in a small group of dog owners. She
says she has been here since 8:15, hoping that Panda might get some exercise before it is too
hot, but her dog is now hiding in the shade of mommy’s knees. Jazz’s owner says that the sun
isn’t good for his dog and he is taking her home. A cute black and white puppy rushes up to join
us; her name is Lucy and she is a Beagle-Pug cross (a Puggle?). Fritz soon has to be off on his
travels, circling the green until it is time to head across the grass toward the café. The first of the
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Sunday cricketers are at play out here, a space that has just been cleared of the mountain of trash
deposited by yesterday’s picnickers.
Hanna is already occupying a little table with Isabel, Cheryl’s dog sitter, and a second small
table is occupied by the mother and daughter owners of Benjie, the Maltese. Our larger tables
are also crowded today with Dan, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Susie, Georgie, Janet, Wendy and
Liz present. I manage to get close to the front of the queue, but this time I order only a Diet
Coke from the refrigerator. Ofra has brought with her a beautiful yoghurt-based cake, though
it is hard to know how to serve it. People end up with sticky fingers indeed and all those dogs,
who have been admonished recently not to pester us about food, are summoned so they can lick
fingers clean. I puritanically refuse to partake; at least this time Susie, who doesn’t see me every
day, notices that I have lost close to 20 pounds. Roxy, no one’s idea of svelte, uses a moment’s
inattention to steal the cake off Georgie’s plate.
Ofra has a minor tiff with Dan, since he has rejected her Bailey on account of wet whiskers.
Susie describes her current warfare again backyard foxes, including the disposition of lion dung,
but Wendy says her foxes never dig holes. Liz passes around a piece of paper so that we can all
list our telephone numbers since her eldest son has again left her mobile phone behind in a cab.
While we are doing this it is noted that a number of babies have been ushered to the fence of
the compound in order to watch the dogs at play inside. One of these rapt observers is little redheaded Oliver, who is a year-and-a-half. We make our way through these toddlers as we begin a
tardy march along the back passage. Janet now tells us that next week she will have to start the
first of six chemotherapy sessions.
Monday, May 24:
Temperatures are expected to reach the 30 degree mark today. and already it is warm and sunny
in our park. To celebrate summer I have actually donned a pair of shorts this morning – delighted
to discover that my favorite pair is now a comfortable fit again, after my recent weight loss. I toy
with the idea of wearing my sandals too, but the last time I did so I ended up with the impression
of the straps burned into the top of my feet – an impression that did not fade for six months.
When I reach the green I can see a knot of dog people at the eastern end, where there is some
shade. Sunny is here chasing her ball, Tank is here, and so is the pair of Rufus and Ziggy – the
latter in charge of his brother again, pulling him around by the lead. Panda is again sheltering
under Claire’s knee and Jack and Lucky are sharing a shady bench with Ellen. Hanna now arrives
with Yoyo on lead; she is full of complaint about the visiting picnickers here yesterday – since all
the local parking spots were filled by these interlopers and the residents were out of luck.
Fritz now heads for the Randolph roadway, where he manages to commit a serious canine crime
by backing up to the fence of the building site and depositing his contribution on a load of bricks
inside – an area that I cannot myself penetrate. Two little toddlers are heading our way, overawed
by the size of Tank; the latter shows little interest since he is in pursuit of a lady on roller blades.
The Newfoundland takes objection to this footwear and tries to gnaw on them as their owner
skates along – to the embarrassment of Tank’s owner. They are a bit late getting the café open but
I am soon at my chair in the shaded doggy compound with my Diet Coke. Peter (who promises
us that the warm temperatures are soon to plummet) has switched to this beverage too. He is
sitting with Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy, Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Suzanne and Davide while, at another
little table, we have Hanna, Claire and a woman named Helen. The latter has brought with her
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a delightful fourteen-week-old Jack Russell puppy named Pip. He runs around happily with the
other dogs and even steals part of Fritz’s biscuit.
Georgie is planning a trip to Glasgow and Janet says she will make the train reservation for her
friend. Skye, still in Georgie’s care, pisses in the dogs’ water bowl while this discussion is taking
place. Davide objects to the tomatoes in his toasted sandwich and then reports that he has just
returned from Doha and that passengers aboard the outgoing flight included the new Foreign
Secretary, William Hague, and the new Defense Secretary, Liam Fox. It will be some time before
our steward waits on more celebrities since tomorrow he will again be on strike. Suzanne says
she took Sunny to Regent’s Park yesterday for an afternoon swim and that here too the place
was jam-packed with sun worshippers. From her little table Hanna begins to advise me on the
superiority of Suzanne’s trainers to my own ¬– so I know it is time to leave.
Tuesday, May 25:
I am back in long trousers for our Tuesday session in the park – the promised drop in temperature
having materialized. A party of dog owners is heading our way and, near the top of the track,
one unnamed Cocker rolls over onto her back and kisses an indifferent Fritz. When we reach
the green Fritz makes his way over to the trio of Davide, Janet and Georgie but, quickly losing
interest in their topic of conversation (Sainsbury vouchers), he continues on to the Grantully gate
and so into the doggy area nearby. Even in here we can hear a dog-walking nanny screaming into
her mobile phone in a tongue tentatively identified as Tagalog. Others complain that she never
keeps an eye on her dog and that he is free to poo anywhere he wants.
We cross the green after a few minutes, arriving at the other side just in time to see the little
dogs chasing a foolish schoolboy, much to the hooting amusement of his classmates. Claire is
still loyal to shorts and pays the price, not because it is that chilly but because the little dogs
are scratching away at her bare legs in supplication. At breakfast this morning we have Ronnie,
Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Carrie, Hanna and Davide. The latter soon squawks in protest
as Fritz, covering an earlier deposit, aims for his chair leg and pisses on Davide instead. Things
are soon made up between this pair for I see Davide offering Fritz a treat but then Oggy pisses on
our striking steward as well and Carrie gets up to wash away all the leftover pee with water from
the dogs’ bowl.
Peter has now had his troublesome tooth out – extraction being the basic remedy for all tooth
problems for someone of his generation in Britain – even though he was offered a root canal
instead. Janet, Georgie and Ofra are discussing last night’s television offerings; Ofra can’t get
over the stupidity of some game show contestants while Georgie can’t bear to watch Davina
McCall. Ronnie, meanwhile, has seen a program on the Hope diamond, a topic of fascination
for a former jeweler. After we have been seated for about twenty minutes Cheryl arrives (with
Lola), the first time we have seen her for several weeks. She brings us up to date on the latest in
Oklahoma weddings and graduation ceremonies and then discusses the design of the pool she
is having built for her new house in Texas. When she says she wants some sort of design on the
bottom I suggest a timely solution: a broken oil pipe.
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Wednesday, May 26:
Now I am wearing a sweatshirt as well as long trousers and it is decidedly on the cool side
as Fritz and I head for the park. Just coming in on our right is Janet with Daisy-Mae and we
walk together, slowly, along the back passage, soon reaching the green, where others dogs
are already at play. “I used to think Fritz really liked me,” Claire says, “but he only seems to
be looking for treats in my pockets.” Her Panda is pursuing my dog, as of old, kissing him
whenever she manages to overtake him. Sparkie soon arrives to pursue his ball and I offer the
same opportunity to Fritz, who chases his tennis ball down once, runs off with it, deposits it over
near the Randolph roadway, and squats to do his second poo. I manage to get him interested
in ball chasing a second time and we thus work our way over to the café, where our group is
foregathering in our umbrella-protected space. There is no moisture this morning but it is quite
gray.
Dex is just ahead of me in the coffee queue and I ask him how things are going at the Wine
Rack. He tells me that he quit that job last week and that he has been interviewed for an assistant
theatre manager’s position in Highgate. There is a somewhat smaller turnout this morning: Peter,
Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra, Cheryl, Janet, and Georgie at first, though Hanna and Claire join us a little
later. With lots of time on her hands Janet has made a wonderful Photoshopped birthday card for
Georgie; it is presented today because on the actual date, this coming Monday, the birthday girl
will be visiting her sister in Glasgow. Sparkie will also be traveling north and he is pictured on
the front of the card, his head on a meerkat’s body. Inside the card all of our pets are pictured –
and each of them has a meerkat body as well, though Daisy-Mae dominates the scene, wearing a
pink tutu.
Cheryl passes around pictures from her recent trip to Oklahoma; these feature her grandson at
his christening. Then we discuss the U.S. government’s attempt to counter drug (and people
trafficking) across the Arizona border. Peter wants to know what channel he should be watching
to see Andy Murray’s latest tennis match. Closer to home, there is more discussion of the fatal
shooting that took place a few days ago outside the KFC on the Harrow Road – the premises of
this establishment are still cordoned off. No one knows what the motive may have been for this
drive-by crime; Friends of the Chicken have so far not claimed responsibility. Just as Tanya is
jogging by with the Weimaraner Pasha I get up to begin a busy day somewhat earlier than usual
– a trip to Paddington Station to buy tickets for my Welsh walking trip in June, a long-delayed
sortie to Sainsbury’s and a visit by British Gas are all on the agenda today.
Thursday, May 27:
My leather jacket has to come out of the closet this morning – for it is chilly, gray and damp in
the park. It doesn’t take us too long to reach the green – where some of the other regulars are
already present. Today we have Davide and, unusually on a weekday, Dan as well. I give Georgie
a birthday card; she says that she will be buying the coffees for everybody tomorrow. Fritz is
soon off on his rambles and I follow him around an obscure corner above the tennis courts; here
I discover he has buried his nose in a blue shopping bag belonging to Ellen. We continue on to
the Randolph roadway and spend a few more minutes sniffing around before heading back in the
direction of the café. Behind us a UPS delivery man, having parked his van on Randolph itself, is
lugging a large package all the way to the park office. The remaining dog owners are moving to
a spot at the foot of Mt. Bannister, displaced by a personal trainer, who has been using the center
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of the green for his lone pupil, and by two school groups who are about to begin a session of
rounders.
In the coffee queue Claire tells me that she is off to Dorset for the week. She is wearing a pair of
paint-splattered blue jeans with holes at the knee – purchased in this distressed style off the rack.
The travel plans of people at our table (Liz, Cheryl, Dan, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Janet,
Georgie) are also discussed – with much attention centered on the issue of where to go to for the
send-off celebrations in honor of Liz and Cheryl. The group expedition to New York, Boston
and Cape Cod, scheduled for July, 2011, has already been moved into the autumn because Janet
has a wedding to go to next July. Closer to the present Davide is advising Ronnie how to change
his strike-effected BA reservation. Cheryl says she has moved her BA flight to Rome over to Air
Canada.
I now discover why Fritz had his nose buried in Ellen’s blue bag; the latter contains a squeaky
red boxing glove, intended for Lucky – and we have to hide it from my covetous fellow. Lurch
comes in with some food on a tray and this causes Yoyo to leap at his arm and Roxy to begin
baying like a coonhound. Daisy-Mae, sitting on Janet’s lap next to me, is strangely sedate this
morning, and even refuses a proffered biscuit. Winnie is all over me and when she finds the
service a bit too slow for her liking she launches a lightning attack on Daisy-Mae. Davide tries
to pull his pet away and gets bitten on the hand for his troubles. Sparkie would rather make love
than war – even if the object of his affection is Oggy. As Peter gets up to leave Liz attempts to
incite his jealousy by announcing that a chap in Derby had found her missing mobile phone –
and wants to meet in person to give it back to her.
Friday, May 28:
Once again Fritz and I have benefited from an afternoon in Regent’s Park with Linda and Pepper.
It was a beautiful day, though everyone was sneezing with all the pollen flying about. Perhaps
because we stayed mostly in the wide open spaces of the park’s interior, Fritz failed to live up to
his usual quota of mischief making – his patented pioneering jaunts in some direction not chosen
by the rest of us. He did mount the little hillock that supports the Hub café (I was certain he was
going to admit himself to its precincts) and he did integrate a softball game being conducted by
some American office staff but, on the whole, we had no trouble keeping track of him. The hard
white ball went missing in the long grass only once.
This morning we again have sunny skies (and I am able to leave the leather jacket at home). We
walk along the back passage with Janet again and then I follow Fritz as he does a slow easterly
circuit of the green. I would like to make it a complete circle but I can see a phalanx of school
kids heading our way (they are pouring into the park in great numbers today) so we cross the
grass and head into the doggy compound, where the others are foregathering. Today we have
Davide, Janet, Georgie, Liz, Ofra, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie. Ellen reports that Courtney’s, who
manage the Rec, have been out of poo poo bags all week. Ronnie reports that, with Davide’s
assistance, he has gotten his money back on some strike-threatened air tickets to Spain. Davide
reports that he had a dream last night in which Dan brought home a little lamb, which he
intended to house in the back garden. “Great,” Davide remembers his dream-self saying, “Now I
have to pick up Winnie’s poo and the lamb’s.” Georgie says she had a dream last night in which
she was heavily pregnant. The coffees are on the birthday girl today but, unfortunately, I haven’t
time for a coffee today because Fritz and I have an appointment.
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This means that about 9:40 we have to begin our well-trodden route to the Hamilton Vet Clinic
on Boundary Road. Frank Seddon himself is in charge this morning but, fortunately, we are
not here because of any canine indisposition but only because it is time for Fritz’s annual jabs.
As usual my dog endures this moment stoically and we are soon on our way home. As we are
waiting at a traffic signal on Maida Vale itself I am asked, from the driver’s seat of a waiting car,
how our vet’s visit went. The driver, on her way home from the morning session in the park, is
Liz.
Saturday, May 29:
It is gray, chilly and quite unfriendly outside, and I look as though I were dressed for winter all
over again. Behind us, as we near the head of the running track, I can see a chap breaking off
boughs of a blue-flowered bush that overhangs the walkway. He has a nice bouquet at the end of
the process but what about the rest of us? The splendors of the park are for everyone to enjoy;
I am reminded of those systematic despoilers of our daffodils earlier in the year. Fritz gets well
ahead of me on our in-lap and I eventually catch up with him only when I reach the center of the
green. He has headed here to greet Dan and Janet, who are arriving from opposite corners. You
can tell that Janet is in some discomfort from her wounds. Fritz doesn’t hang around for long
and soon he is off on his travels, passing Jack and Lucky who are having a wrestling match, and
heading down the Randolph roadway.
I get him turned around eventually but when I reach the doggy compound I am the only one
present. The park, it has to be recorded now, is very quiet for a Saturday – half term and the
blustery weather keeping many regular visitors away. As a symbol of this drop in activity it
is fair to record as well that, unusually, I am the first customer at the café. When I get outside
again the other dog people are beginning to take their seats: Dan, Janet, Hanna, Peter, Ellen,
Wendy, Carrie, and Cheryl. It doesn’t take long for the first doggy bust-up beneath the table. This
reminds me to produce an article I have just clipped from a recent edition of The Westminster
Reporter. Here problem dogs are asked to compete for places in “dog socializing classes.” With
Roxy’s table manners, Bailey’s begging, Sparkie’s barking, Daisy-Mae’s mischief and Winnie’s
aggression we would seem to have a number of candidates. Meanwhile, outside our gates, others
dog owners are passing by and pausing to say hello: Denise with Rizzo, Sabina with Scamp and
Oscar, Michaela and Stuart with their Skye.
Peter passes around the selections for this afternoon’s Exacta in the 2:15 at Newmarket. Hanna
and I discuss a second expedition to Homebase – since some of my pansies are beginning to fade
from the scene. Janet is offered rides to her various hospital appointments by a number of those
present. Dan wants to know why his acers (Japanese magnolias) are doing so poorly and so our
gardening expert, Cheryl, is enlisted in the search for solutions. Rain begins to bounce off the
green umbrella overhead and late arrivals have their own umbrellas open as they hove into view.
I take advantage of a lull in the light moisture to excuse myself – as Fritz and I head down the
Morshead roadway.
Sunday, May 30:
The skies reflect a mixture of cloud and sun today and there is a brisk wind that cools the
temperatures down considerably. Out on the green Peter says that the cloud pattern (vertebrae, I
would say) makes this a “mackerel” sky. He is out here with Ellen, Janet and Dan. The latter is
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giving Lucky a cuddle and making funny noises to amuse Fritz. Then he takes out his bag of diet
pellets and tests which of the dogs can catch them on the fly. Fritz manages to get the distance
right eventually but then he is off on a Randolph ramble and I have to follow. Slow progress is
made over here. A Filipino man-of-all-jobs comes into the park with three fluffy white dogs on
lead. The largest of these, Alfie, comes barreling over to have a look at Fritz. The latter, on lead
himself now, is led back to the green and then on to the café.
For the second time this week I am the first to be served – in this case by Bouzha, who seems to
be making something of a comeback behind Metty’s counter here. She is still dog-phobic, as we
discover when she delivers plates of food to our diners – remaining safely outside the fence and
handing the dishes over. Her mood is not enhanced by the baying racket produced by Roxy, who
begins to bellow whenever there is food present. The other dogs are also food-obsessed. This
means that I have Bailey, Winnie, Daisy-Mae and Yoyo scraping away at my legs throughout
the session. Whenever I rattle the plastic bag to extract a treat for my own dog the others are
instantly focused on this event, eager for a personal handout. Winnie has both daddies here today
(they celebrate eleven years as partners this week); Dan and Davide are joined by Ofra, Liz,
Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, Janet, and Ronnie. The latter was absent yesterday as Chloe was off
at the canine beauty parlor, the one belonging to Susie’s daughter.
Most of the morning’s conversation is devoted to recent television fare. Many of those present
have been watching the finals of a variety of talent shows and each has to say whether they agree
or disagree with the verdicts meted out to their own favorites. The character and personality of
Simon Cowell are dissected – as though we were discussing a saint. Then the Eurovision song
contest is analyzed, with England evidently coming in at the bottom of the table in last night’s
extravaganza. Some say that the contest is purely political these days. Hanna denounces the
presence of such countries as Turkey, Lebanon and Israel – since they are not European. Janet
has to leave somewhat earlier than the rest because she has a visit from the nurse scheduled for
11:00. I get up to accompany her down the Morshead roadway. Here we encounter Christian,
Reina, Maya, Vito and Miro. The conversation turns again to the weather, with complaints
coming from all sides.
Monday, May 31:
It is not as quiet as one might expect on a bank holiday for just as Fritz and I are entering the
park a spandexed jogger comes pounding up the trail behind us, clearing his throat so that his
first act, upon reaching our green space, is to deposit an almighty gob of spit on one of our
bushes. Next we have the pitter-patter of the boxing gloves on the shield wielded by a personal
trainer, who is standing on the track with his charge. More friendly yet is the greeting we receive
from an American dad – whose daughter is using some of the newly installed climbing apparatus
nearby. He notes that Fritz looks like a real handful and, of course he is more than correct. He is
holding the lead of a large, dozy, two-and-a-half year old mostly Lurcher named Charlie.
I tell him that “Charlie” is the most popular dog name among the Paddington set, his own being
the seventh specimen this year (the others including two Poodles, toy and standard, a Bichon
Frise, a Cocker, a Shar-Pei, a Westie, and a Golden Retriever). “Monty” comes next – with four
entries. For the girls the winner is “Poppy” – also with four representatives. It is the end of the
year for this journal and so it is also the right time to report that the number of named dogs
encountered during our hour in the park over the last twelve months is 249 – some 30 more than
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we met during our time in the park last year.
When I reach the green Dan and Janet are already present and Peter and Ellen soon follow. I get
out Fritz’s tennis ball but he soon becomes more interested in a much larger version of this same
object belonging to Winnie – and Dan keeps both dogs busy chasing it. Out to join us comes
Mary, with the veteran Cockers, Jake and Domino, and one of the aforementioned Charlies – her
Golden Retriever puppy. Her husband works for BP, has been in Houston this last month, and
we now hear a great deal about the efforts of all the oil companies to stanch the leak that is still
bubbling away – with environmental disaster written all over it. I look up from this conversation
to note that Fritz has excused himself to head down the Randolph roadway. I have to follow but
by the time I catch up he has changed directions and turned right at the tennis courts. In this
fashion we rejoin the path around the central green, encountering Susie, who is giving Chloe the
brisk walk that she can never get from Ronnie himself.
The first coffees have already been served when we make it back to the café. There are nine of
us at table this morning ¬– including Ronnie, Susie, Liz, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Janet and Dan. Liz is
trying to organize a social gathering at the Waterway pub on the Canal but Dan says that he is not
certain wither Davide, who is a nervous wreck over the BA strike, will let him go. (Yesterday,
however, this couple went to a barbeque where all the diners sat on the grass, exactly where
Winnie wanted them.) Today is Georgie’s actual birthday and a call to Glasgow is put through
on the speaker phone. We can hear Georgie complaining of a hangover. We all sing “Happy
Birthday.” I mention to Peter that yesterday was the luckiest day in English sporting history.
First, in England’s final friendly before the World Cup, Japan scored all three goals – and lost,
since two of these scoring moments were own goals. Next, at the Turkish Grand Prix, the two
Red Bull drivers, leading the race, collided with one another, allowing the English duo of Lewis
Hamilton and Jenson Button to finish first and second.
Peter spends most of the morning cuddling Bailey in his lap. It is gratifying to see that, even
though he has lost his Holly this last year, he still takes pleasure in the byways of our dogs’
breakfast. In this he is not alone for, through all its changes of personnel, human and canine, the
unique society of Paddington Rec’s dog people continues to thrive. All of a sudden there is a
squawk of protest from Peter’s corner: Bailey has dipped one of his fluffy ears into Peter’s coffee
cup. This allows me to repeat a line voiced by actor Ben Hull, when the same thing happened
to me many years ago, “Ah, well then, what could be better in your coffee than a touch of
Bailey’s?”
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The fourth volume in Anthony Linick’s continuing
chronicle of life among the dog people of Paddington
Rec. It follows publication of Strictly Come Barking,
Have I Got Dogs For You! and DSI: Dog Scene
Investigation.
“A very warm and charming book, a sort of Boswellian
chronicle of the Paddington Rec. – and, like Boswell, it
could be an incredible source of information for future
social historians.” – editor David Maisel
“A truly wonderful piece of writing and what a superb
social commentary on the times.” – Jan Prendergast,
Westminster City Council

Click here to visit Books by Anthony Linick
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Index: The Dogs of Paddington Rec Vol. VI
In the following list I have tried, by date, to note every time one of the dogs of Paddington Rec
has been mentioned in the text. If they have only been mentioned, though not actually seen by
me, I have recorded the date in italics. Of course many dogs share the same name, so I have
tried to indicate (in parenthesis) which animal is being referred to. Apologies for the occasional
misspelling of a dog’s name – but this is inevitable in our world. Dates begin with June, 2009
and conclude with May, 2010.
Abby: July 20
Albie: March 28
Alfie: May 30
Alfie (Bichon/Cavalier): August 26
Alfie (Lab): December 12, March 27
Amber (Cavalier): June 14
Amber (Dachshund): August 24
Amy: October 1
Andorra: June 2
Andrew: July 19, September 13
Annie: March 22
Arran: June 26, July 1, January 17, March 7
Artemis: May 14
Asher: June 5, July 29, August 24
Ashley: September 5-6
Aspen: August 24
Bailey: June 2, 15-16, 19, 21-22, July 8, 19-21, 23-24, 27, 30, August 13, 15, 20-21, 24, 25-26,
29-31, September 11, 15, 25, October 1, 19, 29, November 1-3, 6-9, 15-17, 21, 26, 28, December
1, 3, 6, 8-10, 12, 15-22, 27, 29-30, January 2, 10, 15, 20-21, 23, 31, February 2, 5, 26-27, March
1-2, 7, 9, 18, 20, 23, 27, 30, April 2-3, 5, 7, 12, 15, 17, 20, 30, May 13, 16, 18-19, 23, 29, 30-31
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Beau: June 4, July 4, 30, September 5, 7, 12, October 14, 25, 26, November 21, January 4-5, 31,
February 2, 4-5, March 2, 24, April 11, 19, 22, May 3
Bella (Tibetan Terrier): June 30, July 30, August 11, 14, 22, 24, September 2, 8, 12-13, October
4, March 24
Bella (Golden Labrador): September 8
Bella (Chocolate Labrador): November 21
Benjie: April 3-4, May 23
Bianca: July 13, May 10
Billy: August 27, 29, 31, September 3, November 12, April 21, 30
Blanco: July 24
Bruno: August 30
Buddy (Golden Retriever): June 23, July 3, 10, 19, August 14, 21, 28, September 7-9, October
12, November 10, December 6, 22, January 26, 29
Buddy (Jack Russell): November 21
Buddy (Pomeranian): September 8
Buster: November 8, May 12-13
Cassie: November 15
Charlie (Cocker): September 27
Charlie (Golden Retriever): April 28, May 10, 31
Charlie (Lurcher): May 31
Charlie (Poodle): June 1, July 10, October 22
Charlie (Shar-pei): August 22
Charlie (Shih-Tzu): June 16
Charlie (Toy Poodle): November 21
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Charlie (Westie): August 22, February 27, April 2
Chester (Chocolate Lab): June 1
Chester (Golden Lab): April 15
Chica: August 27, January 4
Chloe: June 22-23, 25, July 1, 4, 10, 14-15, 23, August 10, 12, 24, 30-31, September 11, 24-25,
October 11, November 3, 6-7, 28, December 8, 10-11, 19, 21, 23, February 5, March 5-7, 18, 2324, 25, 28-30, May 6-7, 15-16, 18-19, 30-31
Chubby: November 15
Claude: August 13
Connie: December 25
Corky: October 11, November 26, December 3
Cosmo: July 6
Cracker: October 25, May 7
Cris: July 1, September 10, November 17, December 18
Cyril; August 24
Daisy-Mae: June 1-2, 4-5, 7, 13-16, 18-19, 21-23, 26-27, 29, July 1-4, 6, 8, 11, 13-16, 17-18, 1921, 23-24, 27-30, August 11, 13-15, 19-20, 22, 24, 26, 29, 31, September 2, 6-7, 10, 13, 18, 20,
24, 26, October 7, 12, 16-20, 22-25, 29, 31, November 1-2, 4, 6, 10, 12, 15-17, 21-24, 26-27, 30,
December 1, 4, 6, 8, 10-13, 15-20, 23-24, 27-30, January 3, 6, 8-12, 14-15, 21, 23-24, 26, 29-31,
February 26-27, March 1-4, 7-10, 12, 14-15, 17-18, 20-22, 24-25, 29-30, April 2-7, 11, 14, 1617, 19, 22, 30, May 2-8, 10, 13-15, 17, 19, 21-22, 26-27, 29-30
Daisy-May: August 14
Dash: May 15, 18
Denim: June 2
Diva: March 16
Dixie: May 14
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DJ: September 17
Domino: October 31, April 2, 22, 28, May 10, 31
Dudley: November 6, 27, March 24
Duney: November 12
Elvis (sheep dog): July 13, December 3, April 17, May 21
Elvis (Shiba Inu): September 2, November 2, 9, December 16, January 8, May 18
Emma: September 6
Eva: December 21
Evie: May 14
Finn: October 4
Fitz: July 24
Fly: June 3, 5, 26, July 15, October 23, November 9, December 9, March 16
Fonzi: November 3, 27, 30, December 10, May 21
Frank (Chinese Crested Dog): July 13, August 11, May 10
Frankie: June 19, July 14, October 16
Fred: March 3
Fritz: June 1-7, 13-16, 18-30, July 1-21, 23-30, August 9-15, 17-31, September 1-21, 23-27,
October 1-2, 4, 6-26, 29-31, November 1-12, 15-30, December 1-31, January 1-17, 20-31,
February 1-2, 4-9, 26-28, March 1-31, April 1-22, 28, 30, May 1-10, 12-19, 21-31
George (Schnauzer with a tail): July 1, 16, 23, October 11, April 10
George (Schnauzer without a tail): October 11, April 10
Ginger (Pug): June 1-3, 14, July 5, 7, 14, 25, 28, August 11, 17, 24, September 7, 14, 24, 26,
October 9, 31, November 3, 9, December 2, 3, March 3
Ginger (Staffie): March 11
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Ginny: June 21, July 11, August 23
Grace: June 28, July 19, December 18, March 4-5, 12, 29
Gracie: May 15, 17
Grizzly Bear: October 26, November 21
Gus: June 5, 18, July 1, 10, 14, 16, September 17, October 20, November 1, March 4, 30, May 5
Gypsy: July 14, October 31
Halo: June 16, 18-19, 26, September 1
Harley: September 20, November 15
Hendrix (Poodle): June 15
Hendrix (Weimaraner): June 5, July 29, August 24
Henry: July 23, September 8
Holly: June 5, 19, August 20, 21, October 8, 14, 21, 25-26, 30, November 1-4, 6, 26-27, 30,
December 9, 10-11, 12, 17, 25, 28, January 2, 6, 10-11, 17, 20, February 2, March 13, May 31
Holly (Dachshund): January 23
Honey (Rottweiler/Staffie): June 5
Honey (Shih-Tzu): November 22
Huggy: August 27, May 18
Hugo: August 20
Humphrey: June 28, August 13
Izzy: October 8
Jack: June 5, 15-16, 19, 23, July 12-13, 21, 24, 29, August 13, 19, September 3, 17, 24, 27,
October 8, 13, 16-18, 23, 25, November 8, 16, 24, 29, December 4, 7, 10-12, 14, 17, 20, 23-28,
January 6-7, 9, 11, 26, 29, 31, February 9, 27, March 1, 17-18, 25, April 6, May 3, 6, 9, 17, 24,
29
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Jake (Cocker): October 31, April 2, 22, 28, May 10, 31
Jake (Labrador): October 10, January 4
Jasper: August 27, December 6, 18
Jazz: July 11-13, 15, August 1, 14, 24, September 2, 12, October 4, 10, 14, 26, 30, November 5,
19, December 10, 12, March 2, 24, 30, April 11, 20, May 5, 12, 23
Jesse James (Jack Russell): November 24, February 6, 27, March 4, 6, 20, 22, April 2, 12, 14
Jessie (Labradoodle): March 6
Jet: January 22
Jonesie: July 13, November 23
Kate: July 11, 16
Kiwi (Lhasa Apso): June 2-4, 16, 18-19, 21-22, 26, July 4-5, 19-21, 23, 24, 26, August 22, 29,
September 5, December 4, March 19
Kiwi (Schipperke): July 10
Knuckles: October 30, November 10, April 19
Koji: April 12
Laszlo: March 7
Leo: March 19
Lily: March 2
Lola: June 2, 14, July 5, 7, 14, 28, September 7, 14, October 6, 8-9, 31, November 6, 9,
December 3, January 20, 21, February 9, March 3-5, April 19, May 25
Lola (Spaniel): March 6
Lolly : May 8
Lolly (Yorkie): August 25
Lotte: March 23
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Luci: August 22, 29, 31, September 2, 5, 8-9, 12, 21, 24, 26, October 16, November 5, 8, 15,
December 4, 10, January 6, 14, March 18-19, April 9, 18, May 27, 29-30
Lucky: September 5
Lucky (Corgi): October 24-25, November 1, 8, 15-16, 22-24, 26, 29, December 4-7, 10-14, 17,
20-21, 23-28, January 3, 6-9, 11, 14, 21, 26, 29, 31, February 8-9, 26-27, March 1, 17-18, 25,
April 3-4, 6, 28, May 3, 5, 9, 13, 17, 24, 27, 29
Lucy: May 23
Ludwig: July 30, August 23, 28, October 26
Luna: August 22, 29, 31, September 1, 5, 8-9, 12, 19, 24, 26, October 16, November 5,
December 4, 10, January 6, 14, February 1, March 1, 18-19, April 9, 18, 20, May 1
Maddy: July 4, August 15, 31, November 8, 15, May 22
Marley (Bichon): March 22, 23
Marley (Mastiff-cross): March 23
Max: June 14
Maxi: November 15, December 5, April 2-3, 5-6
Millie (Miniature Pinscher): June 5, 30, July 3, August 14, 29, 31, September 4, 7-8, May 4, 13
Millie (sheep dog): September 17, 21, 24, October 1, 7, 26, December 8, 24, January 21, May 12
Milly (Stafforshire cross): January 1
Miro: June 1, 28-29, September 1, 8, 25, October 15, November 7, 11, 20, 30, December 9,
January 16, February 1, 4, 26, March 16, 22, May 3, 15, 30
Misty: December 1
Molly: September 3, March 18
Monty (American Cocker): February 2
Monty (Labrador): October 14, December 5
Monty (Pug): October 29, March 27
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Monty (Schnauzer): June 2
Mozart: August 27, February 6, April 21
Mylo: June 18, July 20, August 10, October 13
Nanook: December 18, March 6
Nemo: July 30
Nico: October 31, November 6, December 3, 5-6, 9, 11, January 29
Noodle: January 22, February 5
Ody: August 15
Oggy: October 19, 31, November 26, January 21, 31, March 4, 13, May 25, 27
Ollie (Cocker): June 23, December 11, January 8
Ollie (Staffie): April 10, 14, 19
Oonie: April 11
Oscar: June 1, 30, July 7, 9-10, 14, 16, 18, August 11, 21, September 8, 15, 19, 26, October 6, 13,
16, 18, 22-23, 31, November 3, 7, December 4-5, 8, 10-11, January 8, February 9, March 6, 13,
16, 23, April 13, May 1, 15, 29
Ozzy: October 30-31, November 10, February 8, March 5, 13, April 16, 19, May 1
Paddy: August 15, December 12, 31, January 23
Paddy (Beagle cross): July 24, October 13, 22-13, January 24
Pancho: June 19, 28-29, July 14, October 16, November 17, December 1, 9, March 30, April 2
Panda (Pandora): June 22, 29-30, July 2, 20-21, 23, 25, 27-28, 30, August 10-11, 14-15, 20, 2526, September 10, October 19, 23, November 5, December 13, January 5-7, 12, 28, March 2, 5,
14, 20, 24, 28, April 4, 13-15, 19, May 1, 8, 17, 22-24, 26
Pasha (Pug): April 11
Pasha (Weimaraner): June 3, January 6, 28, March 29, May 26
Peach: August 30, October 4, 26, January 23
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Pepper: June 15, July 11, 17-18, 19, 23, August 9, 13-14, 21, 27-30, September 9, 13, 26-27,
October 2, 6, 7, 8, 10, 13, 17, 19, 22-23, 25, 29, November 1, 8, 10, 15, 16, 26, 30, December 13,
18, 22, 26, January 4, 12, 14, 17, 26, February 4, March 5, 17, 23, April 3, 7, 8, 16, May 2, 4, 28
Phoebe: May 22
Phoenix: November 1, 8, December 22
Pip: May 24
Pippa: September 26, November 19, December 19, February 9, April 17, May 12
Poppy: June 1, 22
Poppy (Dachshund): August 17, 29
Poppy (Jack Russell): August 14
Poppy (Schnauzer): March 11, May 22
Prince: August 17, 29, September 15
Princess: June 7, July 4, August 15, 31, November 15
Pumpkin: September 5-6
Puppy: March 22, April 28
Purdy: March 30
Quincy: April 22
Raffy: October 18, November 8, March 28
Rebel: August 12, September 18, October 14, 23, November 1, 22, December 5, January 5
Remy: July 5, December 19, March 4, 13, May 1
Rex: May 2
Rosie: December 3
Rio: August 31
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Rizzo: July 7, September 26, October 22, 31, March 13, April 5, May 8, 29
Roxy (Alsatian): July 9
Roxy (Beagle): June 7, 14, 18, 21, August 15, September 6, 19, October 19, November 5, 8, 16,
19, 22-23, 27, December 20-21, 24-25, 27-28, January 3, 23, 25, 31, March 4, 6-7, 12, 13-14, 16,
19, 20-21, 28-29, April 10, 12-13, 14, 16-18, 22, May 1, 4, 6, 8-9, 14-16, 18-19, 21-23, 27, 29,
30
Roxy (Staffordshire): November 21
Ruby (Border Terrier): March 21
Ruby (Mastiff): December 31, March 30, May 3
Rufus (Cairn): January 23
Rufus (Chinese Crested): July 9, 13, August 11, September 9-10, December 5, March 18, May 24
Rufus (Schnauzer): April 5, 17, May 22
Saffie: December 5
Safra: December 31
Saki: June 14
Sam (Poodle/Yorkie): October 7-8, 31
Sam (Pug): February 7
Samson: September 7, October 24, 30
Sandy: June 5, 16, 19, 23, July 2, 12-13, 21, 24, 29, August 13, 19, September 3, 17, 24, 27,
October 8-9, 10, 13, 15-18, 23, December 3, 7
Sasha: August 21, September 23, March 10, April 2
Scamp: June 1, 30, July 7, 9-10, 16, 18, August 11, September 8, 15, 19, 26, October 6, 13, 16,
22-23, 31, November 3, December 5, 11, January 8, February 9, March 6, 13, 16. 23, May 1, 29
Scout: March 5, May 1
Sidney: August 31, September 17, 21, 24-25, October 1, 26, December 8, 24, January 21, May 12
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Simba: June 28, September 18
Simba (Rhodesian Ridgeback): July 29
Simon: June 22, September 1, November 9, May 12
Skye: June 29, July 1, 16, 30, August 27, September 1, October 24, November 10, 17, January
21, 25-26, 29, February 26, March 5, 22, April 16, May 21, 24, 29
Snipe: April 4
Snoopy: August 17, 29, September 15
Snowdon: July 19, October 31
Sparkie (Pomeranian): September 8
Sparkie (Yorkie): June 3-7, 13-16, 18-25, 27, 29, July 1-8, 11-15, 19-21, 23-24, 27-30, August
11, 15, 17-23, 24, 25, 28-29, September 2-4, 6, 8, 11-12, 19-20, 24-26, October 7, 11-12, 15,
17-19, 22-23, 25-26, 29-31, November 1-4, 6, 8-10, 15-17, 19, 21, 23-24, 30, December 3, 6, 1014, 16-20, 23-25, 27-30, January 2-4, 8, 10-11, 14-15, 21, 23-26, 29, 31, February 1, 4-5, 8, 27,
March 1, 3-4, 6-7, 9-10, 17-20, 30, April 1, 3-7, 11-12, 14, 19-20, 22, 30, May 1-4, 6-9, 14-16,
19, 21-22, 26-27, 29, 30
Stanley: June 5, 30, July 21
Stella: August 28, October 1, 26
Storm: June 14, 26, August 30
Suede: June 2
Suki: July 10, August 19, 26, December 12, March 4, 28, May 14, 17
Summer: July 4, January 30
Sunny: July 10, 11, 16-17, August 10, 23, 26, September 24, March 4, 6, 18, April 14, 17, May 7,
10, 16-17, 24
Sweep: June 5, 30, July 21, 23, August 11, November 23
Tackis: December 16, April 19
Tallulah: March 24
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Tank: September 4-5, 23, October 14, 25-26, November 16, 21, April 14, 16, 22, May 3, 5, 24
Tara: June 28, July 10, 29, August 18, September 7, 13, November 5-6, December 1, 5, March
23, April 28
Taz: September 18, March 10, April 15
T-bone Ted: December 3, 13, 19, 24, January 14-15, 17, February 8, 28, March 1, 18, May 4
Thea: July 11
Thomas: July 12, November 18
Tiffany: May 13
Tilly: November 30, January 14, March 15
Timmy: June 2, July 11, April 9
Toby (Bulldog): July 9, January 1, March 7
Toby (Dachshund): June 5, 30, July 21, 23, August 11, November 23
Toby: Weimaraner: February 9
Tracy: December 1
Trouble: July11, September 13, December 3
Tyler: March 23
Violet: July 11, 16
Vito: June 1, 28-29, July 13, September 1, 8, 25, October 11, 15, November 11, 20, 30,
December 9, January 16, February 1, 4, 26, March 1, 16, 22, May 3, 15, 30
Walter: June 15, July 11
Walter Benjamin: October 10, November 15, January 17, March 21
Watson: February 7
Wesley: April 20
Will: June 28, July 19, December 18, March 4-5, 12, 29
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Willow: August 23
Wilson: June 2
Winnie (Pug): June 1-2, 4, 6-7, 13, 15-16, 18, 20, 23, 28-29, July 1-3, 5-9, 11-13, 15, 19-21,
23-25, 28-30, August 11, 14-15,19-23, 26, 29-31, September 6-7, 13, 17-20, 24, 26, October 4,
7, 11-12, 14-18, 22-23, 26, 29, 31, November 3, 6, 8-9, 11, 15-17, 21-22, 24, 27-30, December
4-6, 10-12, 14-21, 24-25, 28, 30-31, January 1-4, 6, 8, 11-12, 14-16, 21-22, 24, 29-31, February
1, 4-5, 7, 26-27, March 1-4, 7-10, 14, 17-20, 25, 27-28, 30-31, April 3-5, 7, 8-14, 17-19, 22, May
1-9, 13, 14, 15-16, 19, 21-22, 27-31
Winnie (Spaniel): August 21
Winston (mostly Alsatian): September 4
Winston (Bulldog): August 18
Winston (Westie): July 25
Woof: June 26
Yoyo: June 3, 5-7, 13-15, 19-22, 24-25, July 11, 15-16, August 18, September 5, October 18-19,
22, 29, November 19-20, 23-24, 26-27, December 21, January 23, March 14, 16-18, 22-23, April
5, 7, 9, 28, 30, May 1-4, 6, 17, 19, 24, 30
Zara: May 15, 18
Ziggy: June 18, July 3, 28, 30, August 14, 20, 27-28, September 8, October 21, November 9,
May 21
Ziggy (Poodle): March 18, April 20, May 24
Zorro: June 2, August 15, December 25, February 9, March 12, 27, April 11, 28
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